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sensitivity and axial resolution was shown in (C). An increase of the sensitivity with increased sampling rate 

was observed, while the axial resolution was not affected. ........................................................................... 94 

Figure 3. 23 Characterization of the noise level with different sampling rates. The first row showed the 

linear and logarithmic noise term, as well as standard deviation of the noise term, without any filtering. The 

second row showed the corresponding moving-average-filtered images to show different level of noise as a 

function of sampling rate. .............................................................................................................................. 94 

Figure 3. 24 Chip-based SDM-OCT system. (A) Schematic diagram of the chip-based SDM-OCT. (B) 

Layout of the PIC-based SDM component. Input and output of the chip was labeled. A three-layer cascade 

of 1×2 splitters were shown. The cascaded splitters, with each layer indicated by red dash lines, were used to 

split the incident beam evenly from 1 to 8. Optical delay (L) was ~2.5 mm between neighbouring channels. 

(C) Zoom-in view of output ports of the chip-based SDM component showing eight waveguide channels 

with a d = 0.25 mm spacing between them. Output channels were 8 angle polished to reduce back reflections. 

(D) Photograph of the chip with its size measured to be 2.5 × 2.0 cm2, close to the size of a US quarter coin. 

C: Circulator; C1, C2: collimator; DBD1, DBD2: dual balanced detectors; L1, L2, L3: lenses; M1: mirror; 

PC: polarization controller. ........................................................................................................................... 97 

Figure 3. 25 Performance characterization of the chip-based SDM-OCT system. (A) Roll-off 

measurement of the central beam of the chip-based SDM-OCT in logarithmic scale. A roll-off of ~2dB was 

measured over ~27 mm depth range in air. (F) Lateral resolution was measured to be ~20 m in en face 

SDM-OCT image of a USAF target from the central beam (Group 4, element 5). ....................................... 98 

Figure 3. 26. Chip based SDM-OCT image of ex vivo porcine eyeball. The scan area was ~13.5 × 14.3 

mm2. (A) A single 2D cross-sectional B-scan (average of 10 frames) showed 8 images corresponding to 8 

beams appearing at separate depth ranges. Eight images covered a depth range of ~22 mm in tissue. Different 

color bands at the left of the B-scan represented imaging area covered by each beam. (B) 2D cross-section of 

final stitched image of 8 beams, color bands on the bottom show area of the image acquired by each beam. 

(C) Cross sectional image of the single beam cropped out of a single B-scan. (D) En face image of the final 

stitched image, horizontal and vertical dashed lines show the directions of 2D cross sectional images shown 
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in (B) and (C) respectively. (E) 3D volumetric reconstruction of anterior segment of the eyeball using final 

stitched image. ............................................................................................................................................... 99 

Figure 3. 27 Wide-field, chip-based SDM-OCT imaging of the ventral side of a human finger, showing 

fingerprints. The total scan area was ~18.0×14.3 mm2. (A) Photograph of a human middle finger showing 

8 beams illumination with the yellow rectangular box defining the total scan area. (B) A single 2-D cross 

sectional B-scan (average of 10 frames) showing 8 images corresponding to 8 beams appearing at different 

depth ranges.  Different color bands at the left of the B-scan indicated the finger images covered by each 

beam. (C) Zoomed 2D cross sectional image of the finger from the central beam. (D) Stitched cross-sectional 

image of the finger. (E) Enlarged area of the yellow rectangle region in (D) showing sweat ducts. (F) En face 

projection of the final stitched image of the ventral side of the middle finger, showing fingerprints. Horizontal 

and vertical dashed lines show the directions of 2D cross sectional images shown in (C) and (D), respectively.

 ..................................................................................................................................................................... 101 

Figure 3. 28 Chip-based SDM-OCT imaging of the human finger nail and nail fold region. The total 

scan area was 18.0×14.3 mm2. Each data consisted of 1500×200 A-scans/s. (A) Photograph of dorsal side of 

the middle finger showing 8 beams illumination. (B) 2D cross sectional SDM-OCT image (average of 10 

frames) showing 8 images at different depth ranges. Color bands on the left indicated imaging region covered 

by each beam. (C) Zoomed 2D cross-sectional image from the central beam. (D) YZ cross-section view of 

the nail junction from the final stitched image. (E) En face projection of the final stitched image of the human 

nail and nail fold region. Horizontal and vertical dashed lines showed the directions of 2D cross-sectional 

images in (C) and (D), respectively. ............................................................................................................ 102 

 

Figure 4. 1 Illustrations of IFT of real-value FD-OCT spectral fringes (A) and complex-value FD-OCT 

spectral fringes (B). ................................................................................................................................... 110 

Figure 4. 2 Illustration of phase modulation on complex conjugate removal for FD-OCT. ............... 114 

Figure 4. 3 Illustration of the galvo-based phase modulation. Three mirror positions were presented in 

different transparency level. Red light indicated the original light beam without shifting. Reflection beams in 

three transparency level indicated the reflection direction corresponding to different mirror position. Magenta 
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light indicated the shifting incident beam off the pivoting point by s (distance), with different transparency 

level indicating the reflected beams in different orientation. As a consequence, the sample arm optical path 

length would change by Δz when the galvo is scanning from one side to the other. α, Δα and β indicate the 

mirror reflection angle, rotating angle and beam scanning angle, respectively. .......................................... 120 

Figure 4. 4 Flow chart of the post-processing procedure of galvo-based phase modulation. (A) shows 

the standard post-processing procedure for OCT image. To digitally reconstruct analytic complex 

representation of interference signals, additional steps, included in the magenta rectangular box, are 

performed (B). These additional steps could be processed either right after the DC subtraction  (in most 

literature) or after dispersion compensation for the SD-OCT system. If a Heaviside function is applied as a 

filter, the whole procedure in the magenta box is equivalent to reconstruction of complex signals via the 

Hilbert transform. ........................................................................................................................................ 123 

Figure 4. 5. Simulating the effect of phase modulation during digital reconstruction.The color of the 

surrounding rectangle indicated different domains. Without phase modulation, FFT result along the x 

direction (FFTx) showed a single peak at the zero spatial frequency (kx = 0), while the FFTx of the phase 

modulated signals showed two peaks shifted away from the zero spatial frequency. ................................. 125 

Figure 4. 6 Simulation of the post-processing of phase-modulated interference signals. The color of the 

surrounding rectangle indicated different domains. Since the phase modulation existed in both z and x 

direction, the original interference signals in 2D frames looked like tilting stripes. Interference signals of four 

consecutive A-scans with π/4, π/2, 3π/4 and π phase changes were shown. A direct iFFTz yielded a Hermitian 

representation, with both image and complex conjugate terms.  Direct FFTx lead to two peaks along the x 

direction. After band pass filter (BPF) and iFFTx, a complex representation of the interference signal was 

reconstructed, yielding a complex-conjugate-free image after the iFFTz. ................................................... 127 

Figure 4. 7 Simulation of the post-processing of phase-modulated interference signals with different 

amounts of phase modulation along the transverse direction. The color of the surrounding rectangle 

indicated different domains. Phase modulated interference signals with the phase change of π/4, π/2, 3π/4 

and π between neighbouring A-scans were simulated and shown in different rows. The interference signals 

next to original images showed the interference signals from 1st to 4th A-scans. The  Doppler shifts in the kz 

- kx domain were indicated with black arrows in the 2nd column. After the digital reconstruction, the phase 
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curves along the center horizontal line, from 168th to 232nd pixels (32 pixels from each side of the center 

column) was plotted. The final results were shown in the 4th column in the x-z domain, with the 1st A-scan 

plotted. ......................................................................................................................................................... 128 

Figure 4. 8 Modification of a custom SD-OCT system to realize full-range imaging. ......................... 130 

Figure 4. 9 Demonstration of full-range technique with SD-OCT system. (A-D) showed the amount of 

phase modulation in Fourier transformed fringes along the central row, with ~0mm (A), ~1 mm (B), ~2 mm 

(C) and ~3 mm (D) beam offset on the galvo-mirror. (E-H)Corresponding full-range OCT images showed 

the effectiveness of complex conjugate removal. ........................................................................................ 131 

Figure 4. 10 A photograph of the galvanometer of the SDM-OCT system to illustrate how to create the 

beam offset in the SDM-OCT system. ..................................................................................................... 132 

Figure 4. 11 Flow chart of post-processing procedure of full-range SDM-OCT. (A) Standard SDM-OCT 

post-processing procedure. (B) Additional full-range post-processing procedure. ..................................... 133 

Figure 4. 12: A comparison of SDM-OCT images of a weak single reflector (mirror) with standard and 

full-range setups. (A) was the four-beam mirror image from a standard 1×4 SDM-OCT system and (B) is 

the corresponding image from the full-range 1×4 SDM-OCT system. The mirror images from 4 channels and 

their complex conjugates were indicated. (C) and (D) were intensity profiles across the center rows of Figure 

(A) and (B). Complex conjugate rejection ratio (in dB) of the 1st and the 4th beams with standard and full-

range approaches were indicated, showing the two-step complex conjugate suppression process. ............ 134 

Figure 4. 13 Standard (A) and full-range (B) 1×4 SDM-OCT images of a Scotch tape. (C – J) Zoomed 

tape images from each beam as well as its complex conjugate term from the standard and full-range SDM-

OCT images................................................................................................................................................. 137 

Figure 4. 14 Phase modulation with variable beam offsets. Transverse scan range (xM) was ~1.5 mm. 

Number of effective A-scans (M) was 750. (A) Effects of phase modulation were shown in FFTx spectra of 

the fringes. Normalized carrier frequency, measured as half of the separation distance between image and 

complex conjugate terms changes with varied beam offsets. We could characterize the normalized carrier 

frequency as a function of the beam offset (B). (C)A high correlation between normalized carrier frequency 

and the beam offset was found by linearly fitting the first three rows of data. With large beam offsets, 

normalized carrier frequency continued to increase but did not follow the linear relationship. .................. 138 
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Figure 4. 15 Phase modulation with variable transverse scan ranges. Beam offset s was set to be ~3 mm. 

Number of effective A-scans (M) was 750. (A) Varied phase modulation effects were shown in FFTx spectra 

of the fringes as the transverse scan range was tuned from ~0.5 mm to ~2.5 mm. (B) Chacterized normalized 

carrier frequencies for different values of the scan range. (C) Linear fitting between normalized carrier 

frequency and the transverse scan range was performed, showing a high correlation between these two 

parameters. .................................................................................................................................................. 139 

Figure 4. 16 Phase modulation with varied number of A-scans per B-scan. Beam offset s was set to be 

~3 mm. Transverse scan range was ~1.5 mm. (A) Varied phase modulation effects were shown in FFTx 

spectra of the fringes as the number of A-scans (M) was tuned from 450 to 850.  Peak separation decreased 

as the M increased. (B) Chacterized normalized carrier frequencies kx,n for different values of the number of 

A-scans. (C) Linear fitting results showed that the normalized carrier frequencies were inversely proportional 

to the number of A-scans. ............................................................................................................................ 140 

Figure 4. 17 Demonstartion of full-range SDM-OCT with a half sampling rate. Sampling rate was 0.5 

GS/s. Standard SDM-OCT image of a scotch tape was shown in (A). Images from the 3rd and the 4th beams 

are overlapping with the complex conjugates images of the 1st and 2nd beams, indicated by the red and 

magenta labels of image and complex conjugate terms from different beams. (B) and (C) are the SDM-OCT 

images of 1st and 2nd beams, 3rd and 4th beams, respectively, by blocking two channels, showing that only 

images of two beams could be properly rendered with current sampling rate with the standard SDM-OCT 

post-processing procedure. (D) With the full-range technique, images from all channels could be rendered at 

the same time, with significant suppression of complex conjugate terms. Zoomed views of tape images from 

the 3rd beam in (A) and (D) were shown in (E) and (F)............................................................................... 142 

Figure 4. 18 Full-range SDM-OCT images of the human finger nail in vivo. Sampling rate was 0.5 GS/s. 

Images from four beams were shown in (A), with a total imaging depth of ~21 mm. (B)-(D) were 3× zoomed 

images of each beam, showing clear structure of the nail junction, dermal/epidermal junction (DEJ) in 

proximal nail fold region, the cuticle, as well as separation of nail plate and nail bed. .............................. 144 

 

Figure 5. 1 Post-processing procedure for DLOGIV OCTA technique. .............................................. 158 
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Figure 5. 2 Demonstration of SD-OCT angiography on human finger in vivo. (A) Cross-sectional OCT 

structural image of the dorsal side of the thumb. (B) Angiogram provided by SV-OCT. (C) Angiogram 

provided by DLOGIV. While SV-OCT image could show some large vessels (yellow arrows), DLOGIV was 

able to resolve small vessels (white arrows) with higher contrast. Scale bar: 500 µm ................................ 160 

Figure 5. 3 En face OCT angiograms of human finger processed by DLOGIV. Vascular network was 

colorcoded based on the depth range (B – D) showed the vascular network at the depth range of 200 – 300 

µm, 300 – 400 µm and 400 – 500 µm. (A) was the colorcoded vascular network generated from maximum 

intensity projection of (B) to (D). ................................................................................................................ 161 

Figure 5. 4 Angiography with the standard 1×4 SDM-OCT system. (A) Photograph of volunteer’s middle 

finger. Four beams were scanning simultaneously, covering a total imaging area of 5.9mm × 7.5 mm. (B-D) 

SDM-OCT angiographic results showing vascular network of the finger nail in en face, XZ cross-section and 

YZ cross-section views. The blood vascular network, labeled in red, overlaid on top of corresponding OCT 

structural image. White rectangle: meshed vasculature in the deeper skin layer. Yellow rectangles: scattered 

small vessels in the superficial skin layer. White arrows: large vessels; Yellow arrows: smaller vessels. 

Stitching of both structural images and angiograms from 4 different beams were indicated in (D). (E) 3D 

rendering of vascular network from all depths, viewed from the top. Scale bar: 1 mm for all the images. 163 

Figure 5. 5 Color-coded SDM-OCT angiograms of the finger nail fold. (A) Merged color-coded SDM-

OCT angiograms from a depth range of 250 µm to 1050 µm. Vessels from different depths could be 

differentiated from the colors. (B – Q) 16 SDM-OCT angiograms showing the vascular network at different 

skin layers, with a 50 µm increment in depth. Different pattern of vasculature, i.e. thin line and dots in 

rectangle 1; mesh structure in rectangle 2; main vessels in rectangle 3 to 5, could be easily identified. Scale 

bar: 1mm for all images............................................................................................................................... 164 

Figure 5. 6 Angiograms of the finger nail junction obtained with the full-range SDM-OCT. (A) 

Photograph of volunteer’s index finger. The scan range of four parallel beams was 1.7mm and 7.5mm in fast 

and slow axis, indicated by the white rectangle box. (B) Stitched YZ cross-sectional FR-SDM-OCT image 

of the nail junction. The corresponding angiograms were overlaid on top of the structural image in the red 

channel. (C) Color-coded FR-SDM-OCTA image of the nail junction, merged from the depth range of 300-

1200 µm below the surface. (D – U) 18 FR-SDM-OCT angiograms showing the vascular network at different 
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skin layers, with a 50 µm increment in depth. Representative features of vascular network in nail fold, nail 

bed and cuticle regions were labeled in white, yellow and orange rectangular boxes, respectively. White 

dashed line in (M) indicate the separation between nail bed, cuticle and nail fold regions. Scale bars:  500 

µm for all the images. .................................................................................................................................. 166 

Figure 5. 7 Vascular feature of the nail extracted from FR-SDM-OCTA images.  (A) Papillary vascular 

layers in nail fold. (B) Sub-papillary layer in nail fold (C) Reticular layer in nail fold (D) Pseudo-papillary 

layer in nail root/nail matrix (E) Sub-papillary layer in nail bed. Scale bar: 200µm................................... 168 

 

Figure 6. 1 Illustrations of Drying Progression and Final Deposition of Four Droplet Models. (A) Water 

droplets with particles, i.e. polystyrene, melamine formaldehyde, silica. (B) Water droplet with antibody 

coated particles to detect biomarkers. (C) Liquid crystal droplet (D) Binary liquid droplet. ...................... 176 

Figure 6. 2 (A) A schematic diagram of the inverted ultra-high resolution optical coherence microscopy 

system (UHR-OCM). (B) Illustration of the effect of illumination direction on final OCM images. Inverted 

illumination minimized distortion from light refraction. ............................................................................. 179 

Figure 6. 3 Drying progression of water droplets containing polystyrene particles in ambient 

environment with fast evaporation rate. Yellow arrow: Contact line depinning. ................................... 181 

Figure 6. 4 Drying progression of water droplets containing polystyrene particles in loosely sealed 

PDMS chamber with intermediate evaporation rate. White Arrow: Capillary Flows. Yellow Arrow: 

Contact line depinning. Contact angles were measured at ~122 s (B) and 630 s (C). The contact line was 

moved by ~370 µm. .................................................................................................................................... 182 

Figure 6. 5 Drying progression of water droplets containing polystyrene particles in the tightly sealed 

PDMS chamber. White Arrows: (A) Capillary Flows (B) Marangoni Flows (C) Sedimentation. ............ 184 

Figure 6. 6 Time-lapse UHR-OCM imaging on initiation of convective flows in SSY solution droplets.

 ..................................................................................................................................................................... 185 

Figure 6. 7 Drying progression of SSY solution droplet imaged by UHR-OCM. Schematic illustration of 

phase behaviors of SSY droplet at different drying stages was shown in (A). (B-G) UHR-OCM images of 

the SSY solution droplet at different drying time points. White spots: polystyrene particles as tracers. Cr: 

crystalline, C: columnar, N: nematic, I: isotropic. White dashed line in (D): Columnar-nematic boundary. 
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White arrows in (C): Nematic-isotropic boundary. Yelow arrows: columnar line structures. White arrow in 

(G). Crystallized state. ................................................................................................................................. 186 

Figure 6. 8 An drying SSY solution droplet in the columnar phase under high-magnification POM and 

UHR-OCM. (A) POM with cross-polarizer. (B, C) OCM XZ and transverse views. ................................ 187 

Figure 6. 9 Drying progression of latex droplets showing the horizontal and vertical drying 

inhomogeneities. ~5 µL latex droplets containing large (L Latex, Dia: ~125 nm) and small (S Latex, Dia: 

~53 nm) polystyrene particles were deposited on the glass slide, with initial solid contents of 40.11wt% and 

33.43 wt%, respectively. OCT structural images of L (A-C) and S (D-G) latex droplets clearly showed 

domain boundaries between surficial packed region close to air-latex interface and inner suspension regions 

with different scattering properties. OCT speckle contrast analysis (H-K) further confirmed the 

inhomogeneous particles’ packing process for L and S latex droplets, with different particles’ mobility in the 

packed and suspension regions. ................................................................................................................... 190 

Figure 6. 10 Late-stage drying progression of latex drolets with undetected particle motions. Shear band 

formation, cracks, final drying process and final deposition pattern were examined. ................................. 191 

Figure 6. 11: Schematic diagram for integrated OCT-Gravimetry-Video system for latex imaging. The 

OCT system was a modified version of  the custom 1300 nm SD-OCT system in Chapter 2. ................... 197 

Figure 6. 12 Speckle contrast (Ks) analysis of the packing process for droplets and latex systems. A 

single M-mode OCT dataset from L latex was used to illustrate the processing procedure. M-mode OCT B-

scan images (A) were first averaged to get the 2D OCT structural image (B). Then, speckle contrasts with 

the moving window size of a row (200 pixel in the example) or 11 × 11 pixels  were derived for each M-

mode OCT dataset to generate the OCT speckle profile (Red line in C) or 2D OCT speckle Image (D). Time-

lapse OCT speckle profile (C) was plotted by arrranging the OCT speckle profiles from multiple time points 

in an ascending time sequence. ................................................................................................................... 200 

Figure 6. 13 OCT characterization of the drying progression of L latex. (A) Time-lapse OCT intensity 

profile. (B) Timeline of drying progression of L latex. Drying states (1-5) were defined by the gravimetry 

and video methods. OCT observations (6-11) of drying phenomena were listed below the timeline. (C - F) 

2D OCT structural images at 30, 168, 190, 212, 280 and 500 min, showing OCT observations of different 

drying behaviors described in (B). White dashed lines: top and bottom of the latex in the time-lapse OCT 
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intensity profile. Color lines in (A), color texts in (B) and color rectangular boxes in (C – H) were matched. 

Note that observation #8 indicated the initiation of the detachment of L latex, which could be observed in 

(F). ............................................................................................................................................................... 202 

Figure 6. 14 OCT characterization of the drying progression of S latex. (A) Time-lapse OCT intensity 

profile. (B) Timeline of drying progression of S latex. Drying states (1-5) were defined by the gravimetry 

and video methods. OCT observations (6-11) of drying phenomena were listed below the timeline. (C - F) 

2D OCT structural images at 30, 162, 220, 292, 326 and 500 min, showing OCT observations of  different 

drying behaviors described in (B). White dashed lines: top and bottom of the latex in the time-lapse OCT 

intensity profile.Color lines in (A), color texts in (B) and color rectanglular boxes in (C – H) were matched. 

Note that observation #8 indicated the initiation of the detachment of S latex, which could be observed in 

(F). ............................................................................................................................................................... 203 

Figure 6. 15 An illustration of the packing process of particles in the latex......................................... 204 

Figure 6. 16 Visualization of entire particles’ packing process in L latex with OCT. (A) Time-lapse OCT 

intensity profile showed the domain boundary between upper packed layer and lower suspension layer with 

light intensity difference. (B) Time-lapse OCT speckle contrast analysis further differentiated particles’ 

mobility in these two domains. (C – E) 2D OCT speckle contrast image at ~30 min, ~100 min and ~168 min 

showing the progression of particles’ packing process in L latex. (F)Packed layer thickness change as a 

function of time, derived from time-lapse OCT intensity or speckle contrast images. Scale bar: 200 µm . 205 

Figure 6. 17 Visualization of initial packing process in L latex by OCT. (A) Time-lapse OCT. (B) Speckle 
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Figure 6. 18 Visualization of entire particles’ packing process in S latex with OCT. (A) Time-lapse OCT 

intensity profile showed the domain boundary between upper packed layer and lower suspension layer with 

light intensity difference. (B) Time-lapse OCT speckle contrast analysis further differentiated particles’ 

mobility in these two domains. (C – E) 2D OCT speckle contrast image at ~52 min, ~100 min and ~162 min 

showing the progression of particles’ packing process in S latex. (F)Packed layer thickness change as a 

function of time. Scale bar: 200 µm ............................................................................................................ 207 

Figure 6. 19 Visualization of entire particles’ packing process in L latex with OCT, with a slow drying 

rate. The cap of the Petri dish was covered to achieve slow drying. Thus, the packing process was 
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significantly delayed as compared to ambient drying condition in Figure 6.17. (A) Time-lapse OCT intensity 

profile showed the domain boundary between upper packed layer and lower suspension layer with light 

intensity difference. (B) Time-lapse OCT speckle contrast analysis further differentiated particles’ mobility 

in these two domains. (C – E) 2D OCT speckle contrast image at ~2108 min, ~2186 min and ~2262 min 

showing the progression of particles’ packing process in L latex with slow drying rate. (F) Packed layer 

thickness change as a function of time. Scale bar: 200 µm ......................................................................... 209 

Figure 6. 20 Visualization of cracks, detachments and apparent shear band structures in L latex with 

time-lapse 3D OCT. (A1-A6) Video images of the drying L latex. The red rectangle box indicated scanning 

area covered by OCT. (B1-B6) Progression of cracks and apparent shear bands of region 1 in time-lapse en 

face OCT images at corresponding time points of A1- A6(~219min, ~221min, ~227min, ~233min, ~243min 

and ~269min). (C1-C6) Progression of apparent shear bands of region 2 and 3 in en face OCT images. (D1-

D6, E1-E6, F1-F6) Time-lapse OCT cross-section images of the apparent shear bands structures along dashed 

dark orange line, light orange line and yellow line in B1, respectively. B1-C6, had the same scale bar as C6. 

D1-F6 had the same scale bar as F6. ........................................................................................................... 211 

Figure 6. 21 Visualization of cracks, detachments and apparent shear band structures in S latex with 

time-lapse 3D OCT. (A1-A5) Progression of apparent shear bands in time-lapse en face OCT images at 

~304 min, ~308 min, ~314 min, ~320 min and ~334 min. (B1-C5) Time-lapse OCT cross-section images of 

the apparent shear bands structures along dashed light orange line and yellow line in A5, respectively. A1-

A5, had the same scale bar as A4. B1-C5 had the same scale bar as C4. All scale bars were 1 mm. ......... 214 

Figure 6. 22 Correlation of OCT and gravimetric measurements of drying progression of L latex. (A) 

Time-lapse OCT intensity profile. (B, C) Drying rate and water content curves from gravimetry measurement. 

Line 1-6 in different colors indicated critical time points of different OCT observations in Figure 6.13. . 215 

Figure 6. 23 Correlation of OCT and video measurements of drying progression of S latex. (A-F) Time-

lapse video recording of S latex, showing surficial color change and progression of drying fronts. (G-L) 

Corresponding OCT structural images showing the cross-section of the S latex at the local position, indicated 
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Figure 7. 1 Design of a plate holder for multi-well plate. ....................................................................... 227 

Figure 7. 2 Fine adjustment of the stage system. (A) Illustration of the stage setup with additional rotation 

and 2D tilting stages. (B) Locations of the wells (Marked in yellow) for fine adjustments. (C) The effect of 

rotation on OCT images. The plate with wells in yellow is rotated. The location of  boundary well (D11) 

shifts horizontally as compared to center well (D6), causing image offsets. (D) The effect of tilting on well 

location. The location of boundary well (B6) shifts vertically as compared to center well (D6), causing both 

image offset and de-focusing effect............................................................................................................. 228 

Figure 7. 3 Timeline for spheroid preparation and imaging. ................................................................ 229 

Figure 7. 4 96-well plate placed inder the OCT imaging system ........................................................... 230 

Figure 7. 5 Flow chart of the software implementation of the High-throughput OCT (HT-OCT) system

 ..................................................................................................................................................................... 230 

Figure 7. 6 Data Processing for OCT images of tumor spheroids. (A) Flowchart of general post-

processing steps for OCT data.  (B) Flowchart of morphological quantification of the tumor spheroid. (C) 

Flowchart of dead cell region detection of the tumor spheroid. Scale bar: 100 µm for all the subfigures. . 232 

Figure 7. 7 (A) Orthogonal View (B) 3D rendering (C) 3D surface rendering of tumor spheroids generated 

by Imaris. ..................................................................................................................................................... 233 

Figure 7. 8 Collage of en-face (XY) OCT images of HCT 116 spheroids. Scale bar: 500µm ............... 236 

Figure 7. 9 Collage of cross-sectional (XZ) OCT images of HCT 116 spheroids. Scale bar: 500µm ... 237 

Figure 7. 10 Collage of cross-sectional (YZ) OCT images of HCT 116 spheroids. Scale bar: 500µm . 238 

Figure 7. 11 Collage of 3D rendered OCT images of HCT 116 spheroids. Scale bar: 500µm .............. 239 

Figure 7. 12 Sequential en face, cross-section and 3D rendered OCT images of a U-87 MG tumor 

spheroid. Scale bar: 100 μm ....................................................................................................................... 240 

Figure 7. 13 Sequential en face, cross-section and 3D rendered OCT images of a HCT116 tumor 
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Figure 7. 14 Quantitative analyses of the growth kinetics of 3D tumor spheroids in terms of size 

(diameter and height) and volume. Two tumor spheroids from U87MG (A-C) and HCT 116 (D-F) cell 

lines at day 18 were shown as examples to illustrate how average diameter and height were measured from 
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en face and cross-sectional OCT images.  Quantification of diameter and height, diameter-based and voxel-

based volumes for these two cell lines were shown in (G-J) Scale bar: 100 μm. ........................................ 243 

Figure 7. 15. Determination of dead-cell regions of HCT 116 tumor spheroids on Days 4, 14, and 18 

based on optical attenuation contrast. The backscattered signals in cross-sectional OCT images (A, E, I) 

were used to derive intensity profiles along each axial scan line (B, F, J). High attenuation regions (indicated 

in red lines in F, J) could be clearly observed in the intensity profiles of the tumor spheroids on Days 14 and 

18 (F, J), but not on the tumor spheroid on Day 4 (B). Further analyses of optical attenuation coefficient 

histograms (C, G, K) were performed to determine the threshold to separate low and high attenuation regions 

(i.e. 0.48 mm-1), which is calculated as the median of the two peak values (P1=0.36 mm-1, P2=0.60 mm-1). 

High-attenuation regions above the threshold highlighted in red (H, L) were detected as the necrotic cores in 

the tumor spheroids. The region of necrotic tissue clearly increased as the spheroid developed. Scale bars: 

100m. ........................................................................................................................................................ 244 

Figure 7. 16 Progression of dead-cell regions in the tumor spheroid over 14 days, shown in 3D rendered 

optical attenuation maps. Dead-cell regions were highlighted in red. ......................................................... 245 

Figure 7. 17 Comparison of necrotic regions identified based on optical attenuation contrast with 

histology and immunohistochemistry (IHC) results. High attenuation region-labeled OCT images of two 

HCT 116 tumor spheroids on Day 4 (A) and Day 14 (D) were compared with corresponding H&E (B, E) and 

TUNEL stained (C, F) slices, respectively. The highlighted region in blended optical attenuation map (D) 

matched well with the combination of the necrotic (E) and apoptotic regions (F) identified by H&E and 

TUNEL stainings, respectively. Zoom-in views of gray square-highlighted areas were shown at the left-top 

panel of H&E and TUNEL images. The contour of high attenuation region in OCT image was indicated in 

black dash lines in H&E and TUNEL images. Scale bar: 100 m. ............................................................. 247 

Figure 7. 18 List of Compounds that added to each well. The wells labeled with DMSO were control 

groups. The final concentration of the compound decreased from 33µM to 0.26 µM from first row to 8th row.
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Figure 7. 19 Characterization of compound effects on tumor spheroid invasion assay by HT-OCT. 

Tumor spheroids were fixed and optical-cleared prior to imaging. Subpanels 1-4 corresponded to cross-
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sectional OCT (OCT XZ), en face OCT (OCT XY), 3D rendered OCT (OCT 3D) and bright field (BF) 

images.  Scale bar: 300 μm.......................................................................................................................... 251 

Figure 7. 20 Characterization of compound effects on in vitro tumor spheroid invasion assay. First row 

showed the bright field images of tumor spheroids treated with DMSO (control), Bosutinib, Axitinib, 

Sunitinib, Metarrestin and LY-364947. Second row showed the corresponding en face OCT images. 

Compound concentration: 16.7 µM. Scale bar: 250µm............................................................................... 252 

Figure 7. 21 Compound effects of inhibition of cell invasion on tumor spheroids at different 

concentrations, characterized by bright field and 3D OCT imaging. Compound concentration increased from 

0.26 µM to 33.3 µM. Bosutinib, Metarrestin and LY-364947 treated spheroids were shown. Bosutinib started 

to take effect at a concentration of 2.08 µM; Metarrestin started to take effect at a concentration of 16.7 µM, 

while LY-364947 didn’t show any inhibitory effects on tumor spheroid invasion models. Scale bar: 200 µm.

 ..................................................................................................................................................................... 254 

Figure 7. 22 Total area analysis of tumor spheroid invasion assay. The spheroid area was measured for 

each spheroid in en face OCT images (A) and bright field images. Spheroid areas for different compounds 

as a function of concentration quantified from en face OCT images (B) or bright field images (C) were shown.

 ..................................................................................................................................................................... 255 

Figure 7. 23 Total volume analysis of tumor spheroid invasion assay with different compound 

treatment. ................................................................................................................................................... 256 

Figure 7. 24 Invasion area analysis on tumor spheroid invasion assay. Left panels of (A-F) showed the 

en face OCT images of selected tumor spheroids with different compound treatments (Control spheroid was 

treated with DMSO). The compound concentration was 16.7 µM for all compound-treated spheroids. Right 

panels showed the segmentation results of spheroid, with the red colored region indicating the core and the 

green colored regions indicating the invasion area. The corresponding quantification results were shown in 

(G), with the areas of the core and invasion areas plotted separately in the bar plot. .................................. 257 

Figure 7. 25 3D rendered OCT image of a tumor spheroid invasion model (A) and corresponding 

segmented spheroid with green-colored invasion region an red-colored core (B). .............................. 258 
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developmental stages, including E9.5, E10.5, E11.5, E12.5, E13.5 and E16.5, respectively. A: Atria, V: 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an established optical imaging modality which can obtain label-free, 

non-destructive 3D images of samples with micron-scale resolution and millimeter penetration. OCT has 

been widely adopted for biomedical researches, especially in the fields of ophthalmology and cardiology. In 

addition to biomedical applications, OCT has also been employed to characterize various industrial products, 

including tapes, tablet coatings, thin films, and paints. Given its advantages, OCT, especially high-speed 

OCT, is suited for time-lapse (or longitudinal) non-destructive imaging of samples to monitor their dynamic 

changes over time. 

 In the first part of my dissertation, I have focused on the topic of the advances of high-speed OCT 

technologies. The OCT technology has been briefly introduced, with the focus on the principles and key 

performance metrics. A detailed tutorial on how to build a custom spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT) has been 

described. Next, I have introduced the space-division-multiplexing OCT (SDM-OCT) technology, a parallel 

imaging OCT technology with a more complex and intricate system setup. The principles of SDM-OCT and 

step-by-step procedures to build a SDM-OCT and to characterize its performance have been described in 

details. I have demonstrated the feasibility of both fiber-based and chip-based SDM-OCT to perform in vivo, 

high-speed imaging of human fingers. Furthermore, I have presented my work on improving the performance 

of SDM-OCT with the implementation of the galvo-based phase-modulation full-range technique, which can 

facilitate the SDM-OCT acquisition of multi-channel images with reduced hardware requirements. Detailed 

descriptions of theoretical foundations, experimental designs and post-processing procedures of the galvo-

based phase-modulation full-range technique have been shown. The feasibilty of the full-range SDM-OCT 

(FR-SDM-OCT) has been demonstrated by characterizing its performance in mirror and tape images and 

acquiring the images from human fingers in vivo.  

 In the second part of my dissertation, I have presented the unique observations using high-speed OCT 

systems to characterize dynamic processes in biological and non-biological samples. First, a functional OCT, 

OCT angiography (OCTA), has been shown to visualize the vascular network. Specifically, I have 

demonstrated the feasibility of SDM-OCT angiography to visualize the capillary network in the human finger 

nail, showing the advantages of SDM-OCT technology with a parallel imaging scheme to further improve 
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the imaging speed and the field of view (FOV) with reduce motion artifacts. Second, I have shown my 

research work of characterization of drying process of droplets and latex systems. With a short time window 

from a few milliseconds to ~1 second, high-speed OCT systems can be used to capture the fast fluid flows in 

the drying droplets and the fast packing process in drying latex system. With a multi-modal imaging platform 

including OCT, gravimetry and video measurements, we have characterized progressions of global and local 

drying phenomena in polystyrene latex system for ~500 min. Third, I have shown my work on establishing 

an OCT-based, 3D high-throughput imaging (HTI) platform to perform screening of tumor spheroid assays 

in 96-well plate. I have developed a program for quantification of tumor spheroid morphology (i.e. diameter, 

height, volume) to track growth kinetics. I have also developed a strategy to label the 3D distribution of dead-

cell regions within the tumor spheroid for viability characterization, based on intrinsic optical attenuation 

contrast. With the established platform, I have performed the OCT screening of tumor spheroid invasion 

assays to characterize 3D cell invasion and evaluate inhibition effects of drugs. Fourth, I have described my 

research work on utilizing OCT to image mouse embryonic hearts at different developmental stages, with the 

implementation of optical clearing methods to enhance the light penetration in mouse embryos.  

Representation results of using OCT to phenotype congenital heart defects (CHDs) in mutant mouse embryo 

models  have been shown. 
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Chapter 1: Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT): an Introduction 

 

1.1 Overview 

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) [1] is an established optical imaging modality which can obtain label-

free, non-destructive 3D images in biological tissues.  As the optical analog of ultrasound, OCT can detect 

back-scattered signals within the sample from the depths of up to 1-2 mm below the surface. Instead of 

measuring the echo time from each depth for ultrasound, OCT employs low-coherence interfometry to 

reconstruct with structural images with high depth resolvability. Serving as “optical biopsy”, OCT can 

provide in situ, non-destructive measurements of tissue properties, without the need for sample excision and 

fixation. By scanning the incident beam on the sample in one lateral direction, tomographic image of the 

tissue structure in cross-sectional planes (B-scan)  can be captured. While the beam is scanning in both lateral 

directions, 3D OCT data (C-scan, cubic scan) can be obtained to reconstruct the volumetric structure of the 

sample. The acquisition time for a OCT volume is on the order of seconds, which are suitable for in vivo 

clinical studies. The resolution of the OCT images is approaching that of confocal microscope and histology, 

which demonstrated the feasibility of OCT as an alternative imaging technique to resolve fine tissue structure.  

Since OCT does not require any labeling or injection of contrast agents (i.e. inks, dyes, fluorescent dyes, 

nano particles) to render the signals, it can alleviate the potential damages or side-effects for animals and 

human subjects. Also, the employment of near-infrared light source with low power level (in mW) ensures 

that the OCT imaging is safe without radiation and photo-thermal damages. Table 1.1 summarized the 

advantages of the OCT imaging technique. 

Table 1. 1 Advantages of Optical Coherence Tomography 

 

 

Advantage of Optical Coherence Tomography 

• 2D and 3D tomography 

• High depth resolvability 

• Micron-scale resolution in both axial 

and lateral direction 

• High-speed data acquisition 

• Non-destructive 

• Non-contact 

• No label or contrast agent 

• Minimal radiation and photothermal 

damage* 

* For retinal imaging, since the threshold damage level is low, the photothermal damage needs to be 

taken into consideration. 
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Table 1. 2 A Chronicle of OCT Development 

A Chronicle of OCT Development 

Year Milestones 

1991 First published paper of OCT (TD-OCT) 

1993 First retinal images in vivo 

1995 First SD-OCT demonstration  

1995 Early clinical studies on eye disease 

1996 First commercial ophthalmic OCT system 

1997 First SS-OCT demonstration 

1998 First tomogram of skin 

1998 Demonstration of video rate OCT 

2003 Theoretical and experimental demonstration of sensitivity advantage of FD-OCT   

2003 Speed of SD-OCT reaches 15 kHz  

2004 First commercial cardiovascular OCT system 

2005 OCT becomes standard of care in ophthalmology 

2006 First FDA approved ophthalmic SD-OCT system 

2008 Speed of SD-OCT reaches 312.5 kHz 

2010 Speed of SS-OCT reaches 20 MHz 

2010 First commercial dermatology OCT system 

2012 First commercial SS-OCT system 

2013 First commercial gastroenterology OCT system  

2014 First Commercial OCT angiography system  

2018 Speed of SS-OCT reaches 44.5 MHz 

* TD-OCT: Time-domain OCT; SD-OCT: Spectral-domain OCT; SS-OCT: Swept-source OCT; FD-

OCT: Fourier-domain OCT.  

 Table 1.2 shows a chronicle of the development of OCT, adapted from OCT reviews by Fujimoto and 

Swanson [2], Klein et al. [3] and de Boer et al. [4]. The first OCT paper was published by Huang et al. in 

1991 [1]. Two years later, OCT was successfully employed to perform in vivo imaging of the retina [5]. The 

first spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT) system was demonstrated in 1995 to measure the corneal thickness [6]. 

In 1997, the first swept source OCT (SS-OCT) system was also demonstrated [7]. Next year, the first 

tomogram of the skin was captured [8]. In the same year, OCT with a video rate acquisition of 2D images 

was demonstrated [9]. However, the significance of sensitivity advantages of spectral domain and swept 

source OCT systems over time-domain OCT system was not clearly stressed in these papers until the 
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establishment of theoretical foundations in 2003 [10-12]. Since then, Fourier domain OCT was widely 

adopted for OCT applications. With the rapid development of line-scan cameras and tunable swept lasers, 

the OCT imaging speed has been improved significantly. In 2003, a SD-OCT system with an imaging speed 

of 15,000 Hz (axial scans per second, A-scans/s) was demonstrated [13]. The speed reached 312.5 kHz in 

2008 [14]. A swept source system with an equivalent imaging speed of 20.8 MHz was demonstrated in 2010, 

marking a new record of the OCT speed [15]. To date, the record-high speed of the OCT system was 44.5 

MHz with the implementation of a mode-locked fiber laser and time stretch technique in a SS-OCT system 

[16].  

 OCT was introduced in clinical studies starting from the mid-1990s. In 1995 and 1996, OCT was 

demonstrated to facilitate the diagnoses of retinal and macular diseases, including glaucoma, macular edema, 

aged-related macular degeneration and choridal neovascularization [17-20]. With 10-years aggregation of 

experimental proofs, clinical data and technology advances, OCT finally gained wide clinical adoption and 

became a standard of care in ophthalmology in 2005 [2]. By 2015, it was estimated that ~15 million 

ophthalmic OCT procedures was performed in United States in a single year. In worldwide, the number 

reached ~30 millions per year [2, 21].  

 The prerequisite for wide adoption of OCT in clinical studies was the commercialization of the OCT 

technology. The first OCT start-up company was established in 1992 and the first commercial ophthalmic 

OCT product was released in 1996 [2]. It was until the release of the 3rd generation OCT system in 2002 that 

the ophthalmic OCT market began to thrive. The introduction of the first FDA-approved SD-OCT further 

expanded the market with more start-up companies, more OCT systems sold and growing annual revenues. 

The yearly annual renenue of ophthalmic OCT system reached ~500 million dollars in 2013 and the 

cumulative revenue reached ~4 billion dollars by 2016 [21]. Other than ophthalmic OCT system, commercial 

cardiovascular, dermatology, gastroenterology and angiographic OCT systems emerged in the market in 

2004, 2010, 2013 and 2014, respectively, further broadened the OCT market [21]. With different types of 

commercial OCT system available in market, more procedures were performed in clinics. It was estimated 

that a total number of ~400,000 cardiovascular OCT procedures, ~25,000 dermatology OCT procedures and 

~7,000 gastroentterology OCT procedures were performed by 2016 [21]. It is still an ongoing process that 
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researchers  and companies are working together to translate state-of-the-art OCT technology into clinical 

practice.  

 

1.2 Different Types of OCT 

According to the configuration, OCT can be divided into two categories: Time-domain OCT(Td-OCT) and 

Fourier domain OCT (FD-OCT). FD-OCT can be further divided into two categories: spectral domain OCT 

(SD-OCT) and swept source OCT (SS-OCT). Figure 1.1 shows the schematics diagrams of all three types 

of OCT. The major parts for all three types of OCT system are the same: the interferometer. All three types 

of OCT system utilize the Michelson interferometer configuration to generate the interference signals: 

Emission light from the light source (LS) is first split into two: one portion is transmitted in the reference 

arm and reflected by the reference mirror, while the rest of the light is transmitted in the sample arm and 

back-scattered by the sample. The reflected signals from two arms would meet at the splitter and interfere 

with each other. Finally, the interference signals would arrive at the detector. The Michelson interferometer 

in the OCT system is usually achieved with a beam splitter in the free space or a 2×2 fiber coupler in fiber-

based setup.  

Other than the interferometer part, we can find the variations of system configuration in these three types 

of OCT system. Both TD-OCT and SD-OCT systems utilize broad-band light source to provide incident 

light. Either a superluminescent diode (SLDs) or a supercontinuum laser (SC) can be used as the broad-band 

light source. However, the detection parts are quite different: TD-OCT use a single photo-detector to detect 

the back-scattered interference signals while the SD-OCT uses a spectrometer to detector wavelength-

dependent back-scattered interference signals. For the SS-OCT, the detection scheme is the same as TD-OCT 

system: use a single or balanced detector to detect the back-scattered signals. However, the light source is 

Figure 1. 1 Comparing the configuration of different types of OCTs.  (A) Time-domain OCT (B) 

Spectral domain OCT (C) Swept Source OCT. LS: Light Source; 50/50: 2×2, 50/50 fiber coupler or beam 

splitter. BW: bandwidth 
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quite different for SS-OCT. SS-OCT utilizes a tunable swept laser to provide narrow-band light pulses with 

continuously-sweeping wavelengths. Thus the detected interference signals are also wavelength-dependent.  

Figure 1.2 illustrates the different detected interference signals from three types of OCT systems. The 

simulated OCT interferogram is presented in Figure 1.2 A, which is dependent on both the depth z and the 

or wavenumber k. For time-domain OCT, the photodetector receives the signals from all the wavelength. The 

effect is equal to a summation of the 2D inteferogram along the λ direction for a given depth z1. Due to the 

partial coherence of the broadband incident light, only the interference signals within a narrow depth range 

of  z1 ±δz could be detected (Figure 1.2 B), which the peak amplitude can indicate the relative tissue 

reflectivity at the depth z1 (in arbitrary unit). By moving the reference mirror, the sample reflectivity profile 

along the depth could be measured sequentially, forming an OCT scan along the axial direction (A-scan, 

shown in Figure 1.2C). The detected interferometric signals can be expressed as [22]: 

 

(1.1) 

where I(𝑧𝑛) is the detected back-scattered intensity at each depth,  𝛼𝑟 and 𝛼𝑛 are reflectivity of the reference 

mirror and the nth layer of samples as a function of depth, respectively, 𝛾(𝑧𝑛)  is the normalized 

autocorrelation function, of which the bandwidth determines the axial resolution of the TD-OCT system.  

 As for FD-OCT, one major difference is that FD-OCT detects wavelength-dependent back-scattered 

signals. The depth-encoded interference spectrum for a SD-OCT is shown in Figure 1.2 D. We should note 

that, the typical interference signal detected by the SD-OCT contains a DC term, which yields an offset in 

the fringe. By removing the DC term, we can get the SD-OCT spectra in Figure 1.2 D. Then, an inversed 

Fourier transform is performed to reconstruct the intensity profile along the depth direction, with the result 

shown in Figure 1.2 E. 

 The detection schemes of depth-encoded interference signals is slightly different between SD-OCT and 

SS-OCT systems. For SD-OCT, a spectrometer (See Chapter 2.2.4 for the configuration of the spectrometer) 

is used to collect the wavelength-dependent interference signals at different camera pixels, within the camera 

integration time (Figure 1.2 D). For SS-OCT, the fast photodetector captures the depth-encoded interference 

signals of a narrow wavelength range (wavenumber range Δk) in a short duration of time (sampling time δt), 

which is shown in Figure 1.2 C. The individual point spread functions (blud lines) indicates the detected 

𝐼(𝑧𝑛) = 2𝐼0√𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑛|𝛾(𝑧𝑛)|cos (
2𝜋

𝜆
𝑧𝑛 + 𝜑) 
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discrete fringe signal within the wavenumber range Δk in a sampling time δt. After one sweep is done, we 

can gather all spectral data from different wavelength ranges (different wavenumber ranges) to form a depth-

encoded wavelength-dependent interferogram that is similar to the SD-OCT spectra [4].  

 The actual detected signals by FD-OCT (including SD-OCT and SS-OCT) can be expressed as [22]: 

 

(1.2) 

where I(k) is detected back-scattered signals as a function of wavenumber k, S(k) is the power density 

spectrum as a function of wavenumber, which is correlated with the autocorrelation function via Fourier 

transform; k is the wavenumber, and 𝑧𝑛 is the optical path difference (depth) at nth layer of the sample. After 

Fourier transform, detected back-scattered signals in spatial domain could be reconstructed as[22]:  

(1.3) 

𝐼(𝑘)~𝑆(𝑘) ∑(√𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑛 cos(2𝑧𝑛𝑘 + 𝜑))

𝑛

 

𝐼(𝑧) ∝ 𝑆(𝑧)⨂ ∑ √𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑠(𝑧)(𝛿(𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛) +  𝛿(𝑧 + 𝑧𝑛))

𝑛

 

Figure 1. 2 Illustration of detected interference signals (fringe) by different types of OCT. (A) 

Simulated interference signals as a function of both depth z and wavenumber k. (B) Reprensentative detected 

TD-OCT intensity profile, with the contour drawn in light red. (C) Representative detected spectral points 

in SS-OCT spectra, which is shown as discrete blue PSFs. The light red curve shows all spectra data in a 

sweep, which is equivalent to SD-OCT Spectra in (D). After inverse fast Fourier transform (iFFT), the PSF 

is reconstructed  . 
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where ⨂ indicates the convolution operator.  In the expression 1.3, we can find that there are two mirror 

terms located in both 𝑧𝑛 and −𝑧𝑛, indicating the existence of the mirror image after the Fourier reconstruction 

(shown in Figure 1.2C). Note that, for TD-OCT, no mirrored image would be detected.  

 

1.3 Key Performance Metrics of OCT 

 Several key metrics are used to evaluate and compare the performance of OCT systems, including central 

wavelength and spectral range of the light source, axial resolution, lateral (transverse) resolution, depth of 

focus, total imaging depth, sensitivity and its roll-off.  

1.3.1 Central Wavelength and Spectral Range 

We first mention about the central wavelength and the spectral range since it would determine or affect 

the rest of key performance metrics. For OCT, three wavelength ranges are often used: ~800 nm, ~1060 nm 

and ~1300 nm, depending on the applications. Recently, a few groups use the visible wavelength range [23] 

and 1.7 µm range for specific applications like measuring oxygen saturation [24, 25], ultra-high-resolution 

retinal imaging [26] and probing the deeper region of the brain [27, 28].  

 

1.3.2 Axial Resolution 

The axial resolution shows the resolving power of OCT along the depth direction. Assuming a Gaussian-

shape optical spectrum of the light source, we can derive the theoretical axial resolution as[22]: 

Δ𝑧 =
2ln (2)

𝜋𝑛

𝜆𝑐
2

Δ𝜆𝑓𝑤ℎ𝑚
 

(1.4) 

where 𝜆𝑐  is the central wavelength of the incident light, and Δ𝜆𝑓𝑤ℎ𝑚 is its full-width-at-half-maximum 

(FWHM) spectral bandwidth of the spectrum of the light source.  

 Based on the equation, in most of the cases, the theoretical axial resolution can be determined by the 

central wavelength and the spectral bandwidth of the light source of the OCT system. However, the spectral 

bandwidth of detected signals will be affected by these following factors: transmission window of the fiber 

and the optical lenses, the bandwidth of the fiber coupler and the detection range of the detector. Moreover, 
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since the spectrum shape is usually not Gaussian, it would affect the axial resolution as well [3]. Digital 

spectral shaping techniques can be employed to convert the non-Gaussian-shaped spectra from the light 

source to Gaussian-shape spectra to suppress the sidelobes [29-31]. Also, if the detected signals are not 

linearly sampled in wavenumber, the axial resolution will become poorer as the imaging depth gets deeper. 

In this cases, spectral resampling would be required in order to maintain the axial resolution in the deeper 

depth [32].  

 

1.3.3 Lateral/Transverse resolution 

One important note about the lateral resolution is that it is independent of the bandwidth of the light source. 

Assuming a Gaussian distribution of the beam spot, the theoretical lateral resolution follows the Abbe’s 

criteria, which is given by [22]: 

Δ𝑥 =
0.61𝜆𝑐

𝑁𝐴
 

(1.5) 

where NA is the numerical aperture of the objective.  

 Similarly, the lateral resolution is also affective by the beam spot size and light distribution. In most of 

the time, the beam spot size only occupies a small portion of the aperture of the objective, which affects the 

effective NA of the objective. As a result, the actual lateral resolution, estimated by replacing the labeled NA 

of the objective with effective NA, is usually poorer than the theoretical value. 

 

1.3.4 Depth of Focus 

The theoretical value of depth of focus (DOF) is given by the following formula [33]: 

𝐷𝑂𝐹 = 2𝑧𝑅 =
2𝑛𝜆𝑐

𝑁𝐴2
 

(1.6) 

In which the zR represents the Raylegh range and NA is the numerical aperture of the objective. In another 

literature, 𝐷𝑂𝐹 =  𝜆𝐶/(2 ∙ 𝑁𝐴2) [34].  Similarly, effective NA should be used in the calculation. Since both 
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DOF and lateral resolution are proportional to the central wavelength, there is a trade-off between the choices 

of higher lateral resolution and higher DOF [33]. 

 

1.3.5 Total Measurement Range 

For TD-OCT, since the reference mirror is moved the obtain the sample reflectivity profile along the depth, 

the measurement range is purely determined by the travel range of the translation stage. 

 For FD-OCT, the measurement range is inversely proportional to spectral resolution, which is determined 

by  ΔλFWHM/N. Thus, the measurement range is given by [3, 33]: 

𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝜆𝑐

2

4𝑛Δ𝜆𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝑁 

(1.7) 

Where N is the number of sampling point in an axial scan and Δ𝜆𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 is the total bandwidth of the light source. 

For swept source OCT,  N =  digitizer sampling rate / laser sweep rate. Also note that, the measurement range 

would be doubled if the full-range technique is applied (See Chapter 4 for details) 

 

1.3.6 Sensitivity 

The theoretical shot-noise-limit sensitivity of the SD-OCT system is defined as [35]: 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 10log (
𝜌𝜂𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝑒
𝑃0𝜅𝑠) 

(1.8) 

Where 𝜌 denotes the spectrometer efficiency,  which comprises the diffraction grating efficiency and losses 

due to optical components and spectrometer geometry. 𝜂 is quantum efficiency (conversion ratio) of the 

detection unit, T is camera integration time, 𝑃0  is average optical power entering the interferometer, 𝜅𝑠 

denotes the coupling coefficient of the coupler. Or we can use the back-coupled sample arm power 

𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑑 = 𝑃0𝜅𝑠  (to the detector) to calculate the sensitivity. We should note that, no optical loss is 

assumed in the theoretical sensitivity calculation. If the losses due to the optical components and back- 
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coupling are considered, we can use an effective 𝜅𝑠
′  to represent the coupling coefficient of the coupler 

including the optical losses, which can be expressed by  𝜅𝑠
′ = 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑑/𝑃0 . Note that the camera 

integration time is not exactly equal to inverse of the camera line-rate (in Ascan rates) due to the duty cycle 

of each camera acquisition. For SS-OCT system, T is replaced by 2/sweep rate [22]. The factor of 2 comes 

from the balanced detection, in which the intensity square is quadrupled while the noise variance is doubled 

(See Chapter 3.2).  

 We should mention that the theoretical sensitivity is calculated based on the assumptions of Gaussian 

spectrum and shot-noise-limit detection, where the shot-noise is far more larger than the rest of the noise. 

See detail discussion of the sensitivity and the source of the noise in Chapter 3.2.  

 The sensitivity roll-off is determined by the imaging depth whether the sensitivity decreases by a certain 

value (usually 3 dB, 6 dB and 10 dB) from the peak value. For the spectral domain system, the sensitivity 

roll-off is more severe due to the fringe washout occurred at the spectrometer. For swept-source system, the 

sensitivity roll-off is less a concern and usually determined by the coherence length of the tunable swept laser 

(for each narrow band of wavelength).  

 

1.4 OCT applications and list of OCT literature 

As is mentioned in Chapter 1.1, commercial OCT systems have been widely adopted for clinical studies in 

the field of ophthalmology, cardiology, dermatology and gastroenterology. Other than these clinical fields, 

we can also find the application of OCT imaging in oncology [83], pulmolory [52], urology [57], dentistry 

[56]. Table 1.3 shows a list of recent OCT literatures, including reviews and book chapters in different 

aspects. 

 

1.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we introduced the basic principles and key performance metrics of optical coherence 

tomography. Three types of OCT, including time-domain, spectral domain and swept source OCTs, were 

briefly discussed. A chronicle of the OCT development was reviewed, highlighting the commercial and 

clinical impacts of OCT. OCT applications in all different aspects were mentioned, with a provided list of  
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 OCT literature. Given the advantages of OCT in speed, resolution, 3D capability, penetration and non-

destructiveness, OCT has significant potential in non-destructive evaluation of time-lapse dynamic process.  

  

Table 1. 3 List of OCT Reviews and Book Chapters 

Category Sub-Category Reviews and Book Chapter 

Textbook  Drexler and Fujimoto [36] 

General Principles Wojtkowski [22], de Boer et al. [4] 

OCT history Fujimoto and Swanson [2] 

OCT market Swanson [21] 

Clincial Ophthalmology Wojtkowski et al. [37], Drexler and Fujimoto [38] 

Cardiology Ali et al. [39], Yonetsu et al. [40], Kume et al. [41], Tearney 

[42] 

Dermatology Olsen et al. [43], Liu and Drexler [44], Deegan and Wang [45] 

Gastroenterology Leggett et al. [46], Tsai et al. [47] 

Oncology [48] 

Neurology Baumann et al [49], Men et al. [50], Calabresi et al. [51] 

Pulmonology Shaipanich et al. [52] 

Gynecology Kirillin et al. [53], Wang et al. [54] 

Dentistry Machoy et al. [55], Hsieh et al. [56] 

Urology Freund et al. [57] 

Otolaryngology Hawkshaw et al. [58] 

Surgical Guidance El-Haddad and Tao [59], Carrasco-Zevallos et al. [60] 

Biomedical Developmental 

Biology 

Men et al. [50],  Raghunathan et al. [61] 

NDE/NDT General Golde et al. [62] 

Artworks Iwanicka et al. [63], Targowski et al. [64] 

Technology 

Advances: 

Hardware & 

Software 

Swept Source Klein et al. [3], Drexler et al. [33] 

Multiplexing Klein et al. [3] 

Full-range de Boer et al.  [4] 

Multimodality Drexler et al.  [33], Leitgeb and Baumann [65] 

Probe and 

Endoscope Design 

Gora et al. [66], Monroy et al. [67] 

Despeckle Anoop et al.  [68] 

Deep Learning Ting et al. [69], Grewal et al. [70] 

Functional  

OCT and 

OCT 

extensions 

Line-field/Full-field Thouvenin et al. [71], Thouvenin et al. [72], de Boer et al. [4] 

Angiography Spaide et al. [73], Chen and Wang [74], Zhang et al. [75] 

PS-OCT Baumann [76], de Boer et al. [77] 

Spectroscopic Leitgeb and Baumann [65] 

Elastography Larin and Sampson [78], Wang and Larin [79] 

AO-OCT  Jonnal et al. [80] 

vis-OCT Shu et al. [81] 

Molecular Kim et al. [82] 
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Chapter 2: Building a Spectral Domain OCT system 

2.1 Introduction 

To perform imaging using OCT, building a working OCT system is the first and important step. Depending 

on sample conditions and image quality requirement, the key performance metrics (See Chapter 1.3) need to 

be taken into consideration. For special handling like OCT system equipped with a stage, the configuration 

of the optics need to be arranged ahead of time.  

 In this chapter, I describe the details of building a spectral domain OCT system. Specifically, I describe 

the design and construction of a SD-OCT system equipped with a 3D translation stage for high-throughput 

imaging of tumor spheroids. I will discuss the requirements of the key performance metrics for tumor 

spheroid imaging with OCT and choose the appropriate parts to build the system towards the goal. Results 

of the tumor spheroid imaging using this custom SD-OCT system would be presented in Chapter 7. 

 

2.2 Building a SD-OCT System 

Figure 2.1 shows the schematic diagram of the custom SD-OCT system. It consists of a light source 

(Superluminescent diode), a 2×2 fiber coupler with 50/50 splitting ratio working as the Michelson 

interferometer, a spectrometer, the sample and reference arm optics and a 3D motorized translation stage.  

Other than the stage, the main part of the SD-OCT is analogous to a standard SD-OCT setup.  

Figure 2. 1 Schematic diagram of a spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) 

imaging platform for tumor spheroid imaging 
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 Figure 2.2 shows the corresponding actual setup of prototype spectral domain OCT systemfor tumor 

spheroid imaging. In Figure 2.2A, four main parts of the OCT system are shown, highlighted with different 

dashed line regions: Light source of the OCT system is shown in yellow dashed line region; Sample arm 

optics are shown in orange dash line region; Reference arm setup is shown in Magenta L-shape region; Cyan 

dash line region marks the 3D motorized translational stages.  

 

2.2.1 Light Source 

The light source determines the properties of ouput light for the OCT systems, including the wavelength 

range, spectral bandwidth and output power. These properties would ultimately affect the resolution and 

Figure 2. 2 Actual system setup of the prototype spectral domain optical coherence tomography with 

the motorized translational stage for tumor spheroid imaging. (A) Overall view of the system. Yellow 

rectangle: laser source, Orange rectangle: Sample arm,  Magenta rectangle: Reference arm, Cyan 

rectangle:3D motorized translational stage. (B1, B2) Sample arm setup. (C1, C2) Light source. (D) Reference 

arm setup.  
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sensitivity of the OCT system. When choosing the light source for the OCT system, the following aspects 

need to be taken into consideration. 

1) The output power: we need to know how much power will be delivered to the sample and reference arms, 

respectively. The higher power delivered to the sample arm, the higher sensitivity it would be, according to 

the formula of sensitivity calculation  (See Chapter 1.3.6). The reference arm power should be sufficient 

enough so that the shot-noise-limit detection can be realized to achieve the best sensitivity. However, it 

should not be too large to saturate the detector. In the sample arm, there is an upper limit for the maximum 

power exposure for eye and skin imaging, instructed by the ANSI standard. This will ultimately limit the 

sensitivity of OCT.   

   

2) Central wavelength: the choice of wavelength range depends on the sample properties as well as what 

kind of features we are looking at. Two questions are involved: 

1) How deep are we going to probe into the sample? 

2) What is the required resolution of the OCT system to resolve the features? 

The answers to these two questions are related to three performance metrics: light penetration, axial and 

transverse resolutions. The light penetration depth is dependent on the scattering and absorption properties 

of the sample. Generally, 1300 nm-wavelength light has relative deeper penetration in turbid tissues than 800 

nm wavelength light due to significant reduction of light scattering with increased wavelength [84]. However, 

for biological tissues with high water concentration, i.e. eye lens, 800 nm and 1060 nm wavelength-range 

lights can easily penetrate through it and reach the retinal layer, while 1300 nm wavelength-range light 

cannot, due to significant increase of water absorption [84-86]. Therefore, 800 nm and 1060 nm wavelength 

light can reach the retinal layer of the eye while 1300nm wavelength light cannot. Another consideration will 

be the resolution of the oct system. According to the resolution calcuation (See Chapter 1.3.2 and 1.3.3), the 

axial resolution is proportional to the square of the central wavelength and the transverse resolution is 

proportional to the central wavelength. It means that, larger central wavelength, poorer axial and lateral 

resolution (See Figure 2.3). Thus, there would be a trade-off between the choice of penetration depth and 

resolution. For tumor spheroid imaging, if we target on imaging the whole 3D structure of tumor spheroid, 

penetration depth is more preferred than the resolution. Thus, we choose the source with 1300 nm central 
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wavelength. On the other hand, if we focus on imaging the local cellular dynamics of the outer layer of tumor 

spheroid, i.e. cell migration, resolution would be preferred.  

3) Spectral bandwidth: Since the spectral bandwidth is inversely related to the axial resolution (See Chapter 

1.3.2) , the larger bandwidth is preferred in order to obtain better resolutions.  

4) Spectral shape of the spectrum: If the spectral shape does not follow a Gaussian profile, the axial 

resolution might be compromised (See Chapter 1.3.2).  

 Taken all factors into consideration, we choose the laser source from Thorlabs: SLD 1325, which is 

specialized for spectral domain OCT system for the tumor spheroid imaging system. The reasons are: 

1) Use 1300 nm wavelength to maintain the large penetration depth.  

2) A relative broad spectral bandwidth to maintain axial resolution.  

3) The output spectrum is relative uniform.  

 In Figure 2.2 C1, the light source, Thorlabs SLD 1325, is shown. The butterfly packaged superluminescent 

diode (SLD) is mounted in a temperature controller (CLD1015, Thorlabs, see Figure 2.2 C2). 

Figure 2. 3 A comparison of simulated axial and lateral resolutions with different central wavelengths. 

The spectral bandwidth is set to the same value of 100nm for all three wavelength conditions. Refractive 

index n = 1.  Note that, for high NA objective, the depth of focus determines the axial resolution instead of 

the coherence length of the broadband laser source, yielding a decreasing curve of the axial resolution as the 

NA further increases. 
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2.2.2 Sample Arm Optics 

Figure 2.2 B1 and B2 show the configuration of the sample arm of the custom SD-OCT system. The orange 

numbers labeled different optical components (parts) in the sample arm.  

 Part 1is a collimator, converting output beam from a diverting beam to a collimated beam, where lights 

are transmitted in parallel. The detailed configuration of the part 1 is shown in Figure 2.2 B2. In the middle, 

a one-dimensional (1D) translation stage is used to precisely control the output location of the collimated 

beam in vertical direction, which is critical for full-range applications if needed.  

 Part 2 is a pair of lens mounts, which could be used with a pair of lenses to adjust the beam spot size. In 

the current system, a paired of f = 30mm/f = 60mm lenses can be mounted on the lens mounts to adjust the 

beam spot size to be twice (30/60) or half (60/30) of the original spot size. The spacing between the lens 

mounts are well aligned to ensure the output beam remains collimated. 

 Part 3 is the galvanometer  (Galvo) system, which utilizes a paired of mirrors controlled by the motors to 

convert light transmitting direction in two dimensions. In such way, point-scanning of the sample is realized. 

Since FD-OCT acquires the intensity profile along the depth in each axial scan, a 2D cross-sectional image 

could be captured by scanning the beam in one dimenstion and 3D scan could be realized by scanning  the 

beamin two dimensions.  

 Part 4 and 5 are another pair of lenses in a telescope setting. The input and output of this pair of lenses 

are collimated beams. The purposes of using lens pair 4 and 5 are: 

1) Convert the diverting collimated beam from the Galvo to a converging beam before  the objective;  

2) Serve as a relay lens pair to transmit the scanning beam within the cage system for a long distance.  

3) Potentially increase the size of the beam incident into the objective to enhance the lateral resolution, with 

a higher effective numerical aperture (NA) of the objective.  

4) Adjust the maximum scan angle by changing the NA.  

 In the customed SD-OCT systems, we make the choice of the lens pair 4 and 5 with the following 

considerations: 
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1) The focal length of the first lens (Part 4, f4) shouldn’t be too large. If f4 is too large, the collimated beam 

from the Galvo could be diverted outside the aperture of the lens. Therefore, the scanning angle at the Galvo 

would be limited. 

2) The focal length of the second lens (Part 5, f5) determines the distance between the second lens and the 

objective. If we need some freedom to align the second lens in the cage system, f5 could not be too small. In 

our case, we mount the objective lens on a triangular cage mount with a mirror to divert the beam by 90. 

Thus, a minimum f5 of 2” (50.8 mm) is required. 

3) The difference of f4 and f5 could not be too large, since the relay lens pair also determines the 

magnification of the beam spot. If the magnification, M=|f5/f4|, is too big, the radius of the beam spot itself 

or plus the beam offset due to galvo scanning might be larger than the radius of the 2nd lens, yielding beam 

cropping.  

4) The beam spot at the back aperture of the objective lens should be sufficient to maintain a decent lateral 

resolution, which is inversely proportional to the magnification M .  

5) The total length of the cage system in the sample arm is considered. To accommodate the spectral domain 

OCT system with the large-size motorized translation stage with long travelling ranges , a long sample arm 

cage system is required as a rigid cantilever to hold the objective on top of the center of the translation stage 

with the relay lenses inside the cage system to transmit  the beam from the Galvo to the objective. 

 Taking all considerations, we decide to use a pair of lenses with f4= f5 = 100 mm in the sample arm.  

 Part 6 is the objective mounted on the distal end of the sample arm cage system. The NA of the objective 

determines both lateral resolution, maximum field of view (FOV) and depth of focus (DOF). Lower NA of 

the objective yields larger FOV and DOF, but poorer lateral resolution. Conversely, higher NA value yields 

better lateral resolution.  

 

2.2.3 Reference ArmOptics 

Figure 2.2D shows the configuration of the reference arm of the SD-OCT system. To be simple, the reference 

arm can use the identical optics as sample arm, with a reference mirror placed at the distal end to reflect the 

light back. The major advantage of using identical reference and sample arm optics is that chromatic 

dispersion due to mismatched optics between the reference arm and sample arm could be avoided. However, 
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building the same referefence arm would be relative expensive, due to the high cost of the objective. To cut 

down the system cost, a modified reference arm is configured. The modified reference arm consist of a 

collimator (Part 1 labeled in magenta number), a mirror to divert the beam by  90 degree (Part 3), a pair of 

relay lens (Part 4 and 5), a focusing lens (Part 6) and the reference mirror (Part 7). In addition, a wheel-shape 

continuous variable neutral density filter (Part 2) is placed in the reference arm as an optical attenuator. In 

such way, the power level in the reference arm could be controlled to avoid saturation of the detection unit. 

Also, we can add glasses in the reference arm to compensate the dispersion between the reference and sample 

arm. In the case of 1300 nm SD-OCT system, the dispersion effect is minimal and  dispersion compensating 

glasses are not necessary needed. However, for 800 nm and 1060 nm system, hardware dispersion 

compensation is required in the reference arm.  

 

2.2.4 Spectrometer Design 

Figure  2.4 and Figure 2.5A show the actual configuration and the schematic diagram of a spectrometer, the 

detection unit for SD-OCT system. The lights backcoupled from the reference mirror and the sample interfere 

at the 2x2 fiber coupler. Then, interference signals would be sent to the spectrometer via the fiber.  

 The spectrometer consists of 4 different parts: a collimator, a grating, a F-theta lens and a line-scan 

camera. The line-scan camera (SU1024-LDH2) is purchased from Sensor Unlimited. It has 1024 pixels in a 

horizontal line. The detection area of each pixel is 1500 µm (Height) × 25 µm(pitch size). The maximum line 

rate of the line-scan camera is 92 kHz. The total length L of the 1024 pixels would be 25.6 mm.  

 The design of the spectrometer starts from the choice of the component that can achieve spectral 

dispersion. In our case, a first order diffraction grating is chosen since they are less bulky as compared to a 

dispersion prism. One key parameter of the diffraction grating is the groove density (G), which is related to 

angular dispersion. The larger the groove density, the larger the angular dispersion. In our custom 

spectrometer, we choose a transmission grating with the groove density G = 1145 lpmm(Wasatch,. HD 1145 

lpmm at 1310 nm).  
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 Next, we check the wavelength-dependent dispersion angle of the grating. The SLD1325 has a spectral 

range of ~1240 – 1420 nm with a central wavelength of 1317 nm. According to the dispersion angle chart 

provided by the manufacturer (Figure 2.5 Right), an incident angle of ~49 (49.2) for the grating yields the 

optimal diffraction efficiency. Therefore, we can calculate the maximum and minimum dispersion angles 

with the two boundary wavelengths λmin=1240 nm and λmax=1420 nm based on the grating function[87]: 

sin(𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛) − sin(𝜃𝑖) = 𝑚𝐺𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛 

(2.1) 

sin(𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥) − sin(𝜃𝑖) = 𝑚𝐺𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥  

(2.2) 

 

Figure 2. 4 Actual setup of the custom spectrometer for 1300 nm SD-OCT system,  which consists of a 

collimator, a grating, a F-theta lens and a line-scan camera. 
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Where the θi = -49.2 is the incident angle and m = 1(First order). Replacing all the parameters with numbers, 

we can get: 

𝜗𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 41.5° 

(2.3) 

𝜗𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 60.3° 

(2.4) 

That means, the maximum diverging angle between the two boundary wav elengths would be Δθ = 18.8. 

Using this, we can calculate the optimal focal length of the focusing lens. 

𝑓𝑜𝑝𝑡 =
𝐿

2
 ÷ tan (

∆𝜗

2
) =

25.6

2
÷ tan (

18.8

2
) = 77.3 mm 

(2.5) 

 In our spectrometer design, we choose the f = 100 mm F-theta lens (FTH100-1064, Thorlabs) as the 

focusing lens. The reason to choose the F-theta lens is that it is optimized to have a flat field at the focal 

plane, which ensures that most of the light in various diffraction angles would be all focused on the same 

focal plane. In such case, we can align the focal plane of the F-theta lens to the detection plane of the line-

scan camera to ensure that the beam spot size of each wavelength component of light would be minimized 

on the corresponding camera pixel. If the budget is limited, regular 2” lenses with a f  = 75 mm or f  = 100 

mm can satisfy the need with slight compromise of performance for the boundary camera pixels, due to the 

Figure 2. 5 (Left) Schematic diagram of the spectrometer. (Right) Dispersion of grating showing the optimal 

angle of incidence for different wavelengths. Right figure are referred to the manufacturer specification of 

the grating. 
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spherical aberration of the lens that leads to faster fringe washout for these pixels. Moreover, this F-theta lens 

has a relative large scan angle (±28) and scan field (70 mm × 70 mm). Also, the diffraction-limit spot size 

of this F-theta lens is 16 µm, which is smaller than the pitch size of the camera. If the focal length is larger, 

the spot size on the camera pixel would be enlarged, which may introduce signal cross-talks between adjacent 

camera pixels.  

 Finally, the choice of the collimator needs to satisfy the minimum condition of the spot size on the grating, 

which is 1024/1145 = 0.9 mm. In our case, we choose a collimated lens of f = 20 mm (AC080-020C, 

Thorlabs). Thus, the output spot size would be:  

𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑡 = 2𝑓𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑙) 

(2.6) 

Where θcol = 8 is half of diverging angle of incident light from the fiber. Thus, dspot = 5.6 mm, which 

would be sufficient to illuminate the grating.  

 

2.2.5 Other Parts of SD-OCT System 

A 2x2, 50/50 fiber coupler (AC Photonics) is used, serving as the Michelson interferometer  in the system. 

For SD-OCT system, 50/50 splitting ratio is used for 2x2 fiber coupler since it has the best back-coupling 

efficiency of 25% if no other loss is considered. However, if the sample has limited power exposure, other 

splitting ratios could be employed. For example, a 2x2, 20/80 fiber coupler could be used in an ophthalmic 

OCT system, with 20% power sent to the retina and  80% of the reflected light back-coupled to the detector. 

 To control the polarization state to optimize the amplitude of interference signals, two polarization 

controllers (Figure 2.2D) can be added in the reference arm and sample arm, respectively. 

 

2.3 Alignment of SD-OCT system 

2.3.1 Set Up the Light Source 

Place the light source into the temperature controller following the procedure provided by the controller’s 

manual. If the output port of the light source is not a fiber connector (e.g. a free-space laser like a 

supercontinuum laser), set up a coupling system using two collimator (and additional two mirrors for fine 
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adjustments). Align the coupling system using weak output power level from the light source to avoid damage 

of the fiber tip if incident light does not hit at the center of the fiber tip. Using the screws on the two mirror 

mounts to fine adjust the incident angle to the collimator and use the powermeter to measure the coupling 

power. Adjust until the coupling power reaches the maximum under the weak light. Then, gradually increase 

the power to measure the coupling power at different power levels. 

 After the light source is set up, one port (i.e. Port 1) of 2×2 fiber coupler is connected to the light source. 

The other ports would connect to sample arm (i.e. Port 3), reference arm (Port 4) and spectrometer (Port 2).  

Measure the output power from port 3 and port 4 to check the splittin ratio as well as additional internal loss 

of the coupler.  

 

2.3.2 Alignment of Sample Arm Optics 

The alignment steps for the sample arm are described as followed: 

1) Based on the need, determine whether the sample arm cage system should be configured in upright or 

inverted mode. For tumor spheroid imaging, an upright setup has the advantage that image distortion due to 

light refraction from the round bottom can be avoided. Also, the configuration of the cage system would be 

easier. However, the incident light needs to pass through both the lid surface of the plate and air-liquid 

interface, which might lose more power before it reaches the tumor spheroid.  

2) Estimate the height of the sample arm cage system. In the case of tumor spheroid imaging system, the 

height of the 3D translation stage, thickness of the plate holder, length of the objective lens, working distance 

of the objective add up in the height measurement.  

3) Estimate the location of the galvo system. Fix and hold the galvo system with pedestal posts. 

4) If the collimator is directly purchased from the manufacturer (e.g. Thorlabs), this step could be neglected. 

Otherwise, if a lens and a fiber adapter are used together as a custom collimator, adjust the location of the 

lens (usually by rotating the lens in the tube or moving the lens in the cage system) until the output beam spot 

size remains constant for a long distance, tested with a laser viewing card (IR-card, VRC2, 400 to 640 nm and 

800 to 1700 nm, Thorlabs). If constant beam spot size could not be satisfied, another judgment criterion could 

be that, the output beam maintains a sharp outer boundary at all cross-sections within a long distance. After 

adjustment, the output beam should be close to the collimated state.  
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 Since the design and alignment of the lens and objective are not perfect, the beam spot will get distorted 

and blurry in the far field. Generally, the achromatic lens and objective lens are tested only in the distance 

between 20 cm to 1 m. The higher the NA, the higher chance the collimated beam gets distorted in a shorter 

distance. Empirically, for a small NA lens, we can check the collimation state in the “far  field” of ~5 – 10 

meters, while the collimation state could be checked at a distance of ~1 meter away from a high NA lens.  

5) Using a laser viewing card (IR-card, VRC2, 400 to 640 nm and 800 to 1700 nm, Thorlabs) as a tool to 

indicate the optical path. Align the collimator (Part 1) to the Galvo (Part 3) so that the beam transmitting 

direction should be perpendicular to the edge of the first galvo mirror and the beam spot should hit the center 

of both mirrors. If the beam hits the center of the first one but not second one, fine tune the output angle of 

the collimated beamusing the screws on the collimator mount and the output location of the beam.  

6) (Optional) Mount the f = 60 mm/f = 30 mm lens pair between the collimator and the galvo mirror. Use the 

cage system to facilitate the alignment of these two lens pair. Mount the lens pair on pedestal posts. Place the 

lens pair in the appropriate positions to maintain the original optical path. Fix the pedestal posts with 

clamping forks. Then, release one of the clamping forks and move the lens back and forth until the output 

beam from the lens pair remains collimated. Then, the lens pair is well aligned. Note that the neutral density 

filter could be mounted on the Part 2 position as well.    

7) The rest of the sample arm would be mounted in the 30 mm cage system. A 90 triangle mount (KCB1C, 

Thorlabs) at the distal end is used to convert the beam transmitting direction to vertical direction and mount 

the objective. Tighten the cage rods to the triangle mount. Then add the mirror mount into the cage system. 

Match the height of the cage system to the center of the second galvo mirror.  

8) Align the cage system so that the beam is transmitting through the center of the cage system at every 

horizontal location. Use the alignment plate (Pinhole, CPA1, Thorlabs) to check the beam locations back and 

forth in the cage system to verify whether the beam is hitting at the center all the time. During the alignment, 

the galvo systemshould be turned on and both BNC control cables should be connected to the ground, using 

a BNC terminator with 50 Ohmresistance.  

 The alignment of the cage system could be aligned iteratively. On one hand, both galvo mirrors can be 

rotated manually by loosening or fixing the screws to adjust beam transmitting direction in 2D plane. On the 
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other hand, the 3D manual translation stage supporting the cage system can provide both horizontal and 

vertical movements.  

 Since the cage system is heavy, ensure that the cage system is tightened firmly. Once the beam 

transmission is well aligned in the horizontal directions in the cage system, tune the screws on the triangle 

mount to adjust the beam direction to hit the center of the objective’s back aperture.   

9) Mount both the objective and the 2nd relay lens (Part 5). Adjust the location of 2nd relay lens to construct 

a telescope system. In other words, the output beam from the objective should be collimated. Then, take off 

the objective and mount the 1st relay lens (part 4). Move the 1st relay lens to construct another telescope 

system.  

 Next, adjust the position of the whole cage system towards or away from the galvo system with the 3D 

translation stage. The back focal point of the 1st relay lens should be at the position in the middle of the 1st  

and the 2nd  galvo mirrors.  

 There are two ways to check the position of the cage system: 1)Use an auxillary light source to provide 

collimated light from the other side of the 1st relay lens, so that the back focal point can be checked using the 

IR-card. Move the cage system until the spot size is minimumat the designated position. 2) Use the IR-card 

to check the focusing beam after the objective up and down when the galvo mirrors are scanning. The best 

position of the cage system is achieved while the scanning range remains constant while moving the IR card 

up and down. 

 Figure 2.6 illustrates the reason why the back focal point of the 1st relay lens (Part 4) should be placed in 

between the galvo mirrors. If the distance between the galvo mirror and the 1st relay lens increases, the edge 

beams may not pass the 1st relay lens with large scanning angles (Red beam). On the other hand, decreasing 

the distance may lead to the result that the edge beams cannot pass the 2nd relay lens (Yellow beam). 

10) Once the sample arm is aligned properly, place a mirror close to focal plane of the objective. Connect the 

output port (port 2) of the 2×2 fiber coupler to the powermeter. Fine adjust the tilting angle and vertical 

position of the mirror to ensure the mirror is exactly at the focal plane, which is shown with the highest back-

coupled power to the powermeter.  
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2.3.3 Alignment of Reference Arm Optics 

The procedures to align the reference arm is similar with the alignments of the sample arm. The procedures 

of reference arm alignments are described as followed: 

1) Measure the total length of the sample arm components. The reference arm should have a similar free-

space length with the sample arm. Pre-allocate the space for the reference arm with a similar optical path 

length.  

2) Add the collimator to the reference arm, following the same procedure as the step 4 of Chapter 2.3.2.  

3) Consider setting up the reference arm cage system including the reference mirror on a 1D translation stage 

to provide adjustment of the reference arm optical path length.  

4) Set up the cage system with rods and mirror mounts. Align the collimator and the reference mirror at the 

same height. 

5) Align the cage systemto ensure that cage rods are in parallel with the moving direction of the 1D translation 

stage.  

6) Place the mirror (Part 3) so that the reflected light roughly goes through the center of the cage system. 

Then, adjust the screws on both the mirror mount and the collimator mount iteratively to align the beam to 

pass through the center of the cage system at all locations. 

Figure 2. 6 Illustration of the reason to place the back focal point of the 1st relay lens in between 

galvo mirrors 
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7) Add the reference mirror (Part 7) to the distal end of the reference arm cage system. Mount the focusing 

lens (Part 6) in the cage system. Move the lens so that the beam is roughly focused on the reference mirror.  

8) Connect the output port (port 2) of  2×2 fiber coupler to a powermeter. Block the sample arm with a cloth 

so that no light is coupled back from the sample arm. Adjust the screws on the kinematic mirror mount of the 

reference mirror so that the light is reflected back in the same optical path. Use the powermeter reading to 

guide the back-coupling status. Once the back-coupled power reaches the local maximum, the tilting angle 

of the reference mirror is well-adjusted. 

9) Fine tune the location of the focusing lens (Part 6) to maximize the back-coupled power. 

10) Check whether the back-coupled power remains constant when moving the translation stage for the whole 

traveling range. If the back-coupled power changes a lot, the cage system is not well aligned. In this case, 

repeat step 6 to 10 to further optimize the alignment of the reference arm.  

11) Add the continuous variable neutral density filter (Part 2) into the reference arm.  

 

2.3.4 Spectrometer Alignment 

Spectrometer alignment requires that the sample and reference arms are aligned properly and their lengths 

are closely matched, so that interference signals can be detected by the spectrometer. A weak single reflector 

(a mirror with a ND filter) is placed at the objective’s focal plane in the sample arm and well adjusted to 

maximize back-coupled power. Alignments steps for the spectrometer are described as followed: 

1) Turn on the light source and the galvo system. Connect control cables of the galvo system to the ground 

(using a BNC 50 Ohm terminator). Connect the output port (Port2) of the 2×2 fiber coupler to the collimator 

of the spectrometer. If the collimator is a custom collimator, follow the step 4 of Chaper 2.3.2 to construct 

one.  

2) Mount the grating and fix it with appropriate orientation. Use the protractor (angle measurement tool) and 

IR-card to measure the incident angle of light from collimator to the grating until the incident angle is close 

to the optimal angle with high diffraction efficiency.  

3) Use the IR-card to indicate the diffracted light. Place the small-aperture end of F-theta lens towards the 

output direction of the diffracted light. Also, place the line-scan camera towards the F-theta lens. 
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 4) Iterative adjustments of F-theta lens and line-scan camera: Adjust the locations of F-theta lens and line-

scan camera one-after-another based on the interference signals detected by the line-scan camera (Figure 

2.7). First, move the line-scan camera until the fringe pattern can be detected  (Figure 2.7 B). If the whole 

fringe spectrum only covers part of the camera pixels (low camera pixel usage, orange arrows in Figure 2.7 

B) or if the whole spectrum exceeds the range of the detection window of the camera, move the F-theta lens 

back and forth to adjust the relative location between grating and the F-theta lens until the fringe spectrum 

covers all camera pixels (Figure 2.7A). Then, if diffracted lights after F-theta lens are not focused on the 

camera’s  CCD, light still can be detected by the camera pixels but interference signals cannot be resolved 

due to fringe washout (See Figure 2.7 A, yellow arrow). In such case, move the camera until all the pixels 

Figure 2. 7 Spectrometer alignment based on the detected interference signals from the line-scan 

camera. (A - C) Misaligned interference signals due to different issues. (D) Aligned interference signal 

after the camera and F-theta lens are properly adjusted. Issues: Yellow arrow: Camera pixels are not in 

focus  due to tilting of the camera. White arrow, camera pixels are not in focus because the camera are 

too close/far away from the F-theta lens.  Orange arrows: the detected interference signal doesn’t occupy 

all the camera pixels. (Low camera pixel usage). Red arrow: Polarization controller is not optimized so 

that the amplitude of the interference signal doesn’t reach the maximum.  
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are located in the focal plane of the F-theta lens (Figure 2.7D). Next, if the amplitude of the interference 

signal is not optimized (Figure 2.7 C, red arrow), adjust the polarization controller to maximized it. Adjust 

locations of F-theta lens and line-scan camera iteratively until the detected interference signals are optimized.  

5) Fine adjustment of the line-scan camera: After we optimize detected interference signal which is obtained 

with a small optical path difference (OPD) between reference and sample arms , we can further improve the 

alignment of line-scan camera by adjusting the screws of the 5-axis stage underneath the line-scan camera 

(Figure 2.8).  

 There are 3 types of defocusing effects on the camera: 1)The fringe is shifted to one side (See Figure 2.7 

A, the spectrum is slightly shifted to right side). By adjusting the X screw, the detected fringe could be shifted 

back.  2) One side of fringe disappears due to tilting of the camera (Figure 2.7 A. Yellow arrow). By adjusting 

the Y screws in pairs, the camera can be tilted back. 3) One side of the fringe has faster fringe wash-out. It is 

shown by comparing  amplitudes of the fringe under white arrows between Figure 2.7 A and 2.7 D (the well-

adjusted one). The reason for fast fringe wash-out is that light are not focused exactly on the camera’s CCD. 

By adjusting the Z screws of the 5-axis stage to move the camera back and forth, the amplitudes of the fringe 

could be maximized. After correcting these 3 types of defocusing effects for the detected interference signal 

Figure 2. 8 The back of the line-scan camera and the screws on the 5-axis stage to fine adjust the 

orientation of line-scan camera to achieve best signal detection.  
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at small OPD (Mirror image in the Preview is close to zero delay), gradually move the mirror image to deeper 

imaging depths (larger OPDs) by moving the reference arm. Check the fringes and maximize their amplitudes 

at these depths by fine tuning screws of the 5-axis stage. The fast fringe wash-out should be minimized when 

the fringe amplitudes are maximized at all imaging depths. Figure 2.9 shows representative interference 

signals at different imaging depths (OPDs) from a well-aligned line-scan camera. In Figure 2.9H, the fringe 

is still visible when moving the location of the mirror image at the imaging depth of 3.0mm, which is close 

to maximum imaging depth. 

 

2.3.5 Hardware Dispersion Correction 

Due to the modified reference arm configuration, dispersion mismatch exists between the reference and 

sample arms, which may lead to the asymmetric point spread function distribution of the mirror image and  

Figure 2. 9 Representative interference signals from different imaging depths  (Optical path 

differences, OPDs) from a well-aligned spectrometer. Numbers at the right-below of each sub-figure 

indicates the imaging depths measured in air.  
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deteriorated axial resolution. To resolve the dispersion issue in hardware, additional compensating glasses 

are added in the reference arm. In order to determine the thickness of glasses to be added in the reference 

arm, we’ll monitor distance changes of the two point spread functions  (PSFs), which are obtained by filtering 

the interference signals with two narrow optical windows and performing the Fourier transform (the approach 

is similar to short-time Fourier transform, STFT). Figure 2.10 shows the procedure to characterize the  

dispersion mismatch.  In the top window of software, two Gaussian windows, one with a small central 

wavelength λmin (in blue) and the other with a large central wavelength λmax (in green), are applied to filter 

out sections of the fringe. The point spread functions from the filtered fringes would be shown in 

bottomwindow. First, move the two PSFs to the imaging depth of |D| from the zero delay. These two PSFs 

would be separated by d1 due to dispersion. Then, adjust the reference arm to move these two PSFs across 

the zero delay to the same absolute imaging depth |D| (-D). Calculate the peak-to-peak distance d2. If 𝑑1 =

𝑑2, dispersion is matched between reference and sample arms. However, 𝑑1 = 𝑑2 is difficult to achieve due 

Figure 2. 10 Illustration of hardware dispersion compensation.  
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to limited options of glass thickness. In such case, we can find the glass thickness that minimize |𝑑1 − 𝑑2| 

to correct the dispersion mismatch .   

 

2.4 Characterization of SD-OCT System 

2.4.1 Characterization of the Light Source 

To characterize the light source, we first measure the output spectra and output power levels under different 

operating current conditions. Figure 2.11 and Table 2.1 show the optical power measurements of the 

Thorlabs SLD1325 superluminescent diode. The output power of the SLD as a function of operating current 

by the controller is shown in left panel of the Figure 2.11. The output power follows a linear increasing trend 

as the operating current increases. The measured output power curve matches well with the product 

specification from the manufacturer (Right panel in Figure 2.11).  

Table 2. 1 Optical Power Measurements of Thorlabs  SLD1325 Superluminescent Diode 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

I 

(mA) 

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 

V (V) 1.178 1.268 1.345 1.418 1.485 1.549 1.611 1.671 1.728 1.783 1.836 1.887 1.936 

P 

(mW) 

0.440 1.54 3.16 5.01 6.98 8.8 10.6 12.4 13.9 15.5 16.8 18.0 18.99 

Std  

(mW) 

0.009 0.01 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.09 

 

Figure 2. 11 Optical power measurements of Thorlabs SLD1325 superluminescent diode as a 

function of operating currents of the controller. Left: Lab measurement. Right: Product Specification.  
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 Next, we measure the output spectra of the SLD under different operating currents using optical spectrum 

analyzer (OSA). Results are shown in Figure 2.12. As the operating current increased from 100 mA to 400 

mA, the spectral amplitudes between 1300 – 1360 nm increase significantly while optical powers in other 

wavelength ranges don’t change much. When operating currents continue to increase from 400 mA to 700 

mA, optical powers in 1250-1300 nm range increase substantially while spectral amplitudes in 1300-1360 

nm range remain the same. When the operating current is between 500-600 mA, the SLD output spectrum 

has relative uniform shape with broad bandwidth. To maintain the broad bandwidth for a better axial 

resolution, operating currents of 550 mA and 600 mA are used by default. The corresponding output powers 

under 550 mA and 600 mA currents are 15.5 mW and 16.8 mW, respectively.  

 We also compare the measured output spectrum of the SLD with the test data from the product 

specification, running at the same 600 mA operating current. Results are shown in Figure 2.13. The 

characterization results are quite similar, indicating a good performance from the SLD. We can further 

quantify the output bandwidth from the logarithmic OSA spectrum. The measured full-width half maximum 

(FWHM, spectral bandwidth) of the output spectrum is 95 nm, which is slightly smaller than the value in the 

product specification (109.7 nm).  

Figure 2. 12. The output spectra of the Thorlabs SLD1325 superluminescent diode in linear (left) 

and logarithmic (right) scales under different operating currents.  
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2.4.2 Phase Calibration 

As is mentioned in Chapter 1.2, the detected coherence fringe of the spectrometer can be expressed by the 

following equation:  

𝐼(𝑘)~𝑆(𝑘) ∑(√𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑛 cos(2𝑧𝑛𝑘 + 𝜑))

𝑛

 

(1.2) 

Where the phase term Φ = 2𝑧𝑛𝑘 + 𝜑. However, k is also a function of λ. For the spectrometer, the detected 

interference signal for each pixel is a function of λ. The relationship between the index of pixel and λ is 

determined by the diffraction grating, f-theta lens and their alignment. As an approximation, if the wavelength 

range is not that huge, we can deduct the relationship from the grating function[87]: 

sin(|𝜃𝑖| + Δθ) + sin(|𝜃𝑖|) = 𝑚𝐺(𝜆𝑖 + Δ𝜆) 

(2.7) 

Considering Δθ and Δλ are small, we can get: 

cos(|𝜃𝑖|) Δθ ≈ mGΔ𝜆 

(2.8) 

Figure 2. 13 Logarithmic output spectra of the Thorlabs SLD1325 diode The operating current was 

600 mA. Left: Measured spectrum by optical spectrum analyzer (OSA); Right: Test data from 

manufacturer. 
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Using the F-theta lens, if properly aligned, θ  is proportional to the index of the pixel i. So, we can conclude 

that in the approximation, λ is linearly related to the index of the pixel i. Therefore, the detected signal I(i) 

can be written as I(λ).  

 However, in general, we need to perform Fourier transform to reconstruct the depth profile in the time 

domain. In order to reconstruct the linear depth profile in time-domain, we need to convert the wavelength 

dependent interference signals to wavenumber dependent interference signal. Especially, it requires that the 

interference signals are linearly sampled in wavenumber k instead of wavelength λ. This resampling step is 

called phase calibration, since we would utilize the phase information to resample the fringe to k-space. 

Without the phase calibration step, the resultant point spread functions would be broadened in the deeper 

imaging depths, yielding poor axial resolutions [32].  

 The procedure to perform the phase calibration for the detected fringe spectrum is described as followed 

[32]. Figure 2.14 A to I show the intermediate results for each step of the phase calibration. 

1)  Background removal : The obtained OCT fringes from the SD-OCT system consist of AC terms of 

interference signals between reflected lights from reference and sample arms, and DC terms that originate 

from the self-interference of reference arm or sample arm. In the phase calibration step, we will remove the 

DC terms of interference signals to enhance image quality, which is called “background removal”. There are 

two ways to perform background removal: (1) Average fringes from multiple A-ascans and subtract the 

averaged fringe from each original fringes. (2) Take a separate OCT background data with the sample-arm 

light blocked. This background data will contain most of the DC terms from the self-interference of reference-

arm lights. Then, subtract the background data from the original data. We can use a low order polynomial 

fitting to remove low frequency noise signals and further balance the interference signals. Figure 2.14 B 

shows the results of the background removed fringes.  

2) Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (iFFT): Perform the iFFT of the balanced fringes to get the point spread 

functions  (PSFs, peaks) of the mirror images (Figure 2.14 D).  

 3)  Window function: Use the window functions as a filter to keep the peak regions and remove the residue 

speckle noises. Perform separate window functions for different PSFs. Filtered results are shown in Figure 

2.14 E. 
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4) Zero padding: Add additional zero pixels afterwards to pad the PSFs. Usually the vector size after the 

padding will be twice the number of camera pixels. To maintain the original amplitudes of the fringe after 

the inverse FFT, multiply the amplitude of the PSFs by two.  

5) Perform fast Fourier transform (FFT) to convert the PSFs back to the spectral domain. The complex 

analytic interference signals are constructed after FFT. The contours of the fringes are plotted in Figure 2.14 

F. The real part and the image part of the fringe are plotted in Figure 2.14 C. 

6) Phase unwrapping: Obtain the phases of the complex fringes. Unwrap the phases for all the pixels by 

resolving the 2𝜋 phase changes. Unwrapped phase curves are shown in Figure 2.14 G.  

Figure 2. 14 Intermediate results of phase calibration procedure. (A) Original interference signals 

(fringes) of two mirror images fromdifferent imaging depths (OPDs). (B) Fringes after the background 

removal. (C) Real part and image part of the fringe. (D) Inverse fast Fourier transform (iFFT) of the 

fringes. Two point spread functions (PSFs, peaks) are shown. (E) PSFs after window function to 

remove background speckle noises. (F) Contours of the fringes after filtered PSFs are FFTed back to 

spectral domain. Complex analytic fringes are constructed. (G) Unwrapped phase curves obtained from 

complex fringes. (H) Calculated phase difference between these two unwrapped phase curves as a 

function of pixel indices. (I) The non-linear function of pixel index i as a function of wavenumber k 

with the fixed Δz, derived from the inverse function of the phase difference curve.   
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7) Calculate phase difference: Since the phase term contains the arbitrary term φ, we can calculate the phase 

difference between the two unwrapped phase curves from fringes of two different depths. Thus, the arbitraty 

term φ is cancelled out and the phase differences are proportional to wavenumber k. ∆Φ = 𝑘Δ𝑧. The phase 

difference curve is plotted in Figure 2.14 H. Therefore, the non-linear function between wavenumber and 

pixel index i can be obtained.  

8) Interpolation: Utilize the inverse function of the phase difference curve to derive the correspoinding pixel 

indices with linearly sampled phase difference (linearly sampled k) as new sampling points, using the 

interpolation function. The non-uniform pixel curve as a function of linearly sampled phase difference 

(wavenumber k) is shown in the Figure 2.14 I. 

9) Calculate the interpolated values of the fringes using updated non-uniform pixel indices. Thus, the updated 

fringes are linearly sampled in wavenumber k.   

Note: the phase calibration step requires that the detected inteference signals from the mirror have large 

amplitudes. During the calibration, a neutral density filter with an OD value of 1.0 or 1.5 is placed in the 

sample arm to maintain a proper amplitude of fringes.  

 

2.4.3 Numerical Dispersion Compensation 

In the alignment steps, we perform hardware dispersion compensation by using the same optics for both 

reference and sample arms, or by adding compensating glasses in the reference arm. However, the latter 

method may not be optimal because the material of glasses may be different from the lenses used in the 

sample arm, yielding the dispersion not fully compensated. The consequence, in the worse case, may be that, 

the fringe spectrum may not be a single peak at the zero OPD, i.e. different wavelenths might have 

constructive or destructive interferences at the zero delay due to dispersion.  In order to correct it, a numerical 

dispersion compensation can be applied.  

 First, we need to know the source of dispersion. Start with the Taylor expansion of the propagation 

constant β(ω) near the center frequency of the light source [88]:  
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𝛽(𝜔) = 𝛽(𝜔0) +
𝑑𝛽

𝑑𝜔
|𝜔0

(𝜔 − 𝜔0) +
1

2

𝑑2𝛽

𝑑𝜔2
|𝜔0

(𝜔 − 𝜔0)2

+
1

6

𝑑3𝛽

𝑑𝜔3
|𝜔0

(𝜔 − 𝜔0)3 + ⋯ 

(2.9) 

In this taylor series of the propagation constant β(ω), the first term describes the propagation constant at the 

center frequency 𝜔0. The second term 
𝑑𝛽

𝑑𝜔
 is the inverse group velocity. The first dispersion term, the 3rd term 

(2nd order term) of the Taylor series, is the group velocity dispersion that yields the broadening of the PSFs 

in the intensity profiles along the depths. The 4th term of the Taylor series is the 3rd order dispersion, which 

yields asymmetric shape of the PSFs. Higher-order terms in the Taylor series of the propagation constant are 

counted as high order dispersion terms.  

 In the expression of the phase term Φ = 2Δ𝑥𝑛𝑘 + 𝜑 of the OCT interference signal, the second term 𝜑 

actually contains the phase shift due to the dispersion mismatch, which is frequency and depth-dependent. 

We can label the related phase-shift as Φ𝑑(𝜔, 𝑧𝑛). If the OPD is relative small (i.e. 1-2mm), the dispersion 

variation due to the OPD changes are usually neglectable [88]. Under such approximation, we can assume 

that Φ𝑑 is only wavenumber (frequency) dependent. Thus, we can numerically compensate the phase by 

adding the dispersion-related phase term described as [88]: 

Φ𝑑(𝜔) =  −𝑎2(𝜔 − 𝜔0)2 − 𝑎3(𝜔 − 𝜔0)3
 

(2.10) 

which corrects both the 2nd order and 3rd order dispersion. In the post-processing procedure, it is done by 

multiplying the additional phase term exp (iΦ𝑑(𝜔)) to the complex interference signals. If the dispersion 

mismatch is huge, higher order dispersion term can be introduced in the dispersion-related phase term to 

further compensate dispersion.  

 Based on this, we can figure out the 𝑎2 and 𝑎3 values by applying numerical dispersion compensation to 

optimize the PSFs of the mirror images. We can perform an automatic or manual iterative search for the 
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optimal 𝑎2 and 𝑎3 values and measure the FWHM of PSFs of the mirror images. If the FWHM is minimized, 

the dispersion mismatch is compensated, given the above approximation.  

 A more generalized way to perform the dispersion compensation is to optimize the Φ𝑑(𝜔) for the mirror 

images for different depth ranges, using the window function to filter out different sections of the OCT depth 

profile [89].  

 

2.4.4 Sensitivity Measurement and Roll-off Analysis 

After the phase calibration and numerical dispersion compensation are performed, the PSFs of the mirror 

images from different depths are well optimized. By analyzing these PSFs, we can characterize the 

performance of the OCT system by measuring the key performance metrics such as sensitivity and its roll-

off, as well as axial resolution. This characterization step is called roll-off analysis.  

 To perform the roll-off analysis, we first collect a set of mirror images at different imaging depths by 

moving the reference armalong one direction. The reference positions of these mirror images are recorded to 

calculate the axial pixel size, which is the distance of one pixel along the axial direction. To characterize 

1300 nm SD-OCT system, we collect the OCT images by moving the reference arm with a step size of 100 

µm. For large imaging depths, we move the reference arm with a step size of 200 µm or 300 µm. In total, we 

move the reference arm by 2300 µm. After resampling and dispersion compensation, we can plot out the 

PSFs for all the mirror images from multiple depths.  

  Table 2.2 shows the operating conditions of 1300 nm SD-OCT system during roll-off analysis. The line-

scan camera is running at 47 kHz (OPR16), with the exposure time set at 22.0 µs. The reference arm output 

power (Pref) from the port 3 of the 2×2 fiber coupler is measured to be ~8.9 mW with 600mA operating 

current of the controller. The detected backcoupled power from the reference arm (Prefback) is 1.69 mW, 

measured from the output port (Port 2) of the 2×2 fiber coupler connecting to the spectrometer. Note that this 

value is half of the backcoupled power measured before the 2×2 fiber coupler. The power incident to the 

sample arm (Pinc) is 8.97 mW, measure from the port 4 of the 2×2 fiber coupler. The power on the sample 

arm (Psamp) is ~5.4 mW, measured under the objective. We measure the backcoupled  powers under three 

operating current conditions. The backcoupled  powers from the sample arm (Pbackcoupled) are measured to be 

0.975 mW  (550 mA current), 1.053 mW (600 mA current) and 1.131 mW (650 mA current). Transmission 
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loss in the sample armis estimated. The forward transmission loss, including the collimation and optics, 

would be: 

Table 2. 2 Operating Conditions of 1300nm SD-OCT during Roll-off Analysis 

Basic 

Measurment 

Pinc Psamp Pbackcoupled Opearating 

Current 

PhaseCal 

OD 

RO 

OD 

a2 a3 

47kHz, 22µs 
Pref = 8.9mW 

(600mA), Prefback 

= 1.69+/-
0.01mW 

(600mA) 

  
0.975+/-
0.004mW 

550mA 1 2 -1.89e-6 3.03e-9 

8.97+/-

0.08mW 

~5.4mW 1.053+/-

0.007mW 

600mA 1 2 -2.125e-6 -1.12e-9 

  
1.131+/-
0.007mW 

650mA 1 2 -1e-6 -1.95e-9 

𝜂𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 = 10 log (
5.4

8.97
) = −2.2dB 

(2.11) 

The backward transmission loss is calculated to be: 

𝜂𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 = 10 log (
1.053

5.4
) = −7.1dB 

(2.12) 

 The loss includes >3 dB additional loss in the 2 × 2 fiber coupler, the transmission loss in the optics, the 

loss from the reflection of mirrors as well as coupling loss from the air back to the fiber. We can estimate 

that the coupling loss back to the fiber was no more than 

𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 < −7.1 − (−2.2) − (−3) = −1.9dB 

(2.13) 

The quantum efficiency of the line-scan camera is estimated to be ~75-80% for the line-scan camera. 

Therefore, the theoretical shot-noise-limited sensitivity is calculated using the formula (See Chapter 1.3.6): 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 10log (
𝜌𝜂𝑇

𝑒
𝑃0𝜅𝑠

′ ) 

(1.9) 
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We use 𝜌=0.75, 𝜂 = 0.8, T = 22 × 10−6 (s), 𝑃0𝜅𝑠
′ = 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑑 = 1.053 × 10−3 (W), 𝑒 = 1.6 × 10−19 

(Coulomb). Putting these values back into the sensitivity calculations yields the shot-noise-limit sensitivity 

to be ~109 dB. 

 Figure 2.15 shows the results of the roll-off analysis with the plotted PSFs in both linear (Left panel) and 

logarithmic (Right panel) scales under the operating current of 550 mA. During the roll-off measurement, a 

neutral density filter with OD = 2.0 is added to the sample arm. The measured sensitivity is calculated to be 

the ratio between the peak intensity of each PSF and the standard deviation of the noise signals near the PSF. 

We can use a small region near the PSF containing only noise signals to calculate the standard deviation of 

the noise signals. For the custom SD-OCT system, the sensitivity is measured to be 98.3 dB at best. The axial 

resolution is measured as the full width half maximum (FWHM) of each PSF.  The optimal axial resolution 

is measured to be 6.8 µm in air (See Table 2.3, second row). Using the 2.3 mm travel range recorded from 

the reference arm, we can calculate the axial pixel size to be: 

Pixel size =
2.3 mm

365 pixels
= ~6.3 𝜇m 

(2.14) 

Therefore, the total imaging range is: 

Figure 2. 15 Roll-off analysis: Linear (Left) and Logarithmic (Right) point spread functions  (PSFs) 

of the mirror images from multiple depths. The operating current of the controller is 550 mA. The 

3dB roll-off is measured to be ~1.1 mm.  
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Imaging Range = Pixel size × Number of Pixels

= ~6.3 𝜇m ×
1024

2
= ~3.2 mm 

(2.15) 

Table 2. 3 Results of Roll-off Analysis under Two Different Operating Current Conditions 

Operating 

Current 

Max 

sensitivity 

Min Resolution 

(in air) 

Axial Pixel 

Size (in air) 

Total Imaging 

Range 

3dB Roll-off 

550mA 98.3 dB 6.8 µm ~6.3 µm ~3.2 mm ~1.1mm 

600mA 99.6 dB 6.1 µm ~6.3 µm ~3.2 mm ~1.3 mm 

The 3dB sensitivity roll-off (RO) is measured by checking the sensitivity values for all the PSFs of the mirror 

images and find out where the sensitivity drops by 3dB from the maximum value. Based on the plotted PSFs 

and calculated sensitivities, we obtain the 3dB roll-off value to be ~1.1 mm. 

  Under 600 mA operating current, the characterization results of the roll-off analysis are shown in Figure 

2.16 and Table 2.3. The maximum sensitivity is measured to be 99.6 dB and the best axial resolution was 

measured to be 6.1µm in air (Table 2.3, third row). The axial pixel size is measured to be the same ~6.3 µm 

in air. Total imaging depth is also ~3.2 mm. The 3 dB sensitivity roll-off is measured to be ~1.3 mm. Variation 

of sensitivity values under different operating currents of the controller may come from the fluctuation of the 

Figure 2. 16 Roll-off analysis: Linear (Left) and Logarithmic (Right) point spread functions  (PSFs) 

of the mirror images from multiple depths. The operating current of the controller is 600 mA. The 3 

dB roll-off is measured to be ~1.3 mm.  
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SLD outputs and polarization states while moving the reference arms. In addition, since we optimize the 

PSFs of the mirror image at one location to get the a2 and a3 value and use the same value for the rest of 

PSFs, variation of measured minimal resolution values under different operating currents may come from 

measurement errors as well as non-optimal a2 and a3 values for PSFs that are not used during dispersion 

compensation step. Additional efforts could be made to find the optimal a2 and a3 values for each point 

spread function. 

 

2.4.5 Transverse Measurements 

In the transverse measurements, we will characterize the following parameters: Transverse resolution; 

Transverse scanning ranges (Field of View, FOV) in X and Y directions with different scanning voltages to 

derive transverse pixel sizes in X and Y directions with known number of axial scans per frame and known 

number of frames ; Depth of focus (DOF).  

 To characterize these parameters, we use a USAF target as the sample, instead of the mirror. First, we 

need to find out the exact location of the focal plane under the objective. We move the translation stage 

holding the USAF target up and down and obtain 3D OCT images of USAF targets at multiple sample 

locations. Since we use a 5× objective in the sample arm for the 1300 nm SD-OCT system, yiedling a large 

depth of focus, we can set the step size of the movement to be 50 µm. Once the data are processed, we take  

the average of a stack of enface OCT images  (stack size is set to 20) to see which USAF target image is the 

clearest. The in-focus OCT image of the USAF target should have the sharpest bars and the best lateral 

resolution. If the step size of 50 µm is too big, we can collect another set of OCT target images with a reduced 

step size of 10 µm. After we figure out the best vertical location of the USAF target, we move the target to 

the optimal position in the transverse plane by checking the fundus preview (en face summation) in the 

acquisition software. Then, we take the OCT image of the USAF target at the optimal position. Figure 2.17 

shows the result of the en face OCT image of the USAF target at the optimal position. In the image, the bars 
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up to Group 5, Element 3 are distinguishable. Checking the USAF target table (See Appendix 2.1), we 

conclude that the lateral resolution for the 1300 nm SD-OCT system with the 5× objective is 12.4  µm.  

 The theoretical lateral resolution could be calculated as (See Chapter 1.3.3): 

Δ𝑥 =
0.61𝜆𝑐

𝑁𝐴
 

(1.6) 

 Using the effective NA = 0.062 for the 5X objective lens used in our system (the objective aperture is 

partially filled), we obtain the theoretical value of the lateral resolution to be ~13 µm. Thus, the measured 

lateral resolution matches well with the theoretical value.  

 Next, we characterize  the depth of focus (DOF) of the 1300 nm SD-OCT system. The theoretical value 

of DOF was given by the following formula (See Chapter 1.3.4): 

𝐷𝑂𝐹 =
2𝑛𝜆𝑐

𝑁𝐴2  , 

Figure 2. 17 En face OCT image of the USAF target, showing the characterization of lateral resolution. 

The bars up to group 5, element 3 can be distinguished, yielding the transverse resolution to be 12.4 µm. 
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(1.7) 

Considering  = 1320 nm and NA = 0.062 for the 5X objective lens, DOF is calculated to be ~680 m in air. 

We also measure the DOF of the OCT system by characterizing the image resolution in en face OCT images 

of the USAF targets at different sample locations collected in the previous step. The upper and lower 

threshold sample locations are determined by finding the en face OCT target images with the clearest bar 

width to be √2 of the lateral resolution of the OCT system, which is three elements above the clearest 

elements. That means, if the lateral resolution is measured from Group 5, Element 3 of the USAF target, we 

should check the USAF target with the clearest bars measured from Group 4, Element 6 of the target. The 

measured DOF is ~400 m in air for the 1300nm SD-OCT system. 

 Next we measured the actual  X and Y transverse scanning range with different galvo scanning voltages. 

Figure 2.18 shows the en face OCT images of the USAF target with different transverse scanning ranges, 

which are controlled by the scanning voltages provided to the galvo system. The galvo scanning voltages are 

Figure 2. 18 En face OCT images of the USAF target with different transverse scanning ranges 

(Galvo scanning voltages). Each OCT data size is 400 × 400 × 1024 pixels. The numbers on the top left 

region of each subfigure indicated the galvo scanning voltages used to acquire the OCT images. The 

corresponding transverse pixel size for each scanning voltage is measured and shown in the table on the 

bottom right.   
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set from 0.5 V to 5 V with a step size of 0.5 V. Each OCT data size is 400 × 400 × 1024 pixels. Based on 

these en face OCT images, we could calculate the pixel size for each galvo scanning voltage, which is the 

ratio of the actual length of a bar from a specific element (e.g. Group 2, element 2) and the number of pixels 

counted within the bar length. Note that the bar length equals five times the bar width, which can be read 

from the USAF target table. Results of calculated pixel sizes of different scanning voltages in X and Y 

directions under the current acquisition scheme (400 × 400) are listed in the table in Figure 2.18.  

  After we obtain the transverse pixel sizes for different galvo scanning voltages, we calculate the actual 

transverse scanning range of the OCT system by multiplying the transverse pixel size to the number of pixels 

in X or Y directions of the OCT data, which are 400 and 400. The table on the left of Figure 2.19 lists the 

actual transverse scanning ranges of the SD-OCT system with different galvo scanning voltages from 0.5 V 

Figure 2. 19 Measurement of actual transverse scanning ranges of the SD-OCT system with 

different galvo scanning voltages. Left: Tables of Results. Right: Linear fittings between the actual 

scanning  ranges and the galvo scanning voltages. The actual scanning ranges are linearly proportional 

to the galvo scanning voltages.   
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to 5 V. A linear fitting is performed between the galvo scanning voltages and the X or Y actual scanning 

ranges. The fitting results for X and Y scanning ranges are shown in the right panels of  Figure 2.19. In the 

fitting results, the actual scanning ranges are linearly proportional to the galvo scanning voltages with high 

correlation coefficient values in both X and Y directions. Using this fitting functions, we could derive the 

transverse scanning  ranges for arbitrary galvo scanning voltages, which would be used for the rescaling of 

the OCT images.   

 

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, a custom spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT) system is developed and characterized for the 

purpose of 3D tumor spheroid imaging. The configuration of the SD-OCT system and its extensions, the 

alignment and characterization methods are described in details. The key performance metrics of the custom 

SD-OCT are characterized. A superluminescent diode provides broadband incident light with a central 

wavelength of 1,320 nm and a spectral range (FWHM) of ~95 nm. Axial resolution of the system is measured 

to be 6.8 µm (550 mA) and  6.1 µm(600 mA) in air. The total imaging depth of the SD-OCT system is close 

to 3.4 mm in air. The best sensitivity of the SD-OCT is measured to be ~100 dB (600 mA) with 47 kHz axial 

scan rate. The 3 dB sensitivity roll-off is measured to be ~1.3 mm. The lateral resolution is measured to be 

~12.4 µm using a USAF target. The DOF of the OCT system is measured to be approximately 400 µm in air. 

The fitting curve of the transverse scanning range as a function of galvo scanning voltage is derived.  

 The results of using the custom SD-OCT system for 3D tumor spheroid imaging would be presented in 

Chapter 7. Previous versions of the custom SD-OCT system, with small modifications in the sample arm, are 

used to image the latex sample and mouse embryos. The results would be presented in Chapter 6 and Chapter 

8.  

 

Appendix 2.1 Table of a 1951 USAF Resolution Test Chart (USAF Target)  

The bar width of different elements of the USAF targets are listed in the table, which is cited from Wikipedia 

[90]. 
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Chapter 3: Development of a High-speed OCT System for Time-lapse 

Imaging 

  

3.1 The Need for High-speed Imaging  

In the past 28 years, one of the major momentum for OCT development is to improve the imaging speed for 

the OCT system. Introduction of Fourier-domain OCT, including spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT) and swept 

source OCT (SS-OCT), resulted in a drastic improvement in both imaging speed and sensitivity over the 

time-domain OCT system [10-12]. Development of new wavelength-tunable laser further pushed the imaging 

speed from 100,000 axial scans per second (A-scans/s) level to millions of A-scans/s [91].  

 High imaging speed benefits various in vivo OCT applications, including ophthalmic[92], endoscopic[93] 

and intravascular imaging[94]. For these applications, motion artifacts are the key concerns that significantly 

affected OCT image quality. If the total acquisition time of in vivo imaging of animal or human subjects, i.e. 

mouse ear or human eye, is longer than ~1 second, motion artifacts due to involuntary movements of animal 

or human subjects, respiration or cardiac motion[95], seemed unavoidable. Furthermore, voluntary subject 

movements may occur if the animal or human subject motions are not prevented via breath-holding, sedation 

or immobilization [95]. Although a series of complex numerical correction of motion artifacts can be 

employed to mitigate or correct for motion artifacts, they require additional time and hardware resources for 

data processing [22].  

 High imaging speed is desirable for functional OCT imaging like angiography. The red blood cells (RBC) 

in the capillary blood vessels have a speed of ~0.1 – 0.9 mm/s. To render the contrast of moving RBCs in the 

OCT angiographic (OCTA) images, it is recommended that the frame rate of the 3D OCT imaging to be 

>100Hz for a stable sample (i.e. sleeping mouse eye) and >400 Hz for a moving sample (i.e. human eye). 

Also, since the OCTA relies on either the Doppler effect or speckles, repeated-frame imaging is required. 

Five to eight repeats are recommended in acquisition of OCTA data. In order to acquire a high-frame-rate, 

multi-repeat, 3D OCTA data with sufficient lateral sampling density, a high speed OCT system is imperative.  

 For time-lapse imaging, a high frame rate is required to monitor the motions of individual particles. In 

the case of the moving particles in a droplet (See Chapter 6), a frame rate of ~40 Hz is required to track the 

circular movement of polystyrene particles to show the convectional flows during the dynamic process of 
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evaporation. In another case, to observe the vertical packing process in the polystyrene latex system, time-

lapse imaging with a frame rate of ~85 Hz is employed to distinguish the packed layer with low particles’ 

mobility from the suspension layer with freely moving particles. In these cases, high imaging speed of the 

OCT system can help maintaining a high frame rate and a sufficient lateral sampling density for time-lapse, 

M-mode or 3D OCT imaging.  

 

3.2 Trade-offs of Imaging Speed Improvement 

Although speed improvement benefits various OCT applications, several factors need to be taken into 

consideration. The key factor is the sensitivity of the system, which is also an important performance metric 

of OCT. In the shot-noise-limit sensitivity calculation in expression (1.8) for SD-OCT system[96]: 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 10log (
𝜌𝜂𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝑒
𝑃0𝜅𝑠

′ ) 

or 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 10log10 (
𝜌𝜂

2𝑒𝑓𝑠𝑠
𝑃0𝜅𝑠

′ ) 

(1.8) 

for the SS-OCT system, the imaging speed, which is either expressed as the camera line rate fsd=1/Tline 

(camera integration time Tint = Duty cycle × Tline), or laser swept rate 𝑓𝑠𝑠 would be inversely related to the 

shot-noise-limit sensitivity. If the imaging speed is doubled, i.e.  

𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 2𝑓 

(3.1) 

The shot-noise-limit sensitivity would change by: 

∆𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 10 log (
1

2
) ≈ −3 dB 

(3.2) 
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Thus, there is a trade-off between the imaging speed and the sensitivity. While improving the OCT imaging 

speed, we have to maintain sufficient sensitivity level so that the image quality is decent.  

 Further more, increasing the imaging speed may further reduce the sensitivity, if the shot-noise-limit 

cannot be satisfied. According to the sensitivity calculation [96]: 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 10log (1/𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛) 

(3.3) 

Where Rmin indicated the the minimum sample reflectivity that the amplitude of the interference signal can 

be just differentiated from the noise floor, which means the signal to noise ratio, SNR, is close or equal to 1.  

𝑆𝑁𝑅 ≈ 1 

(3.4) 

According to the definition of signal to noise ratio for OCT system [4, 96]: 

𝑆𝑁𝑅 =  
|𝐴𝐶|2

𝜎2
 

(3.5) 

Where |AC|2 denotes the square of the amplitude of interference signal and 𝝈𝟐 is the total noise variance. The 

total noise variance terms in detected photo-electrons squared per sampling time for SD-OCT and SS-OCT 

are given by [4]: 

𝜎𝑆𝐷
2 = 𝜎𝑟+𝑑

2 + 𝜎𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡,𝑆𝐷
2 + 𝜎𝑅𝐼𝑁,𝑆𝐷

2  

(3.6) 

𝜎𝑆𝑆
2 = 𝜎𝑡ℎ

2 + 𝜎𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡,𝑆𝑆
2 + 𝜎𝑅𝐼𝑁,𝑆𝑆

2  

(3.7) 

In the expression (3.6) and (3.7), the second term, 𝜎𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡
2  is shot-noise variance in detected photo-electrons 

squared per sampling time, which is originated when the photodetector randomly detects the individual 

photons, and inherent in OCT detection [4, 96]. Shot noise per detector element can be expressed as [4]: 
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𝜎𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡,𝑆𝐷
2 =

𝜌𝜂𝑒2𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝐸𝑣

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑁
 [𝑒2] 

(3.8) 

𝜎𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡,𝑆𝑆
2 =

𝜌𝜂𝑒2𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝

𝐸𝑣
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓  [𝑒2] 

(3.9) 

In the expression (3.8) and (3.9),  𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒇 is the effective reference arm power, 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒇 = 𝑷𝟎𝜿𝒓
′ , where 𝜿𝒓

′  is the 

effective unidirectional coupling efficiency including the square root of optical and coupling losses. Also, in 

the expression (3.8) and (3.9), the assumption 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓 ≫ 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝 
(3.10) 

is applied, yielding only the reference power term shown in the expression. Otherwise, Ptotal = Pref + Psamp 

should be used instead of Pref in the expression.  

 From the expression (3.8) and (3.9), shot noise is proportional to the camera integration time and inversely 

proportional to the number of camera pixels for SD-OCT, and proportional to the sampling time for SS-OCT. 

We should note that, if the A-scan rate is equal for both SD-OCT and SS-OCT, the following equation can 

be satisfied [4]:  

𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝 =
𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝑁
 

(3.11) 

assuming a 100% duty cycle for camera integration time and the same total spectral bandwidth for both SD-

OCT and SS-OCT, yielding the identical expression of shot noise variance.  

 The final expressions of signal to noise ratio (SNR) of SD-OCT and SS-OCT are given by: 
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𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑆𝐷 =  
|𝐴𝐶|2

𝜎𝑆𝐷
2 =

(
𝜌𝜂𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝐸𝑣
)2𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝

𝑒2

𝑁

𝜎𝑟+𝑑
2 +

𝜌𝜂𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝐸𝑣

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑁
𝑒2 + 𝜎𝑅𝐼𝑁,𝑆𝐷

2
 

(3.12) 

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑆𝑆 =  
|𝐴𝐶|2

𝜎𝑆𝑆
2 =

(
𝜌𝜂𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝

𝐸𝑣
)2𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑁𝑒2

𝜎𝑟+𝑑
2 +

𝜌𝜂𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝

𝐸𝑣
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒2 + 𝜎𝑅𝐼𝑁,𝑆𝑆

2
 

(3.13) 

 OCT systems have the best performance when the shot-noise-limit detection is achieved, with the shot-

noise dominates the source of the noise. Under the shot-noise-limit assumptions: 

𝜎𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡,𝑆𝐷
2 ≫ 𝜎𝑟+𝑑

2 + 𝜎𝑅𝐼𝑁,𝑆𝐷
2

 

(3.14) 

𝜎𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡,𝑆𝑆
2 ≫ 𝜎𝑡ℎ

2 + 𝜎𝑅𝐼𝑁,𝑆𝑆
2  

(3.15) 

We can derive the expressions of shot-noise-limit sensitivity for SD-OCT and SS-OCT in expression (1.8).  

 However, from the SNR calculation, other noise sources, including the read-out and dark noise term 𝜎𝑟+𝑑
2  

or thermal noise 𝜎𝑡ℎ
2  for SS-OCT (the first term of noise in expression (3.6) and (3.7)), and relative intensity 

noise (RIN) term (the 3rd term in the expression (3.6) and (3.7)), may also dominate, yielding a decreased 

absolute value of sensitivity. Read-out noise, dark noise and thermal noise are attributed to the detection unit 

itself, the photon detection process or the analog to digital conversion process [96]. They do not depend on 

the incident optical power [4] and can be treated as a constant value in the SNR calculation. Another source 

of noise, the RIN noise, originates from the intensity fluctuation of the OCT light source. The RIN noise 

variance for SD-OCT (in 𝑒2 per read-out cycle and per spectral detector element) and SS-OCT (in 𝑒2 per 

sampling time) are given by: 
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𝜎𝑅𝐼𝑁,𝑆𝐷
2 = (

𝜌𝜂𝑒𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝐸𝑣

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑁
) 2 ∙

𝑇𝑐𝑜ℎ

𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡
 [𝑒2] 

(3.16) 

𝜎𝑅𝐼𝑁,𝑆𝑆
2 = (

𝜌𝜂𝑒𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝐸𝑣
) 2 ∙

𝑇𝑐𝑜ℎ

𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝
 [𝑒2] 

 

(3.17) 

where the inverse optical bandwidth per detection element is expressed by the coherence time 𝑇𝑐𝑜ℎ , given by 

[4]: 

𝑇𝑐𝑜ℎ =
1

𝛿𝑓
= √

2ln (2)

𝜋

𝜆𝑐
2

𝑐𝛿𝜆
 

(3.18) 

Where 𝜹𝝀 is the spectral bandwidth per detector element for SD-OCT or the spectral bandwidth for each 

pulse of the swept laser for SS-OCT. In the expression (3.16) and (3.17), the reference and sample arm power 

approximation (expression (3.10)) is also applied.  

 Note that, if the expression (3.11) holds and assuming the rest of the parameters (𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓 , 𝜌, 𝜂, 𝐸𝑣 , 𝑇𝑐𝑜ℎ) are 

the same, we can get: 

𝜎𝑅𝐼𝑁,𝑆𝑆
2

𝜎𝑅𝐼𝑁,𝑆𝐷
2 =  

𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝
= 𝑁 

(3.19) 

Thus, the RIN noise could be several order of magnitude higher for SS-OCT than the SD-OCT. In a previous 

study, a ~7 dB higher RIN noise was measured from the swept source system as compared to the one from 

the SD-OCT system, with the same input power [97]. To reduce the RIN noise for the SS-OCT system, a 

dual-balanced (heterodyne) detection scheme can be employed, which was first introduced in OCT in 1999 

by Rollins and Izatt [98] and further conveyed in Podoleanu [99] and Yun et al. [100]. In the unbalanced 
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detection scheme, the RIN noise, using the total power instead of reference arm power, is expressed [4, 98, 

99]: 

𝜎𝑅𝐼𝑁,𝑆𝑆
2 = (

𝜌𝜂𝑒𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝐸𝑣
)

2

∙
𝑇𝑐𝑜ℎ

𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝
 [𝑒2] 

(3.20) 

where 

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝 + 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐  

(3.21) 

Here, we mentioned an additional term 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐 , which represents the part of reflected optical power from the 

sample arm that is incoherent with the reference light [77]. If the balanced detection is employed, the common 

noise, which is proportional to the 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓
2 , 𝑃𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝

2 , and 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐
2 , will be rejected. If both 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝  and 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐  are 

negligible, the RIN noise term will be largely cancelled. However, if 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐 is not negligible, there will be a 

residue noise term, beat noise, which is proportional to 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓 ∙ 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐  [98]: 

𝜎𝑏𝑒,𝑆𝑆
2 = (

𝜌𝜂𝑒𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝

𝐸𝑣
)

2

∙
𝑇𝑐𝑜ℎ

𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝
∙  2𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐 [𝑒2] 

(3.22) 

We should note that, with the dual balanced detection, the detected intensity square would be quadrupled and 

the total noise variance would be doubled, yielding the SNR expression as [98]: 

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑏𝑎𝑙 =  
4|𝐴𝐶|2

2𝜎2
=

4|𝐴𝐶|2

2(𝜎𝑡ℎ
2 + 𝜎𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡,𝑆𝑆

2 + 𝜎𝑏𝑒,𝑆𝑆
2 )

 

(3.23) 

 In the paper from Yun et al., a common-noise rejection ratio of  ~25 dB in the range between DC and 5 

MHz was reported for their balanced detector [100].    

 Let’s revisit the SNR definition in the expression (3.12), (3.13) and (3.23). If the imaging speed is 

increased by n times, the line rate or the swept rate will be reduced to 1/n of the original value. Also, the 

averaged number of detected photons is reduced to 1/n of the original value. In such a case, the assumption 
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of the shot-noise-limit detection might not hold, since the shot-noise variance 𝜎𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡,𝑆𝐷
2  or 𝜎𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡,𝑆𝑆

2  would 

reduce to 1/n while the read/dark noise 𝜎𝑟+𝑑
2  (for SD-OCT) or the thermal noise 𝜎𝑡ℎ

2  remains the same. Thus, 

read/dark noise or thermal noise will contribute to additional sensitivity reduction. A derivation of additional 

sensitivity reduction is given in the following expressions: 

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑆𝐷,−~
𝐶1𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡

2 /𝑛2

𝐶2 + 𝐶3𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡/𝑛
 

(3.24) 

∆𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑆𝐷,−~𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑆𝐷,𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑡,− − 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑆𝐷,− ~
𝐶1𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝐶3𝑛
−

𝐶1𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡
2

𝑛2

𝐶2 +
𝐶3𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝑛

 

=
𝐶1𝐶2

𝐶2𝐶3
𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡/𝑛

+ 𝐶3
2

 

(3.25) 

Where C1, C2 C3 represents the constants that are not changed if the integration time is reduced to 1/n. A 

larger n yields a larger denominator term is the expression (3.25), yielding a larger additional sensitivity 

reduction. 

 Besides the sensitivity, another factor would be the availability of the high-speed light source or detectors. 

For spectral domain OCT system, imaging speed is limited by the line-scan camera. For example, the Sensor-

Unlimited line-scan camera used in our lab (Sensor Unlimited, SU1024LDH2), has a maximum line-rate of 

~92 kHz. Another model of the line-scan camera from the same company has a maximum line-rate of 147 

kHz (GL2048R, Sensor Unlimited). Options of higher-speed line-scan cameras beyond ~147 kHz are limited.  

 For swept source system, the imaging speed is determined by the swept rate of the light source. The 

record-high swept source laser for OCT imaging has a swept rate of 44.5 MHz [16]. Since the total imaging 

range is also inversely proportional to the laser swept rate (See Chapter 1.3.5), increasing the imaging speed 

will reduce the total imaging range, if the sampling rate remains the same. Or, if we want to maintain a long 

imaging range, the required sampling rate of the digitizer as well as the required frequency bandwidth of the 
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balanced detector will increase proportionally, yielding limited availability of these two hardware (See 

Chapter 4.1).  

   

3.3 Multiplexing in OCT Systems 

In previous section, I have described the trade-offs between the incentive to pushing the imaging speed up 

and factors that limit the performance of the OCT system, especially for the swept source system. However, 

there are approaches that can circumvent such situations. Instead of solely pushing the speed limit of either 

the wavelength-tunable lasers of a swept source OCT system or the line-scan camera of the spectral domain 

OCT system, a feasible approach is multiplexing, which means using multiple light beams (parallel imaging) 

or/and multiple detectors (parallel detection) to achieve equivalent speed improvement.  

Table 3. 1 Multiplexing in OCT Systems 
Ref. Year OCT 

type 

λc 

(nm) 

feff 

(kHz) 

Sensi- 

tivity(dB) 

# 

beams 

Key component or key 

technique 

Categories 

Zotter et al. [101] 2011 SD 840 20 95 2 2 SLD, 2 Camera Doppler OCT 
 Blatter et al. [102] 2013 SS 1050 100 94 2 2 DBD, dove prism 

Trasischker et al.  

[103] 

2013 SD 840 20 98 3 3 SLD, 3 Camera 

Wartak et al. [104] 2017 SS 1060 100 92 1 1 active and 2 passive 

channels, path length 
encoding 

Eugui et al. [105] 2018 SS 1310 100 91 1 Few Mode Fiber: 3 Major 

modes 

Angular 

dependence. 
Contrast 

enhancement 

Leung et al. [106] 2009 SS 1329 258 NA 6 Fan Out, 6 BD, 3 DAQ Parallel imaging 
(w multiple 

detectors) 
Potsaid et al. [107] 2010 SS 1050 400 94 2 2 BD, 2 DAQ 

Wieser et al. [15] 2010 SS 1310 20,800 98 4 4 BD, 4 Channel 

Oscilloscope 

Choi et al. [108] 2008 SD 1559 60,000 88 1 Optical demultiplexer, 

256 BD, 32 DAQs 

Multiplexed 

Detection 

Kocaoglu et al. 

[109] 

2014 SD 790 1,000 71.2 1 2 layer optical switch, 4 

camera 

Wieser et al. [110] 2014 SS 1310 3216 102 1 RF splitter, 2DAQ 

Lee et al. [111] 
[112] 

2013, 
2014 

SS 1310 3200 89.1 16 Virtually-imagesd phased 
array 

Parallel imaging w 
a single detector 

Nankivil et al. 

[113] 

2014 SS 1040 400 98 2 2x with sweep buffering, 

2 beam, path length 

encoding 

Zhou et al. [114], 

Huang et al. [115] 

2013 SS 1310 800 94.6 8 Space Division 

Multiplexing: Fiber Array 

+ path-length encoding 

Song et al. [116] 2018 SS 1410 200  2  

Table 3.1 lists the different techniques to realize multiplexing for both SD-OCT and SS-OCT system 

reported in the literature. The simplest way to realize multiplexing is to use multiple beams to illuminate the 

sample. To achieve multi-beam illumination, one can use multiple light source (i.e. SLD) or splitting the 

output of the laser source using the polarization beam splitter or fiber coupler. Multi-beam illumination has 
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been employed for Doppler OCT [101-104]. Using Doppler OCT to measure the total vascular blood flows 

is sensitive to the orientation of the vessels (See Chapter 5.2). Since Doppler OCT can only detect axial flow 

components in parallel with the beam illumination, the transverse components of blood flows perpendicular 

to the beam illumination, i.e. retinal blood flows containing mostly transverse components[101], cannot be 

directly detected. Using multiple beams from different orientations to illuminate the blood vessels, we can 

get several velocity components of blood flows in different orientations to reconstruct the actual blood flow 

velocity vector. In one study, Zotter et al. utilize 2 SLDs in the SD-OCT system to realize 2 beam Doppler 

imaging of retinal blood flows [101]. In their system, two separate spectrometers were used to detect the 

interference signal collected from each beam. Later, 2 beam illumination was also realized in a swept source 

OCT system, using a 1 × 2 fiber coupler to split the light into two and use the dove prism to orient the beam 

in different incident angles [102]. In these two cases, transverse retinal blood flows have been measured, 

assuming the retinal blood vessels are perpendicular to the optics axis of the objective [101, 102].  In order 

to reconstruct the velocity vector in 3D space, 3 velocity components need to be measured. Trasischker et al. 

demonstrated a three-beam Doppler SD-OCT using 3 SLDs and 3 separate spectrometers [103]. In 2016, 

Wartak proposed a prototype Doppler OCT-system, using one beam to illuminate the sample (retina), but 

using 3 separate channels (1 active channel in original optical path and 2 passive channels in oblique angles) 

to detect the back-scattered lights in different orientations [104]. Velocity components measured from the 

active and passive channels can be used to reconstruct the blood flow vector precisely. In 2017, Eugui et al. 

proposed a SS-OCT system, using the few mode fiber in the detection part to observe the angular-dependence 

of the back-scattered signal from the sample [105]. In his setup, not only the fundamental mode (LP01) of 

the interference signal was allowed to transmit back to the detector, but also the second mode and the third 

mode that had relative high back-scattered intensities could be coupled into the few mode fiber and 

transmitted to the detector. Since the allowed coupling angles of these three modes are different, the detected 

interference signals from these three modes could be used to show the angular-dependent scattering contrast 

of the sample. In their paper, they demonstrated the OCT imaging of the amyloid-beta (Aβ) plaque, which 

was believed to be one critical hallmark of Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), with a high angular-dependent contrast 

in the second and the third mode OCT images [105]. However, we should note that, these abovementioned 

multiplexing approaches were employed to explore the angular-dependent back-scattered properties of the 
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sample.In either case, using multiple beams or multiple modes of lights with multiple detecting angles helps 

to determine the actual flow vectors or enhance the scattering contrast. However, since all these beams are 

illuminating the same spot, the abovementioned multiplexing methods are not intended for speed 

improvement.  

Multi-beam illumination (parallel imaging) and detection (parallel detection) techniques have been 

reported to increase the effective imaging speed of the system, if these beams are illuminating on different 

parts of the sample. Especially for SS-OCT, since the imaging speed of SS-OCT system is determined by the 

swept laser, the effective imaging speed can easily scale up when employing parallel imaging and appropriate 

detection schemes, which is equal to the swept frequency multiply by the number of the illuminating beams. 

Leung et al reported a 6-beam SS-OCT system with an effective imagng speed of 258 kHz [106]. They used 

a fan-out cable, with each of the 2-output swept laser powering 3 channels to achieve multiplexing. Six 

balanced detectors and three two-channel DAQ cards were employed to detect the interference signals from 

6 beams. Potsaid et al. reported a multiplexed VCSEL SS-OCT system with two channels and effective speed 

of 400 kHz [107]. Wieser et al. reported a 4-beam multiplexed FDML SS-OCT system with a record-high 

effective imaging speed of 20.8 MHz [15]. In these cases, the same number of balanced detectors need to be 

employed to detect interference signals from each beam. Also the number of DAQs also needs to scale up 

accordingly.  

Another category of multiplexing techniques focuses on the detection part. These multiplexing techniques 

increase the imaging speed by modifying the OCT detection system. In 2008, Choi et al. reported a modified 

SD-OCT system which can achieve an effective imaging speed of 60 MHz [108]. Instead of using a grating 

in the spectrometer of the SD-OCT to separate the spectrum and detect the interference signals as a function 

of wavelength, they used optical demultiplexers (OD) to separate the interference signal at different 

frequencies in equal frequency intervals. After the OD, 256 photodetectors with balanced detection setups 

were employed to detect the interference signals and a DAQ system consisting of 32 DAQ boards were used 

to receive the outputs from these 256 photodetectors. Thus the imaging speed is limited by the speed of the 

DAQ system instead of the line-scan camera. Another study by Kocaoglu et al. utilized the 4 line-scan 

cameras to detect the interference signal from the SD-OCT signals and successfully scale up the imaging 

speed to 1MHz [109]. A two-layer optical switches with 3 1x2 optical switches at each layer were employed 
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to switch the outputs towards the 4 cameras. Careful design and synchronization of triggers of the cameras 

and optical switches needed to be taken into consideration. However, the sensitivity is traded in for the 

imaging speed for this approach. Wieser et al. also reported a SS-OCT system with a high data-throughput 

[110]. Although the effective imaging speed was not improved due to single beam illumination, they utilized 

a RF splitter to split the output of the balanced detector into two channels and transmitted interference signals 

into two DAQ boards to enhance the data throughput for consecutive volume imaging.  

One scaling factor while employing multiplexing in OCT systems is the cost. For the SD-OCT system, 

both the light source and the spectrometer (the line-scan camera) can be the major source of the cost of the 

system. The cost easily scales up using multiple light source to illuminate the sample and multiple 

spectrometers to detect the backscattered interference signals from each beam. For the 3-beam multiplexed 

OCT system by Transischker et al., the cost was tripled. For the modified SD-OCT system reported by Choi 

et al, the 256 photodetectors and the DAQ system consisting of 32 DAQ boards was a huge cost. For the SS-

OCT system, the cost of the balanced detector is cheaper as compared to the swept laser source, which easily 

costs tens of thousands dollars. Thus, using multiple BDs to detect the signals in the multiplexed SS-OCT 

system won’t be a big concern. However, the cost of the digitizer scales up quickly as the sampling rate 

further increases. If the multiplexing technique requires multiple pieces of digitizers, the cost will be huge.  

Another scaling factor is the complexity of OCT systems. For multiplexed OCT systems with parallel 

imaging, multiple incident beams can share the same sample arm setup. A key consideration is that whether 

they can share the same reference setup. If the optical path lengths are not the same for different channels, 

separate reference arms have to be built, which significantly add up the system complexity. Also, different 

beam spots on the sample need to be perfectly positioned in the sample arm. For example, the three-beam 

Doppler OCT required that the 3 beam spots are in equilateral triangle positions incident on the Galvo mirror 

[103]. Aligning all these beams to focus at the same positions required a lot of efforts and patience.   

Under such considerations, multiplexing techniques with a single light source, a single detector and a 

single digitizer, shared optical paths of multiple beam in both sample and reference arm, would be more 

preferred. Up to now, there were two multiplexing techniques which could satisfy all these requirements: 

interleaved OCT (iOCT) [111, 112] and the space-division multiplexing OCT (SDM-OCT) [114, 115]. The 

idea of the interleaved OCT is similar to a frequency comb swept laser [112].  The key component of the 
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interleaved OCT (iOCT) is the multi-beam demultiplexer (MBDX), which, in the case of the iOCT, is the 

virtually imaged phase array (VIPA) [111]. The VIPA performs multiplexing of multiple lateral points in the 

spectral domain. To be specific, for example, in a sweep of 1000 pulses to two lateral sample positions in the 

imaging plane, the odd index of the pulses with corresponding swept wavelengths will be sent to the first 

lateral positions while the even index of the pulses with corresponding swept wavelengths will be sent to the 

second lateral positions. Therefore, interference signals from the first position of the imaging plane are 

sampled with odd indices of points in a sweep and interference signals from the second lateral position are 

sampled with even indices of points. These signals from different wavelength (“frequency comb”) are 

detected by the detectors sequentially within a sweep. Next, the signals are demultiplexed by putting the odd 

indices of points together and even indices of points together. Thus, images from two lateral positions are 

reconstructed separately. An interleaved OCT system with 16 channels were demonstrated with an effective 

imaging speed of 3.2 MHz [112]. However, the short separation between the beams in iOCT could lead to 

cross-talk between the channels [115]. A trade-off between sensitivity and number of lateral points is also 

observed due to the choise of different key parameters of VIPA, including the free spectral range (FSR, the 

minimum spacing between two wavelengths that belongs to the same frequency comb, or the same lateral 

spot ), and the “finesse”, which is related to reflectivity of the VIPA [115].  

Space-division multiplexing OCT (SDM-OCT) [114, 115] shares the same advantages as VIPA regarding 

system cost and complexity. It utilizes a single source and a detector, and shared reference arm and sample 

arm. The details of the space-division multiplexing are described in the next session.  

 

3.4 Introduction of Space-division Multiplexing OCT (SDM-OCT) 

In this session, I will describe the principles of space-division multiplexing OCT (SDM-OCT), which utilizes 

a parallel imaging scheme to achieve speed improvement over an order of magnitude [114]. Figure 3.1 A 

shows a schematic diagram of a first-generation, fiber-based SDM-OCT system (prototype SDM-OCT). The 

key difference between interleaved OCT and SDM-OCT is that, interleaved OCT performs multiplexing in 

the spectral domain (i.e. like frequency comb), while SDM-OCT performs multiplexing in the spatial domain, 
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which is later converted to the time domain with encoded path length. The key space-division multiplexing  

(SDM) component is shown in the red-dashed rectangle in Figure 3.1A, including three main parts: a splitter, 

a path-length-encoding component, and a fiber array. In the first part, splitting of incident lights is realized 

either with a PLC splitter or cascaded 1x2 fiber couplers. For example, in the prototype 1310 nm SDM-OCT, 

the incident beam is split into 8 channels with a PLC splitter [114]. Light splitting with a fiber coupler is a 

common approach in multiplexed SS-OCT system. In both multiplexed SS-OCT system reported by Potsaid 

et al. [107] and Wieser et al. [15], 50/50 fiber couplers were utilized to split the incident light into two separate 

channels to illuminate two different regions of the sample. Note that the PLC splitter is widely available in 

the telecom wavelength ranges of 1300 nm and 1550 nm , with a relative low cost. However, for 1060 nm 

range, since the PLC splitter is not common in the market, fiber couplers will be an alternative option.  

Figure 3. 1 Prototype SDM-OCT system. (A) Schematic diagram of the prototype SDM-OCT system. 

Fiber-based components, including the optical splitter, fibers with different optical delays, and the fiber 

array, were shown within red rectangle. (B) A 18 fiber array at the output port was used to achieve 8 

speed improvement. (C) Each beam was optically delayed. Signals from different beams, corresponding 

to different sample locations, were presented at different frequency ranges (i.e. depths). For simplicity, 

only 4 beams are shown in the figure. Adapted from Zhou et al., 2013.  
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The second part of SDM component is the path-length-encoding component. In the SDM-OCT, the path 

length encoding is realized by adding patch fibers with different lengths for each split channel. Thus, signals 

from different channels (different scanned regions) will be detected by the balanced detector with a small 

optical delay between neighbouring channels. In the reconstructed OCT intensity profile (A-scan), the images 

from different sample locations (different channels) will be rendered in different frequency ranges (i.e. depth 

ranges, optical pathlength differences). An illustration of path-length-encoding of images from different 

channels is shown in Figure 3.1 C. With the path-length-encoding method, images from multiple sample 

locations can be captured simultaneously in the same sweep, detected by the same balanced detector, and 

demultiplexed in the post-processing. The path-length-encoding method was first introduced by Iftimia et al. 

to reduce the speckles of OCT images [117]. Wang et al. utilized the path-length-encoding method to detect 

the angular-dependent contrast of scattering properties of the retinal layer [118]. Wartak et al. also utilized 

the path-length-encoding method to facilitate the detection of back-scattered signals from 3 different 

orientations to determine the blood flow vector [104]. 

After the path-length-encoding component, different split channels are arranged in a fiber array as the 

output part of the SDM component. The V-groove fiber array can position different fiber channels with a 

fixed spacing (pitch size) between neighbouring channels. Thus, we can ensure that the orientation and the 

spacing of fiber channels are uniform. With the fiber array as the output part of the SDM component, all the 

fiber channels can share the sample arm setup, which reduces system complexity. Parallel imaging with a 

fiber array as the output port was also introduced by Wieser et al. [15]. A uniform angle polish for all fiber 

channels are realized by directly polishing the whole fiber array, which ensures that output beam directions 

for all fiber channels are the same. A similar fiber array setup with different polished angles were reported, 

enabling the angular compounding for speckle reduction [119]. With their fiber array setup, all the 3 output 

beams focused at the same final spot.  

We should mention that total optical path lengths have to be carefully measured for each channel in all 

parts of the SDM components, including the internal part of the PLC splitter or cascaded fiber couplers, patch 

fibers with different lengths in the middle, and the fibers within the fiber array. Otherwise, the path-length-

encoded images with be separated by different optical path differences in the reconstructed OCT images. In 

the worst case, the encoded images will be out of the total imaging range. 
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One key aspect of the SDM-OCT is that, the total imaging range is traded for a high imaging speed, which 

is the same as the interleaved OCT. However, one advantage of the SDM-OCT is that optical delays between 

neighbouring channels are separated from other OCT parameters and can be manually determined to ensure 

sufficient separation between images from neighbouring channels to avoid overlap. However, a large total 

imaging range is required for SDM-OCT, which adds burden to the data acquisition part (See Chapter 4.1).  

In the prototype SDM-OCT described in Zhou et al. [114], the incident light was split into 8 channels in 

a fiber-based SDM component, with ~2.5 mm optical delays between neighbouring channels to generate 

multiplexed interference signals that was detected simultaneously. The spacing between neighbouring output 

channel at the fiber array was ~0.3 mm and the final spacing on the sample was ~0.37 mm. The effective 

imaging speed of the prototype SDM-OCT system was increased by a factor of 8, with an ultrahigh imaging 

speed of 800,000 A-scans/s demonstrated using a long-coherence-length VCSEL laser operating at 100 kHz 

(Thorlabs, SL131090). 

 

3.5 Building up a 1×4 Fiber-based SDM-OCT System 

3.5.1 Configuration of the 1×4  Fiber-based SDM-OCT System 

Figure 3.2 shows the configuration of a fiber-based SDM-OCT system. Three major free-space optical sub-

systems are presented: a sample arm, a reference arm and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). In the 

following sections, I’ll describe the procedures to build each optical sub-systems. 

 

3.5.2 Light Source 

In this SDM-OCT prototype, we utilize a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) as the swept laser 

source. Figure 3.3 shows the front panel and the back anel of a VCSEL. In the back panel, there are five 

output ports with SMA connectors and the laser output with a FC/APC connector. Five SMA output ports 

are laser monitor output, DAQ trigger, cavity monitor, λ sweept trigger and optical clock output. The laser 

monitor output and cavity monitor output are used to monitor the laser working status for the diagnosis 

purpose. The DAQ trigger output is connected to the digitizer to provide triggers for each sweep. The optional 

optical clock (k-clock) can provide external clock signals to the digitizer to perform the data acquisition in 

the external mode. 
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Figure 3. 2 System configuration of the SDM-OCT, including all the free-space optics. (A) Sample 

arm free-space optics. (B) Single-path reference arm. (C) Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) setup. 

Abbreviations: C1-C7: Collimators; M1-M4: mirrors; L1-L3: Lenses. DBD: dual balanced detector.  
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 The laser output is first connected to a 97/3 2×2 fiber coupler (AC Photonics). 97% of the power will be 

sent to the OCT system and 3% of the power will supply the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). Since the 

laser output power is ~26 mW. 3% of the light (~750 µW) for the MZI setup can provide MZI fringes with 

sufficient amplitudes. Next, the 97% output port of the fiber coupler is connected to an O-band booster optical 

amplifier (BOA, BOA1130S, Thorlabs) to further boost the optical power to the OCT system to ~90 mW 

(maximum). Then, a 95/5 2×2 fiber coupler (AC Photonics) is used to split the power, with 95% of the power 

provided to the sample arm and 5% to the reference arm. With a boosted power of ~90 mW, 5% of the power 

to reference arm is sufficient to achieve the shot-noise-limited detection with a low sample arm back-coupling 

power (See Chapter 3.2).  

 

3.5.3 Design and alignment of the sample arm 

After the 95/5 fiber coupler, the 95% output port is routed to the sample arm. First, it is connected to the port 

1 of the polarization insensitive optical circulator (AC Photonics). The port 2 of the optical circulator will 

connect to the sample arm free-space optical sub-system (Figure 3.2 A). The sample arm consists of the 

fiber-based space-division multiplexing (SDM) component, which is the key component for SDM-OCT 

technology. Figure 3.4 shows the different setups of the fiber-based SDM components, with different number 

of split channels. The SDM component in Figure 3.4 A has 4 output channels from 1D V-groove fiber array; 

Figure 3.4 B shows an 8-channel SDM component; Figure 3.4 C shows the SDM component with 16 output 

channels configured in a 4×4 grid with a 2D fiber array. In this session, the 1×4 SDM component is used in 

the SDM-OCT system to split the beam in 4 channels with a 1mm output spacing and ~4 mm physical path 

length delays between neighbouring channels.  

Figure 3. 3 Front panel (A) and back panel (B) of a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL). 
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  After the SDM components, diverging output beams from each channel are converted to collimated 

beams with a collimator. The choice of the collimator depends on many factors: the spot size of the output 

collimated beam, which is determined by the beam diverging angle and the focal length of the collimator; the 

initial beam spacing between neighbouring channels; the aperture of the collimator. When choosing the focal 

length of the collimator to control the spot size, ensure that the aperture of the collimator doesn’t block any 

diverging output lights from SDM component. In some cases when both a small focal length and a large 

aperture are required for the collimator, a pair of doublets can be employed, with the curved surface facing 

each other. The effective focal length of a pair of doublets can be reduced by half as compared to each single 

doublet, while the aperture is maintained.  

 For this 1×4 fiber-based SDM-OCT, we choose to use a 20× objective with an effective focal length f = 

10mm as a collimator. Note that the objective is inverted placed (See Figure 3.2A). The output collimated 

beams from different channels will first converge at the back-focal point and diverge. We measure the 

diverging angle θ of edge collimated beams, which is shown in Figure 3.5. At the output aperture of the 20× 

objective, the 4 collmated beams are almost at the same spot. Thus, We can consider that the 4 collimated 

beams start to diverge from the output aperture. The measured total spacing between edge collimated beams 

is 23 mm at a distance of 132 mm. Thus, the diverging angle θ can be calculated as: 

 

Figure 3. 4 Actual setups of the fiber-based space-division multiplexing (SDM) components with 

different split ratio. (A) 1×4; (B) 1×8; (C) 4×4. 
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𝜃 = 2 arctan (
23 mm

2 × 132mm
) = 10° 

 In Figure 3.5, we can roughly measure the spot size of the beam after the 20× objective with a ruler. The 

spot size for each collimated beam is measured to be ~2 mm,. 

 After the collimator, a 100mm/100mm lens pair is placed as a telescope system to relay multi-channel 

collimated beams and converge the collimated beams on the galvo mirror.  

 To align the optics before the galvanometer system, a cage system is set up and the relay lens are mounted 

and aligned in a telescope setting, with the aid of a single-channel collimated beam or a laser pointer. Next, 

the 1st relay lens and the collimator are aligned to be a telescope system. For the SDM component, since the 

fiber array is fixed in a 1” lens tube, we can fix the lens tube in a kinematic mirror mount. Then, we further 

mount the kinematic mount on a rotation stage. In this way, we can use the kinematic mirror mount and the 

rotation stage to control the directions of output beams from the SDM component.  A 1D translation stage is 

added underneath the rotation stage to adjust the distance between the collimator and the SDM component.  

Figure 3. 5 Measurement of the diverging angle between edge collimated beams.  
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 Once the SDM component is fixed on the aluminum optical breadboard (Thorlabs, MB618), the cage 

system is aligned to the SDM component using an iterative approach. A short dovetail rail (Thorlabs) and 

spacers can facilitate the alignment of the cage system. The iterative steps are: 

1. Place the cage system on the breadboard along with the fiber-based SDM component. 

2. Adjust the height of the cage system so that the center of the cage system is at the same height as the output 

of the SDM component.  

3. Move the 1D translation stage of the SDM component to adjust the output beam from the collimator to be 

collimated. 

4. Attach the cage system to a fixed rail so that the cage system is in parallel with the edge of the breadboard. 

5. Horizontal alignment: If the distribution of the beams is off the center in horizontal direction in the far 

field, adjust the tilting screw and the rotation stage to correct the direction of output beams from the SDM 

component. If the beams are off the center in the near field (close to the collimator), move the cage system 

horizontally by adding or removing spacers in between the rail and the cage system. An alignment plate 

(pinhole, Thorlabs, LCPA1) can be placed at different cage positions to check the adjustment. Repeat the 

adjustments until multi-beams are symmetrically distributed in the horizontal direction in the cage system 

(See Figure 3.5).  

6. Vertical alignment: If the distribution of the beams is off the center in vertical direction in the far field, 

adjust the tilting screw to correct the direction of output beams from the SDM component. Then, if the beams 

are off  the center in the near field, increase or decrease the height of the cage system by adding or removing 

spacers to the pedestral posts. Repeat the adjustments until multi-beams are symmetrically distributed in the 

vertical direction in the cage system. 

7. Repeat step 3, 6, 7 until the cage system is well aligned to the SDM component.  

 Next, we align the cage system to a galvanometer system (galvo). The galvo system is mounted on a thick 

pedestral posts (Newport, 70) with the rod clamps (Newport, 370-RC) on the hand switch magnetic base 

(Newport, M-MB-2). The cage system on the breadboard is lifted with a lab jack (Newport, 281) and 

supporting pedestral posts to match the height of the galvo system. The galvo system is manually moved 

until the multi-chanel collimated beams are incident at the centers of both galvo mirrors, with their 

converging spot in between two galvo mirrors. A NIR detection card (Thorlabs, VRC2) is used to check the 
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the collimated beams at the galvo mirrors. Note that the axis of four channels are in a rotated orientation 

incident on the first galvo mirror to ensure the axis after the galvo system is either perpendicular or parallel 

to the scanning direction to maintain a rectangular scan area (See Figure 3.6).  

 Last, an objective or a lens is aligned after the galvo system. We can use either of the two following 

protocols to align the objective. 

Protocol 1: 

1. Take off the 1st relay lens right after the collimator. 

2. Move the objective vertically until the output beams of the objective are collimated beams.  

Protocol 2: 

1. Use the IR card to check the beam spacing between neighbouring channels after the objective. If the 

objective is well aligned, the beam spacing should be the same at all vertical locations.  

 One thing we should mention is that, both the final beam spacing and the lateral resolution is proportional 

to the total magnification (M) of the sample arm optics. Considering the beam spacing at the output port of 

the fiber array to be d and the size of the fiber for 1300nm to be dfiber = ~9 µm (SMF-28), we can estimate 

the final beam spacing 𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 and the lateral resolution ∆𝑥 as: 

Figure 3. 6 Four beams before the galvanometer. Due to the tilting of the first galvo mirror, the axis 

of the four beams needed to be rotated by a few degrees to ensure the axis after the 2D galvo system is 

either perpendicular or parallel to the scanning direction to maintain a rectangular scan area.   
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𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = |𝑀|𝑑 

(3.26) 

∆𝑥 = |𝑀|𝑑𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟 

(3.27) 

 

3.5.4 Design and alignment of the reference arm 

Considerations for the reference arm of the SDM-OCT is similar to the one in the SD-OCT: Match both the 

fiber lengths and free-space optical paths of the sample arm and reference arm.  

 For swept-source OCT systems, since a second 2×2 coupler (a 50/50 2×2 fiber coupler) other than the 

95/5 2×2 fiber coupler is used to generate interference of the sample and the reference arm signals, the 

reference arm signals are not required to reflect back in the same optical path to the 95/5 coupler. There are 

two methods to build the reference arm here. The first method is similar to the sample arm setup: Use a 

circulator to direct the incident lights to the reference arm; Use a double-optical-path setup with a reference 

mirror to reflect the light back to the circulator; Use the third port of the circulator to transmit the lights to 

the second 50/50 coupler. This method has the advantage that the total translation range of the stage can be 

smaller. However, the optical circulator will introduce an additional transmission loss of ~3 dB. The second 

method is to build a one-way free-space light transmission system, with one collimator to output the 

collimated beam into the free space and another collimator to couple the collimated beam back into the fiber 

to the second 50/50 coupler. One of the collimator is mounted on the 1D translation stage to adjust the 

reference optical path. The dispersion is compensated by adding glasses in the middle of the reference arm 

or compensated numerically. The second method has a higher coupling power from the reference arm, at a 

cost of doubled free-space optical path length.   

 In the 1×4 SDM-OCT system, the second method of the reference arm configuration is chosen, shown in 

Figure 3.2 B. The maximum coupling power from the reference arm is measured to be ~3 - 3.5 mW prior to 

50/50 2×2 fiber coupler. By carefully adjust the reference arm coupling power, we can achieve shot-noise-
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limit detection (See Chapter 3.7). Note that, to fit the long optical path of the reference arm in the breadboard, 

the light is reflected 4 times with additional 4 mirrors in the reference arm (See Figure 3.2 B).  

 

3.5.5 Design and alignment of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer 

For SS-OCT, the detected spectral fringes may not be linearly sampled in the wavenumber (k) domain, since 

the tunable swept laser may not be linearly swept across all the wavenumber (wavelength) ranges. Two 

approaches can be employed to resolve the issue. One approach is to use an external clock (k-clock) to trigger 

the acquisition of each spectral data of the spectral fringes, so that the detected spectral fringes are linearly 

sampled in wavenumber [107]. With external k-clock sampling, the sampling rate is approximately the 

(central) frequency of the external k-clock and the detection bandwidth is half of the k-clock frequency. With 

a k-clock frequency of ~485 MHz provided by the VCSEL laser, the maximum detection bandwidth is ~240 

MHz, corresponding to a ~12mm total imaging range. However, sampling of spectral fringes may suffer from 

a poor k-clock signals with missing clock signals in the middle. Also, ~12 mm total imaging range is not 

sufficient to render all four images from the 1×4 SDM-OCT system with a physical delay of ~4 mm between 

neightbouring channels. 

 The second approach, similar to SD-OCT, is to perform the phase calibration step to resample the spectral 

fringes to be linear in wavenumber. Although the OCT spectral fringes can be used for phase calibration, 

phase reconstruction from the low-magnitude OCT fringes may suffer from the fluctuating noises. Similar to 

SD-OCT, a calibrated phase curve (index-wavenumber relationship) can be generated in priori to calibrate 

all other spectral fringes. However, trigger jitters during the wavelength sweeping of the tunable swept laser 

may lead to inconsistent phase calibration results for different spectral fringes. Thus, to perform a proper 

phase calibration for each spectral fringe, we collect two copies of spectral fringes from two channels, one 

from OCT and the other from the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). Then, we utilize the MZI fringe to 

construct a phase curve to perform linear resampling for each OCT fringe. Since the OCT and MZI fringes 

are collected simultaneously within each laser sweep, we can ensure that the sweeping ranges are the same 

for both OCT and MZI fringes, yielding the right phase calibration curve for each OCT fringe.  

 The actual MZI setup was presented in Figure 3.2 C. To align it, first we set up the four collimator and 

connect the 3% of the laser output to a 2×2 50/50 fiber coupler, with the two output ports of the coupler 
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connected to two collimator. Lights are coupled back to the fiber from the other two collimators. Coupled 

lights from the two MZI arms are interfered in a second 2×2 50/50 fiber coupler. Output MZI interference 

signals from the coupler are detected by a balanced detector. By adjusting the optical pathlength difference 

between two MZI arms, we can generate the MZI interference signals with different frequency ranges  

 

3.5.6 Detection and control system for SDM-OCT  

Figure 3.7 shows the design of the detection and control system of the SDM-OCT. Figure 3.7 A shows the 

block diagram of the system. The main part is a high-speed data acquisition board (DAQ) or a digitizer, 

which can digitize the signals with a high sampling rate and a high bandwidth. We use an Alazar digitizer 

Figure 3. 7 Detection and control system for the SDM-OCT. (A) Block diagram of the detection and 

control system. (B) Actual cable connection of the data acquisition card (DAQ, or digitizer). (C) Photo 

of the comparator circuit.  
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(Alazar, ATS9373) for the 1×4 SDM-OCT system. It can operate in dual-channel mode with a maximum 

sampling rate of 2 GS/s for each channel. With dual edge sampling (DES), the digitizer can achieve 4 GS/s 

sampling rate with single channel acquisition. The bandwidth of the digitizer is 1.0 GHz, which is sufficient 

to detect interference signals from SDM-OCT. See a detail discussion of hardware requirements for the SDM-

OCT in Chapter 4.1.  

 OCT interfernce signals after the 50/50 2×2 fiber coupler are detected by the dual balanced detector 

(DBD, Thorlabs, PDB480C-AC). The dual balanced detector has a bandwidth of 30 kHz – 1.6 GHz. The 

saturated power of the DBD is ~1.5 mW for each input and the damage threshold of the DBD is ~10 mW. 

The output RF signals are transmitted to Channel 1 (CH1) of the digitizer.  

 In the internal mode, the additional MZI signals are collected by a custom or a commercial dual balanced 

detector. If the custom DBD is used, the analog output of the MZI interference signals are sent to Channel 2 

(CH2) of DAQ. Note that, a high-pass filter is contained in the custom DBD to filter out low-frequency 

components of the interference signals. The custom DBD also converts the analog MZI signals to digital 

external clock signals. We can use the digital output of the custom DBD to provide external k-clock signals.  

 Trigger signals are required to initiate acquisition of OCT and MZI spectral fringes. In  SDM-OCT 

system, the laser source provides a 5 V TTL DAQ sweep trigger signal to the trigger port (Trig) of the 

digitizer. However, an auxillary trigger signal is required to initiate the acquisition for each frame. To 

generate the frame trigger, we split the laser sweep trigger into two channels. One channel is connected to 

the Trig port and the other channel is connected to the PFI channel of a multifunction I/O device (National 

Instruments, USB 6343). Received laser sweep trigger signals are used to generate the frame trigger signals 

in the acquisition software, which are transmitted from the analog output channel 0 (AO0) to the AUX port. 

The X and Y trajectory signals to the galvo system are also generated from the acquisition software and sent 

out from AO1 and AO2 to control the galvo scanning.  

 Due to the splitting of the laser sweep trigger signals, the peak amplitude drops by half for each split 

channel, which may not be enough for either Trig port or PFI inputs. A minimum 3.3V TTL is required for 

the Trig port and the PFI port requires a minimum input high voltage of 2.2V. To resolve the issue, our group 

designs a comparator cicuit to amplify the amplitudes of laser sweep trigger signals. The block diagram of 

the comparator circuit is presented in Figure 3.7 A. Figure 3.7 C shows the printed circuit board (PCB) of 
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the comparator circuit. In the block diagram, an operation amplifier (Analog Devices, AD8011) is used as a 

voltage comparator with single 12V power supplied to the circuit. The reference voltage is set by choosing 

the combination of the two resistors. In our design, a 22 kΩ and a 1kΩ resistors are chosen, yielding a 

reference voltage of: 

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 12𝑉 ×
1𝑘Ω

1𝑘Ω + 22𝑘Ω
= 0.52 𝑉 

(3.28) 

The reference voltage is connected to the Vin- and the laser sweep trigger is sent to the Vin+. The output of the 

comparator (Vout) are the amplified trigger signals with the amplitude of the higher voltage at the positive 

saturation level, which is 12 V from the power supply. Thus, after the splitting, each channel has a 6 V TTL 

trigger signal, which are sufficient for both Trig port and PFI input.  

 

3.6 Post-processing for SDM-OCT 

Figure 3.8 shows the flow chart of the post-processing procedure for SDM-OCT. The procedure is mostly 

the same as the post-processing for SD-OCT, which includes the steps of zero-padding, linear resampling, 

dispersion compensation, Gaussian window and the final inverse FFT along the depth direction. In the 

following section, I will describe the steps in the post-processing procedure for SDM-OCT that are different 

from the steps in the SD-OCT.  

 

3.6.1 Separation of OCT and MZI Signals 

Since OCT and MZI spectral fringes are recorded in an interleaved mode (ABAB…AB) from both CHA and 

CHB by the digitizer, we need to separate the interleaved OCT and MZI signals as the first step of the post-

processing.  
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3.6.2 Phase Calibration 

As is mentioned in Chapter 3.5.5, we perform simultaneous acquisitions of both OCT and MZI spectral 

fringes and utilize the MZI fringe to construct a phase curve to perform linear resampling for each OCT 

fringe. The detailed phase calibration steps are described in the left-bottom dashed rectangle in Figure 3.8.  

Figure 3. 8 Post-processing for SDM-OCT. 
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 One key issue for the SS-OCT is the trigger jitter, in which the data acquisitions of OCT spectral fringes 

start from different wavelengths (wavenumbers) for different laser sweeps (A-scans), yielding the irregular 

movements of detected spectral fringes. The phenomenon of trigger jitter is illustrated in Figure 3.9, in which 

a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) is used in the MZI channel as the indicator of the trigger jitter. The FBG is placed 

in between one output port of the 50/50 coupler and the dual balanced detector. A patch fiber with the same 

length as the FBG is added to the other output port of the 50/50 coupler. The FBG serves as an optical filter 

to filter out the signals in a particular wavelength range, with the central filtered wavelength and the filtered 

bandwidth indicated in their specification. As a result, the detected interference signals from the balanced 

detector will be biased at the filtered wavelength range of the FBG. In Figure 3.9A, MZI fringes from 

different laser sweeps are shown, with the FBG peaks indicated in the red rectangular regions. Figure 3.9B 

shows the zoomed views of the red rectangular region in Figure 3.9 A, showing the biased fringes in FBG 

peaks (Purple arrow in Figure 3.9 B). The trigger jitter (Pink arrow in Figure 3.9 B) is clearly visible since 

the FBG peaks are moving back and forth for different laser sweeps. To correct for the trigger jitter, we can 

perform a MZI signal registration to align the FBG peaks for different laser sweeps so that the wavelength 

ranges of the spectral fringes from different sweeps can be aligned. 

 However, using one FBG to align different spectral fringes does not ensure that the wavelength ranges 

are the same for different sweeps, due to the missing trigger signals in the middle. This phenomenon can be  

Figure 3. 9 Illustration of trigger jitter in MZI signals from different laser sweeps (A-scans). (A) MZI 

fringes from different sweeps. FBG peaks are highlighted. (B) Zoomed MZI fringes within the red rectangle 

regions in (A). MZI fringes are biased (purple arrow) within the filtered wavelength range of the FBG. 

Trigger jitter is shown as the FBG peaks are moved irregularly for different laser sweeps.  
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characterized with two FBGs with their central filtered wavelengths on either side of the MZI fringes. Figure 

3.10 shows a software screenshot of representative OCT and MZI fringes with two FBG peaks in the MZI 

channels. Note that, two FBGs are connected separately to the two output ports of the 50/50 coupler. Figure 

3.11 shows the characterization results of locations of 1st and 2nd FBG peaks and their peak distance for 

consecutive 100 A-scans. Figure 3.11 A and B show the peak locations of 1st and 2nd FBG, with their central 

filtered wavelength to be 𝜆1 = 1349.8 nm and 𝜆2 = 1253.1 nm. If the wavelength ranges are all the same 

for these 100 A-scans, the peak distance in pixels between the two FBGs should be the same. However, in 

Figure 3.11 C, fluctuation of the peak distance for different A-scans is clearly observed, indicating that 

registering the first FBG peaks for trigger jitter correction is not sufficient to ensure the same wavelength 

ranges for different sweeps, which can lead to jittering of mirror images in the deep depth ranges.  

 With the known central filtered wavelengths (wavenumber) for these two FBG peaks, we can use the 

MZI fringe between these two FBG peaks to derive the phase calibration curve and generate the mapping 

function f(x) for the linear resampling of OCT fringes (Figure 3.8). In this way, we can ensure that the 

Figure 3. 10 Characterization of locations of 1st and 2nd FBG peaks and their peak distance for 

consecutive 100 A-scans.   
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wavelength ranges of the cropped MZI fringes are the same for all the sweeps, yielding an accurate 

reconstruction of the mirror image without any jitter.  

 We should note that, when adding FBGs in the MZI, the fiber Bragg grating peak is considered as low 

frequency component of the MZI fringe. Thus, we should avoid employing high-pass filters after the balanced 

detector of the MZI channel to preserve the FBG peaks.  

 In Figure 3.8, we also mention two other approaches to resolve the trigger jitter issue, if one or both 

FBGs are not available. With one FBG in the MZI setup, we can first register the FBG peaks for different 

sweeps. Then, we use a fixed phase range. starting from the unwrapped phase of the FBG peak, to generate 

the mapping function f(x) for the linear resampling of OCT fringes. If no FBG is available, the only option 

to mitigate the trigger jitter is to use cross-correlation to align MZI fringes from different sweeps.  

 

3.6.3 Signal Delay Correction 

In the previous alignment, the OCT arm and MZI arm may have different total optical path lengths from the 

two output ports of the 97/3 fiber coupler. Also, the cable lengths after the DBDs in OCT and MZI sub-

systems may be different. As a results, the OCT and MZI fringes may not be detected at the same time by 

Figure 3. 11 A screenshot of representative OCT (pink) and MZI (green) fringes, with the two FBG 

peaks shown in the MZI fringe. 

1
st
 FBG Peak 

2
nd

 FBG Peak 
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Figure 3. 12 The influence of the signal delay between OCT and MZI channels on the final shape 

of the point spread functions of a single reflector at different imaging depths. The signal delay 

between OCT and MZI channels is called Initial Shift in the post-processing code. Red Arrow indicates 

the optimal initial shift value for the SDM-OCT system by choosing the PSF with a sharp peak, 

symmetric profile and low-side lobes. (A) to (C) showed the influence of signal delay for mirror images 

at different depth ranges. 
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the digitizer, yielding the signal delay between these two channels. In the detected fringes, the signal delay 

is measured as the relative shift (initial shift) of the MZI fringe from the OCT fringe. If a digitizer sampling 

rate of 1.2GS/s is used, one pixel shift between MZI and OCT fringes corresponds to 1/(1.2 GS/s) = 0.8 ns 

signal delay.  

 Figure 3.12 shows the influence of the signal delay on the final shape of the point spread function of the 

mirror at different imagng depths. If a signal delay exists, linear sampling of OCT fringes using the mapping 

function f(x) generated from MZI fringes may not be perfect, since the wavelength ranges of OCT and MZI 

fringes do not match. As a result, the point spread functions (PSFs) of the mirror in a deeper imaging depth 

will be affected, yielding a poorer shape of the mirror PSF as well as poorer axial resolution. In Figure 3.12, 

a signal delay of 2.4 ns (3 pixels) exists between OCT and MZI channels. To perform signal delay correction, 

the MZI fringes will be numerically shifted by the amount of initial shift. Different numbers of initial shifts 

are used to test the performance of signal delay correction. If the signal delay is perfectly corrected, the point 

spread function of the mirror will maintain a sharp peak with a symmetric profile and low side-lobes in all 

the depth ranges. In Figure 3.12 A, no significant amplitude drop of the PSFs are observed with an initial 

shift of ~10 pixels, when the peak is at a depth of 0.89 mm. However, in Figure 3.12 C, the PSF of the mirror 

is located at the depth of ~20.93 mm, the influence of the signal delay is significant. With a proper correction 

of the signal delay, the PSF of the mirror remains sharp with a large amplitude, indicated by the red arrow. 

Otherwise, asymmetric PSFs with clear sidelobes and reduced amplitudes are clearly observed, indicated by 

the other PSFs in Figure 3.12 C. In this way, we can measure the relative signal delay between OCT and 

MZI channels. The signal delay can be corrected in the hardware by adding or removing SMA cables after 

the DBDs in OCT and MZI sub-systems and evaluating the value of the initial shift. An initial shift value of 

0 indicates that the signal delay between OCT and MZI channels are minimized (< 0.8 ns).   

 

3.7 Characterization of fiber-based SDM-OCT system 

3.7.1 Laser spectrum 

Figure 3.13 shows the output spectrum from the VCSEL, measured with the optical spectrum analyzer 

(OSA). The central wavelength of the output spectrum is ~1300 nm and the wavelength range is from ~1250 

nm to ~1355 nm. The 3dB bandwidth of the VCSEL is ~80 nm. 
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3.7.2 Roll-off Analysis 

Figure 3.14 shows the results of roll-off analysis with the plotted PSFs in both linear and logarithmic scales. 

Only the central beam (3rd beam from the top) is used for the roll-off analysis. A neutral density filter with 

OD = 2.0 and a measured attenuation of -47.2 dB is applied in the sample arm, mounted after the collimator. 

The PSFs of mirror images are measured by moving the reference arm with a step size of ~5 mm. Since the 

reference arm is a single-path setup, the actual spacing of the neighbouring PSFs will be half of the step size, 

which is ~2.5 mm. The reference arm power incident into the 50/50 fiber coupler is measured to be ~1.0 mW. 

A sampling rate of 1.2 GS/s is used for the acquisition of roll-off data. The measured pixel size after post-

processing is 8.826 µm (in air). Note that the pixel size should be the same when employing different 

sampling rates for data acquisition, if the OCT fringes are cropped using the peak locations of two FBGs in 

Figure 3. 13 Output spectrum of the VCSEL measured with optical spectrum analyzer (OSA).  
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the MZI fringe as the start and the end points. From the roll-off measurement, we clearly observe that the 

amplitude of the mirror PSF is well maintained when moving the PSF from the zero delay to a depth of ~20 

mm, yielding a long 3dB roll-off.  

Figure 3. 14 Roll-off measurement results showing point spread functions (PSFs) of a single 

reflector (mirror) from multiple imaging depths, which are controlled by the movement of the 

reference arm. Left: PSFs in linear scale. Right: PSFs in logarithmic scale. A neutral density filter with 

OD = 2.0 and an attenuation of -47.2 dB is applied in the sample arm. 

Figure 3. 15 Sensitivity and Resolution of 1×4 the fiber-based SDM-OCT system, measured from 

one of the central beams (3rd beam from top). 
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 Figure 3.15 shows the characterized results of the sensitivity and the axial resolution (in air) of the SDM-

OCT, measured from the PSFs in Figure 3.14. The sensitivity of the SDM-OCT, measured with the 3rd 

channel, is ~104 dB. The sensitivity is well maintained around ~104 dB within a total measurement range of 

~20 mm, indicating the 3 dB sensitivity roll-off is >20 mm. The axial resolution of the SDM-OCT is ~12 µm 

in air or ~9 µm in tissue. We also observe that the axial resolution is well preserved for all the PSFs in our 

roll-off measurements.  

 

3.7.3 Optical Delay 

Actual optical delay between neighbouring channels are measured for the 1×4 SDM-OCT system. Figure 

3.16 shows a SDM-OCT image of a mirror with a neutral density filter. Point spread functions (P1 – P4) of 

the mirror images from four channels are clearly observed to be separated at different depth ranges. The 

actual optical delays between neighboring channels are characterized to be d1 = 6.5 mm, d2  = 5.7 mm and 

d3 = 5.8 mm in air, respectively. Variation of the optical delay between neighbouring channels is reasonable 

since the achievable accuracy of the fiber-length in the fiber-based SDM component is +/- 1.5 mm during 

the fabrication process. 

 

3.7.4 Lateral characterization with a USAF target 

In order to characterize the key performance metrics of the SDM-OCT system in transverse scanning 

direction, we take images of a 1951 USAF resolution test chart (USAF target) with the 1×4  SDM-OCT 

system. A neutral density filter of OD=1.0 is added to the sample arm to suppress the strong surface 

reflection. Figure 3.17 shows the lateral characterization results in en face SDM-OCT images of the USAF 

Figure 3. 16 Point spread functions (PSFs) of mirror images from four beams showing the actual 

optical delays between neighbor channels.   
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target, taken with one central beam (3rd beam from top). Figure 3.17 A shows a measurement of lateral 

resolution. The lateral scan voltages are set to be 4V × 4V, corresponding to a scan area of 1.9 mm × 1.9 mm. 

Number of A-scans per B-scan is 800 and number of B-scans is also 800. In Figure 3.17 A, the smallest 

resolvable bars are group 5, element 2, indicated by yellow rectangle region, which corresponds to a lateral 

resolution of 13.92 µm (See Appendix 2.1). 

 

Figure 3. 17 Lateral characterization of the 1×4 SDM-OCT system with a 1951 USAF resolution 

test chart (USAF target). (A) Measurement of lateral resolution. Bars of group 5, element 2 are 

differentiable, indicating the resolution to be ~14 µm. (B) Determination of actual imaging ranges with 

different scanning voltages. (C) Determination of overlap ratio with larger imaging ranges.  
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 Figure 3.17 B shows the characterization results of the imaging range with different scanning voltages. 

The targeted element of the USAF target is group 3, element 1, and its bars have a length of 312.5 µm and a 

width of 62.5 µm. En face SDM-OCT images of the group 3, element 1 bars with scanning voltages from 1V 

to  6 V are presented. Both A-scan and B-scan numbers are set to 400. Characterization results of actual 

imaging ranges as a function of the scan voltage are shown in the second column of Table 3.2. Based on 

these data, we perform a linear fitting between actual imaging range and the scan voltage. The fitted linear 

function is shown in the Figure 3.18, with a slope of  0.4892 (mm/V), an intercept of 0.0062 (mm), and a R-

square value of 0.9996. Using this fitted linear function, we can estimate the actual imaging ranges with other 

scan voltages.  

  One lateral characterization for SDM-OCT is to measure the final beam spacing between neighbouring 

channels and potential overlap ratio along slow axis (Y-axis) direction with different scan voltages. Figure 

3.17 C shows the en face SDM-OCT images of the USAF target from all four beams with different scan 

voltages. With scan voltages from 1 V to 3 V, no overlapping regions are observed in USAF target images 

from neighbouring beams. Starting from 4 V, we can find the overlap region in USAF target images from 

neighbouring beams. The number of overlap pixels along Y-axis is characterized by comparing images from 

2nd and 3rd beams (Center, column 5 of Table 3.2),  and from 3rd and 4th beam (Edge, column 6 of Table 3.2). 

A manual pairwise stitching is performed to stitch the two en face OCT images of the USAF target from 

neighbouring beams. Then, the number of over pixels is equal to (2 × the width in Y-axis of the en face OCT 

image from a single beam) minus (the width of stitched image). Characterization results are shown in Table 

3.2, column 5 and  6. The overlap ratios between neighbouring beams are measured to be ~7% at a scan 

Table 3. 2 USAF Target Characterization Results 

Scan 

Voltage 

(V) 

Actual 

Imaging 

Range (µm) 

/ 400 px 

Horizontal X shift 

(px, µm, %)* 

Vertical Y overlap 

(px, µm, %)** 

Final 

Spacing 

Center/Edge 

(µm) Center Edge Center Edge 

1 503 

No overlap 2 989 

3 1477 

4 1941 -13/63/3.2 -14/68/3.5 30/146/7.6 26/126/6.5 1795/1815 

5 2432 -10/61/2.5 -11/67/2.8 103/626/25.9 101/614/25.4 1806/1818 

6 2969 -8/59/2.0 -9/67/2.2 152/1128/38.3 150/1113/37.8 1841/1856 

* Percentage is calculated with 400 px 

** Overlap pixels and percentage is calculated with 397 pixels. First 3 frames are discarded.  
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voltage of 4 V, 25% at 5 V and 38% at 6 V. Note that a small variation of the overlap width in Y-axis between 

2nd / 3rd beam (Center, column 5) and 3rd/4th beams (Edge, column 6) is observed, which is ~2-4 pixels or  

~12 - 20 µm in an actual distance. This can be attributed to spherical aberration in sample arm optics. The 

final spacing between neighbouring channels is measured to be ~1.8 mm (Table 3.2, column 7).  

 In Figure 3.17 C, some small horizontal shifts between SDM-OCT images from neighbouring beams are 

also observed, which is due to imperfect alignment of four channels (See Chapter 3.5.3 and Figure 3.6). 

Based on the en face USAF target images, the horizontal pixel shift between neighbouring beams can be 

characterized. The results are shown in the 3rd and 4th columns of Table 3.2. The actual horizontal shifts 

between neighbouring channels are ~60 µm between 2nd/3rd beams (Center, column 3, Table  3.2) and 67 µm 

between 3rd/4th beams (Edge, column 4, Table  3.2). Using these information, we can better align images 

from different beams to generate the final stitched SDM-OCT image.  

 

3.8 Images of the fiber-based SDM-OCT systems 

3.8.1 SDM-OCT image of a Scotch tape 

To test the performance of the 1×4 SDM-OCT system, we first use it to take an image of a Scotch tape. 

Figure 3.19 A showed the 1×4 SDM-OCT image of a Scotch tape. The SDM-OCT image was acquired with 

Figure 3. 18 Linear fitting of the actual imaging range as a function of the scan voltage.  
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a digitizer sampling rate of 1.0 GS/s. The SDM-OCT dataset consists of 7168 pixels in an A-scan and 400 

A-scans per B-scan. The processed SDM-OCT images were further rescaled and cropped. An average of 10 

images was employed to generate the tape image with reduced speckles. In Figure 3.19 A, tape images from 

four different beams were well separated at different depth ranges. The tape image from Beam 1 was 

displayed at a depth range close to the zero delay on the top while the tape image from Beam 4 was the 

farthest one away from the zero delay. The total imaging range was calculated to be ~14.9 mm, using a 

refractive index n = 1.5 for the Scotch tape. Figure 3.19 B to E showed the zoomed tape images from Beam 

1 to Beam 4. The tape layers in all the four zoomed images were clearly resolved, indicating the axial 

resolution was well preserved within the total imaging range.  

 

Figure 3. 19 1×4 SDM-OCT image of a Scotch tape. (A) SDM-OCT images with different beams 

displayed at different depth ranges. (B -E) Zoomed images of the Scotch tape from Beam 1 to Beam 4.  
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3.8.2 SDM-OCT Image of the Finger Nailfold 

Figure 3.20 showed a representative result of OCT imaging of a human finger nail fold with the 1×4 SDM-

OCT system. The total scan area was ~5.9 mm × ~7.5 mm, with each beam covering an area of ~5.9 mm × 

~2.2 mm. Each OCT acquisition consisted of 850 A-scans per B-scan and 162 B-scans, yielding a pixel 

spacing of ~7 µm and ~14 µm in fast and slow axes. In Figure 3.20 A, finger nail fold images from four 

different locations were displayed at different depth ranges due to the optical delays between neighbouring 

channels. The total measurement range in Figure 3.20 A was ~18.6 mm in tissue. In the finger nail fold 

Figure 3. 20 1×4 SDM-OCT image of a human finger nail fold. (A) SDM-OCT image with finger image 

from different beams displayed at different depth ranges, in XZ cross-sectional view. Total measurement 

range in (A) is ~18.6 mm (in  tissue). Nail junction between proximal nail fold and nail root was clearly seen. 

(B) Stitched SDM-OCT image of the proximal nail fold. (C) 3D rendered SDM-OCT image of the finger 

nail fold.  
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image from Beam 1, the nail junction between proximal nail fold and nail root were clearly visible, with the 

nail root underneath the proximal nail fold. After we registered the 3D data from the four beams, we generated 

a stitched SDM-OCT data of the nail fold, with a representative YZ cross-sectional view shown in Figure 

3.20 B. The sources of each part of the stitched SDM-OCT image from each beam were labeled on top. In 

the left of the stitched image, the nail root was observed to be extended to the regions under the proximal nail 

fold. The separation of epidermal and dermal layer in the proximal nail fold was also visible. A 3D rendered 

image of the finger nail fold was shown in Figure 3.20 C. Thus, we demonstrated the feasibility of the 1×4 

fiber-based SDM-OCT to perform parallel OCT imaging on live subjects.  

 

3.9 Discussion of the Fiber-based OCT System 

In the previous sections, I describe the step-by-step procedure to build a fiber-based SDM-OCT system and 

demonstrate the feasibility of this SDM-OCT system to obtain multi-channel high-quality images from 

human subjects. Here, we further discuss about losses in the SDM-OCT system, the tuning of the reference 

arm power to achieve shot-noise detection, the effect of the sampling rate on the sensitivity, and the limitation 

of the fiber-based SDM component.  

 

3.9.1 Loss Characterization of 1×4 SDM-OCT System 

To characterize the sources of optical losses in the 1×4 SDM-OCT system, we measured the optical powers 

after different optical components. Table 3.3 shows the results of the optical power measurements. PBOA,  

Pcirculator,  P1stlens,  Psamp, Pbackcoupled (from port 3 of the circulator), Pbackcoupled (before the detector) reprented the 

optical power after the BOA, the optical power after port 2 of the circulator incident to the SDM component, 

the optical power after 1st relay lens, the optical powers on the sample from each channel, the back-coupled 

power from each channel measured from the port 3 of the circulator, and the back-coupled power incident 

into the balanced detector, respectively. With an output power of 91.4 mW provided to the OCT system, the 

maximum detected back-coupled power from the sample arm was ~312 µW. Based on the power 

measurement, we characterized the losses for each step, shown in the 6th row of Table 3.3. The transmission 

loss from port 1 to port 2 of the circulator was ~0.77 dB. The forward transmission loss (for all the beams) 

in the sample arm was ~3.58 dB, calculated as sum(Psamp)/ Pcirculator. We should note that, within this ~3.58 
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dB loss, ~2 dB was attributed to the SDM component, including the insertion, transmission and coupling loss 

from the fiber to the free space; ~1.5 dB was attributed to the 20× objective (results not shown); and the 

residue losses due to the rest of the sample arm optics. The high transmission loss in the 20× objective could 

be attributed to the mismatched wavelength ranges. The backward losses from the sample to the port 3 of the 

circulator was -10.99 dB, measured from the 3rd beam. The -10.99 dB losses could be further split into several 

parts: 6 dB loss due to 50% loss at each layer of 1 × 2 splitter; ~3.6 dB losses with the same contribution as 

the forward transmission loss; the rest of ~1.4 dB loss attributed to additional back-coupling loss from the 

free-space to the fiber. After the loss characterization, we can potentially figure out the way to mitigate the 

optical losses and further improve the performance of the SDM-OCT system.  

Table 3. 3 Loss Characterization of 1×4 SDM-OCT System 

Beam # PBOA Pcirculator P1stlens Psamp Pbackcoupled, at port 

3 of the circulator 

Pbackcoupled before 

the detector 

1 91.4 mW 76.6 mW N.A. 8.43 mW 455.8 µW N.A. 

2 8.35 mW 655.7 µW 

3 8.66 mW 8.52 mW 678.3 µW 310 µW,  313 

µW** 

4 N.A. 8.28 mW 487.4 µW N.A. 

Losses  -0.77 dB -3.58 dB* -10.99 dB (3rd 

beam) 

-3.38 dB 

* A total loss from the circulator output to the powers on the sample is measured, calculated as sum(Psamp)/ 

Pcirculator, The sources of the losses include the SDM component, the collimator and optics in the sample 

arm. 

** Measure from each output port of the 50/50 fiber coupler.  

 

3.9.2 Shot-noise-limit detection with Tuning of Reference Arm Power 

The shot-noise-limit detection for the SDM-OCT is achieved when the shot-noise variance is significant 

larger than other types of noise variance, yielding the highest sensitivity value. In the experiment, we need 

to adjust the reference arm power to maximize the sensitivity value to achieve the optimal system 

performance. Figure 3.21 shows the effect of the reference arm power adjustments on the sensitivity. The 

measured reference arm power is the back-coupled power before the final 50/50 coupler. The PSFs in the 

linear (Figure 3.21 A) or logarithmic-scale (Figure 3.21 B) shows a trend of increasing peak values as the 

reference arm power increases from ~0.1 mW to ~1.0 mW. The sensitivity as a function of reference arm 

power is shown in Figure 3.21 C. The sensitivity follows the linear-increase line of the read-noise sensitivity 
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as the reference arm power increased from ~0.1 mW to ~0.6 mW. The sensitivity reachesthe maximum at 

~0.6 mW and then reduces when the reference arm power further increased from ~0.6 mW to ~1.0 mW. We 

should note that the change of the sensitivity value from the reference arm power of ~0.6 mW to ~1.0 mW is 

small. Thus, we figure out the optimal reference arm power is ~0.6 mW. However, we should note that shot-

noise-limit detection may not be achieved if the shot noise cannot dominate over the read noise before RIN 

noise (or beat noise in balanced detection mode) becomes significant.  

 

3.9.3 Effect of the Sampling Rate on the Sensitivity 

An experiment was performed to test the effect of the sampling rate on the sensitivity value of the SDM-

OCT. Figure 3.22 A and B show the characterization results of PSFs in linear and logarithmic scales from a 

mirror with a OD=2.0 neutral density filter, with different sampling rates. The sampling rate is set to be 500 

MS/s, 800 MS/s, 1000 MS/s and 1200 MS/s. Note that the PSFs are manually shifted for the display purpose. 

The actual location of the mirror PSFs remained the same while the sampling rate is modified. The amplitude 

of the PSFs in the linear (Figure 3.22 A) and logarithmic-scale (Figure 3.22 B) increases a little bit as the 

sampling rate is increased. Figure 3.22 C showed the characterization results of the sensitivity and resolution 

as a function of the sampling rate, measured from the PSFs in Figure 3.22 A. A steady increasing sensitivity 

value is observed as the sampling rate is increased. The axial resolution is not affected if the sampling rate 

was changed.  

Figure 3. 21 Effect of reference arm power on sensitivity. (A) Linear point spread functions (PSFs) in 

shifted view, with the reference arm power increased from ~0.1 mW to ~1.0 mW. (B) Logarithmic-scale 

PSFs in shifted view. (C) Sensitivity as a function of reference arm power.  
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 The increase of the sensitivity value with an increasing sampling rate was mostly attributed to the change 

of the noise floor. Figure 3.23 shows the characterization results of the noise floor as a function of the 

sampling rate. In the first row, different noise floors in the linear (first column) and logarithmic (second 

column) scales are shown. The standard deviation of the noise with different sampling rate is measured from 

a large number of A-scans of the background data. A significant drop of the standard deviation of the noise 

(for each depth) is observed as the sampling rate increased from 500 MS/s to 1200 MS/s. We further 

smoothen the images in the first row with a moving average filter. The corresponding filtered image is shown 

Figure 3. 22 Effect of the sampling rate on sensitivity. PSFs of a mirror with a neutral density filter (OD 

= 2.0) in linear (A) or logarithmic scale as a function of the sampling rate were shown. Characterized 

sensitivity and axial resolution was shown in (C). An increase of the sensitivity with increased sampling rate 

was observed, while the axial resolution was not affected.  

Figure 3. 23 Characterization of the noise level with different sampling rates. The first row showed the 

linear and logarithmic noise term, as well as standard deviation of the noise term, without any filtering. The 

second row showed the corresponding moving-average-filtered images to show different level of noise as a 

function of sampling rate.  
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in the second row. The filtered noise floors in the linear or logarithmic scale and the filtered standard 

deviation of the noise clearly show the decreasing level of the noise as the sampling rate increased, which 

explain the increase of the sensitivity. Note that the amount of the noise floor drop or the amount of the 

sensitivity increase from a sampling rate of 1000 MS/s to 1200 MS/s  is small.  

 

3.9.4 Limitation of Fiber-based SDM Component 

Although the first lab prototype SDM-OCT system offered scalable speed improvement with a simple system 

configuration, several factors may limit the broad dissemination of the SDM-OCT technology. First, it 

requires extensive time and manual efforts to assemble custom fiber-based space-division-multiplexing 

components. The key part will be the precision of the optical path delay between neighbouring channels. The 

commercial fiber-length meter has a resolution of ~2 mm and an accuracy of +/- (0.1%L + 1.5 mm). Thus, it 

is difficult to measure the fiber length would the total length of several meters with a sub-millimiter 

resolution. However, the required patch fiber length difference between neighbouring channel (~4 mm) is on 

the same order as the resolution of the fiber length meter. Thus, if we utilize the fiber length meter to control 

the patch fiber length difference, it can be only controlled to ~4 mm +/- 2 mm. Thus, it will be difficult to 

guarantee that the fiber-based SDM component has the required patch fiber length difference with high 

precision.  

 The second limitation is the output spacing between neighbouring channels. Since the standard V-groove 

fiber-array has a pitch size of 125 µm or 250 µm, options of the output spacing are limited to a multiple of 

125 µm.  

 

3.10 Development of Chip-based SDM-OCT System 

In the last section we mention about the difficulty to build a SDM component with high-precision optical 

delays between neighbouring channels, which is a major limiting factor for the translation of the prototype 

SDM-OCT to a commercial system. To build SDM components with high repeatability and reliability, we 

seek to assemble these components into one compact product.  

One tangible solution would be the integrated photonic chip. Integration of components onto a single 

photonic chip has advantages of size, cost and stability of the overall system[4]. As a growing market valued 
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~500 million in 2017, it is estimated that the photonic integrated circuit industry would reach ~$1.7 billion 

by 2022, with an annual growth rate of ~28% [120]. Benefiting from the extensive knowlege of mass 

production in semiconductor industry as well as the latest advances in the Si-based processing capability, the 

cost of nano/micro-fabrication of photonic integrated circuits (PICs) could potentially decrease significantly, 

ultimately bringing in significant cost reduction with large scale manufacturing for SDM-OCT technology. 

The PICs also provide the ability to achieve new functionalities with increased yield and reduced errors in 

packaging.  

In the case of SDM-OCT technology, using a PIC to replace fiber-based SDM component could bring in 

significant benefits [115]. The major benefit is that the optical delays between neighbouring channels can be 

precised controlled during the nano/micro-fabrication process. Using lithography, high precision of the 

designed optical delays can be achieved with a tolerance of sub-microns, yielding the reliable performance 

of the SDM component without concerning the overlapping (short OPD) or missing (long OPD) images. 

Moreover, the spacing and height of the output channels could be defined lithographically with sub-micron 

resolution, yielding the accurate output light from different channels. Also, the PIC is compact, with all 

components integrated in a single chip and properly shielded with the thick substrates. Thus, we don’t need 

to concern about damaging the components, i.e. breaking a fiber in the middle.  

Given these advantages, we design a PIC to realize the same function as the prototype fiber-based SDM 

component and integrate it into the SDM-OCT system, considering that the chip-based SDM component has 

has advantages of smaller-size, cost-effectiveness, ease of manufacture and precise control of optical delays 

over fiber-based SDM-OCT [115]. In the following sections, I will describe the configuration of the chip-

based system and test its performance.  

 

3.11 Building up a chip-based SDM-OCT System 

Figure 3.24 A showed the schematics of the chip-based SDM-OCT system [115]. The major difference of 

the chip-based SDM-OCT system as compared to the prototype fiber-based system was the replacement of 

fiber-based SDM-component with the integrated photonic chip. The layout of the silicon-based photonic chip 

(PC) was shown in Figure 3.24 B. The incident beam, with a central wavelength of 1310nm, was coupled 

into the chip from the optical fiber (SMF-28). In the chip, the incident beam was first split into eight channels 
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through a three-layer cascade of 1×2 waveguide splitters (Figure 3.24 B). Each layer of the waveguide 

splitters was indicated by red dash lines. All the waveguide channels had the same optical path lengths in the 

cascaded splitters. Next, optical path length delays werer introduced after the cascaded splitters by arranging 

different waveguide lengths for each channel. A physical length difference (ΔL) of ~2.5 mm in the waveguide 

or ~3.7 mm optical delay in air was introduced between adjacent channels. Last, The waveguide spacing (d) 

between neighbouring channels at the output port was set to be 250 m in order to reduce cross-talks between 

neighbouring channels (Figure 3.24 C). The output surface of the whole PIC chip was 8 angle polished to 

reduce direct back-reflections (return loss) from the surface. By polishing the whole chip, we guaranteed that 

directions of all the output beams were the same. Figure 3.24 D shows a size comparison of the integrated 

photonic chip with a US quarter coin. The overall size of the chip was ~2.5×2.0 cm2.  

 

Figure 3. 24 Chip-based SDM-OCT system. (A) Schematic diagram of the chip-based SDM-OCT. (B) 

Layout of the PIC-based SDM component. Input and output of the chip was labeled. A three-layer cascade 

of 1×2 splitters were shown. The cascaded splitters, with each layer indicated by red dash lines, were 

used to split the incident beam evenly from 1 to 8. Optical delay (L) was ~2.5 mm between neighbouring 

channels. (C) Zoom-in view of output ports of the chip-based SDM component showing eight waveguide 

channels with a d = 0.25 mm spacing between them. Output channels were 8 angle polished to reduce 

back reflections. (D) Photograph of the chip with its size measured to be 2.5 × 2.0 cm2, close to the size 

of a US quarter coin. C: Circulator; C1, C2: collimator; DBD1, DBD2: dual balanced detectors; L1, L2, 

L3: lenses; M1: mirror; PC: polarization controller. 
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3.12 Characterization of the Chip-based SDM-OCT System 

The output power from the BOA to the OCT system and the incident power to the integrated photonic chip 

in the sample arm were the same as the 1×4 SDM-OCT system since we used the same laser source, the same 

coupler (97/3) to split the lights into the MZI setup and OCT system, and the same coupler (95/5) to split the 

incident light into the reference and sample arms of the OCT system. The only difference was that we use a 

double-path reference arm setup with a circulator instead of the single-path setup to reduce the travel range 

of 1D translation stage during reference arm path-length adjustments.  

After we integrated the photonic chip into the system, we characterized the key performance metrics of 

the chip-based SDM-OCT, including the depth-dependent sensitivity, sensitivity roll-off, axial resolution and 

lateral resolution. Since the maximum travel range for the 1D translation stage used in the reference arm of 

the chip-based SDM-OCT system was 25 mm, we needed to move the 1D translation stage along the rail to 

get the full roll-off measurement along all the depth ranges. During the roll-off analysis, we measured the 

point spread function of the central beam (4th beam) and maximized the back-coupling power by optimizing 

the mirror position. Figure 3.25 A showed the result of the roll-off analysis from chip-based SDM-OCT. The 

sensitivity was measured to be ~91 dB, with a mirror and a neutral density filter (OD = 2.0) with a calibrated 

attenuation value of -47.2 dB in the sample arm. The sensitivity was well preserved, with only a small roll-

off of ~2 dB over ~27 mm imaging range. The axial resolution of the chip-based SDM-OCT system was 

Figure 3. 25 Performance characterization of the chip-based SDM-OCT system. (A) Roll-off 

measurement of the central beam of the chip-based SDM-OCT in logarithmic scale. A roll-off of ~2dB 

was measured over ~27 mm depth range in air. (F) Lateral resolution was measured to be ~20 m in en 

face SDM-OCT image of a USAF target from the central beam (Group 4, element 5).  
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measured to be  ~11 m in air for all the depth ranges. Figure 3.25 B showed the en face OCT image of a 

USAF target with a small scan area. The minimum resolvable bars in the en face OCT image were from 

group 4, element 5 of the USDA target, yielding a measured value of the lateral resolution to be ~20 m. The 

large value of the lateral resolution was due to the use of a low-magnification scan lens for wide-field 

imaging.  

 

3.13 Wide-field, Chip-based SDM-OCT Imaging of a Porcine Eye 

The feasibility of high-speed, chip-based SDM-OCT was demonstrated with wide-field imaging capabilities. 

We employed the chip-based SDM-OCT to image the anterior segment of a piglet eye ex vivo, of which the 

results were shown in Figure 3.26 [115]. To image the entire anterior segment of the piglet eye, each beam 

was scanned ~13.5 mm and ~2.4 mm in the fast and slow axis directions, respectively. The total scan area 

covered by eight beams was ~13.5×14.3 mm2, considering a 29% overlap between scan areas from 

Figure 3. 26. Chip based SDM-OCT image of ex vivo porcine eyeball. The scan area was ~13.5 × 14.3 

mm2. (A) A single 2D cross-sectional B-scan (average of 10 frames) showed 8 images corresponding to 

8 beams appearing at separate depth ranges. Eight images covered a depth range of ~22 mm in tissue. 

Different color bands at the left of the B-scan represented imaging area covered by each beam. (B) 2D 

cross-section of final stitched image of 8 beams, color bands on the bottom show area of the image 

acquired by each beam. (C) Cross sectional image of the single beam cropped out of a single B-scan. (D) 

En face image of the final stitched image, horizontal and vertical dashed lines show the directions of 2D 

cross sectional images shown in (B) and (C) respectively. (E) 3D volumetric reconstruction of anterior 

segment of the eyeball using final stitched image. 
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neighbouring beams. The total acquisition time for a 3D data was ~1s, with 700 A-scans in one B-scan and 

150 B-scans in a 3D data. Figure 3.26 A showed a single cross-sectional (B-scan) SDM-OCT image of the 

anterior segment of the piglet eyeball. Acquired depth-resolved SDM-OCT images of the piglet eye from 

eight beams appeared simultaneously at eight separated depth ranges within the 22 mm total imaging range. 

The depth range of each image was indicated by the rainbow color bands at the lef t side of the Figure 3.26 

A. The ~2.8 mm optical delay in tissue between neighbouring channels were sufficient to avoid the overlap 

between neighboring images in the axial direction. Note that the anterior segment images from edge beams 

(1st beam and 8th beam) were not as clear as those images from central beams, which was attributed to the 

steep curvature of the eyeball surface, yielding the edge regions out of focus. Next, images from 8 beams in 

Figure 3.26 A were segmented and stitched together to generate a 3D volumetric image of the whole anterior 

segment. Figure 3.26 B-E showed the cross-sectional views along the slow and fast-scanning axes, top-view 

and 3D rendering of the final stitched image of the anterior segment of piglet eye, respectively. Cornea, iris, 

top surface of the lens, sclera and limbus surrounding the anterior chamber of the piglet eye were clearly 

visualized in two cross-sectional images. The en face averaged image of the final stitched data clearly showed 

cornea, iris and sclera parts of the eyeball.  

 

3.14 Chip-based SDM-OCT Images of the Human Fingerprint 

We also used the chip-based SDM-OCT system to perform in vivo scanning of human fingerprints [115]. 

The results were shown in Figure 3.27. SDM-OCT images of human fingerprints wer acquired from the 

ventral side of the middle finger of a healthy volunteer. Figure 3.27 A showed eight parallel-imaging beams 

scanning at different finger regions. Each beam covered an area of  ~18 × ~2.4 mm2 and the total scan area 

covered by all 8 beams was ~18 ×14.3 mm2 with a ~29% overlap along the slow axis. The whole 3D data set 

was acquired in ~1 second, using the same acquisition protocol as the one for piglet eye imaging (with a 

larger X scan range). Figure 3.27 B showed a single cross-sectional (B-scan) SDM-OCT image with eight 

different segments of the finger from eight channels. Images from all the 8 beams were of similar quality 

because of the relatively flat surface of the finger along the slow axis direction. A zoomed view of the finger 

image from the cyan band of SDM-OCT image was shown in Figure 3.27 C. Epidermis and dermis layers 
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of the skin were clearly differentiated in the ventral side of the middle finger. Connected friction ridges across  

the finger were also clearly visible. The cross-sectional view of the final stitched image of the ventral side of 

the middle finger along the slow axis was shown in Figure 3.27 D, with a enlarged view of the yellow 

rectangle region in Figure 3.27 E showing sweat ducts. Figure 3.27 F showed the en face projection of the 

ventral side of the middle finger. A whorl pattern of the fingerprint was clearly observed. Thus, we 

demonstrated the feasibility of the chip-based SDM-OCT for in vivo studies.  

Figure 3. 27 Wide-field, chip-based SDM-OCT imaging of the ventral side of a human finger, 

showing fingerprints. The total scan area was ~18.0×14.3 mm2. (A) Photograph of a human middle 

finger showing 8 beams illumination with the yellow rectangular box defining the total scan area. 

(B) A single 2-D cross sectional B-scan (average of 10 frames) showing 8 images corresponding to 

8 beams appearing at different depth ranges.  Different color bands at the left of the B-scan indicated 

the finger images covered by each beam. (C) Zoomed 2D cross sectional image of the finger from 

the central beam. (D) Stitched cross-sectional image of the finger. (E) Enlarged area of the yellow 

rectangle region in (D) showing sweat ducts. (F) En face projection of the final stitched image of the 

ventral side of the middle finger, showing fingerprints. Horizontal and vertical dashed lines show the 

directions of 2D cross sectional images shown in (C) and (D), respectively.  
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3.15 Chip-based SDM-OCT Images of the Human Nail Fold 

We also demonstrated wide-field, in vivo imaging of the human finger nail and nail fold with the chip-based 

SDM-OCT system [115]. A high-definition acquisition protocol was employed to scan the nail fold region 

of a volunteer’s middle finger. The high-definition SDM-OCT data consisted of 1500 A-scans per B-scan 

and 200 B-scan per volume, yielding a total data acquisition time of ~3 seconds. The total scan area was ~18 

×14.3 mm2. Hence, lateral pixel sizes in both X and Y directions were ~12 µm. Results were shown in Figure 

3.28. A photograph showing 8 beams illumination on the dorsal side of the middle finger was shown in 

Figure 3.28 A. Among eight different segments of the cross-sectional SDM-OCT image of the finger nail 

fold region shown in Figure 3.28 B, five of them covered the nail structure and three of them covered the 

Figure 3. 28 Chip-based SDM-OCT imaging of the human finger nail and nail fold region. The 

total scan area was 18.0×14.3 mm2. Each data consisted of 1500×200 A-scans/s. (A) Photograph of 

dorsal side of the middle finger showing 8 beams illumination. (B) 2D cross sectional SDM-OCT 

image (average of 10 frames) showing 8 images at different depth ranges. Color bands on the left 

indicated imaging region covered by each beam. (C) Zoomed 2D cross-sectional image from the 

central beam. (D) YZ cross-section view of the nail junction from the final stitched image. (E) En 

face projection of the final stitched image of the human nail and nail fold region. Horizontal and 

vertical dashed lines showed the directions of 2D cross-sectional images in (C) and (D), respectively.  
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proximal nail fold structure. Similarly to Figure 3.26 and 3.27, color bands were drawn on the left side of 

the cross-sectional SDM-OCT image to indicate the sources of different segments. A zoomed view of the 

cyan band of cross-sectional SDM-OCT image was shown in Figure 3.28 C, showing the nail junction 

region. Nail structure was observed at the central region of Figure 3.28 C, with a layered structure of the nail 

plate, the nail bed and the nail matrix from top to bottom. In the connected nail fold region in Figure 3.28 C, 

a clear separation of epidermal and dermal layers was observed. Figure 3.28 D showed the YZ cross-

sectional view of the final stitched image of the human finger nail and nail fold structure. Nail junction was 

clearly visible, with the proximal nail fold region on the left, a small cuticle region in the middle and the nail 

region on the right. The en face projection of final stitched SDM-OCT image was shown in Figure 3.28 E. 

Curve stripes of the cuticle were discernible along the nail junction. The skin pattern of the dorsal side of the 

finger was also visible.  

 

3.16 Discussion of the Chip-based SDM-OCT 

3.16.1 Potential Improvement of Imaging Speed of SDM-OCT 

In the previou sections, we demonstrated a prototype SDM-OCT system with an integrated photonic device. 

An equivalent imaging speed of 800,000 A-scans/s was achieved by the chip-based SDM-OCT system, with 

eight parallel channels. Imaging speed of SDM-OCT can be further improved if the number of parallel 

channels are further increased. To realize it, a swept laser with a larger coherence length is required to render 

the images from these channels at different depth ranges, if the optical delay between neighbouring channels 

remains the same. State-of-the-art tunable swept lasers with long coherence lengths, e.g. akinetic 

programmable swept sources [89], meter-range VCSEL [121] and tunable-range FDML [122], can 

potentially be employed for this purpose.  

 

3.16.2 Loss Characterization of the Chip-based SDM-OCT System 

We have demonstrated the sensitivity advantage of the SDM-OCT in Chapter 3.4. SDM-OCT preserves the 

dwell time at each imaging spot while increases OCT imaging speed through parallel imaging with multiple 

sample beams [115]. For example, the dwell time of an 8 channel SDM-OCT system using a 100 kHz swept 

source laser is 10 µs, which is 8 times longer compared to a single beam OCT system operating at 800 kHz 
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(dwell time at each imaging spot is 1.25 us). Eight times more back-scattered photons may be collected from 

each imaging spot using SDM-OCT compared to a single beam OCT system running at the same A-scan rate, 

leading to a significant sensitivity advantage for SDM-OCT. However, the sensitivity of the chip-based 

SDM-OCT system is greatly affected by backward transmission loss in the sample arm, especially the 

coupling loss at the input and output ports of the photonic chip, and the splitting loss within the chip. Table 

3.4 showed the loss characterization results for chip-based SDM-OCT system, which was discussed in our 

published paper [115]. In the forward direction, input power from the port 2 of the circulator to the chip was 

~ 70 mW. The sample arm power for each beam was ~ 3 mW (total ~24 mW for 8 beams). This translated 

to ~4.5 dB light loss for all eight channels, including coupling loss and transmission loss in the chip, as well 

as transmission loss of the rest of the optical components. In the backward direction, the measured back-

coupling power was ~90 µW, resulting in a total back-coupling loss of ~15 dB. The source of the back-

coupling loss was analyzed: the three-layer cascade of 1×2 splitters inside the photonic chip contributed to a 

~9 dB loss in the backward transmission, with 3 dB loss at each layer of the splitter; A 4.5 dB coupling and 

transmission losses in the chip and sample arm optics were expected in the backward transmission;  The rest 

of backward loss (~1.7 dB) was attributed to the additional coupling loss at the output port of the chip, where 

the back-scattered light was coupled into the chip from free space. A low-loss design using circulators or 

couplers to bypass two layers of cascaded splitters in the return path may be used to significantly improve 

the sensitivity of SDM-OCT [123].  

Table 3. 4 Loss Characterization for Chip-based SDM-OCT system 

Beam # Pcirculator Psamp Pbackcoupled 

1 - 4 ~70 mW ~3 mW ~90 µW 

Losses  -4.5 dB -15.2 dB  

 

3.17 Summary and Outlook 

In this chapter, I described the principles and applications of space division multiplexing OCT (SDM-OCT) 

technology, a state-of-the-art parallel imaging OCT. Employing multi-channel illumination and path-length-

encoding, SDM-OCT can achieve multi-fold speed improvement (proportional to the number of parallel 
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channels), with a single source and a detector, and shared reference arm and sample arm. I described the step-

by-step procedure to build a four-channel fiber-based SDM-OCT system, characterize its performance, and 

demonstrated its feasibility of in vivo imaging of a human finger nail. We also demonstrated an eight-channel 

SDM-OCT system using an integrated photonic chip to achieve the same function as the fiber-based SDM 

component, which brought in potential advantages of smaller-size, cost-effectiveness, ease of manufacture 

and precise control of optical delays over fiber-based SDM-OCT. Eight times increase in imaging speed was 

achieved with the chip-based SDM-OCT system with eight parallel channels. The chip-based SDM-OCT 

system was then used to demonstrate the feasibility for high-speed and wide-field imaging applications. 

Three-dimensional (3D) imaging of porcine eye, human fingerprint and human finger nail were 

demonstrated, with a maximum scan area of 18.0 × 14.3 mm2 covered by eight beams.  

 In the next Chapter, I will introduce an improvement of SDM-OCT technology with the implementation 

of full-range techniques. In Chapter 5, I will show the demonstration of one functional application of SDM-

OCT, SDM-OCT angiography, to provide additional contrast of the moving red blood cells to visualize 

vascular network in the human nail fold regions. In Chapter 7, I’ll describe the potential applications of SDM-

OCT for tumor spheroid imaging in the discussion section.  
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Chapter 4: Full-range OCT 

 

4.1 Burden on Data Acquisition with SDM-OCT 

In Chapter 3, we mentioned that, one key consideration of SDM-OCT is that the imaging range of the SDM-

OCT is traded for the speed improvement. To accommodate images from multiple channels separated at 

different depth range, a large total imaging range is required. In Chapter 1.3.6, we mentioned that, the total 

imaging range zmax is proportional to number of spectral data points, which is the ratio between the digitizer 

sampling rate and the laser swept rate. zmax can be expressed as [33]: 

𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
1

2
𝑁Δ𝑧 =

1

2

𝑓𝑠

𝑓𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑝
Δ𝑧 =

1

2

𝑓𝑠

𝑓𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑝

𝜆𝑐
2

2𝑛Δ𝜆𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙
 

(4.1) 

Since Δ𝑧 is determined once the swept-source OCT system is set up and 𝑓𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑝 is a fixed value determined 

by the swept laser, the required sampling rate of the digitizer will increase proportionally as the zmax is 

increased to cover more channels.  

 For the prototype 8-channel chip-based SDM-OCT system, a minimum total imaging range of 29 mm in 

the air is required to cover images from all eight channels. With a 100kHz swept rate, the theoretical minimum 

sampling rate is calculated to be ~690 MS/s. Considering the cropping of the spectrum due to the usages of 

two FBG in the MZI signals for phase calibration (See Chapter 3.6), a sampling rate of 1.0 GS/s would be 

preferred.  

 Next, a signal at a depth of ~29 mm in air corresponds to a  ~345 MHz signal in the spectrum analyzer. 

In order to detect such a high-frequency signal, a balanced detector with the bandwidth that covers the 

frequencies from near DC value to > 345 MHz is required. Considering that detected OCT and MZI signals 

are non-linear in wavenumber, a balanced detector with a cut-off frequency of ~500 MHz is recommended. 

 To continuous record the signals with the digitizer and tranfer the signals to the memory, a data stream 

rate of 2 GS/s is required to obtain signals from both OCT and MZI channels with a sampling rate of 1GS/s. 

Also, the size of the memory would set a limit on how many sweeps we can acquire in a 3D data.  
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 Table 4.1 also showed the protocol of data acquisition for the prototype four-channel fiber-based SDM-

OCT system described in Chapter 3.  

Table 4. 1 Data Acquisition Protocol for the prototype 1×4 SDM-OCT system 

Parameter Value Related Hardware 

Data Size 7168 (pixels) ×850 (Ascans) × 350 (B-scans) 

× 2 (Bytes) × 2 Channels 

= ~8 GB 

Memory 

Total 

Imaging 

Range 

>20 mm Laser Source 

Signal 

Bandwidth 

~500 MHz Detector 

Sampling 

Rate 

1 GS/s Digitizer 

Data 

Transfer Rate 

2 GS/s Digitizer 

PCI-e channel 

# Beams 4 SDM component 

 One key consideration to facilitate the broad dissemination of SDM-OCT is hardware availability and 

cost. Based on the abovementioned calculation, the minimum bandwidth of the balanced detector and the 

minimum sampling rate of the data acquisition unit are shown. Appendix 4.1 and Appendix 4.2 show the 

lists of the commercially available high-speed data-acquisition units and large-bandwidth balanced detectors 

for NIR applications. Note that the listed products are the high-end products from each company.  

 Several considerations should be noted. First, if we double the laser swept rate to 200 kHz, which is 

commercially available (Thorlabs, SL132120), the sampling rate also needs to double in order to maintain 

the same total imaging range. In such a case, a sampling rate of 2 GS/s would be required if we use the 200 

kHz VCSEL for our prototype SDM-OCT system. Also, the minimum bandwidth of the detector will increase 

to ~690 MHz. If we further increase the laser swept rate to 1 MHz, which was reported by Tsai et al. [91], 

and employed the laser in our prototype SDM-OCT system, a digitizer with a 10 GS/s sampling rate and a 

balanced detector with a minimum bandwidth of 3450 MHz are required to cover the same total imaging 

range, yielding limited or no options of balanced detectors and digitizers. Second, the high sampling rate of 

commercial digitizers is achieved by interleaving multiple channels. For example, the ATS9373 digitizer can 

obtain signals with a 4 GS/s sampling rate from a single channel utilizing interleaving. For dual-channel 
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acquisition, the maximum sampling rate is limited to 2 GS/s. Third, the swept laser in the SDM-OCT system 

is working in the 1300 nm wavelength range. If we utilize a swept laser with a central wavelength of  ~1060 

nm and a spectral bandwidth of ~90 nm (Thorlabs OEM VCSEL) in the prototype SDM-OCT system, 𝛥𝑧 ≈

6 𝜇𝑚 in air. To maintain a total imaging range of ~29 mm in air, the sampling rate has to be further increased 

by 40% to 1.4 GS/s, yielding higher requirements for the digitizers and balanced detectors.  

 Next, we would like to mention the data streaming rate of the digitizers in the computer. For OCT 

imaging, 10 bit or 12 bit resolution would be preferred for each spectral data. Although 8 bit A/D resolution 

would be ok for OCT imaging [15], the effect number of bits (ENOB) might be 1-2 bits lower than the 

resolution if the sampling rate is high, yielding a poorer capability to resolve small intensity differences. With 

a sampling rate of 4 GS/s, and a 12 bit resolution, the data streaming rate has to be at least 6 Gbps in order to 

ensure a sustainable data readout and transfer from the digitizer. Especially, if each 12-bit data would be 

written in a 2-byte format, a 8 Gbps data streaming rate is required. This would be quite demanding for the 

high-end digitizers to ensure a high-efficient data transfer from digitizer to computer. Our current digitizer 

(Alazar, ATS 9373) utilized 8-lane PCI Express (PCIe 3.0 x8) port for data transfer with a highest data 

streaming rate of ~6.8 Gbps. Thus, the data streaming rate would set the upper limit of the maximum sampling 

rate for continuous OCT data acquisition. Further enhancement of data streaming rate requires the digitizer 

to make full use of all the 16-lane of the PCIe 3.0 slot to enable a faster data transfer rate of ~15.8 Gbps 

[124]. The next generation PCIe 4.0 protocol has been released in 2017, which would be expected to have a 

doubled data transfer rate of ~31.5 Gbps [124].    

 In summary, data acquisition with SDM-OCT system requires a lot of source from the hardwares, yielding 

limited availability of the hardwares as well as significantly increasing system costs. In the following 

sections, we are looking for a solution to alleviate the burden on the hardwares and facilitate the wide 

adoption of SDM-OCT technology.   

 

4.2 Full-range Techniques 

For both SD-OCT and SS-OCT systems, interferometric signals (fringes) are obtained in the spectral domain 

as a function of wavelength. After phase calibration, spectral fringes will be linearly resampled in 

wavenumber along the axial scan direction (kz). Then, the final intensity profile of the sample along the axial 
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scan direction will be reconstructed by an inverse Fourier transform (IFT). Note that each interference signal 

recorded by the detector is a real-value function, which can be expressed as: 

𝐼(𝑘𝑧)~𝑅𝑒 (𝑆(𝑘𝑧) ∑(√𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑛 exp(𝑖 ∙ 2𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧))

𝑛

) 

(4.2) 

Since 

exp(𝑖 ∙ 2𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧) = cos(2𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧) + 𝑖 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧) 

(4.3) 

We can get 

𝐼(𝑘𝑧)~ 𝑆(𝑘𝑧) ∑(√𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑛𝑅𝑒(exp(𝑖 ∙ 2𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧)))

𝑛

 

~𝑆(𝑘𝑧) ∑(√𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑛 cos(2𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧))

𝑛

 

(4.4) 

which is a summation of multiple cosine functions from different imaging depths (zn). S(k) represent the laser 

spectral profile in spectral domain and 𝛼𝑛 is the sample reflectivity at nth imaging depth zn. 

   Inverse Fourier tranform of the spectral fringe is a Hermitian function [4]. Figure 4.1 A shows an 

illustration of IFT of the real-value FD-OCT spectral fringes. Given that: 

cos(2𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧) =
1

2
 (𝑒𝑖∙2𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧 + 𝑒−𝑖∙2𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧) 

(4.5) 

We can derive the sample scattering profile (intensity profile) along the axial scan direction after IFT to be: 

𝐼(𝑧)~𝑆(𝑧)⨂ ∑ √𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑠(𝑧)(𝛿(𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛) +  𝛿(𝑧 + 𝑧𝑛))

𝑛
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(4.6) 

The first term 𝑆(𝑧)⨂∑√𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑠(𝑧)𝛿(𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛) is the discrete representation of the sample scattering profile, 

which we denote it as image term. In Figure 4.1 A, the red curve represents the image term of the sample 

scattering profile. The second term, 𝑆(𝑧)⨂∑√𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑠(𝑧)𝛿(𝑧 + 𝑧𝑛), is a mirrored term of 1st term. In Figure 

4.1 A, it is represented by the magenta curve. We denote the second term as complex conjugate (c.c.) term. 

In the illustration (Figure 4.1 A), the mirrored c.c. term is overlapped with the image term, yielding 

inaccurate representation of the sample scattering profile in the overlap region. This phenomenon is called 

complex conjugate ambiguity. As a result, less than half of full imaging range can be used to show the 

intensity profile.  

 If we can reconstruct the complex representation of the fringe signals in the spectral domain as a function 

of wavenumber kz, which can be derived from (4.2): 

𝐼(𝑘𝑧)~𝑆(𝑘𝑧) ∑(√𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑛 exp(𝑖 ∙ 2𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧))

𝑛

 

(4.7) 

The sample scattering profile after inverse Fourier transform will be: 

Figure 4. 1 Illustrations of IFT of real-value FD-OCT spectral fringes (A) and complex-value FD-OCT 

spectral fringes (B). 
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𝐼(𝑧)~𝑆(𝑧)⨂ ∑ √𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑠(𝑧)(𝛿(𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛))

𝑛

 

(4.8) 

In the expression of (4.8), only the image term (the first term of expression (4.6))  is remained. The complex 

conjugate term (the second term of expression (4.6)) no longer exists. Figure 4.1 B shows the illustration of 

IFT of the complex-value FD-OCT spectral fringe, with only the image term shown in the reconstructed OCT 

image. Since the complex conjugate term is removed, we can make full use of all the imaging range to show 

the sample scattering profile, which would be more than doubled as compared to the usable imaging range 

illustrated in Figure 4.1 A.  

 The procedure to reconstruct the complex representation of the interference signals is called full-range 

(detection) technique [4].  

 

4.3 List of Full-range Techniques 

Table 4.2 shows a list of different techniques to realize full range detection in SD-OCT and SS-OCT.  

 The first method introduced to reconstruct the phase term is introduced by Wojtkowski et al. [125]. By 

consecutively acquired five cross-sectional OCT frames taken with a phase shift in increments of π/2, (i.e. 

fringe spectra S1, S2, S3, S4, S5 have phase differences of π/2 between two consecutive acquisition) with the 

phase term and the amplitude of the complex interference signal can be retrieved by the following formula 

[126]:  

𝜙 = arctan [
2(𝑆2 − 𝑆4)

2𝑆3 − 𝑆1 − 𝑆5
] 

(4.9) 

|𝑆| =
1

4
√[2(𝑆2 − 𝑆4)]2 + (2𝑆3 − 𝑆1 − 𝑆5)2 

(4.10) 
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Table 4. 2 List of Full-range Techniques 
Categories References Year System Key component or step 

Phase shifting with piezo 

translator 

Wojtkowski et al. [125] 2002 SD Five frame method: 5 acquisition with phase shifts in 

increments of π/2, piezo translator in reference arm 

Leitgeb et al. [127] 2003 SD Piezo translator in reference arm 

Reference Tilting Yasuno et al. [128] 2004 SD Reference tilting 

Fechtig. [129] 2015 SS Line-field SS-OCT 

Hillman et al. [130] 2017 SS Full-field SS-OCT 

Phase modulator 

 

Yun et al. [131] 2004 SS Acousto-optic frequency shifter (AOFS) 

Zhang et al. [132] 2005 SS Electro-optic phase modulator (EOM) 

Maheshwari et al.  

[133] 

2005 SS Acoustic-optic modulator (AOM), k-clock 

Gotzinger et al. [134] 2005 SD Electro-optic phase modulator, 2 frame method 

Bachmann et al. [135]  2006 SD AOFS with 4 frame method (similar to quadrature 

detection) 

Dual Channel 
Quadrature detection 

 

Lee et al.  [136] 2010 SS Free space, rotating PBS, 1300nm 

Wang et al. [137] 2015 SS Silicon PIC, 1550nm 

Choma et al.  [138] 2003 TD 2x2 followed by 3x3 coupler 

Sarunic et al. [139] 2005 SD,SS One 3x3 coupler only, 2 detectors. 

Bo et al. [140] 2017 SD 3x3 coupler 

Vakoc et al. [141] 2006 SS Fiber-based, 1300nm, spectrum calibration 

Siddiqui et al.  [142] 2015 SS Fiber-based, spectrum calibration, RF error 
calibration 

Dispersion Encoding Hofer et al. [143] 2009 SD Add SF-11 prism with different thickness 

Wang et al. [144] 2012 SS GPU processing 

Kottig et al. [145] 2012 SD ZnSe 

Coherence revival Dhalla et al.  [146] 2012 SS External cavity tunable laer (ECTL) 

Time-dependent Phase 

Modulation in B-scan, 

carrier frequency 

Yasuno et al. [147] 2006 SD BM-scan, Piezotranslator, f = 1/32 camera speed, 

small translation, Hilbert Transform 

Wang et al. [148] 2007 SD Piezotranslator, f = frame rate, large translation,  

Hilbert Transform 

Makita et al. [149] 2008 SD EOM, increment π/2, f=1/4 camera speed, Hilbert 

Transform 

Yamanari et al. [150] 2010 SS EOM 

Phase modulation with 
galvo 

Baumann et al. [151] 2007 SD  

Leitgeb et al. [152] 2007 SD  

An et al. [153] 2007 SD  

Kawagoe et al. [154] 2016 SD 1700 nm 

 

To collect the five consecutive OCT frames with certain phase shift, a piezo translator is employed in the 

reference arm to provide minor shift of optical path length. An optical path length shift with as small as λ/4 

doesn’t change the actual depth of the OCT image but change the phase of the fringe spectra by π/2. By 

moving the reference arm reflective mirror 4 times with a optical path shift of λ/4 at each time, five 

consecutive acquisitions of the OCT frames could be done. Although this full-range technique is 

straightforward, it requires five consecutive acquisition, which increases the data acquisition time and size 

by 5 times. Also, it is not suitable to detect the sample dynamics with five consecutive acquisition with a 

manual control of the piezo translator (i.e. Doppler OCT). The main drawback of this approach is that any 

motion of either the reference mirror or sample by as little as λ/10 would totally mess up the phase 

reconstruction. Thus, it couldn’t work for any in vivo OCT applications.   
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 Instead of using a piezotranslator to provide a minor optical path delay, the manual phase shift could also 

be achieved by small tilting of the reference mirror off the axis, similar to a holographic setting [128-130]. 

The sample and off-axis reference beam would merge at the CCD camera with a small tilting angle. This 

approach avoids the mechanical scanning of the piezotranslator for phase shifting. However, the whole 

system, including the detection unit, has to be set up in the free space to allow the small tilting angle at the 

detection unit, yielding the complex alignment of the system.  

 The next category of full-range detection relies on the phase modulation, utilizing acousto-optic 

frequency shifter (AOFS) or electro-optic frequency shifter. AOFS was first introduced by Yun et al. to 

resolve the ambiguity of OCT images and their complex conjugates [131]. Two AOFSs were placed in the 

sample arm and reference arm, respectively, to balance the achromatic dispersion. A frequency shift 

difference between reference and sample arm was introduced by operating the two AOFSs with slightly 

different frequency shifts, which yielded the shifting of the images to either positive plane or negative plane 

(See Figure 4.2). By carefully calibrate the frequency shift, the whole image could be rendered without the 

conjugate ambiguity. This method worked pretty well for the swept source system since the detected 

frequencies of the fringe is on the order of MHz, which could be easily controlled by tunable AOFSs 

(Brimrose) that usually operated at MHz frequencies. Similar approach had been applied in the study by 

Zhang et al. [132],where electro-optic modulator was used to provide the carrier frequency. Maheshwari et 

al. also demonstrated a similar complex conjugate removal SS-OCT setup running with external k-clock 

[133]. However, we should mention that, although the complex conjugate ambiguity, which meant the 

overlap between the image and its complex conjugate, had been resolved, the total imaging range did not 

increase. The carrier frequency had to be set that after shifting, OCT image and its complex conjugate were 

fully separated. After that, the plane including the complex conjugate signals would be discarded by either 

heavyside function [132]or band pass filters [133] Second, if the total imaging range or coherence length was 

not long enough, part of the OCT image would be shifted out of the imaging depth after the frequency 
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shifting. Also, the image quality would be affected when employing this method in SD-OCT, due to 

sensitivity roll-offs.  

 Efforts were made to combine the phase modulation method with the acquisition method from the phase-

shifting approaches to implement the full range detection for SD-OCT. Gotzinger et al. utilized the electro 

optic phase modulator in the reference arm and applied a two-frame method to collect consecutive two A-

scans with 90 phase shift [134]. The phase modulator was synchronized with a frequency set to be half of 

the camera speed. Bachmann et al. combined the AOFS approach with the 4 frame method to collect the 

consecutive four A-scans with a phase increment of π/2, which was similar to quadrature detection [135].The 

camera speed needed to be 4 times of the beating frequency, which was the frequency shift difference between 

the sample arm and reference arm. Regarding to these approaches, as long as the camera speed was fast 

enough and sample motion was stable enough (<λ/4 in twice the camera exposure time), the full-range image 

quality could maintain. 

 Another feasible full-range technique to reconstruct the phase term of the complex signal was to directly 

detect the in-phase and quadrature signals in different channels. This technique had the advantage that no 

additional synchronized phase modulation was required in the reference and sample arm, which required a 

careful calibration of the modulation frequency. Also the in-phase and quadrature signals were collected 

simultaneously, which removed the chance of phase fluctuation due to different axial line acquisitions, i.e. 2, 

4, 5 frame methods. Also, the reconstruction of the complex interference signals was straightforward.  After 

Figure 4. 2 Illustration of phase modulation on complex conjugate removal for FD-OCT.  
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the in-phase and quadrature components of spectral fringe signal were digitized and retrieved, the complex 

spectral fringe could be reconstructed by [121, 137]: 

𝐼(𝑘) = 𝐼𝐼(𝑘) + 𝑖𝐼𝑄(𝑘) 

(4.11) 

Thus, the reconstructed complex conjugate removed OCT image after IFT could be expressed in the same 

way as formula (4.8). Dual detection was first realized in SD and SS-OCT system with a 3×3 coupler, instead 

of 2×2 coupler in regular FD-OCT system [139]. Two of the output ports were connected to the reference 

arm and sample arm, respectively. The two ports other than the incident port were connected to the two 

detectors. Interference signals received from these two detectors were used to reconstruct the signals. The 

only concern for this method was that, the phase difference between the two received signals was, most likely, 

not 90. Calibration was required to determined the phase difference between these two channels. Also, the 

amplitudes of the in-phase and quadrature signals (corrected from the second channel signal), might not be 

the same, which would result in small residual complex conjugate signals in the image. A free space dual 

detection setup in 1300 nm wavelength range was demonstrated by Lee et al., using a polarization beam 

splitter (PBS) to split the interference signal in two orthogonal states into two channels [136]. By carefully 

shifting and rotating the PBS, a phase difference of π/2 between these two channels were created, yielding 

both in-phase and quadrature detection of the signal. The only concern was that the manual alignment of the 

PBS had to be pretty accurate. A silicon photonic integrated circuit based detection unit for SS-OCT was also 

demonstrated to receive both in-phase and quadrature signals for a fiber-based system in the 1550nm 

wavelength range [137]. The key component in this detection unit was the 90 optical hybrid. The sample 

and reference signals were first split by the PBSs into two orthogonal states, respectively. The signals of the 

same orthogonal states from both sample and reference arm would enter the 90 optical hybrid and interfere. 

Output of the 90 optical hybrid had two in-phase channels going into one balanced receiver and two 

quadrature channels going into the second balanced receiver. In such case, the simultaneously balanced 

detection of both in-phase and quadrature signals could be easily achieved. Although the  method to use of 

the 90 optical hybrid to reconstruct the complex interference signal was pretty straightforward, the option 
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for a commercial 90 optical hybrid other than the telecom band (1550 nm), i.e. 1300 nm, 1060 nm, was not 

readily available. Custom 90 optical hybrid in free space could be built, similar to the setup described in Lee 

et al., with a proper polarization control. Any conversion of the light transmission in the fiber and the free 

space would introduce coupling loss. Building a custom 90 optical hybrid with the fiber-based components, 

including polarization maintaining (PM) fibers, polarization controllers and PM fiber couplers, would be also 

difficult. Several concerns were involved in the construction. First, the optics axis of the 2×2 PM fiber-based 

coupler mixing the reference and sample arm signals was unknown, which made it hard to control the incident 

polarization state of the reference and sample signals in regard to the optics axis. Second, the current PANDA 

PM fiber has a better performance to maintain one linear polarized state. However, the option for the PM 

fiber to maintain transmission of the circularly polarization state with low loss was limited, let alone the 

corresponding fiber-based component. In order to accurate calibrate the input and output amplitude and phase 

of the fiber-based 90 optical hybrid, polarimeter was required, which was expensive. To resolve this, Vakoc 

et al. provided a calibration method to calculate corrected in-phase and quadrature signals based on a 

statistical approach [141]. In his setup, the 2×2 PM fiber-based coupler was replaced by a polarization beam 

combiner plus a 50/50 fiber coupler (not PM).  The detected dual channel would have an amplitude ratio α 

and phase difference ε, which could be expressed as[141]: 

𝛼 =
𝜎2

𝜎1
 

(4.12) 

sin(휀) =
𝜎2

2 + 𝜎1
2 − 𝜎(2)−(1)

2

2𝜎2
 

(4.13) 

Where 1 represented the standard deviation of the signal from in-phase channel S1 = Isin() and  2 

represented the standard deviation of the signal from off-phase channel S2= αIcos(-ε). 

𝜎1 = std(S1) = std(Isin()) 
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𝜎2 = std(S2) = std(αIcos( − ε)) 

(4.14) 

 𝜎(2)−(1)
2  was the variance of the subtracted signals between these two channels: 

𝜎(2)−(1)
2 = var(𝑆1 − 𝑆2) = 𝑣𝑎𝑟(Isin() − αIcos( − ε)) 

(4.15) 

To retrieve the α and ε, a mirror was placed at the focal plane while the reference arm was displaced with a 

certain optical path difference. Next, a piezo translator was used to move the reference arm mirror slowly 

over a few micrometers with a slow triangular waveform (i.e. 30 Hz). Signals from both channels were 

recorded for a few seconds to collect enough data for statistical analysis. After the α and ε were calibrated, 

quadrature representation could be expressed as[141]:  

𝑆𝑄 =
𝑆2

𝛼 cos(휀)
− tan(휀) 𝑆1  

(4.16) 

𝑆𝐼 = 𝑆1 

(4.17) 

With the calculated quadrature signal, the complex representation of the signal could be retrieved. Note that 

the fiber-based polarization part was sensitive to the surrounding environment, i.e. temperature fluctuation. 

Proper shielding was required to guarantee the calibrated α and ε at each time would be valid for the following 

measurement for over 60 min.  In another study, they proposed the second source of the error, RF errors, 

which originated by the path length mismatches and non-flat electronic RF filtering, and became significant 

with multi-hundred MHz signal ranges and high sampling rate [142]. A detail calibration step was provided 

to correct the RF errors. 

 Several interesting approaches have been introduced to resolve the complex conjugate ambiguity as well. 

One approach utilized coherence revival to resolve the complex conjugate ambiguity, where the interference 

signal could be detected again in other imaging depths with an optical path difference of an integer multiple 
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of the laser cavity length [146].The coherence revival was inherent to the type of the tunable laser. Another 

approach, called dispersion encoded full range (DEFR) approach, deliberately introduced a dispersion 

mismatch between the sample arm and the reference arm to broaden the complex conjugate image [143]. 

After iterative numerical correction, the complex conjugate could be suppressed while maintaining a sharp 

OCT images. This approach worked best in 800 nm and 1060 nm OCT systems since large dispersion 

mismatch could be achieved. The main concern would be the computational complexity due to the iterative 

optimization scheme, which could be accelerated with the graphic processing units (GPU) [144, 145]. 

 The last category of full range detection techniques introduced in the session would be the time-dependent 

phase-modulation approach (along the B-scan). Instead of phase modulation for each single axial scan, a 

periodic phase modulation of the reference beam was performed while the beam was scanning along the 

transverse direction. No repeated A-scans were performed in this case. Since the phase modulation and the 

intensity fluctuation due to the scanning were mixed together, the frequency of the intensity fluctuation 

(speckle changes) would be shifted by a carrier frequency introduced by the phase modulation. The signals 

would be demodulated by analyzing the whole B-scan of the OCT image and applying a Hilbert transform 

along the transverse direction for each wavenumber.The modulated signal containing the object image would 

be shifted away from the zero spatial frequency. With a high-pass or band-pass filter, the complex 

representation of the interference signal could be reliably reconstructed. The time-dependent phase 

modulation method was first introduced by Yasuno et al., called BM scan [147]. The phase modulation was 

introduced by using a piezotranslator in the reference arm and its frequency was set to be 1/32 of the camera 

speed. The moving distance was set so that for neighbouring A-scans, the phase shift was π/2, which was 

similar with the 4-frame acquisition approach [135]. The key difference was that a continuous scanning 

pattern and continuous phase modulation were employed instead of a step-wise scanning and phase 

modulation pattern. Wang et al. also utilized the piezo translator that synchronized with the OCT frame 

acquisition to introduce a carrier frequency in the OCT B-scan interferogram [148]. Makita et al. and 

Yamanari et al. also demonstrated the full range detection for SD and SS-OCT systems with this technique, 

using the EOM as the phase modulator [149, 150]. Similar with the conventional phase modulation approach, 

the phase modulation frequency and amplitude had to be designed properly so that the Hilbert transformed 

interference signals with a carrier frequency would be sufficiently shifted away from the zero frequency. 
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 Instead of phase modulator, the time-dependent phase modulation could be also introduced via the 

galvanometer [151-153]. This approach, named galvo-based phase modulation technique in this chapter, was 

selected to employ in our OCT system.  Details of this full range technique would be described in the next 

section.  

 

4.4 Principles of Galvo-based Phase Modulation Full-range Technique 

In this section, we would describe the principles of galvo-based phase modulation full-range technique. The 

idea originated from the work of Wojtkowski et al., utilizing the modulation of the optical paths between 

reference and sample arm to realize phase modulation[125]. The time-dependent phase modulation and 

digital reconstruction of complex signals utilized the similar idea introduced by Yasuno et al and Wang et al. 

[147, 148]. Instead of modulating the phase in the reference arm with the periodic movement of the piezo 

translator [147]or periodic control of the electro-optic modulator [149], the phase was modulated in the 

sample arm. By shifting the incident beam off the pivot axis of the fast mirror of the galvanometer, changes 

of the optical path length could be created during the transverse scanning, yielding constant phase shifts 

between neighboring axial scan. In the post processing, a Hilbert transform or equivalent method would be 

applied to digitally reconstruct the analytic complex signals that could resolve the complex conjugate 

ambiguity. The modulation frequency would be the same as the frame rate since both transverse scanning 

and phase modulation were realized by the Galvo simultaneously. The major advantage of this full-range 

technique was that no additional hardware was employed in the system, yielding a simpler system 

configuration and alignment. The same full range technique was introduced by Baumann et al, Leitgeb et al 

and An et al at almost the same time with the SD-OCT system [151-153].  To sum up, we listed two key 

points of galvo-based phase modulation technique: 

1) Phase modulation is applied during the B-scan by offsetting the beam on the galvo mirror to introduce a 

changing phase term 𝚽(𝒙). 

2) Digital reconstruction of complex interference signals is performed along the transverse direction, via 

Hilbert Transform or equivalent methods. 
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4.4.1 Phase Modulation introduced by the Galvanometer 

Figure 4.3 showed the illustration of the effect of the beam shifting off the pivoting point of the galvanometer. 

Three mirror positions were presented in different transparency level, with mirror rotation angles of 0 (dark), 

+Δα (normal) and -Δα (light). Red lines showed original light path with the beam incident on the pivoting 

axis. Reflection beams in three transparency level indicated the reflection direction corresponding to different 

mirror position, with a scanning angle from -β to β. From the  reflection law we can get: 

𝛽 = 2Δ𝛼 

(4.18) 

 The unmodulated spectral fringes could be expressed as: 

𝐼(𝑘𝑧 , 𝑥)~𝑆(𝑘𝑧 , 𝑥) ∑(√𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧))

𝑛

 

Figure 4. 3 Illustration of the galvo-based phase modulation. Three mirror positions were presented 

in different transparency level. Red light indicated the original light beam without shifting. Reflection 

beams in three transparency level indicated the reflection direction corresponding to different mirror 

position. Magenta light indicated the shifting incident beam off the pivoting point by s (distance), with 

different transparency level indicating the reflected beams in different orientation. As a consequence, 

the sample arm optical path length would change by Δz when the galvo is scanning from one side to the 

other. α, Δα and β indicate the mirror reflection angle, rotating angle and beam scanning angle, 

respectively.  
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(4.19) 

 Magenta light indicated the offset light path, of which the incident beam was offset from the pivoting axis 

by s (distance), with different transparency level indicating the reflected beams in different orientations. As 

a result, the sample arm optical path length (OPL) would change by Δz when the galvo-mirror is scanning 

from one side to the other.  

 The OPL change would be expressed as, at the first order, with a small angle approximation: 

Δ𝑧 ≈ 2
𝑠

sin𝛼
∙ ∆𝛼 ∙

1

sin𝛼
=

𝑠𝛽

sin2 𝛼
 

(4.20) 

 In a general galvo setting, α = 45. sin2 𝛼 = 1/2. Thus 

Δ𝑧 ≈ 2𝛽𝑠 

(4.21) 

 The offset of the light path on the galvo mirror will introduce a phase modulation term 𝛷(𝑥), which is 

related to the transverse scanning parameter (we expressed it as x to indicate that this parameter is related to 

the scanning direction x): 

𝐼(𝑘)~𝑆(𝑘) ∑(√𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑛 cos(2𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧 + 𝛷(𝑥)))

𝑛

 

(4.22) 

Note that we can use the index of the A-scan in the B-scan to represent the transverse scanning parameter, 

which is denoted as m. Thus, 𝛷(𝑥) can be expressed as 𝛷(𝑚). The total number of A-scans in a B-scan is 

denoted as M.  

  The total phase change in a B-scan could be derived as: 

Φ(𝑀) = 2𝑘𝑧Δ𝑧 =
4𝜋 ∙ 𝑠 ∙ 2𝛽

𝜆
~

4𝜋 ∙ 𝑠 ∙ 𝑥𝑀

𝜆 ∙ 𝐹
 

(4.23) 
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Where 𝑥𝑀 represented the transverse (lateral) scan range and F is the back-focal length of the objective.  

 We could also define a equivalent carrier frequency kx, which was the phase change between 

neighbouring axial scans.  Since: 

Φ(𝑀) = 𝑘𝑥𝑀  

(4.24) 

We could get: 

𝑘𝑥 =
𝛷(𝑀)

𝑀
~

4𝜋 ∙ 𝑠 ∙ 𝑥𝑀

𝜆 ∙ 𝐹 ∙ 𝑀
 

(4.25) 

We can see that the equivalent carrier frequency kx is proportional to the offset distance s and transverse scan 

range 𝑥𝑀 (which is determined by the input voltage to the galvo mirror), and inversely proportional to the 

number of axial scans (M) in a B-scan. With a properly value set of s, 𝑥𝑀  and M, the amount of the phase 

modulation could be controlled.  

 

4.4.2 Digital Reconstruction of the Complex Representation of OCT Interference Signals  

Figure 4.4 illustrates the flow chart of the post-processing procedure for the galvo-based phase-modulation 

technique. Figure 4.4 A shows the post-processing procedure for the standard OCT system. To reconstruct 

complex interference signals, additional steps re performed, which are included in the magenta rectangular 

box (Figure 4.4 B). In the first step, a FFT is performed on the B-frame raw data along the transverse 

scanning direction (X direction) for each wavenumber kz. Next, a filter is applied on each row to filter out 

half of the spectra in the kz – kx domain. The filter can be a high-pass filter, band-pass filter or a Heaviside 

function. After this step, an inverse FFT is performed along the transverse direction to convert the OCT B-

frame from kz-kx domain back to kz-x domain to reconstruct the analytic complex representation of the OCT 

interference signal. Afterwards, the rest of the standard OCT processing procedure can be performed. Digital 

reconstruction of complex signals could be performed either right after the DC subtraction [151] or after 

dispersion compensation for the SD-OCT setup. However, since the digital reconstruction can only be applied 

to the AC term of the interference signals [151], DC subtraction is required prior to digital reconstruction of 
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complex signals. We should note that, If a Heaviside function is applied as a filter, the whole procedure in 

the magenta box is equivalent to reconstruction of complex signals via the Hilbert transform, which is 

mentioned by Yasuno et al. and Wang et al. [147, 148].  

 

4.5 Simulation of the Full-range Technique 

We performed a simulation to illustrate the procedure of the digital reconstruction of complex representation 

of interference signals. To begin with, we designed the simulated function of interference signal along each 

axial scan as: 

𝑆(𝑘𝑧) = 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝐼 ∙ exp(−𝛼𝑘𝑧
2) ∙ exp(−𝑖𝑘𝑧𝑧)); 

(4.26) 

Figure 4. 4 Flow chart of the post-processing procedure of galvo-based phase modulation. (A) shows 

the standard post-processing procedure for OCT image. To digitally reconstruct analytic complex 

representation of interference signals, additional steps, included in the magenta rectangular box, are 

performed (B). These additional steps could be processed either right after the DC subtraction  (in most 

literature) or after dispersion compensation for the SD-OCT system. If a Heaviside function is applied as 

a filter, the whole procedure in the magenta box is equivalent to reconstruction of complex signals via the 

Hilbert transform. 
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Where I was the amplitude, exp(−𝛼𝑘𝑧
2) simulated the Gaussian profile of the interference signal and the last 

term exp(−𝑖𝑘𝑧𝑧) simulated the phase change along the axial direction. In the simulation, I was set to a 

constant number, 10,000, α was set to 2 to control the shape of the Gaussian profile interference signal and  

z was set to be 8π. kz was set as a normalized vector starting from -1 to 1. Since the camera only detected the 

intensity signals, we obtain the real part of the function to be the simulated interference signal. The number 

of pixels along the z and x direction were set to 401 and 400, respectively. This function could simulated the 

case of a single reflector, i.e. a mirror, without phase modulation. To simulated interference signals from a 

single reflector with phase modulation along the transverse direction, an additional term exp (−𝑖𝑘𝑥𝑥) was 

added to the formula (4.26), yielding the simulated function expressed as: 

𝑆 = 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝐼 ∙ exp(−𝛼𝑘𝑧
2) ∙ exp(−𝑖𝑘𝑧𝑧) ∙ exp (−𝑖𝑘𝑥𝑥)); 

(4.27) 

In the simulation, kx was set to be 0.25π and the x value ranged from -199 to 200.  

 Figure 4.5 was the simulation result showing the effect of phase modulation during the digital 

reconstruction of complex signals. With no phase modulation (Figure 4.5 A), FFT result along the x direction 

(FFTx) showed a single peak at the zero spatial frequency (kx = 0) in Figure 4.5 B. This could be explained 

in expresssions by deriving Fourier transform (FT) of expression (4.19), yielding the result to be: 

𝐼(𝑘𝑧 , 𝑘𝑥) ∝ 𝑆(𝑘𝑧 , 𝑘𝑥)⨂ ∑ √𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑛𝛿(𝑘𝑥 − 0)

𝑛
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(4.28) 

The delta function 𝛿(𝑘𝑥 − 0) indicated the existence of the single peak at kx = 0. In comparison, FFT result 

of phase modulated interference signals showed two peaks shifted away from the zero spatial frequency in 

Figure 4.5 D. In expressions, FT of expression (4.18) along the x direction, with Φ(𝑥)~𝑥 ∙ 𝑘𝑥,𝑛, yielded: 

𝐼(𝑘𝑧 , 𝑘𝑥) ∝ 𝑆(𝑘𝑧 , 𝑘𝑥)⨂ ∑ √𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑛(𝛿(𝑘𝑥 + 𝑘𝑥,𝑛)𝑒−2𝑖𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧

𝑛

+ 𝛿(𝑘𝑥 − 𝑘𝑥,𝑛)𝑒+2𝑖𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧) 

(4.29) 

The first convolution term 𝑆(𝑘𝑧 , 𝑘𝑥)⨂ ∑ √𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑛𝛿(𝑘𝑥 + 𝑘𝑥,𝑛)𝑛 𝑒−2𝑖𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧  and second convolution term 

𝑆(𝑘𝑧 , 𝑘𝑥)⨂ ∑ √𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑛𝛿(𝑘𝑥 − 𝑘𝑥,𝑛)𝑒+2𝑖𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧
𝑛  indicated the complex conjugate and image terms, which was 

shown as two mirrored peaks (P1 and P2) in Figure 4.5 D. In the simulation, kx was set to be 0.25π, yielding 

Figure 4. 5. Simulating the effect of phase modulation during digital reconstruction.The color of 

the surrounding rectangle indicated different domains. Without phase modulation, FFT result along the 

x direction (FFTx) showed a single peak at the zero spatial frequency (kx = 0), while the FFTx of the 

phase modulated signals showed two peaks shifted away from the zero spatial frequency. 
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the shifted distances of these two peaks to be 1/8 of the full bandwidth of spatial frequency away from zero 

spatial frequency.  

 Figure 4.6 showed the simulation result of the post-processing of phase-modulated interference signals.  

Since two phase terms as a function of z and x coexisted, the interference signals in kz - x domain appeared 

as tilting stripes (left panel of Figure 4.6 A), with the continuously shifting fringe pattern for different axial 

scans. Interference signals of four consecutive A-scans with π/4, π/2, 3π/4 and π phase changes were shown 

in the right panel of Figure 4.6 A, showing the shifting fringe pattern. A direct inverse FFT of the phase-

modulated signals along the z direction (iFFTz), without digital reconstruction of complex interference 

signals, yielded the mirrored images, with the image term located at 8 pixels away from the zero delay and 

complex conjugate term. at  -8 pixels (Figure 4.6 B). In expressions, IFT of expression (4.18) along the z 

direction, with Φ(𝑥)~𝑀 ∙ 𝑘𝑥,𝑛,  yielded: 

𝐼(𝑧, 𝑥) ∝ 𝑆(𝑧, 𝑥)⨂ ∑
√𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑠(𝑧, 𝑥)(𝛿(𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛) exp(−𝑖𝑀𝑘𝑥,𝑛)

+ 𝛿(𝑧 + 𝑧𝑛) exp(𝑖𝑀𝑘𝑥,𝑛))
𝑛

 

(4.30) 

In the expression (4.30), the additional exponential terms exp(−𝑖𝑀𝑘𝑥,𝑛)  and exp(+𝑖𝑀𝑘𝑥,𝑛)   were 

multiplied to the image and complex conjugate terms, respectively, which lead to the modulated fringe pattern 

for different A-scans.  

  To realize the digital reconstruction of complex interference signals, first, a FFT along the x direction 

was performed, leading to two shifted lines in the 2D image in the kz – kx domain (Figure 4.6 C). Figure 4.6 

C was the same result as Figure 4.5 D. After band pass filter (BPF), the complex conjugate term in the left 

half of the plane and the DC term at the zero spatial frequency would be digitally removed (Figure 4.6 D), 

while the amplitude of the image term would be doubled. In the expression, the first convolution term 

(𝑘𝑧, 𝑘𝑥)⨂ ∑ √𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑛𝛿(𝑘𝑥 + 𝑘𝑥,𝑛)𝑛 𝑒−2𝑖𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧  of expression (4.29) was removed, yielding: 

𝐼(𝑘𝑧 , 𝑘𝑥) ∝ 𝑆(𝑘𝑧 , 𝑘𝑥)⨂ ∑ √𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑛(𝛿(𝑘𝑥 − 𝑘𝑥,𝑛)exp (2𝑖𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧)

𝑛

) 
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(4.31) 

Then, the inverse FFT was performed for each wavenumber kz along the x direction, yielding the 

reconstructed complex representation of 2D interference signals, with the real part of the complex 

interference signal the same as the original image (Figure 4.6 E). The simulated function of complex 

representation of 2D interference signals could be expressed as: 

Figure 4. 6 Simulation of the post-processing of phase-modulated interference signals. The color of 

the surrounding rectangle indicated different domains. Since the phase modulation existed in both z and 

x direction, the original interference signals in 2D frames looked like tilting stripes. Interference signals 

of four consecutive A-scans with π/4, π/2, 3π/4 and π phase changes were shown. A direct iFFTz yielded 

a Hermitian representation, with both image and complex conjugate terms.  Direct FFTx lead to two 

peaks along the x direction. After band pass filter (BPF) and iFFTx, a complex representation of the 

interference signal was reconstructed, yielding a complex-conjugate-free image after the iFFTz.  
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𝐼(𝑘𝑧 , 𝑥)~𝑆(𝑘𝑧 , 𝑥) ∑(√𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑛 exp(2𝑖𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑧 + 𝑖𝑀𝑘𝑥,𝑛))

𝑛

 

(4.32) 

After the inverse FFT along the z direction, the complex-conjugate-free 2D image of the single reflector 

could be reconstructed (Figure 4.6 F). The simulated function of this sub-figure was expressed as: 

𝐼(𝑧, 𝑥) ∝ 𝑆(𝑧, 𝑥)⨂ ∑ √𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑠(𝑧, 𝑥)𝛿(𝑧 − 𝑧𝑛) exp(−𝑖𝑀𝑘𝑥,𝑛)

𝑛

 

(4.33)  

 We further simulated the post-processing of phase-modulated interference signals with different amounts 

of phase modulation along the transverse direction. Simulation results were shown in Figure 4.7. With the 

abovementioned simulation function, we could set the phase change between the neighbouring axial scans to 

Figure 4. 7 Simulation of the post-processing of phase-modulated interference signals with 

different amounts of phase modulation along the transverse direction. The color of the surrounding 

rectangle indicated different domains. Phase modulated interference signals with the phase change of 

π/4, π/2, 3π/4 and π between neighbouring A-scans were simulated and shown in different rows. The 

interference signals next to original images showed the interference signals from 1st to 4th A-scans. The  

Doppler shifts in the kz - kx domain were indicated with black arrows in the 2nd column. After the digital 

reconstruction, the phase curves along the center horizontal line, from 168th to 232nd pixels (32 pixels 

from each side of the center column) was plotted. The final results were shown in the 4th column in the 

x-z domain, with the 1st A-scan plotted. 
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be π/4, π/2, 3π/4 and π, with the comparison of post-processing results shown in different rows in Figure 4.7. 

Intermediate results after each processing step were shown in different columns in Figure 4.7. The plots of 

interference signals of the first four axial scans (1st to 4th) could show the different shifting pattern of 

interference signal correspoinding to different amounts of phase modulation (Figure 4.7 A, E, I, M). After 

the FFT along the x direction, various Doppler shifts could be clearly observed in the 2D images and 1D 

plots in the kz – kx domain (Figure 4.7 B, F J, N). We could easily link the amount of horizontal shift in the 

2D images in the kz – kx domain with the phase change between neighbouring axial scans. A horizontal shift 

of ¼ kx corresponded to a phase shift of π/4; 1/2 kx corresponded to π/2; 3/4 kx corresponded to 3π/4. A π 

phase shift indicated a horizontal shift of kx, which moved the peak to the edge of the 2D image. In such case, 

there would be ambiguity which side of the edge the shifted interference signal located, yielding a failed 

reconstruction of the complex signal. After the band pass filter and inverse FFT along the x direction, the 

complex representations of the interference signals with different phase modulations were presented in 

Figure 4.7 C, G, K, O. The phase curves of the pixels in the center row from 168th to 232nd pixels (65 pixels 

in total) were plotted in the right panel of Figure 4.7 C, G, K, O. Phase wrapping was more frequently 

observed as the phase shift increased from 0.25π to 0.75 π. In the case of π phase shift, a failed reconstruction 

was clearly observed with no phase changes along the center row. After the inverse FFT along the z direction, 

successful removals of complex conjugate terms were clearly observed in Figure 4.7 D, H, L except the case 

with a phase shift of π in Figure 4.7 P. The simulation results indicated that, to achieve a successful 

reconstruction of the complex representation of interference signals for full range imaging, the phase shift 

must avoid the number of integer multiplication of π.  

 

4.6 Modification of the SD-OCT System for Galvo-based Full-range Applications 

The detailed configuration of the SD-OCT was described in Chapter 2. Figure 4.8 showed the modification 

of a standard SD-OCT system to a galvo-based full range SD-OCT system. The collimator part of the sample 

arm was mounted on a 1D translation stage (Figure 4.8 B), which could move in the vertical direction and 

control the beam offset on the galvo mirror. Also, we could place a lens pair in between the collimator and 

the galvo to reduce the beam size to be ~2.5 mm.  
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4.7 Results of Full-range Imaging with the SD-OCT System 

To demonstrate the feasibility of the galvo-based phase modulation full-range technique, we utilized the 

modified SD-OCT system to obtain OCT images of a Scotch tape. Results of the demonstration of full-range 

technique with SD-OCT system was shown in Figure 4.9. The line-scan camera was operating at ~92 kHz 

mode, with the actual A-scan rate of ~88.8 kHz. Each B-scan consisted of 600 A-scans (M = 600). The scan 

voltage was set to 1V, corresponding to an actual scan range of ~1.67 mm (xM = 1.67). To test the effect of 

different phase modulations, we changed the beam offset s and set it as ~0 mm, ~1 mm, ~2 mm and ~3 mm 

from the pivoting axis. Effects of phase modulation was evaluated in the 1D plots of the FFTx spectra of the 

B-scan raw data across the central row, which were shown in Figure 4.9 A-D. The corresponding full-range 

OCT images of the Scotch tape with varied beam offsets were shown in Figure 4.9 E-H. The Doppler shift 

was not observed in Figure 4.9A, yielding the co-existence of both tape image and its complex conjugate 

term, with some overlap close to zero delay (Figure 4.9E). With a small Doppler shift (Figure 4.9B), the 

complex conjugate term was suppressed. However, since the image and complex conjugate term in FFTx 

spectra were not fully separated with a small Doppler shift, we could observe some residue complex 

Figure 4. 8 Modification of a custom SD-OCT system to realize full-range imaging. 
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conjugate signals of the bright tape surface at the mirrored location (Figure 4.9 F). With a large Doppler 

shift with increased beam offsets to fully separate the image and complex conjugate terms in FFTx spectra 

(Figure 4.9 C-D),  the complex conjugate term in the full-range OCT images could be completely removed, 

yielding an increasing imaging range to render multiple layers of the tape up to a depth of ~2 mm below the 

tape surface (Figure 4.9 G-H).  Thus, we demonstrated that the galvo-based phase modulation full-range 

technique was working well with SD-OCT setups. 

 

 

4.8 Modification of the Fiber-based SDM-OCT System for Full-range Imaging 

The galvo-based phase modulation full-range technique could be adopted in SDM-OCT system. To achieve 

phase modulation, we just need to offset the incident beam on the first galvo mirror in the sample arm of the 

SDM-OCT system. Since the SDM component/relay lens system and the galvanometer were separated in the 

sample arm of the SDM-OCT, we could just move the SDM component/relay lens system off the axis of the 

galvo mirror to create the beam offset. Figure 4.10 illustrates the modification of SDM-OCT system. The 

red dash line indicates beam incident on the pivoting axis of the x galvo mirror. The beam offset could be 

created by simply moving the jack that supported the cage system with SDM component and relay lens in 

the direction perpendicular to the x galvo mirror axis in the horizontal plane (magenta arrow in Figure 4.10).  

Figure 4. 9 Demonstration of full-range technique with SD-OCT system. (A-D) showed the amount of 

phase modulation in Fourier transformed fringes along the central row, with ~0mm (A), ~1 mm (B), ~2 mm 

(C) and ~3 mm (D) beam offset on the galvo-mirror. (E-H)Corresponding full-range OCT images showed 

the effectiveness of complex conjugate removal.  
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Since we attached the jack to a rail during the system alignment, we could simply add the spacers in between 

the jack and the rail to control the beam offset s. Note that the minimum spacer thickness was 1 mm, we 

could control the beam offsets from ~ 1mm to ~5 mm with an increment of 1 mm. 

 For single-channel OCT system, only one parallel beam was incident on the galvo mirrors, with its beam 

size barely changed during the transmission in the galvo system. Thus, the back-focal spot of the 1st relay 

lens after the galvanometer system was not strictly required to be placed on the x galvo mirror. However, in 

the SDM-OCT system, the location of the 2nd relay lens (shown in Figure 4.10) was critical. After the 2nd 

relay lens, four collimated beams from different channels would converge on the front focal point of the 2nd 

relay lens and diverge afterwards. Considering four beams together as an extended source, it had the 

minimum spot size on the front focal point of the 2nd relay lens and diverged when the four beams move 

away from the front focal point. Since the beam spot size on the galvo mirror was highly relevant to the 

performance of galvo-based full-range technique (will be discussed in the following section, or see the 

reference of Baumann et al. [151]), the front focus point of the 2nd relay lens had to be placed exactly on the 

first galvo mirror to allow all the collimated beams to converge at the first galvo mirror, yielding optimal 

full-range imaging quality. Due to the abovementioned consideration of the alignment of the 2nd relay lens, 

we should be cautious if we intended to swap the fast-axis of the galvanometer. If the fast-axes of the galvo 

mirrors were swapped, the relative distance between the swapped fast-axis mirror and the 2nd relay lens 

Figure 4. 10 A photograph of the galvanometer of the SDM-OCT system to illustrate how to create 

the beam offset in the SDM-OCT system.  

Jack 

Underneath 
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needed to be re-adjusted to ensure the converging point of the 4 channels was located at the fast-axis mirror 

to ensure the minimum beam size.  

  

4.9 Modification of the Post-processing Procedure for the Full-range SDM-OCT System 

Figure 4.11 shows the flow chart for the post-processing procedure for the full-range SDM-OCT. As 

compared to the post-processing procedure for full-range SD-OCT, the digital reconstruction of the complex 

interference signal requires that the trigger jitter issue was resolved before any digital reconstruction steps, 

which was rarely observed for SD-OCT systems. So, a proper phase calibration procedure (resampling) was 

performed prior to the full-range post-processing steps to ensure that the spectral fringes were linear in 

wavenumber kz, as well as the wavenumber ranges of the cropped spectral fringes, defined by the two FBG 

peaks (See Chapter 3), were the same for all the sweeps (A-scans).  

 

 

Figure 4. 11 Flow chart of post-processing procedure of full-range SDM-OCT. (A) Standard 

SDM-OCT post-processing procedure. (B) Additional full-range post-processing procedure.  
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4.10 Results of Full-range Imaging with SDM-OCT 

4.10.1 Full-range 1x4 SDM-OCT Images of a Mirror 

The effect of complex conjugate suppression with the full-range SDM-OCT system was first characterized 

with a weak single reflector. A mirror was placed at the focal plane of the objective in the sample arm. A 

neutral density filter with the OD = 2.0 was used to attenuate the back-scattered light from the mirror to 

ensure the interference signals were not saturated at the detector. A 10 dB SMA fixed attenuator (VAT10+, 

Mini Circuit) was used after the balanced detector to further attenuate the signal to avoid satuation at the 

digitizer. The knots of the mirror mounts were tuned to maximize the backcoupling power of all the four 

beams. In this demonstration, the sampling rate of the digitizer was set to 1.0 GS/s to ensure a total imaging 

range of >20 mm in air to cover all the 4 images with unnoticable aliasing effects. To realize full-range 

imaging, we set the beam offset to be ~3 mm, transverse scan range to be 1.5 mm (with 3 V input voltage to 

the fast axis of the galvo mirror), and the number of effective A-scans to be 750 (by cropping the first 50 A-

scans due to galvo fly back from a total number of 800 A-scans).  

 Figure 4.12 showed the results of the mirror image acquired with standard SDM-OCT and full-range 

SDM-OCT system. Figure 4.12 A showed the mirror images from 4 different channels, separated at different 

Figure 4. 12: A comparison of SDM-OCT images of a weak single reflector (mirror) with standard 

and full-range setups. (A) was the four-beam mirror image from a standard 1×4 SDM-OCT system and 

(B) is the corresponding image from the full-range 1×4 SDM-OCT system. The mirror images from 4 

channels and their complex conjugates were indicated. (C) and (D) were intensity profiles across the 

center rows of Figure (A) and (B). Complex conjugate rejection ratio (in dB) of the 1st and the 4th beams 

with standard and full-range approaches were indicated, showing the two-step complex conjugate 

suppression process. 
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depth ranges. Their complex conjugate terms were also shown in the same image in the negative depth ranges. 

Due to the dispersion encoding effect [143], the four-beam mirror images became sharp and bright while 

their complex conjugate terms became broadened and blurry, which yielded a visually brighter peak in the 

log-scale standard SDM-OCT image. The intensity profile across the central row of Figure 4.12 A was 

plotted in Figure 4.12 C, showing a small intensity drop of complex conjugate peaks due to dispersion 

encoding effect. We employed the parameter, complex conjugate rejection ratio (CCRR) to evaluate the 

effectiveness of suppression of complex conjugate terms, which was defined as the ratio between the peak 

intensity of mirror image and the peak intensity of complex conjugate term, calculated as the distance 

between the mirror peak and the corresponding complex conjugate term in the log-scale intensity profile, and 

expressed in a unit of dB. CCRR for each beam due to dispersion encoding were characterized from the 

standard SDM-OCT intensity profile (Figure 4.12 C) and shown in the third row of Table 4.3. The average 

CCRR value due to dispersion encoding effect was ~11.2 dB. The center two beams had relative higher 

suppression ratio of ~12 dB while the 4th beam (farthest one) had ~9.0 dB suppression ratio. Although ~10 

dB suppression was achieved, the complex conjugate terms of the mirror in the negative depth ranges 

remained visible in the intensity profile of the mirror from the standard SDM-OCT.  

Table 4. 3 Complex Conjugate Rejection Ratio (CCRR) for Standard and Full-range SDM-OCT 

 1st beam 2nd beam 3rd beam 4th beam 

Actual depth from 

zero delay (in air) 

1.4 mm 7.9 mm  13.6 mm 19.4 mm 

CCRR (standard) 11.1 dB 12.3 dB 12.3 dB 9.0 dB 

CCRR (full range) 46.1 dB 39.1 dB 34.7 dB 30.0 dB 

Additional CCRR 

due to Galvo offset 

35.0 dB 26.8 dB 22.4 dB 21.0 dB 

 With the galvo-based phase modulation, the effect of the complex conjugate suppression was significantly 

enhanced. Figure 4.12 B showed the 4-channel mirror images taken with the full-range SDM-OCT system 

at the same mirror position. The complex conjugate term had been significantly suppressed. Especially, the 

complex conjugate term of the 1st beam, which was 1.4 mm away from the zero delay, had been completely 

suppressed. Figure 4.12 D showed the intensity profile across the central row of Figure 4.12 B. Although 

the 2nd, 3rd and 4th complex conjugate peaks remained in the image, a significant drop of the peak intensity 

was observed for these peaks. Characterization results of CCRR for full-range SDM-OCT were shown in the 
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fourth row of Table 4.3. A total rejection ratio of 46.1 dB was achieved for the 1st beam while the total 

rejection ratio was 30.0 dB for the 4th beam, which was 19.4 mm away from the zero delay. Subtracting the 

CCRR of each beam due to dispersion encoding effect from the total CCRR measured with the full-range 

SDM-OCT system, we could get the additional CCRR values due to the galvo-based phase modulation. The 

CCRR due to galvo-based phase modulation was 35.0 dB, 26.8 dB, 22.4 dB and 21.0 dB for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 

and 4th beams, respectively. Therefore, the effect of complex conjugate suppresion from the galvo-based 

phase modulation was more significant than that from the dispersion encoding effect. Combining these two 

effect, we were able to suppress the complex conjugate terms and potentially utilized the negative depth 

ranges to accommodate images from one or two channels of the SDM-OCT system. 

 

4.10.2 Full-range SDM-OCT images of a Scotch tape 

Figure 4.13 showed the results of the standard and full-range SDM-OCT images of a Scotch tape. The 

sampling rate of the DAQ card is set to 1.0 GS/s, so that the number of pixel in an axial scan is set to 7168. 

To realize galvo-based phase modulation, 3 mm beam offset was applied in the sample. The scan range was 

set to be ~1.5 mm and the number of effective Ascans per Bscan were set to be 750. Images from all four 

channels were placed in the positive depth ranges. Once the dataset was collected, the same dataset was 

processed with both standard and full-range SDM-OCT post-processing procedures. In Figure 4.13 B and 

zoomed images of the tape in Figure 4.13 G-J, a clearly suppression of the complex conjugates terms of the 

tape images was observed for all the four beams. In the zoomed tape image, most of the tape layers in the 

complex conjugate term of the first beam was completely suppressed in the full-range SDM-OCT images, 

with some residue signals from high-scattered surficial taper layer (Figure 4.13 G). Significant signal 

suppression were also observed in the zoomed complex conjugate images in Figure 4.13 I and J from the 

2nd and 3rd beams. We could potentially employ an intensity threshold to further suppress the low intensity 

signals in the complex conjugate term of the tape layer. 

 

4.10.3 Characterizing Phase Modulation Effects with Varied Control Parameters  

In the expression of (4.25): 
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𝑘𝑥 =
𝛷(𝑚)

𝑀
~

4𝜋 ∙ 𝑠 ∙ 𝑥𝑀

𝜆 ∙ 𝐹 ∙ 𝑀
 

(4.25) 

 we showed that, the amount of equivalent carrier frequency 𝑘𝑥 was proportional to beam offset s, transverse 

scan range 𝑥𝑀 and number of A-scans per B-scan M. Thus, we could potential control these phase modulation 

parameters to achieve the optimal suppression of complex conjugate terms. In the full-range SD-OCT images 

of the tape in Figure 4.9, we showed that we could increase the beam offsets to increase the Doppler shift to 

fully separate the image term from the complex conjugate term in the FFTx spectra of the spectral fringe. As 

a result, we could obtain the complex-conjugate-free full-range images. In this section, we characterized 

Figure 4. 13 Standard (A) and full-range (B) 1×4 SDM-OCT images of a Scotch tape. (C – J) 

Zoomed tape images from each beam as well as its complex conjugate term from the standard and full-

range SDM-OCT images.  
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phase modulation effect by measuring the normalized carrier frequencies kx,n in the FFTx spectra of the 

interference signals, which were obtained during full-range SDM-OCT images of a Scotch tape. Then, we 

evaluated the relationships between kx,n  and different phase modulation parameters, i.e. the beam offset, the 

transverse scan range and the number of effective A-scans per B-scan, to see whether the relationships 

followed the expression of (4.25).  

 Figure 4.14 showed the characterized results of phase modulation with variable beam offsets. All the 

SDM-OCT B-scans were obtained using a Scotch tape as the sample. Varied phase modulation effects were 

observed in Figure 4.14 A, as the beam offsets (s) were tuned from ~1 mm to ~5 mm. Separation between 

image and complex conjugate terms in 1D plot of FFTx spectra in Figure 4.14 A, enlarged as the beam offsets 

increased. By smoothing the 1D plot of FFTx spectra with a moving average filter with a filter size of (0.04 

× Number of effective A-scans) , and finding the peak locations of image and complex conjugate terms, we 

could derive the normalized carrier frequency kx,n as half of the peak distance between image and complex 

Figure 4. 14 Phase modulation with variable beam offsets. Transverse scan range (xM) was ~1.5 mm. 

Number of effective A-scans (M) was 750. (A) Effects of phase modulation were shown in FFTx spectra of 

the fringes. Normalized carrier frequency, measured as half of the separation distance between image and 

complex conjugate terms changes with varied beam offsets. We could characterize the normalized carrier 

frequency as a function of the beam offset (B). (C)A high correlation between normalized carrier frequency 

and the beam offset was found by linearly fitting the first three rows of data. With large beam offsets, 

normalized carrier frequency continued to increase but did not follow the linear relationship.   
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conjugate term, if the spatial frequency range along the kx direction was normalized to (-1, 1). Characterized 

results of normalized carrier frequencies for different beam offsets were shown in Figure 4.14 B. Then, we 

performed a linear fitting between normalized carrier frequencies and beam offsets, indicated by expression 

(4.25). A high correlation was found between kx,n and s for the first three beam offsets from ~1 mm to ~3 

mm, with the R2 value to be ~0.9999. However, as the beam offset (s) further increased, kx,n continued to 

increase but did not follow the linear relationship, with a slow-down increasing rate. Since the minimum 

beam radius (~1.2 mm) plus beam offset was larger than half of the galvo mirror size, the deviation of kx,n 

from the linear fitting curve might be attributed to the cropping of the beam on the galvo mirror.  

 Next, we characterized the relationship between kx,n and transverse scan range xM. Figure 4.15 showed 

the characterized results of phase modulation with variable transverse scan ranges. Separation of image and 

complex conjugate terms in 1D plot of FFTx spectra also enlarged with an increasing transverse scan range 

from ~0.5 mm to ~2.5 mm. Normalized carrier frequencies for different scan ranges were characterized and 

Figure 4. 15 Phase modulation with variable transverse scan ranges. Beam offset s was set 

to be ~3 mm. Number of effective A-scans (M) was 750. (A) Varied phase modulation effects 

were shown in FFTx spectra of the fringes as the transverse scan range was tuned from ~0.5 mm 

to ~2.5 mm. (B) Chacterized normalized carrier frequencies for different values of the scan 

range. (C) Linear fitting between normalized carrier frequency and the transverse scan range 

was performed, showing a high correlation between these two parameters.  
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shown in Figure 4.15 B.  Figure 4.15 C showed the result of the linear fitting between kx,n and xM, indicating 

a high correlation between this two parameters.  

 Characterization results of the relationship between kx,n and number of Ascans M were presented in 

Figure 4.16. Figure 4.16 A showed the varied phase modulation effects in FFTx spectra of the interference 

signals. Different from the cases of variable beam offsets and transverse scan ranges, separation between 

image and complex conjugate terms decreased as the number of A-scans increased. The calculated 

normalized carrier frequencies kx,n for different numbers of A-scans were shown in Figure 4.16 B. Following 

the expression of (4.21), we performed a linear fitting between kx,n and the reciprocal of the number of A-

scans (1/M). Results in Figure 4.16 C demonstrated that kx,n was inversely proportional to the number of A-

scans.  

 Based on characterization results of normalized carrier frequencies, we demonstrated that we could 

reliably modify the beam offset, the transverse scan range and the number of A-scans per B-scan to control 

Figure 4. 16 Phase modulation with varied number of A-scans per B-scan. Beam offset s 

was set to be ~3 mm. Transverse scan range was ~1.5 mm. (A) Varied phase modulation effects 

were shown in FFTx spectra of the fringes as the number of A-scans (M) was tuned from 450 to 

850.  Peak separation decreased as the M increased. (B) Chacterized normalized carrier 

frequencies kx,n for different values of the number of A-scans. (C) Linear fitting results showed 

that the normalized carrier frequencies were inversely proportional to the number of A-scans.  
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the amount of phase modulation to fully separate image and complex conjugate terms in the FFTx spectra of 

the interference signals to optimize the performance of full-range imaging.   

 

4.10.4 Full-range SDM-OCT Images of a Scotch Tape with Half Sampling Rate 

In order to show the advantage of full-range technique on reducing the requirement of the hardware, we tested 

the performance of the SDM-OCT with a lower sampling rate. According to the principle of the full-range 

technique in Chapter 4.4, we could cut down the sampling rate by half with the same total imaging range, if 

the total imaging range could be fully utilized with the full-range technique. In the following experiment, we 

successfully demonstrated the full-range SDM-OCT imaging of a Scotch tape, with all the four beams 

covered within the total imaging range using only a half sampling rate. The results were shown in Figure 

4.17. Figure 4.17 A showed the SDM-OCT image of all the four beams of a Scotch tape with the standard 

SDM-OCT system, with a sampling rate of 0.5 GS/s. In the standard SDM-OCT image, the complex 

conjugate (c.c.) term of the 4th beam was overlapped with the image of the 1st beam; the c.c. term of the 3rd 

beam was overlapped on the image of the 2nd beam; and the same for the c.c terms of the 2nd and 1st beams. 

The overlapping made the original four-beam images of the Scotch tape blurry, with the layer structure of 

the Scotch tape unresolvable. We also acquired the tape images by blocking either upper two beams (1st and 

2nd) or lower two beams (3rd and 4th). The results were shown in the Figure 4.17 B and C. In these two 

images, the layered structures of the Scotch tape from both beams were distinguishable, indicating we could 

only obtain standard SDM-OCT image of two beams without complex conjugate ambiguity under such 

sampling rate. However, with the employment of the full-range technique, the complex conjugate ambiguity 

could be minimized. Figure 4.17 D showed the result of the four-beam image of the Scotch tape acquired 

with the full-range SDM-OCT. Most of the complex conjugate images was suppressed significantly and the 

tape structure of all the 4 beams could be resolvely clearly in most regions, as compared to image of the 

Scotch tape from standard SDM-OCT (Figure 4.17 A). A zoomed viewed of the tape images of the 3rd beam 

from the full-range SDM-OCT clearly showed that the complex conjugate term was fully suppressed in this 

depth range (Figure 4.17 F), as compared to the same cropping regions from the standard SDM-OCT image 

(Figure 4.17E). Based on the experimental results above, we could claim that we could reliably get clear 

images of all the 4 channels with a half sampling rate using the full-range SDM-OCT. We should note that, 
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due to the strong mismatch of the refractive index of air and the Scotch tape as well as the smooth surface of 

the Scotch tape, the surface of the Scotch tape would have strong scattering in OCT signals. The 30 dB 

suppression ratio measured from the full-range technique could not help to completely remove the surface of 

the tape in complex conjugate term, yielding some weak but noticeable bright lines in the tape images of 1st, 

2nd and 4th beams in full-range SDM-OCT images. 

 

4.10.5 Full-range SDM-OCT Images of the Finger Nail  

At last, we would like to demonstrate the capability of full-range SDM-OCT (FR-SDM-OCT) to image the 

biological sample. Figure 4.18 showed the FR-SDM-OCT images of the human finger nail fold in vivo. A 

sampling rate of 0.5 GS/s was applied. With the full-range technique, we could render all the images from 

four different beams within the doubled imaging range of ~21 mm in tissue (Figure 4.18 A). Figure 4.18 B-

E showed the 3× zoomed views of finger nail fold imaged by the 1st to 4th beams. Since the direction of the  

Figure 4. 17 Demonstartion of full-range SDM-OCT with a half sampling rate. Sampling rate was 

0.5 GS/s. Standard SDM-OCT image of a scotch tape was shown in (A). Images from the 3rd and the 

4th beams are overlapping with the complex conjugates images of the 1st and 2nd beams, indicated by 

the red and magenta labels of image and complex conjugate terms from different beams. (B) and (C) 

are the SDM-OCT images of 1st and 2nd beams, 3rd and 4th beams, respectively, by blocking two 

channels, showing that only images of two beams could be properly rendered with current sampling 

rate with the standard SDM-OCT post-processing procedure. (D) With the full-range technique, images 

from all channels could be rendered at the same time, with significant suppression of complex conjugate 

terms. Zoomed views of tape images from the 3rd beam in (A) and (D) were shown in (E) and (F).  
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four beams was in parallel to the boundary of the nail junction, we could clearly observe the structure of nail 

junction connecting the proximal nail fold and the nail plate in the images from all the channels. In addition, 

the dermal/epidermal junction (DEJ) was clearly visible in Figure 4.18 B-E. In Figure 4.18 C and D, we 

could see the cuticle structure that extended from the epidermis of the proximal nail fold. A clearly separation 

of nail plate and nail bed was observed, indicated by the high-scattering interface between these two regions. 

In the FR-SDM-OCT image of the nail fold, most of the complex conjugate terms were suppressed by the 

full-range techniques, although some residue complex conjugate terms from the high-scattering regions 

remained in the FR-SDM-OCT image. However, we should note that, the artifacts on top of the 1st beam in 

Figure 4.18 B were not the residue complex conjugate term. They were caused by the aliasing effect, where 

a sub-band of the high-frequency signals from the 4th beam in the raw data was higher than the spectral 

bandwidth of ~250 MHz.  

 

4.11 Discussion of full-range technique on SDM-OCT 

In Chapter 4.3, we have shown that, various types of full-range techniques has been adopted in spectral 

domain OCT systems to resolve the complex conjugate ambiguity of the image and expand the total imaging 

range. However, for swept-source OCT system, full-range technique is less appreciated since the imaging 

range of the swept source OCT system is usually sufficient to render the sample image with a penetration 

depth of ~1-2 mm. However, the SDM-OCT technology, which requires a long imaging range to render the 

images from multiple channels with optical delays between neighbouring channels, poses new challenge for 

the requirements of the hardware, including the detector, digitizer, the laser source and the memory. In this 

chapter, we successfully modify the SDM-OCT system to enable full-range imaging. Compared to the 

standard SDM-OCT system, the full-range SDM-OCT can utilize only a half sampling rate to cover the same 

total imagng range to render images from all different beams at different depth ranges. We also showed that, 

with the half sampling rate, the standard SDM-OCT can only render images from half number of beams with 

no complex conjugate ambiguity. Thus, the full-range technique can effectively lower the minimum 

requirements of the hardware for the SDM-OCT technology. Specifically, we can reduce the requirement of 

the maximum bandwidth of the dual balanced detector by half; reduce the requirement of the maximum 
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sampling rate of the digitizer by half; reduce the requirement of the maximum data transfer rate of the  

PCI/PCIe bus by half; reduced the data size of the single A-scan by half. Furthermore, the first and second 

generation of the standard SDM-OCT system requires the laser source to have a minimum (half) coherence 

length of >30 mm, yielding limited choices of commercially available laser source (VCSEL from Thorlabs 

and Santec, akinetic swept laser from Insight). With the full-range technique, the requirement of the minimum 

coherence length could also be reduced by half, yielding increased availability of the swept laser (i.e. Axsun  

swept laser with 10mm (half) coherence length) for SDM-OCT technology.  

In another aspect, if we are using the maximum performance of all the hardware, the full-range technique 

can further expand the total imaging range. In Figure 4.13, we showed the we could use 1 GS/s sampling 

rate to cover 4 beams with the standard SDM-OCT system in a total imaging depth of ~18.6 mm in the tape. 

If use the maximum sampling rate of 2 GS/s in the full-range SDM-OCT system, the total imaging range 

could be potentially extended to ~74.4 mm in the tape, yielding the capability to render 16 beams within the 

total imaging range, if other settings, including the laser swept rate and the optical delay between 

neighbouring channels, remain the same. In such case, we can expand the potential of SDM-OCT to achieve 

extra speed improvement with full-range technique. 

Figure 4. 18 Full-range SDM-OCT images of the human finger nail in vivo. Sampling rate was 0.5 

GS/s. Images from four beams were shown in (A), with a total imaging depth of ~21 mm. (B)-(D) were 3× 

zoomed images of each beam, showing clear structure of the nail junction, dermal/epidermal junction 

(DEJ) in proximal nail fold region, the cuticle, as well as separation of nail plate and nail bed.   
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To evaluate the effectiveness of the full-range techniques, one important metric is the complex conjugate 

rejection ratio (CCRR). Table 4.4 showed the values of complex conjugate suppression ratio reported in the 

literature with different full-range techniques. The tilted rows in the tables indicated a comparison of CCRR 

values from different groups employing the same galvo-based phase modulation as our group to realize full-

range imaging. In our results, we reported a total CCRR value of ~46 dB at the imaging depth of 1.4mm. 

Excluding the contribution of the CCRR from the dispersion encoding, an additional 35 dB suppression was 

observed with the galvo-based phase modulation technique with a phase shift close to π/2 between adjacent 

Ascans, which was comparable with previous studies[151, 152]. We should note that, most of the CCRR 

values from SD-OCT or SS-OCT system were measured close to zero delay. Little was reported on the CCRR 

value of full-range techniques in deeper depth ranges. For our SDM-OCT system, we observed that the CCRR 

values from galvo-based phase modulation decreased gradually as the imaging depth increased. In our 

measurement, the CCRR values were 35.0 dB at 1.4 mm, 26.8 dB at 7.9 mm, 22.4 dB at 13.6 mm and 21.0 

dB at 19.0 mm. Although the decreasing CCRR was not reported in any study employing the galvo-based 

full-range technique, it was reported in other full-range studies. Sarunic et al. observed that the CCRR value 

was 25 db near zero delay but dropped to 18 dB at ~4 mm depth[139]. Wang et al. measured the CCRR in 

his cubic-meter SS-OCT system with quadrature detection. A >40 dB CCRR was measured at ~100mm depth 

but it slightly decreased to <20 dB at the depth of ~700 mm [121]. Since our measured fringe signals have a 

frequency range of hundreds of MHz, the high-frequency RF dependent noise started to play a role and might 

distort the phase for the high frequency fringes. With a proper phase correction [121, 142] to suppression 

high-frequency RF noise, a gain of CCRR in the deeper imaging depth might be achieved. Also, dispersion 

encoding further contributed to a gain of CCRR in our FR-SDM-OCT system. Since the configuration of the 

reference and sample arms are only slightly different in the free space, the dispersion is slightly mismatched 

between these two arms, yielding a relative constant ~9-1 2dB CCRR gain for our system. A ~14 dB 

additional gain was reported in Makita et al. [149] at 1040 nm range and a ~10-25 dB additional gain was 

reported in Wang’s study [121] with a 1310 nm VCSEL laser. Although dispersion encoding technique 

doesn’t improve the CCRR that much in the 1310 nm wavelength range since the optics are less dispersive, 

it may significantly enhance the CCRR for 800 nm and 1060 nm OCT systems to >50 dB with larger 

dispersion mismatches [143, 145].  
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Table 4. 4 Reported Complex Conjugate Suppression Ratio of Full-range Techniques 

Reference Year System Complex Conjugate Suppression Ratio  

Maheshwari et al. [133]  2005 SS 25 dB 

Bachmann et al. [135] 2006 SD ~30 – 40 dB 

Lee et al. [136] 2010 SS 35 dB (at 0.4 mm) 

Wang et al. [137] 2015 SS ~28 dB 

Wang et al. [121] 2016 SS ~30 dB (close), >40 dB (total at 100 mm), 29 dB 

(average) 

Sarunic et al. [139] 2005 SD,SS 25 dB (near DC), 18 dB (at 4 mm) 

Bo et al. [140] 2017 SD 25 dB 

Vakoc et al. [141] 2006 SS >50 dB (at 2 mm) 

Siddiqui et al.  [142] 2015 SS ~60 dB 

Hofer et al.  [143] 2009 SD >55 dB 

Kottig et al. [145] 2012 SD >50 dB 

Makita et al. [149] 2008 SD ~41.2 dB (total), ~26.8 dB 

Yamanari et al. [150] 2010 SS ~40.5 dB (at 0.6 mm) 

Baumann et al. [151] 2007 SD ~30 dB 

Leitgeb et al. [152] 2007 SD ~30 dB 

Kawagoe et al. [154] 2016 SD ~40 dB (<1.2 mm) 

Li et al. [155] 2017 SS ~40 dB 

This paper  2019 SS 46 dB (total, at 1.4 mm), 30dB (total at 19.4 mm) 

Although a decent value of CCRR was reported in our study, the complex conjugate ambiguity is not 

fully resolved in our system. In Figure 4.12, although the weak mirror image was fully suppressed with ~46 

dB CCRR, residues were observed for the rest of the 3 beam. In the full-range images of the tapes and skins, 

residues of complex conjugate images were observed for the images located in the deeper depth ranges with 

the intensity of complex conjugate images suppressed significantly. Most of the residues could be removed 

or suppressed by thresholding the image. However, the residue complex conjugates signals from the strong 

reflection/scattering of the superficial layers with a SNR of >50 dB above noise floor would be difficult to 

be fully removed. Further enhancement of the CCRR for all depths would be critical to fully resolve the 

complex conjugate ambiguity in full-range SDM-OCT images.   

Baumann et al. listed several major factors that would affect the CCRR of the galvo-based full-range SD-

OCT system [151]. Similarly, these factors must be taken into consideration when employing galvo-based 

phase-modulation full-range technique in SDM-OCT system. First, the beam spot size significantly affects 

the CCRR value of the full-range SDM-OCT, due to the fact that different part of the beam will have different 

beam offsets, yielding a distribution of carrier frequencies in the FFTx spectra. The larger the beam spot size, 
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the broader the distribution of carrier frequencies in the FFTx spectra. Also, the cross-section of the collimated 

beam on the galvo scanner followed the Gaussian distribution, which indicates that, the larger ratio of beam 

offset versus FWHM beam diameter, the larger portion of beam shifted to one side of the pivoting axis than 

the other side, the better CCRR[151]. Thus, smaller FWHM beam diameter would make it easier to achieve 

better suppression of complex conjugate signals. In our setup, the diameter of the single beam was measured 

to be ~2 mm, which indicated that an offset of >1 mm would be sufficient to get a relative decent CCRR 

value. Since four collimated beams are converging at the back focus of the 2nd relay lens, any offset between 

the back focus of the 2nd relay lens and the fast-axis galvo mirror would yield the expansion of the beams and 

inferior suppression of complex conjugate signals. However, the smaller beam spot size results in a smaller 

effective NA after the objective and poorer lateral resolution, as compared to larger beam spot size incident 

on the same objective. Second, the CCRR would be affected by the amount of phase shift between adjacent 

A-scans. Theoretically, a phase shift of π/2 yields the best CCRR value and other phase shift values would 

yield inferior performance of the complex conjugate suppression [151]. Thus, to achieve the best CCRR, one 

parameter among the beam offsets, lateral scanning range and number of Ascans per Bscan, would be 

determined by the rest of two. In our study, the sampling density has to be set oversampled in order to achieve 

a phase shift close to π/2, yielding a larger overall size and longer acquisition time for FR-SDM-OCT data 

as compared to Nyquist sampled data collected by standard SDM-OCT. In principle, phase shifts close to 

(2n+1)π/2 can also yield the optimal CCRR. However, the distribution of carrier frequencies in the FFTx 

spectra of the interference signals, would also be (2n+1) times broader. The broader distribution of carrier 

frequencies in the kz - kx domain would lead to a higher chance that the edge of spatial frequency bands 

crossing either zero spatial frequency or cut-off spatial frequency, both of which significantly reduced CCRR 

value. Third, the surface structure of the sample as well as multi-scattering in the sample would affect the 

shape and the bandwidth of the distribution of carrier frequencies in the FFTx spectra. When imaging a mirror 

with full-range OCT system, the distribution of carrier frequencies in the FFTx spectra would be a delta 

function. For tape or fingers, the distribution of the carrier frequencies in the FFTx spectra would be 

significantly broadened and the shape would be distorted. The curvature of the finger would make the spatial 

distribution even worse. Thus, it is highly recommended that a few imaging tests be performed prior to final 

data acquisition to find out the optimal number of Ascans to achieve the full-range with best CCRR, given 
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the fixed scanning range and beam offset. Chromatic aberration could also cause the broadening of the 

distribution of the carrier frequencies in the FFTx spectra, which would be considered as a constant effect 

given the system configuration is fixed.  

To ensure the proper complex signal reconstruction when employing Hilbert transform along the fast-

axis scan direction, the phase calibration step is of great importance. SD-OCT has a fixed relationship 

between the camera pixels and the wavelength for all the Ascans, yielding a high phase stability. Thus, the 

Hilbert transform can be performed as the first step of the post-processing, as described in Ref. [151] [148]. 

However, the phase stability of SS-OCT systems suffers from the triggering jitters, yielding fluctuating 

relations between indices of pixels and wavelengths for different Ascans. Thus, phase calibration is necessary 

for SS-OCT system to retrieve the proper phase relation for different Ascans. Wang et al. has introduced a 

method, using a fixed phase range to crop the phase curve of each Ascan to resolve the trigger jitter [137]. A 

drawback was that it doesn’t not guarantee that the one to one relationship between pixel index and the 

wavenumber is the same for different Ascans. In our approach, we add two FBG after the interference of the 

MZI arm to indicate the location of pixel indices with known wavelengths values (See Chapter 3). Using 

these two FBG peaks as indicators, we can ensure that the pixel-wavenumber relationship is fixed for all the 

Ascans, yielding the digital reconstruction of 2D complex signals along the horizontal direction to be valid.  

For our FR-SDM-OCT system, we use internal clock mode to collect the fringe signals. In this mode, 

additional MZI signals are collected along with the OCT system to obtain the proper phase calibration curve, 

which doubles the total data size. To further reduce the pressure of data size and transfer rate, we can perform 

the data acquisition in the external mode, using a k-clock [156]. However, the phase jitter in the external 

mode needs to be addressed.  It could be resolved by either using the FBG peak as the trigger of fringe 

acquisition for the external clock signals [157, 158] or adding the FBG before the detector in OCT channel 

[156]. Furthermore, with the dual-edge sampling to trigger the data acquisition in external clock mode, the 

effective sampling rate could be doubled and the total imaging depth could be further doubled [116].  

During the SDM-OCT imaging, we notice the whole imaging range could not be fully utilized if the swept 

laser source is not perfectly linearly sampled in wavenumber. The frequency range of the last beam in the 

oscilloscope will be broadened as it moves further away from the zero delay, exceeding the cut-off frequency 

and causing aliasing. During our measurement, about 2/3 of the whole imaging depth could be reliably used 
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without aliasing effect, which may further increase the requirement for the sampling rate and detector 

bandwidth. A laser with perfect linearized phase (Insight, akinetic source) would help resolve such issue. 

 

 

4.12 Summary 

 

In this chapter, we demonstrated another modification of the SDM-OCT system by adding the full-range 

imaging capability. Based on the galvo-based phase modulation full-range technique, we successfully 

demonstrated full-range SDM-OCT imaging of tapes and human finger nails with a half sampling rate of 0.5 

GS/s to render images from all four channels. In comparison, the standard SDM-OCT has to utilize a 

sampling rate of 1 GS/s to reliably render images from all four channels. In such case, the full-range technique 

can effectively cut down the requirements of the hardware for the SDM-OCT technology, yielding an 

increased availability of parts to build a SDM-OCT system. Potentially, if we make full use of the hardware 

capability, we can significantly extend the total imaging range to ~80mm range to render images from more 

parallel channels from SDM-OCT.  
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Appendix 4.1 Commercial High-speed Data Acquisition Units (DAQ) 

Table 4. 5 Commercial High-speed Data Acquisition Units* 
Company Type Model Reso-

lution 
Chs Sampling 

Rate 

(GS/s) 

Data 
Stream 

Rate 

(Gbps) 

BW 
(GHz) 

On 
board 

RAM 

(GB) 

Input 
range  

Other 
specifi-

cation 

AlazarTech PCIe 

Digitizer 

ATS9373 12 bit 2 4 (1ch), 2 

(2ch) 

6.8 1.0 8 +/- 

400 
mV 

Ext Clock 

Teledyne SP 

Device 

PCIe 

Digitizer 

ADQ412 12 bit 4 4 (2 ch), 

2 (4 ch) 

3.2 2.0 

(4ch), 

1.3 
(2ch) 

0.7 800 

mVpp 

Ext Clock 

2Vpp 

ADQ7DC 14 bit 2 10 (1ch), 

5 (2ch) 

5 2.5 4 1 Vpp  

Acqiris 

(formerly 

part of 

Keysight) 

PCIe 

Digitizer 

U5303A 12 bit 4 4 (1ch), 1 

(4ch) 

NA 1.3 4 1 V or 

2 V 

Ext  

Clock 

U5310A 10 bit 2 10 (1ch), 

5 (2ch) 

NA 2.5 4 1 V Ext Clock 

Gage 
Applied 

PCIe 
Digitizer 

EON 
Express 

12 bit 2 6 (1ch), 3 
(2ch) 

4 1.75 4 NA  

Signatec PCIe 
Digitizer 

PX1500-4 8 bit 2 3 (2ch) 
1.5 (4ch) 

1.4 2 2 0.5 
Vpp 

Ext Clock 

Pico 
Technology 

USB 
Digitizer 

PicoScope 
6407 

8 or 
12 bit 

4 0.97 NA 1 NA +/- 
100 

mV 

 

UltraView PCIe 

Digitizer 

AD12-

2000 

12 bit 2 4 (1ch), 2 

(2ch) 

7 1.6 8 +/-375 

mV 

Ext Clock 

Tektronix Oscillosc
ope 

MSO5204
B 

8 bit 
(11 bit 

w 

HiRes
) 

4 10 (2ch) 
5 (4ch) 

Up to 
0.125 

GB 

2 NA 5 
Vrms 

 

 * Only the products with the best performance for OCT imaging were listed. 
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Appendix 4.2 Commercial large-bandwidth balanced detectors for NIR applications  

Table 4. 6  Commercial Large-bandwidth Balanced Detectors for NIR Applications 

Company Model Detecto

rType 

λ (nm) BW 

(GHz) 

RF Output  

Transimpedence Gain 

(V/A), Conversion Gain 

(V/W) 

Noise Equivalent 

Power(pW/Hz1/2) 

Thorlabs PDB480C-

AC 

InGaAs 1200-1700 0.03-1.6 16 × 103 V/A 

14.4 × 103 V/W 

9.3 

Wieser WL-

BPD1GA 

InGaAs 1000-1700 0.3-1.0 3.3 × 103 V/W 20 

NewPort 1617-AC-

FC 

InGaAs 900-1799 0.04-0.8 0.7 × 103 V/A 20 

Insight BPD-1 InGaAs 950-1650 DC – 0.4 5 V/W 5 

Exalos  InGaAs 1200-1700 0.03 – 

0.35 

5 × 103 V/A NA 

Hamamatsu C12668-04 InGaAs 1300 DC -  0.4 10 × 103 V/A NA 

General 

Photonics 

BPD-002 InGaAs 1310+/-50 DC - 0.2 30 × 103 V/A 10 
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Chapter 5: Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Optical coherence tomography can reliably provide the 3D structural image of the tissue structure based on 

the scattering properties of the tissue. However, the 3D structural OCT data lack the capability to provide 

any information about the dynamic process that occurred in the tissue. In such case, optical coherence 

tomography angiography (OCTA), a functional extension of OCT, is employed to image the dynamic process 

of blood flows. OCT can utilize time-lapse measurement to detect the dynamic processes occurred in the 

sample, which is contained in intensity changes, phase or speckles of OCT signals. Especially, utilizing 

moving red blood cells as the source of contrast, OCT can track their movement in the vessels and map out 

the 3D vascular networks of the tissue, which is called angiography.  

 Other than OCTA, a list of methods, including the fluorescence imaging, CT, MRI and photoacoustic 

imaging can be used to image the vascular network inside the tissues and organs. Similar with the comparison 

of different microscopy methods, CT and MR angiography share the advanges of deep imaging depths but 

suffer from the poor resolution. Fluorescein angiography was the gold standard for retinal angiography [33]. 

However, the adminstration of fluorescent dyes might lead to adverse effects for the patients, e.g. nausea and 

vomiting [33, 159]. On the other hand, OCTA can provide the 3D angiograms of the superficial vascular 

networks inside the tissue with sufficient resolution to resolve the capillaries, without injecting any contrast 

agents.  Photoacoustic imaging is another popular method to visualize the vascular network up to a few 

millimeter depths, which would be sufficient to visualize the cutaneous  vascular layers[160-163]. However, 

the tracking of dynamic process of blood flows was not as fast as OCTA. Thus, multimodal-imaging with 

OCTA and photoacoustic imaging can be employed together to show the vascular network with 

complimentary optical imaging contrasts from scattering and absorption and red blood cells [33].  

 OCTA has been successfully applied to visualize microvasculature in the retina and choroid, monitoring 

blood flow supplies in these layers [73, 164-166]. Other than that, OCTA can be utilize to visualize the 

superficical vascular network in the sub-dermal and dermal layer of the skin, facilitate the diagnoses of skin 

disease [44]. OCTA can also be used to quantify the cerebral blood flows to evaluate the traumatic brain 

injury and monitor dynamic process of vascular occlusion and reperfusion in the brain [167-170]. 
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 Since OCTA monitors the fast dynamics of red blood cells, repeated scans are usually needed, which 

poses new challenge to the acquisition speed of OCT system. In such case, OCT systems with faster imaging 

speed, i.e. SDM-OCT system, can improve the performance of the OCTA. In this chapter, we would 

demonstrate the angiography with standard and SDM-OCT system, showing the dynamic contrast of blood 

flows in the tissue.  

 

5.2 OCTA techniques 

Table 5. 1 List of OCTA Techniques 

Phase-signal-based 

OCTA 

Intensity-signal-based OCTA Complex-signal-based OCTA 

• Doppler OCT 

• Phase variance 

• Speckle Variance (SV, LOGIV, 

DLOGIV) 

• Correlation Mapping (cmOCT) 

• Split-spectrum Amplitude 

Decorrelation Angiography (SSADA) 

• Optical microangiography 

(OMAG) 

• Eigen-decomposition-based 

OMAG 

• Doppler Variance and Complex 

differential variance  

• Imaginary-part-based cmOCT 

• Phase gradient angiography 

(PGA) 

 

Table 5.1 shows a list of OCTA techniques  reviewed by the Chen et al and other literatures [33, 74]. Since 

the dynamic information of the red blood cells movements are contained in changes of complex OCT signals, 

we can utilize changes of amplitude, phase, or complex signals to extract these information and generate the 

angiogram to show the vascular network. Based on the source of OCT signals, we can divide the OCTA 

techniques into three categories, i.e. phase-signal-based OCTA; intensity-signal-based OCTA and complex-

signal-based OCTA.  

 

5.2.1 Phase-signal-based OCTA 

Among all the OCTA techniques, Doppler OCT, one of the phase-signal-based OCTA techniques, was the 

first to be proposed to measure the blood flow velocity, using time-domain OCT system [171]. Based on 

Doppler effect, the moving particles (in the angiography, moving red blood cells) along the beam transmitting 

direction (axial direction) would generate a frequency shift, which would ultimately affect the phase of back-
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scattered OCT signals. The phase shift and the velocity of the particles could be related with the 

formula[171]: 

∆Φ(𝑧, 𝑇) = 2𝑘 ∙ ∆𝑧 =
4𝜋

𝜆
∙ (𝑣𝑠 ∙ 𝑇 ∙ 𝑛) 

(5.1) 

Rearranging the formula, we can get the velocity of the particle (red blood cell), denoted as vs, as[74]: 

𝑣𝑠 =
ΔΦ(𝑧, 𝑇)𝜆

4𝜋𝑛𝑇
 

(5.2) 

Once the phase difference ΔΦ(z, T) and the time interval τ is known, the blood velocity could be quantified. 

We should note that, vs is the axial component of the blood velocity.  

 Doppler OCT can provides direct measurement of the axial component of the blood velocity since it is 

linearly related to phase changes of OCT signals. However, one main limitation of Doppler OCT  is that this 

method is not sensitive to any blood flows or blood flow components that are moving  perpendicular to light 

transmitting direction (axial direction). To retrieve the blood velocity in any directions, one has to obtain the 

angle between the incident beam and the vessels in priori from the 3D OCT structural image. Or, we can 

detect the different component of the blood velocity with multi-beams to reconstruct the vectorial blood 

velocity (See Chapter 3.3 for a list of two-beam, three-beam OCT system for Doppler OCT) [101-103]. With 

such multi-beam OCT system, we can monitor the blood flows moving in any direction.  

 Since the dynamic range of the phase is limited to (-π, π), the measured flow velocity range would be also 

limited. Hendargo et al. deducted the dynamic range of detectable velocity [157]. The phase wrapping 

threshold velocity (only consider the axial direction) was determined by the following formula: 

𝑣𝑤𝑟𝑎𝑝 =
𝜆

4𝑛𝑇
 

(5.3) 

which is valid when ΔΦ(z, τ) is equal to π in the formula: 
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Also, the dynamic range of the detectable velocity is also related to other factors. The minimum detectable 

velocity was expressed as [157]: 

𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
𝜆

4𝜋𝑛𝑇
𝛿𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠 

(5.4) 

In which 𝛿𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠 is the smallest detectable phase change between two A-scans, which can be used to derive 

the phase stability.  𝛿𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠 depends on shot-noise-limit sensitivity of the OCT system and can be expressed 

as [172]: 

𝛿𝜙𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠 =
2

𝜋
∫ tan−1(

|𝐼𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒|

|𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙|
sin (𝜙𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑)) 𝑑𝜙𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑

𝜋/2

0

=
2

𝜋

1

(𝑆𝑁𝑅)0.5
 

(5.5) 

Combining (5.4) and (5.5), we can get the expression of vmin as a function of shot-noise-limit sensitivity  

[157]: 

𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
𝜆

2𝜋2𝑛𝑇

1

(𝑆𝑁𝑅)0.5
 

(5.6) 

The maximum detectable axial velocity is also limited by the fringe wash-out, which is expressed as [157]: 

Spectral domain system: 𝑣𝑤𝑎𝑠ℎ =
𝜆

4𝑛𝐷𝑇
 

(5.7) 

Swept source system: 𝑣𝑤𝑎𝑠ℎ =
𝑁𝜆

4𝑛𝐷𝑇
 

(5.8) 
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where D is the duty cycle of the detector, which could be estimated as exposure time divided by the line rate. 

N is number of sampling points in a sweep for swept source system, T is the time interval between A-scan 

acquisitions, which is the reciprocal of camera imaging speed in SD-OCT system or laser swept rate for SS-

OCT. In most of the case, vwash is larger than vwrap. Thus, the dynamic range of the detectable axial velocity 

is determined by the SNR and the time interval between axial scans. To visualize the blood flows in either 

arterioles or capillaries, the time interval needs to be carefully set. For faster blood flows, the phase difference 

could be calculated between consequent A-scans. For capillary blood flows, larger time intervals between 

consequent frames or consequent volumes could be employed.  

 Other than standard Doppler OCT angiography technique, phase variance technique, first proposed by 

Fingler et al. [173, 174] also utilized the phase information to retrieve the angiography information. The 

variance of the phase signals were calculated to extract the flow signals. Compared with Doppler OCT, phase 

variance OCTA is more sensitive to the phase changes and it can detect the lateral blood flows. However, 

variance of the phase signals doesn’t directly link to flow information, making  it hard to quantify blood 

velocity.  

 

5.2.2 Intensity-signal-based OCTA 

Dynamic information from the blood flows is not only contained in the phase term, but also lead to intensity 

changes, which was expressed as speckle changes. Speckles are inherent in OCT images due to laser 

properties. Speckles outside the tissue region is usually the noise. However, speckles inside the tissue regions 

might contain the dynamic information. Similar with laser speckle imaging [175], we could utilize the speckle 

changes  from OCT data with certain time interval to evaluate the dynamic process of blood flows.  

 The first method is speckle variance OCT (SV-OCT), which was first employed in SD-OCT by 

Mariampillai et al. [176, 177]. The variance of OCT intensity signals along the repeated scan direction was 

calculated. The static regions would have smaller intensity variance while the dynamic regions of blood flows 

would have larger intensity variation. In such case, the dynamic blood flows could be distinguished from the 

static region within the tissue. Similar with phase variance, speckle variance is insensitive to the flow 

directions and doesn’t directly provide any quantification of blood velocity. An improved SV-OCT method, 
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named differential logarithmic intensity variance (DLOGIV) OCTA technique is proposed by 

Motaghiannezam et al. to show the slightly enhanced contrast of flow signals [178]. 

 Another method, correlation mapping OCT (cmOCT), utilize the correlation of the intensity signals 

between neighbouring frames to enhance the flow contrast [179, 180]. In this technique, the flow regions 

with faster dynamics would have smaller correlation value while the static regions without any particle 

movements would have higher correlation. Correlation value of each pixel in the 2D angiograms was 

calculated within a small 2D moving window, usually 3 × 3 or 5 × 5, to smoothen the image. More repeated 

frames could be employed to calculate the averaged correlation value to enhance the contrast.  

 Speckle decorrelation between adjacent frames could be also utilized to analyze the flow dynamics. 

Actually, speckle decorrelation value is equal to one minus the speckle correlation value. To further enhance 

the contrast, we can split the full OCT fringes into several narrow bands and using short-time Fourier 

transform (STFT) to generate batches of 2D cross-sectional images. The OCT image from each narrow band 

is processed separately to generate the correlation map. The correlation map from all narrow bands were 

averaged then subtracted from 1. The abovementioned OCTA technique, denoted as split-spectrum 

amplitude-decorrelation angiography (SSADA), translated the axial resolution into enhanced flow contrast 

with increased averaging [181, 182].  

 

5.2.3 Complex-signal-based OCTA 

Similar with the Doppler OCT, the dynamic information could be also extracted by calculating the change of 

the complex OCT signals. This OCTA technique, first proposed by Wang et al.  [183], was denoted as  optical 

microangiography (OMAG). As compared to Doppler OCT, OMAG is more sensitive to the blood flows due 

to the use of complex signals [74, 184].  Similarly, increasing the number of repeats could help enhance the 

flow contrast due to averaging effect.  

 Similarly, variance of complex OCT signals were utilized to extract the flow signals, which was first 

proposed by Zhao et al[185] and later denoted as Doppler variance OCT [186]. An improved version was 

developed by Nam et al., named complex differential variance OCT, to further take the average of variance 

signals along the depth direction to enhance the flow contrast [187, 188].  
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 Also, the correlation mapping  OCTA technique could be extended to be employed on complex signals, 

which is called imaginary part-based correlation mapping  OCTA [189]. This technique was demonstrated 

in vivo to visualize the vascular network of the mouse ear.  

 

5.3 Consideration of the choice of OCTA techniques 

In this study, we chose differential logarithmic intensity variance (DLOGIV) technique[178], an extension 

of speckle variance technique, to process our OCTA data obtained from SDM-OCT and FR-SDM-OCT. The 

reasons were listed as followed:  

1) Speckle variance technique is simpler and easier to implement as compared to phase- and complex-based 

angiography techniques. 

2) It doesn’t require the phase information, which reduces the required memory size by half for data 

processing  

3) Phase compensation is also not required.  

4) As compared to standard speckle variance OCT[177], the DLOGIV has slightly improved SNR of blood 

vessel detection [178] with only one additional step in the post-processing.  

 

5.4 Details of OCTA post-processing steps 

The post-processing procedure of OCTA is described in Figure 5.1. After OCT data are generated following 

standard or full-range SDM-OCT post-processing procedures, a two-step subpixel registration[190], 

involving an inter-frame registration on repeated frames and an intra-frame registration on frames from 

different locations, is performed to align all the B-scans. This step facilitates the suppression of dynamic 

Figure 5. 1 Post-processing procedure for DLOGIV OCTA technique. 
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signals from the micron-scale translational sample motion, yielding a better contrast of flow signals. Next, 

DLOGIV is employed from each stack of repeated frames to extract the vascular information for each frame. 

After all the frames were processed, en face OCT angiograms could be generated and optimized with 

additional augmentation steps listed in Figure  5.1.  

 

5.5 OCTA Results of Human Finger with SD-OCT System 

To characterize the performance of that the DLOGIV method, we first tested it with the SD-OCT system. 

Figure 5.2 showed a demonstration of SD-OCTA on human finger in vivo. SD-OCT system used in the 

experiment was the 1300 nm system described in Chapter 2. The line-scan camera was running at a speed of 

92 kHz (Actual speed was 88.8 kHz). The dorsal side of the volunteer’s thumb was placed under the objective.  

400 A-scans was obtained in each frame, yielding the frame rate to be 189 frams per second (fps). At each 

B-scan location in the slow axis, 8 repeated scans were obtained to generate the angiographic data. Repeated 

scans were obtained at 400 B-scan locations, yielding the total OCT scan time of ~17s. The actual OCT scan 

area was 3.3 × 2.8 mm2.  Figure 5.2 A showed the cross-sectional OCT structural images of the finger, 

showing a boundary between the epidermis and dermis. Figure 5.2 B showed the angiogram provided by 

SV-OCT. Large vessels stood out from the static regions in the SV-OCT image (yellow arrows), with slightly 

higher signal intensities. However, small vessels were not visible in the cross-sectional SV-OCT image. In 

Figure 5.2 C, angiogram provided by DLOGIV showed a higher contrast between the vessels and the static 

regions. As a result, not only the large vessels were clearly resolved with high contrast (yellow arrows), small 

papillary vessels were also visible in cross-sectional OCT angiogram, indicated by white arrows. 

 En face OCT angiograms by DLOGIV were presented in Figure 5.3, showing different vascular network 

pattern at different depths. The en face OCT angiograms were encoded in different colors according to the 

depth range. The en face OCT angiograms were generated by a list of augmentation steps, including surface 

flatterning, 3D Gaussian filter, contrast adjustment and maximum intensity projection in each depth range. 

Figure 5.3 A showed the color-coded en face OCT angiograms from a large depth range of 200 – 500 µm. 
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Vascular network with a high density could be clearly seen. Figure 5.3 B-D showed the vascular network at 

the depth range of 200 – 300 µm, 300 – 400 µm and 400 – 500 µm, respectively. We could clearly found a 

vessel emerging from the deeper layer (yellow arrow in Figure 5.3 D), bifurcating in the middle layer (yellow 

arrow in Figure 5.3 C) and ended with small branches (yellow arrows in Figure 5.3 B). Note that the two 

horizontal bright lines in all the en face OCT angiograms were due to involuntary motion of the volunteer, 

which was not fully corrected in post-processing.  

Figure 5. 2 Demonstration of SD-OCT angiography on human finger in vivo. (A) Cross-sectional OCT 

structural image of the dorsal side of the thumb. (B) Angiogram provided by SV-OCT. (C) Angiogram 

provided by DLOGIV. While SV-OCT image could show some large vessels (yellow arrows), DLOGIV was 

able to resolve small vessels (white arrows) with higher contrast. Scale bar: 500 µm 
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5.6 Results of SDM-OCT angiography 

5.6.1 SDM-OCT Angiography on human finger nail  

From the SD-OCT results, we have demonstrated the feasibility of DLOGIV method to provide the high-

contrast OCT angiograms to render capillary network. In this section, we demonstrated the feasibility of 

angiography with SDM-OCT system. In vivo imaging of human finger nail fold was performed with standard 

1×4 SDM-OCT system. Angiographic results of the finger nail fold were shown in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.4A 

showed a photograph of the volunteer’s middle finger, with a caliper on top to show its size. A dashed white 

Figure 5. 3 En face OCT angiograms of human finger processed by DLOGIV. Vascular network was 

colorcoded based on the depth range (B – D) showed the vascular network at the depth range of 200 – 300 

µm, 300 – 400 µm and 400 – 500 µm. (A) was the colorcoded vascular network generated from maximum 

intensity projection of (B) to (D).  
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rectangle box was drawn to indicate the scan area of four parallel beams. Each beam covered an area of 

5.9mm× 2.2 mm. The total scan area was 5.9 mm × 7.5 mm, which covered about half of the nail fold. Each 

OCT acquisition consists of  850 A-scans per B-scan and 162 B-scans, yielding a pixel spacing of ~7 µm and 

14 µm in fast and slow axes. With 5 repeats applied for angiographic data acquisition, the equivalent total 

number A-scans for all the four beams would be 2.754 million. With the equivalent A-scan rate of 400,000 

kHz, the total scan time for the whole data was 8.1s, with 85% duty cycle in the fast axis. The frame rate was 

set to 100 Hz in this acquisition. Figure 5.4 B - D showed the SDM-OCT angiographic result of the nail fold. 

The generated OCT angiogram showing the microvascular network, labeled in red channels,  is overlaid on 

top of corresponding OCT structural image in gray scale, with maximum intensity projection. Figure 5.4 B 

showed the en face view of the overlaid microvascular map at a depth of 1mm from the upmost surface of 

the nail fold. Meshed structure of arterioles and venules in the vascular network was observed in the deeper 

region of the nail fold, indicated in the white dashed rectangle box in the left bottom panel. Due to the 

maximum intensity projection, not all the capillaries stood out from the bright OCT structure image in the 

epidermal layers. For the rest of the visible capillaries, they appeared small and scattered in the en face image, 

indicated by the two yellow dashed rectangles in the top panel. Figure 5.4 C and D were the XZ and YZ 

cross-section views of overlaid OCT structural images and angiograms at the corresponding locations 

indicated by the white dash lines in Figure 5.4 B. The vascular map was cropped from 250 µm to 1050 µm 

below the surface of the nail fold for each axial scan. The upper layer was cropped to remove the speckles 

and artifacts close to surface region. Also, most of the region in the first 250 µm depth belonged to stratum 

corneum layer, with minimal vessels inside this region. The region below the depth of ~1050 µm was cropped 

due to low contrast of angiographic signals. Below these regions, the logarithmic-scale intensity of structural 

images of the nail fold also dropped a lot, which would significantly affect the SNR of the angiographic 

signals. In these two images, individual vessels were clearly visible in both images, with most of visible 

vessels located at the bottom of epidermal layers and subdermal layers. The larger vessels (white arrows) 

located slightly deeper than the smaller vessels (yellow arrows). Note that projection artifacts, where the 

blood vessel signal extended from superficial layers to deeper layer and formed a vertical line in the cross-

sectional image, were also visible in Figure 5.4 C and D. It was well explained in the literature that they 

were caused by both multiple scatterings inside the tissue passing through the red blood cells (RBCs) in 
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different directions, as well as fluctuation of intensity underneath the moving red blood cells[74, 191].  

Stitching of images from four parallel beams were denoted in Figure 5.4 D. Figure 5.4 E showed the 

corresponding 3D rendered image of finger nail fold vasculature. With the noise bed removed from top and 

bottom layers, microvasculature of the nail fold could be clearly rendered.  

 

Figure 5. 4 Angiography with the standard 1×4 SDM-OCT system. (A) Photograph of volunteer’s 

middle finger. Four beams were scanning simultaneously, covering a total imaging area of 5.9mm × 7.5 

mm. (B-D) SDM-OCT angiographic results showing vascular network of the finger nail in en face, XZ 

cross-section and YZ cross-section views. The blood vascular network, labeled in red, overlaid on top 

of corresponding OCT structural image. White rectangle: meshed vasculature in the deeper skin layer. 

Yellow rectangles: scattered small vessels in the superficial skin layer. White arrows: large vessels; 

Yellow arrows: smaller vessels. Stitching of both structural images and angiograms from 4 different 

beams were indicated in (D). (E) 3D rendering of vascular network from all depths, viewed from the 

top. Scale bar: 1 mm for all the images. 
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In order to visualize different patterns of the microvascular network, the generated angiograms of the 

finger nail fold from the previous obtained SDM-OCT data were further color-coded in depth. To generate 

the color-coded SDM-OCT angiograms, the surface of the nail fold region was first mapped out based on 3D 

OCT structural data. A mean filter was applied to the mapped surface to remove discrepancies of the nail 

fold surface and smoothen it due to saturated reflections of the baby oil layer applied onto the skin. Then, the 

3D OCT angiograms were flattened according to the mapped surface to ensure that the microvasculature at 

the same depth range was coded with the same color. Results of color-coded SDM-OCT angiograms were 

presented in Figure 5.5. Figure 5.5 A showed the merged color-coded SDM-OCT angiograms with a depth 

range from 250 µm to 1050 µm below the nail fold surface, using maximum intensity projection (MIP) for 

each color channel. Figure 5.5 B – Q showed the individual color-coded angiograms from 250 µm to 1050 

µm. Each en face OCT angiogram represented the MIP result within a skin layer of 50 µm thickness in the 

nail fold region, from epidermal layers below the stratum corneum to deeper sub-dermal layer. In the 

Figure 5. 5 Color-coded SDM-OCT angiograms of the finger nail fold. (A) Merged color-coded 

SDM-OCT angiograms from a depth range of 250 µm to 1050 µm. Vessels from different depths could 

be differentiated from the colors. (B – Q) 16 SDM-OCT angiograms showing the vascular network at 

different skin layers, with a 50 µm increment in depth. Different pattern of vasculature, i.e. thin line and 

dots in rectangle 1; mesh structure in rectangle 2; main vessels in rectangle 3 to 5, could be easily 

identified. Scale bar: 1mm for all images. 
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superficial layer (Figure 5.5 B to E, 250 µm -450 µm, first row), the capillaries appeared as thin lines close 

to the end of the nail fold (rectangle 1 in Figure 5.5 E) and scattered points in the angiograms, indicating 

they were growing close to normal direction of the surface. In the middle layer (Figure 5.5 F to I, 450 µm - 

650 µm, 2nd row), right below the dermo-epidermal junction (DEJ) of a depth of ~430 µm measured from 

the cross-sectional OCT structural image, the vessels were observed to have medium sizes and mesh-like 

network structure (rectangle 2 in Figure 5.5 I). In the deeper, sub-dermal layers, large vessels started to 

appear (rectangle 3 and 4 in the Figure 5.5 M), forming main circulatory system for the proximal nail fold. 

Another larger vessel appeared at ~900 - 1050 µm depth (rectangle 5 in the Figure 5.5Q). With the color-

coding onto the different layers of the SDM-OCT angiograms, we could easily identify the vessels from 

different depths and observe different patterns of microvasculature in different skin layers.  

 

5.6.2 Full-range SDM-OCT Angiography 

With the same approach to modify the SDM-OCT system for full-range application, we demonstrated the 

full-range SDM-OCT angiography (FR-SDM-OCTA) on human finger nail. Figure 5.6 showed the results 

of a full-range SDM-OCT angiogram of human finger nail. A photograph of the volunteer’s index finger was 

shown in Figure 5.6 A. Due to dense sampling to achieve proper angular speed for full-range application, 

the imaging range was set smaller in the fast axis to maintain the appropriate frame rate for angiography. In 

this data, 600 axial scans were captured in each frame, yielding a frame rate of ~140 Hz with 85% duty cycle 

for each frame. The scan range in the fast axis was set to be ~1.95 mm, yielding a pixel spacing of 3.25 µm 

and a sampling density of ~2.2 times of Nyquist sampling density. In the slow axis direction, each volume 

consisted of 300 frames, covering a range of ~1.95 mm. The sampling density in the slow axis direction was 

close to Nyquist sampling. A number of 8 repeat was employed for each frame acquisition to generate 

angiography data. Thus, the equivalent total number of Ascans was 5.76 million (600 × 300 × 8 repeats × 4 

beams). The total acquisition time for this data was ~17 s. After registration, the frame jitters and overlap 

regions were removed, yielding a final scan area of 1.7 mm × 7.5 mm. The four-beam stitched cross-sectional 

FR-SDM-OCT structural image and corresponding angiogram along the slow axis direction were presented 

in Figure 5.6 B. The angiogram was overlaid on top of the structural images using maximum intensity 
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projection in the red channel. Large vessels were observed mostly in the sub-dermal region and part of the  

Figure 5. 6 Angiograms of the finger nail junction obtained with the full-range SDM-OCT. (A) 

Photograph of volunteer’s index finger. The scan range of four parallel beams was 1.7mm and 7.5mm in 

fast and slow axis, indicated by the white rectangle box. (B) Stitched YZ cross-sectional FR-SDM-OCT 

image of the nail junction. The corresponding angiograms were overlaid on top of the structural image 

in the red channel. (C) Color-coded FR-SDM-OCTA image of the nail junction, merged from the depth 

range of 300-1200 µm below the surface. (D – U) 18 FR-SDM-OCT angiograms showing the vascular 

network at different skin layers, with a 50 µm increment in depth. Representative features of vascular 

network in nail fold, nail bed and cuticle regions were labeled in white, yellow and orange rectangular 

boxes, respectively. White dashed line in (M) indicate the separation between nail bed, cuticle and nail 

fold regions. Scale bars:  500 µm for all the images. 
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spinous layer in the nail fold. In the nail part, most of large vessels were situated in the nail bed regions. Due 

to the projection effect, some angiography signals fell into the nail plate region that extending underneath the 

proximal nail fold, which caused projection shadows in the angiograms. Figure 5.6 C showed the depth-

coded FR-SDM-OCT angiograms of the corresponding finger nail junction. Both the vasculature in the nail 

fold and nail bed regions were clearly visible. Figure 5.6 D - U showed 18 depth-color-coded angiograms 

with an increment thickness of 50 µm. Specifically, the depth range of the vasculature in the nail fold and 

nail bed region were quite different in OCT images. The vascular networks were located at the depth range 

of 250-1000 µm below the surface in the nail fold region and 600 - 1200 µm in the nail bed region. Below 

these regions, the angiographic signals of the vascular network could not be distinguished from the noise 

bed. Above these regions, artifacts were observed, which were attributed to the fluctuation of strong back-

reflected signals from the nail surface and the refractive-index-matching oil on top of nail surface, and residue 

speckle variance signals from imperfect registration of repeated frames.  Thus, we manually cropped them 

off to improve the quality of the OCT angiograms, which were generated by en face maximum intensity 

projection. In both OCT structural image and angiograms, the cuticle, the ~1mm extension of the proximal 

nail fold to the nail plate, was visible (Dashed curves in Figure 5.6 M showed the boundary of cuticles), 

yielding discrepancy of the depth range of angiographic signals in these regions. The depth range of 

vasculature in the cuticle regions were ~200-250 µm deeper than the nail bed region, which started to be seen 

at the depth of ~850-900 µm below the cuticle surface. Since the vasculatures in the nail bed and the cuticle 

regions were located at the same depth, they were actually connected. For example, the nail-bed vasculature 

in the yellow rectangle box in Figure 5.6 K could match with the vasculature in the cuticle region in the 

white rectangle box in Figure 5.6 P.  

Features of vasculature in different skin layers were extracted from the FR-SDM-OCT images, which 

were presented in Figure 5.7. These features were compared and identified based on Sangiorgi et al. [192], 

which were realized by corrosion casting technique and imaged under scanning electron microscopy. Figure 

5.7 A showed the papillary vascular pattern, which located in the depth range of ~200 - 400 µm below the 

surface. These capillary vessels were located within the dermal papillae extending into the epidermis. In the 

nail fold region, they were shown as dots in the angiograms (See Figure 5.6 D), which were cross-sections 
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of tilted capillaries. Close to nail junction, at the distal end of the proximal nail fold, the capillaries formed  

elongated, long loops. An example capillary loop was observed in the top-right side of Figure 5.7 A. They 

were also oriented perpendicular to the nail border and the tilting angle was becoming smaller and smaller. 

Thus, in the en face projection, in a small field of view, they were shown as parallel, long lines in the image. 

These features were also well examined by Baran et al. [193] under the OCT. Due to the resolution of the 

system, not all loop connections between pairs of capillaries at the distal end were visible. Figure 5.7 B 

showed the sub-papillary vascular network in the nail fold, which were located right below the dermal-

Figure 5. 7 Vascular feature of the nail extracted from FR-SDM-OCTA images.  (A) Papillary 

vascular layers in nail fold. (B) Sub-papillary layer in nail fold (C) Reticular layer in nail fold (D) 

Pseudo-papillary layer in nail root/nail matrix (E) Sub-papillary layer in nail bed. Scale bar: 200µm   
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epidermal junction (DEJ), located at a depth range of 400-600 µm. The medium-size arterioles and venules 

formed a meshed network orienting in the same plane. Figure 5.7 C showed the reticular vascular layer in 

the sub-dermal region of the nail fold. A large vessel was originated from the deeper layer and its distal 

branches were connected to the sub-papillary vascular network. Figure 5.7 D showed the pseudo-papillary 

vascular layer located close to nail junction. The vessels in the pseudo-papillary vascular layer were observed 

as parallel lines within a thin depth range. The orientations of these vessels were along the major axis of the 

finger. These capillaries were believed to be straightened longitudinal vessels, originated from the nail root 

located at the passage from nail root to the nail bed [192]. Figure 5.7 E showed the sub-papillary vascular 

network of the nail bed regions. These vessels were connected to the pseudo-papillary network (Figure 5.6 

M) in the superficial layer. They were all oriented close to the direction of the major axis of the nail in the 

nail bed (yellow vessels) in the same plane in a thin layer, and cross linked (orange vessels) to the vascular 

network in the deeper layer (red vessels).  

 

5.7 Discussions 

5.7.1 Multiplexed OCT System for Angiography 

In the last two sessions, we successfully demonstrated OCT angiography of the human finger in vivo with 

the SDM-OCT system. Previously, several multiplexed OCT systems have been demonstrated to have the 

capability of angiography detection. Two-beam or three-beam approached have been established, with 

multiple detectors, to detect the blood flows of the same spots from different angles and reconstruct 

directional velocity map with Doppler OCT (See Chapter 3.3). Song et al. also reported a Fourier domain 

multiplexed dual-beam SS-OCTA system [116]. The detection scheme was similar with our system, with the 

images from the two beams separated at different imaging depths. However, the major difference was that 

the two beams were transmitted in different sample arms with one flexible arm to adjust the focus of the 

beam, which made the system more complex and difficult to align. SDM-OCTA utilizes only one sample 

arm to accommodate all the four split channels and utilizes a single detector to detect the OCT angiography 

signals from all channels, which proved it to be a practical and cost-efficient multiplexed system for 

functional OCT imaging. With the multi-beam illumination provided by SDM-OCT technology, the 

acquisition speed of the angiography data could be enhanced by several folds. Since the angiography data 
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was also sensitive to the SNR of the system [158, 194-196], SDM-OCT technology also maintain the image 

quality of angiography data without sacrificing the system sensitivity. 

 

5.7.2 Phase Stability of SDM-OCT System 

One concern of successful detection of angiography signals with SDM-OCT were the depth-dependent phase 

stability. The triggering jitter may induce large phase variation between A-scans, yielding poor phase stability 

and performance of angiography in the deeper depth range[158]. With the proper phase calibration described 

in Chapter 3, our system has a minimum detectable phase change of ~0.3 rad at the imaging depth of ~20 

mm, which was still ok to resolve the blood flows for the farthest beam. We should note that, the minimum 

detectable phase change in the SDM-OCT system was observed to be proportional to the imaging depth. 

Within the imaging depth of first ~1 mm from zero delay, the minimum detectable phase change could be as 

small as a few mrad, which was comparable with the performance of SD-OCT (0.4 mrad at ~170 µm [172]). 

Further improvement can be performed to optimize the sub-pixel FBG peak locations by fitting the smoothed 

FBG peak regions with a Gaussian function, ensuring that the phase differences between these two FBG 

peaks have small variance among all the A-scans.  

 

5.7.3 Imaging Protocols for SDM-OCT Angiography  

Two key parameters would be considered during the acquisition of angiography data. First, the time interval, 

the inverse of frame rate, determines the dynamic range of detectable velocity of blood flows in Doppler or 

speckle signals [33, 157] (See Chapter 5.2.1). To obtain a good angiogram, the frame rate between 100 to 

400 was recommended in practice. For standard SDM-OCT angiography, we can control the pixel spacing 

to maintain the appropriate frame rate. Sometimes, it might lead to reduced lateral resolution due to 

insufficient sampling density. However, for FR-SDM-OCTA, the scan range was proportional to the frame 

rate once the offset was predetermined. Thus, additional limitation would be posed to the scan range once 

the frame rate and beam offsets are determined. In our study, a maximum scan range of ~6 mm could be 

achieved with 850 Ascans per Bscan with standard SDM-OCT (Nyquist sampled) while the scan range was 

limited to ~2 mm with 600 Ascans per Bscan with full-range SDM-OCTA (twice oversampling density), 

with ~2 mm beam offset. Second, the number of repeats, determines the contrast of blood flow signals. In 
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our study, a repeat number of 5 and 8 is tested, with a good contrast of vasculature of human finger nail fold. 

A repeat number of 4 was also tested with visible vasculature. Futher investigation would be made to find 

out the optimal imaging protocol that balance the need betweeen the contrast of angiograms and acquisition 

time to mitigate the motion artifacts.  

 

5.7.4 Improving OCTA Performance 

The SV-OCT and DLOGIV were implemented in our study due to their simplicity, yielding a fast output 

from the post-processing. To further optimize the performance of angiography with a higher vascular contrast 

to detect smaller vessels, other complex OCTA methods, described in Chapter 5.2, could be applied to our 

OCT angiographic data. In a preliminary test, we compared the performance of DLOGIV method with the 

eigen-decomposition method by processing the same data [197]. The angiography data processed by eigen-

decomposition has better contrast for the papillary vascular network as compared to DLOGIV method. Also, 

the noise bed was naturally removed during the processing, enhancing the projection contrast of angiograms. 

However, one noticeable difference was that the large vessels in the reticular layer, right above the noise bed 

of the angiograms, were picked up by the DLOGIV method but not clearly differentiable by the eigen-

decomposition method.  

Additional post-processing augmentation steps could be employed to further enhance the quality of the 

SDM-OCT angiograms. First, projection artifacts could be potential removed to remove the false-positive 

vessels in the deeper layer, which has been validated in retinal OCTA images [198-200]. Second, residues of 

static signals could be further removed by Hessian-filter based methods to enhance the contrast of blood 

vessels [201-204]. Third, images from the four different beams could be registered separately to address the 

issue of finger rotation that yields different translational movements for different parts of the finger.  

 

5.8 Summary 

In this chapter, we demonstrated the feasibility of the OCT angiography (OCTA) with SD-OCT and SDM-

OCT to visualize blood flows and vascular network in human fingers in vivo. With the repeated scanning 

pattern at each B-scan location, we can detect the moving red blood cells based on the speckle changes in 

OCT images, showing the capability of OCT to perform functional monitoring of the skin microvasculature. 
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SDM-OCT, with multi-fold speed improvement, can significantly reduce the acquisition time of OCTA to 

cover the same area, yielding reduced motion artifacts as well as improved patient comfort during OCTA 

imaging. In the future, SDM-OCTA could be potentially employed to visualize retinal microvasculature to 

facilite the diagnosis of retinal diseases. 
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Chapter 6: OCT Application on Non-destructive Characterization of 

Drying Droplets and Latex Systems 

 

6.1 OCT in Non-destructive Testing and Evaluation  

Most of OCT applications are dedicated to characterize biological samples and study the disease-related 

problems.  However, impact of OCT is less recognized outside the biomedical field. Given the OCT 

advantages of fast 2D cross-sectional or 3D, high-resolution, non-contact and non-destructive imaging, OCT 

can be a valuable tool in the field of non-destructive evaluation (NDE) and non-destructive testing (NDT), 

to answer scientific questions in fundamental researches and in industry [205].   

Table 6. 1 Representative OCT Applications in Non-destructive Testing and Evaluation 

 Table 6.1 lists a few representative OCT applications in NDE and NDT, which has been mostly reviewed 

by Nemeth et al. [205] and Golde et al. [62]. With micron-scale resolution, OCT can be utilized to detect 

surface defects of glass, solar cells, polymer composites and pearls. With the superior depth-resolvability 

provided in cross-sectional measurement, OCT has the advantage to characterize layered structures, i.e. foils, 

paintings, automotive and tablet coatings, biofilms, ceramic and paper, and conduct thickness measurement 

with high-precision. 

Representative OCT Applications in Non-destructive Testing and Evaluation 

Applications References 

Multilayered Foils Nemeth et al. [206]  

Tablet Coating Zhong et al. [207], Koller et al. [208], Lin et al. [209] 

Micromachining Wiesner et al. [210] 

Solar Cells Thrane et al. [211], Tsai et al. [212] 

Paper Prykari et al. [213], Alarousu et al. [214] 

Circuits Shao et al. [215]. Serrels et al. [216], Anna et al. [217] 

Plant & Food Meglinski et al. [218], Goclawski et al. [219], Verboven et al. [220] 

Jade & Pearl Lee et al. [221], Zhou et al. [222], Yang et al. [223], Chang et al. [224] 

Artwork conservation Cheung et al. [225], Cheung et al. [226], Targowski et al. [227] 

Contact lens metrology Davidson et al. [228], Coldrick et al. [229] 

Ceramics Su et al. [230], Su et al. [231] 

Ferroelectrics Haussmann et al. [232] 

Coating Lenz et al. [233], Veilleux et al. [234] 

Automotive Paint Zhang et al. [235], Dong et al. [236], Zhang et al. [237] 

Glass Chen et al. [238], Chen et al. [239],Kunicki-Goldfinger et al. [240] 

Biofilm Xi et al. [241], Dreszer et al. [242], Blauert et al. [243], Wagner et al. [244] 

Adhesive, Dental Adhesive Ford et al. [245], Makishi et al. [246], Bista et al. [247] 

Polymer composites Dunkers et al. [248], Stifter et al. [249], Liu et al. [250], Shirazi et al. [251] 
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 In this chapter, I will describe the OCT application on non-destructive characterization of drying 

dynamics of soft matter system. Specifically, we will use OCT in combination with other imaging modalities 

to characterize three drying models: 1)Evaporating water droplets with low initial concentration of additions; 

2)Drying colloidal droplets with a high initial concentration of particles; 3)Drying latex film.  The drying 

process of these systems can last for as short as a few minutes for droplets to as long as a few days for latex. 

Given the fast acquisition time for OCT cross-sections, we can use OCT to detect fast-dynamics of flows or 

particle mobility. Given the non-destructive nature of OCT, we can use time-lapse OCT for long-term 

monitoring of the drying process of droplets and latex.  

 

6.2 Drying Progression of Evaporating Water Droplets 

6.2.1 Introduction 

Drying droplet models have gained widespread interest since 1980s [252]. Studies of drying droplet, 

including changes of drying rate and contact angle, progression of its shape, and final deposition pattern help 

us to understand many interesting phenomena, e.g. coffee ring effects [253], electro-wetting effects [254], 

and Marangoni flows [255]. Mechanisms behind these phenomena may involve a complex interplay of 

convection and evaporation, surface tension and capillary interactions, membrane stretching and bending, 

contact line pinning and depinning, hydrophobicity, and Marangoni forces [254, 256]. During drying, other 

than the pure water droplet, the composition of droplets, including various concentration of particles [257], 

polymers [258-260], surfactants [261], solvents [262] and salts [263] would alter the interactions among these 

transport mechanisms, thus affect the drying behaviors. Additionally, the environmental condition and the 

substrate properties would also affect the drying progression and final deposition [264, 265]. The insight 

gained from these studies of evaporating droplets ultimately transform to applications in polymer science, 

biomedicine, food control and nanotechnology [265], which involves inkjet printing [266], , DNA chip [267], 

biosensor [268, 269] and disease diagnosis (based of deposition pattern of biologicalfluid) [270-273], food 

quality analysis [274], particle separation [275], production of nanoparticles for drug delivery [276, 277], to 

name a few. 
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6.2.2 OCT Studies on Evaporating Water Droplets 

To date, four studies have been conducted using OCT to monitor the drying progression of evaporating 

droplets with low initial concentration of components in water. Table 6.2 summarize the details of 

experimental designs for these studies. Also, Figure 6.1 illustrated the schematics of drying progression and  

final deposition of these four droplets models.  

Table 6. 2 Experimental Designs of OCT Studies on Evaporating Water Droplets 

 Trantum et al has demonstrated the first study to utilize the OCT to visualize the cross-section of drying 

water droplets with particles (See Figure 6.1 A) [278]. Low concentration of polystyrene, melamine 

formaldehyde or silica particles with a diameter of 1 µm and a volume fraction of 0.005% were diluted in 

distilled water. The water droplet was deposited on a cleaned, plained glass slide. The drying experiment was 

conducted in the ambient condition with relative humidity (RH) controlled to 30% or 40%. Their results 

showed that both sedimentation rate and evaporate rate would affect the drying dynamics of particle- 

Experimental Designs of OCT Studies on Evaporating Water Droplets 

Reference Trantum et al.  Trantum et al. Davidson et al. Edwards et al. 

Year 2013 2014 2017 2018 

     
Components Polystyrene (PS) 

Melamine 

Formaldehyde 

(MF) 

Silica (Si) 

Dia: 1 µm 

Particles surface 

functionalized 

with anti-M13 

monoclonal 

antibodies 

Glycerol 

Dia: 1 µm 

Lyotropic 

chormonic liquid 

crystal (LCLC): 

Sunset Yellow 

FCF (SSF) 

Tracer: 

Polystyrene Dia: 1 

µm 

Binary Drops: 

Ethanol; 

n-butanol 

Tracer: 2% 

polystyrene Dia: 2 

µm 

Initial 

concentration  

vol%:0.005%  

(105/uL) 

vol%:0.05% 

(106/ul) 

Glycerol: 8% 

wt%: 5-20% wt%: 2-20% 

Tracer: 0.01% 

Substrate Plain glass slide PDMS Glass slide 

Coverslip 

Glass 

Glass coated with 

Flutech LE15 

Environment Ambient Ambient Chambered Chambered 

Droplet Model Sessile Sessile Sessile Sessile 

Pendant 

λOCT 860 nm 800 nm 1300 nm 

Axial & Lateral 

Resolutions (in 

air) 

6.4 µm 

8 µm 

1.9 µm 

3.5 µm 

5.5µm 

13 µm 

Acquisition Mode Cross-section 

5 fps or 0.5 fps 

200 frames 

Cross-section 

Early stage: 33 fps  

Time-lapse: 50 

fps, 30 frame step: 

~3-4 s 

Cross-section 

50 fps 
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contained water droplets. In fast evaporating mode, the decreasing rate of droplet height might be faster than 

the particle sedimentation rate, yielding the particles trapped at the air-water interface (top surface) of the 

water droplet. Close to the water-substrate interface, the capillary flows (CF, “coffee ring” flows) played a 

main role to transport the particles to the pinned contact line, yielding a “coffee ring” final deposition pattern. 

Increased particle densities, i.e. silica (2.00 g/cm3) as compared to polystyrene (1.04 g/cm3) lead to early 

sediment of particles and early transportation of particles to the edge by capillary flows. Their results 

suggested a way to control the final deposition of coffee ring structure based on particles’ density.  

 Based on the water droplet model, the same group has proposed a design of biosensor utilizing the drying 

behaviors and final deposition pattern to track the existence and concentration of target biomarkers (Figure 

6.1 B) [268]. In the experiment, the tracer particles were coated with antibodies. These particles would 

aggregate in the presence of targeted biomarker (M13 bacteriophage in the study). Also, the PDMS with a 

low thermal conductivity (0.15 W/mK) was used as the subtrate to promote Marangoni flows.  

Figure 6. 1 Illustrations of Drying Progression and Final Deposition of Four Droplet Models. (A) 

Water droplets with particles, i.e. polystyrene, melamine formaldehyde, silica. (B) Water droplet with 

antibody coated particles to detect biomarkers. (C) Liquid crystal droplet (D) Binary liquid droplet. 
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During the drying process, the particle aggregates in the presence of biomarkers showed a thicker convective 

flow pattern in the cross-sectional OCT images, while the dispersed particles showed a uniformly-distributed 

convective flow pattern in the absence of biomarkers [268]. Under the influence of Marangoni flows, increase 

of viscosity by glycerol and gravitation, the particle aggregates would concentrate and deposit at the droplet 

center, forming a concentric final deposition pattern. Note that, with the glass substrate, the particle 

aggregates won’t concentrate at the droplet center.  

 Davidson et al., collaborating with our group, have investigated the drying progression of water droplets 

containing lyotropic chromonic liquid crystals (LCLCs), using polarized optical microscopy (POM) and OCT 

(Figure 6.1C) [279, 280]. LCLCs were composed of organic, charged, and plank-like molecules. During the 

drying process of LCLC containing droplets, changes of local temperature and concentration of LCLCs 

induced multiple phases of the LCLCs, including isotropic, nematic, columnar and crystalline phases. In the 

experiment, sunset yellow FCF (SSY), a dye that belonged to LCLC family, was deposited on the premium 

coverslip as the substrate. Low concentration polystyrene particles were added in the droplets as tracers. The 

experiment was conducted in semi-enclosed PDMS chamber, which was sealed right after the droplet was 

deposited. The total drying time under OCT experiment was ~10 – 15 min. OCT results showed that the 

convective flows were initiated right after the liquid crystal droplet was deposited. A substantial Marangoni-

like flows was visualized in the OCT image, which was opposite to the phenomena observed in the typical 

water-surfactant droplets. The convective flows were attributed to the increased concentration of SSY near 

the pinned contact line during the evaporation, yielding a local increase of surface tension gradient along the 

air-water interface of the droplet. In the next stage, the formation of nematic phase (N) pushed the isotropic 

(I) liquid boundary to the center, like a shrinking bubble. Finally, the liquid phase diminished at the droplet 

center. The final deposition pattern of the liquid crystal droplet was like a volcano shape, depending on the 

initial concentration of SSY particles.  

Recently, Edwards et al has utilized OCT to investigate the flow patterns of the drying binary liquid 

droplets (Figure 6.1 D) [281]. Low concentration of solvents, i.e. ethanol or n-butanol, were diluted in the 

water solution to form binary liquid droplets. Different from the previous three studies, they investigated the 

flow pattern under different tilting conditions, including the sessile droplet mode with 0 tilting and pendant 
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droplet mode with 180 tilting. In their OCT results, axisymmetric toroidal flow patterns were observed in 

the middle of drying processes of tilted binary liquid droplets. In the sessile droplet, a convective flow pattern 

in the same direction as expected Marangoni driven flow was observed. However, in the pendant droplet, the 

flow direction was opposite to the Marangoni flow direction, suggesting that Marangoni flows might not 

dominate in the evaporating binary liquid droplets. They suggested that, the convective flows were driven by 

the density of the liquid and gravity. In the case of water-ethanol droplet with the preferential evaporation of 

ethanol, the binary liquid was denser close to the air-water interface than the bulk. Thus, surficial binary 

liquids would fall along the air-water interface from top to edge in sessile droplets and from edge to bottom 

in the pendant droplets, driving convective flows in different patterns. Also, they monitored the full drying 

process of the binary liquid droplets with OCT, showing a three-stage drying process, including first stage of 

chaotic flows, second stage of convective flows and third stage of outward capillary flows.   

 

6.2.3 OCT Configuration for Droplet Imaging 

In the following section, we will describe the experimental details for OCT imaging of water droplets 

containing polystyrene particles and lyotropic chromonic liquid crystals. 

  Figure 6.2 shows the configuration of the ultra-high resolution spectral domain optical coherence 

microscopy (UHR-OCM) for water and LCLC droplet imaging. The schematic diagram of the UHR-OCM 

is shown in Figure 6.2 A. A supercontinuum laser (SC) is employed as the light source with a central 

wavelength of 800 nm and a spectral bandwidth of ~220 nm, yielding an axial resolution of ~1.5 m in water. 

Lateral resolution is measured to be ~3.5m with a 10× objective. To image the sub-micron crystallized 

structure, we use a 63× objective instead of 10× objective to further improve the lateral resolution. 

 Different from other OCT setups employed for droplet imaging, an inverted sample arm setup is 

employed to illuminate the droplet from the bottom so as to minimize distortion from light refraction from 

the surface. Also, since the OCT measured the optical path length instead of actual distance, the inverted 

illumination will avoid the distortion of water-substrate interface of the droplet (Figure 6.2 B).  
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6.2.4 Protocols of OCT Imaging of Droplets 

Table 6.3 summarized the OCT imaging protoocls for water and LCLC droplets. For the water droplets 

containing low-concentration polystyrene particles as tracers, we would explore the drying progression of 

these water droplets with particles under three controlled environments: Ambient condition with fast 

evaporation rate; Loosely Sealed PDMS chamber with slow evaporation rate; Tightly Sealed PDMS chamber 

with slowest evaporation rate. In all three conditions, we employed M-mode, time-lapse OCT to monitor the 

drying progression with OCT imaging initiated prior to droplet pipetting. In the open environment and slow 

drying condition, the entire drying progression was monitored by OCT. The total drying duration of the water  

droplets was ~5-6 min in ambient condition and 15 – 20 min in loosely sealed PDMS chamber, respectively. 

The step time for time-lapse imaging was set to ~3 s, including the acquisition and saving time of individual 

OCT dataset into the hard drive. The step time was sufficient to catch the motion of polystyrene particles in 

the drying water droplets. For long-term drying progression of water droplets in tightly-sealed PDMS 

chamber with extremely slow evaporation rate, we only monitored the drying progression for 30-40 min. 

After 40min drying, the height of the apex of the droplet only dropped by ~25%.  

 For LCLC droplets, we employed two separate protocols to monitor their drying phenomena. First, we 

employed a M-mode, continuous OCT  acquisition to detect the initiation of convective flows. In such case, 

Figure 6. 2 (A) A schematic diagram of the inverted ultra-high resolution optical coherence microscopy 

system (UHR-OCM). (B) Illustration of the effect of illumination direction on final OCM images. 

Inverted illumination minimized distortion from light refraction.  

 

A B 
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OCT acquisition started prior to the pipetting of the LCLC droplet. Right after the droplet was pipetted, the 

PDMS chamber was loosely sealed to reduce the evaporation rate. The frame rate was set to 33 fps. The total 

OCT acquisition time was 24 s, including 800 repeated cross-sectional droplet images. In another mode, we 

focused on the entire drying progression of LCLC droplets to monitor the convective flows and phase changes 

of the LCLC droplets. Time-lapse, M-mode OCT acquisition was employed in this protocol. After the LCLC 

droplet was pipetted on the premium coverslip, the PDMS chambered was first loosely sealed. Then, OCT 

previews and position of the droplet cross-section was optimized. It took about 0.5 to 1 min for these 

procedures before the initiation of time-lapse OCT imaging. The step time was set to 3.8 s and the total drying 

duration of the LCLC droplet in the slow drying mode was  ~15-20 min.  

 In all the experiments, the droplet volume was maintained at 0.2 – 0.5 µL, deposited using a pipette with 

a volume range of 0.2 – 2.0 µL. 

Table 6. 3 Summary of OCT imaging Protocols for Water and LCLC Droplets 

 

Summary of OCT imaging Protocols for Water and LCLC Droplets 

Target 

Sample 

Phenomena OCT Acquisition Mode Frame Rate, Step 

Time and Duration 

Water 

Droplet: 

Entire Drying 

Progression 

Capillary 

Flow; 

Brownian 

Motion; 

Contact Line 

Pinning and 

Depinning 

M-Mode, Time-lapse, Acquire before 

droplet pipetting, Ambient Condition 

(Open) 

43 fps, 2.9 s,  5-6 

min 

M-Mode, Time-lapse, Acquire before 

droplet pipetting, Loosely Sealed in the 

PDMS chamber 

43 fps, 3.0 s, 15-20 

min 

Water 

Droplet: 

Early and 

Intermediate 

Drying 

Progression 

M-Mode, Time-lapse, Acquire before 

droplet pipetting, Tightly Sealed in the 

PDMS chamber 

43 fps, 15 s, 30-40 

min  

LCLC 

Droplet: 

Initial stage 

Initiation of 

Convective 

flows 

M-Mode; Continuous; 

Acquire before drop pipetting; Loosely 

Sealed right after drop pipetting 

33 fps, Single-shot, 

24 s 

LCLC 

Droplet: 

Entire drying 

progression 

Convective 

flows, LC 

phase 

formation and 

progression, 

final shape 

M-Mode 

Time-Lapse; Acquire after optimization 

of cross-sectional OCT previews (~1min 

after initiation), Loosely Sealed before 

imaging.  

43 fps, 3.8 s 

(Depend on 

computer saving 

time), 15-20 min 
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6.2.5 OCT Images of Drying Water Droplets Containing Polystyrene Particles 

Figure 6.3 showed the drying progression of the water droplet containing polystyrene particles in ambient 

environment with fast evaporation rate.  In the earliest stage (Figure 6.3 A), in the bottom layer of the water 

droplet close to water-substrate interface, particle motions were driven by the capillary flows that compensate 

the lost water at the contact pinned line (white arrow in Figure 6.3 A), where the droplet had the greatest 

evaporation flux. In the top layer, the particles remained mostly stationary. According to Trantum et al. these 

Figure 6. 3 Drying progression of water droplets containing polystyrene particles in ambient 

environment with fast evaporation rate. Yellow arrow: Contact line depinning. 
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particles were “trapped” with a slow sedimentation rate [278]. In the first 15 second, the initial droplet height 

of ~400 µm was decreased by 29 µm (7%), yielding an averaging decreasing rate of 116 µm/min. After 100 

seconds, the droplet height was reduced to 277 µm (69%) with an averaging decreasing rate of 83 µm/min. 

In this stage, most of the particles were transported to the contacted pinned line by capillary flows (Figure 

6.3B). In the middle of the drying process, we noticed that one side of the contact line was depinned (Yellow 

arrow in Figure 6.3C) and moved inward. The moving distance was small compared to the droplet diameter. 

The droplet was fully dried at ~340 seconds. The observed drying phenomena were comparable with the 

results in Trantum’s study[278].  

Figure 6. 4 Drying progression of water droplets containing polystyrene particles in loosely sealed 

PDMS chamber with intermediate evaporation rate. White Arrow: Capillary Flows. Yellow Arrow: 

Contact line depinning. Contact angles were measured at ~122 s (B) and 630 s (C). The contact line was 

moved by ~370 µm.  
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Figure 6.4 showed the drying process of the same droplet in loosely sealed PDMS chamber. The observed 

phenomena was similar: The particle motions were driven by the capillary flows, with a slower speed. It took 

~100 seconds to move the particles in a similar distance (illustrated by the tail length of the tracer particles) 

as the one in Figure 6.3 B, which took ~15 seconds. However, the contact line depinning was more significant 

in this case. The  contact line kept moving from ~120 seconds (0.15tfull) to 630 seconds (0.77tfull). And its 

total moving distance was ~370 µm, which accounted for 1/3 of its initial diameter. During the depinning 

process, the contact angle at the depinning line reduced slowly from ~45 to 35, measured at the time point 

of 122 s and ~630 s. The total drying time for this droplet was ~815 seconds.  

Figure 6.5 showed the drying progression of water droplet in a tightly sealed PDMS chamber. In this 

drying condition, the overall evaporation rate was extremely slow. Right after the droplet was deposited on 

the coverslip and the chamber was sealed, in the earliest stage of a few seconds, the capillary flow dominated, 

driving the particles to the edge (White arrow in Figure 6.5A). The particles looked stretched due to the 

averaging effect of fast particle motion. However, since the droplet was tightly sealed in the chamber, the 

uneven evaporation flux at the air-water interface of the droplet in the earliest stage caused the relative 

humidity (RH) outside the the droplet edge reached the saturation level first. In such case, the vertical gradient 

of the relative humidity was formed, reversing the evaporation rate along the surface. During this time, the 

apex of the droplet had the highest evaporation rate, inducing the flow to move towards the apex in a form 

of Marangoni flows to compensate for the water loss (Figure 6.5B).The convective flows only lasted for ~3 

min (~180 s) until RH inside the sealed PDMS chamber reached the saturation level everywhere, yielding a 

balanced evaporation rate along the surface. In the next drying stage, the particles inside the droplet 

underwent two process: Brownian motion and sedimentation. In a short duration, the particles moved 

randomly in a local region (See Figure 6.5 C). In the long term, the polystyrene particles are dropping slowly, 

which could be observed in Figure 6.5C with a 105 second duration. After ~30 min drying, most of the 

particles were dropped to the water-substrate interface, with reduced particle concentration (reduced OCT 

particle intensities in Figure 6.5D) the middle of the droplet. In 30min, the droplet height reduced from ~380 

µm to ~337 µm, with a total decrease percentage of only 11.3%. 
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These three studies showed how we can control the drying rate to alter the drying behaviors of water 

droplets with low concentration of tracers. With 3D imaging capability, OCT can easily identify the existence 

of the fluid flows, especially the convective flows, in drying water droplets.    

 

Figure 6. 5 Drying progression of water droplets containing polystyrene particles in the tightly 

sealed PDMS chamber. White Arrows: (A) Capillary Flows (B) Marangoni Flows (C) Sedimentation. 
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6.2.6 Drying Progression of LCLC Droplets by OCT 

Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 showed the results of drying progression of LCLC droplets using time-lapse OCM 

imaging.The results were included in the published paper by Davidson et al.[282]. 

Figure 6.6 showed the cross-sectional UHR-OCM images of the SSY solution droplet at ~0.3s, one frame 

after the droplet pipetting. From the time-lapse imaging, initiation of convective flows was clearly observed 

as indicated by movements of tracers, confirming that convective flows were initiated within 0.3s after 

pipetting.  

 Figure 6.7 illustrated time-lapse OCM imaging of the entire drying process of a SSY solution droplet 

imaged by UHR-OCM. Figure 6.7A showed the schematic illustration of the phase behaviors of SSY 

solution droplets at different drying stages. Figure 6.7B-G showed the UHR-OCM images of the SSY 

solution droplet at corresponding drying stages. At the initial drying stage, convective flows were observed, 

with the flows near the droplet-air interface moving along the surface toward the pinned contact line (white 

arrows, Figure 6.7B), which was opposite to Marangoni flows observed in water-surfactant droplets (See 

explanation in Section 6.2.2). After 475s, polystyrene tracers were swept toward the center, forming a shell 

around the shrinking isotropic fluid region (Figure 6.7C and 6.7E). Outside the isotropic fluid region in the 

droplet,  the SSY molecules were aligned and assembled, forming the nematic phase, which was one of the 

liquid crystal phase. White arrows in Figure 6.7C indicated the phase boundary between isotropic phase and 

the nematic phase of the SSY solution droplet. Thus, the polystyrene tracers were rejected by the nematic 

phase of the SSY and irreversibly clustered and deposited at the droplet center by 737 s (Figure 6.7F). In the 

next stage, columnar phase, another liquid crystal phase of the SSY solution droplet, was formed from the 

Figure 6. 6 Time-lapse UHR-OCM imaging on initiation of convective flows in SSY solution 

droplets. 
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pinned contact line and moved inward. Columnar-nematic phase boundary was not directly observable. 

However, it could be detected by the end of line structures within the columnar phase (Yellow arrows in 

Figure 6.7 D and F). An illustration of the columnar-nematic phase boundary was shown in Figure 6.7 D, 

indicated by the dotted curve. After 862s, SSY molecules were crystallized (Figure 6.7 G). A volcano shape 

final deposition pattern was observed in Figure 6.7 G.  

 With a high magnification objective lens, we could observe the columnar line structures close to the 

droplet edge in the en face OCT images. Figure 6.8 showed the preliminary results of line structures in the 

en face OCT images, taken with the aid of 63× objective. Figure 6.8 A showed the columnar structure under 

the POM in cross-polarization mode. The columns were mostly aligned in tangential orientation to the droplet 

edge. Columnar structures with slightly different orientations would be separated by the boundary walls 

Figure 6. 7 Drying progression of SSY solution droplet imaged by UHR-OCM. Schematic illustration 

of phase behaviors of SSY droplet at different drying stages was shown in (A). (B-G) UHR-OCM images 

of the SSY solution droplet at different drying time points. White spots: polystyrene particles as tracers. 

Cr: crystalline, C: columnar, N: nematic, I: isotropic. White dashed line in (D): Columnar-nematic 

boundary. White arrows in (C): Nematic-isotropic boundary. Yelow arrows: columnar line structures. 

White arrow in (G). Crystallized state.  
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[282]. Figure 6.8 B showed the columnar line structures in the cross-sectional UHR-OCM images and Figure 

6.8 C showed the columnar structure in the en face OCM image with the maximum intensity projection of 

~40 µm. From the cross-sectional UHR-OCM image, a few layers of columnar structures with slightly 

varying orientation were observed. The observed pattern of the columnar structure in en face UHR-OCM 

image (Figure 6.8 C) was comparable with POM image in Figure 6.8 A. However, it was yet to be 

investigated what is the exact correlation between the columnar structures in POM and OCT images. One 

potential explanation was that the boundary walls, caused by the discontinuous alignment of the columnar 

structures, might consist of tiny cracks. These tiny cracks might induce abrupt changes of refractive indices, 

which could be detected by the UHR-OCM. In our preliminary observation, the columnar structures were 

not uniformly formed and distributed around the droplet edge in the ambient condition and loosely sealed 

PDMS chamber, making it difficult for repeated characterization. Further OCT characterization could be 

conducted on SSY solution droplet in tightly sealed PDMS chamber with optimized OCT monitoring 

protocols (i.e. time-lapse 3D OCT imaging for a few days).  

 

6.2.7 Summary of OCT imaging of Evaporating Water Droplets 

We employed ultrahigh-resolution OCM (UHR-OCM) with the M-mode, time-lapse acquisition protocol to 

characterize the drying progression of water droplets containing polystyrene particles and LCLC droplets. 

A 

C 

B 

Figure 6. 8 An drying SSY solution droplet in the columnar phase under high-magnification POM 

and UHR-OCM. (A) POM with cross-polarizer. (B, C) OCM XZ and transverse views. 
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Time-lapse UHR-OCM cross-sectional images could directly reveal the dynamic process of these droplets, 

including capillary flows, convective flows, particle sedimentation, formation and progression of multiple 

liquid crystal phases and their boundaries. Also, the contact angle and the droplet heights could be easily 

retrieved from cross-sectional OCM images. These studies have proved the exceptional capability of OCT as 

a non-destructive testing tool to characterize various droplet models with 3D imaging views.  

 

6.3 Drying Progression of Colloidal Droplets 

6.3.1 Introduction 

In the last section, we have discussed the water-based droplets with low initial concentration of particles or 

solvents to monitor the influence of additions on altering the drying behaviors of the water droplets. The 

particles or tracers are sparsely dispersed in the water droplets. When the OCT light is incident on the 

particles, it can be directly back-reflected or back-scattered, with only a small probability to meet other 

particles in the droplet. Thus, individual particles or tracers can be resolved in the OCT image of the droplet. 

The larger the particle or tracer size (>1 µm), the higher scattered signals from the individual particles or 

tracers. The stable distribution of the particles with high concentration may not occur or won’t last long inside 

the droplet as the particles are driven by the capillary flows and brought to the droplet edge due to “coffee 

ring” effect.  

 In this section, we will discuss the drying progression of colloidal droplets. The definition of colloidal 

system and latex are described in Section 6.4.1. Generally, the polymer particles are uniformly dispersed in 

the colloidal droplet with a relatively high initial concentration (>10%). When the OCT light is incident on 

the droplet, the light will undergo multiple scattering, due to short distance between particles, before it goes 

back to the detector. As a result, the droplet appears uniformly scattered [283], without the capability to 

resolve individual particles with smaller particle size in the colloidal drops. However, since the light is 

uniformly scattered in the droplet, the top surface of the colloidal droplet can be clearly distinguished, which 

can be used to track the dynamic changes of droplet morphology and final deposition pattern of the colloidal 

droplets.  
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6.3.2 Previous Studies on OCT imaging of Colloidal Droplets 

Up to now, only one study was reported using OCT to observe the drying progression of colloidal droplet. 

Manukyan et al. reported using OCT to characterize the internal flows during the drying progression of a 

colloidal droplet [283]. In their study, a commercial model paint droplet was examined, with an initial volume 

fraction of the model paint to be 10%, 30% and 50%. Two substrates, a hydrophilic glass slide and a 

hydrophobic coated glass slide, were tested to hold the sessile droplet. The model paints were mixed with 

copolymer microspheres as tracer particles, with large sizes of 4.3 µm or 7.9 µm. Paint droplets with a initial 

volume of 5 – 8 µL were deposited on different substrates to monitor the drying progression. The total drying 

time for the droplets lasted from 10 min to 25 min.  

 In their results, since the back-scattering dominated, individual tracer particles could be differentiated in 

the colloidal droplet. On hydrophilic surface, the moving tracer particles in the cross-sectional OCT images 

showed the outward radial flows close to the substrate under the influence of the coffee ring effect. The final 

deposition of a donut shape structure could be partially attributed to the coffee ring effect. However, on the 

hydrophobic surface, a reversed Marangoni flow was established, shown as a convective flow moving down 

along the surface and then moving inward along the droplet-substrate interface. As the paint droplet further 

dried, they observed the skin formation inside the droplet, yielding the suppression of convective flows. In 

the final deposition pattern, a cavity was observed beneath the outer skin layer in OCT cross-sectional images, 

containing water inside the cavity.  

 

6.3.3 OCT Imaging of Drying Latex Droplets 

In this section, we utilized  OCT to characterize the drying progression of the latex droplets. The polystyrene 

latices with different particles sizes (L latex, S latex) were prepared, which was described in Chapter 6.4.4. 

The same OCT system was utilized to characterize both latex droplets and latex films, which was described 

in Chapter 6.4.3. In the experiment, a latex droplet with a volume of ~5 µL was pipetted on the regular glass 

slide. The drying process of the droplet was monitored in ambient condition. Thus, the total drying time for 

both L and S latex droplets were ~13 – 15 min. Time-lapse, M-mode OCT imaging was initiated after ~80 s 

from the pipetting of latex droplet, with a time step of 10 s. 
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 Figure 6.9 showed the time-lapse OCT characterization of drying L and S latex droplets. In the Figure 

6.9 A and B, a domain boundary was clearly observed inside the L latex droplet with distinct scattering 

properties.  The outer layer had lower scattering intensity and the inner layer had higher scattering intensity. 

We further characterize it by performing the OCT speckle contrast analysis (See Chapter 6.4.5 for detail 

procedures) on the same data. In the outer layer, the higher speckle contrast indicated that particles in these 

regions were restricted. The dark hollow inside the L latex droplet inferred that the particles were still freely 

moved inside the hollow. With these analysis, we confirmed our observation that particles’ packing also 

occurred in the latex droplet, similar with the drying latex film in the Petri dish. Packing process was also 

observed in S latex droplet, in both OCT structural images (Figure 6.9 D-G) and speckle images (Figure 6.9 

J, K). However, different from the 1D packing process occurred in the large latex film, the drying 

inhomogeneities of the packing process occurred in both horizontal and vertical directions in the latex 

droplets. In the Figure 6.9 I, we can see that, the horizontal packing process was much faster than the vertical 

packing process in L latex, which was attributed to faster evaporation rate at the pinned contact line at droplet 

edge than the apex of the droplet. In S latex droplet, the vertical packing process was delayed as compared 

to horizontal packing process. At ~410 s, we could barely see a very thin layer in the Figure 6.9 F, indicating 

Figure 6. 9 Drying progression of latex droplets showing the horizontal and vertical drying 

inhomogeneities. ~5 µL latex droplets containing large (L Latex, Dia: ~125 nm) and small (S Latex, Dia: 

~53 nm) polystyrene particles were deposited on the glass slide, with initial solid contents of 40.11wt% 

and 33.43 wt%, respectively. OCT structural images of L (A-C) and S (D-G) latex droplets clearly showed 

domain boundaries between surficial packed region close to air-latex interface and inner suspension 

regions with different scattering properties. OCT speckle contrast analysis (H-K) further confirmed the 

inhomogeneous particles’ packing process for L and S latex droplets, with different particles’ mobility in 

the packed and suspension regions. 
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the existence of vertical packed layer. The vertical layer would be clearly visible until ~500 s. As a 

comparison, the vertical packed layer was clearly visible in the L latex droplet at ~300 s. The particle droplets 

were fully packed at ~410 s for L latex droplet and ~630 s for S latex droplet.  

  Figure 6.10 further showed the drying progression of L and S latex droplets after the particles were 

packed in the droplet. The latex droplets had became a donut shape before the particles were fully packed. 

Later on, the apparent shear band structure was observed in the L latex droplet (Figure 6.10 A). Then, the 

particles underwent rearrangement (Figure 6.10 B) and finally formed a uniform scattered final deposition 

pattern (Figure 6.10 C). Similarly, the apparent shear band structure was likely observed in S latex droplet 

in Figure 6.10 D. However, due to the short time window and long acquisition time step of 10 s, in Figure 

6.10 D, we could only see the particle rearrangement process with the shear band lines barely diffentiated. In 

the previous frame and next frame, apparent shear band structures was not observed. Interestingly, a crack 

was formed in the S latex droplet, which was clearly visualized in Figure 6.10 D – F. The observed drying 

phenomena in the latex droplets could be correlated to the OCT results of drying latex films in the Petri dish, 

which were described in Section 6.4.5 – 6.4.9.  

 

6.4 Drying Progression of Latex 

6.4.1 Introduction of Latex 

A latex (or polymer colloids), is a stable colloidal system with polymer particles dispersed and suspended in 

an aqueous solution. Size of polymer particles in the latex is usually smaller than 500 nm, which is small 

enough to suspend or move in Brownian motion [284]. A latex is usually synthesized by the emulsion 

polymerization procedure [285]. Latex has been widely used in the field of paints, coatings and adhesive 

products [284, 286, 287], including the binder in waterborne paints [288], waterborne pressure-senstivie 

Figure 6. 10 Late-stage drying progression of latex drolets with undetected particle motions. Shear 

band formation, cracks, final drying process and final deposition pattern were examined. 
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adhesives [289], inkjet printing [290, 291], sun screen [292], paper coating [293, 294], tablet coating [295, 

296], carpet backing [297] and evaporative lithography [298-300].  

 Drying progression of latex might be inhomogeneous. That is, latex particles distribute non-uniformly in 

space. As the latex continues drying, the inhomogeneous distribution would lead to formation of drying 

defects. The drying inhomogeneity can occur in both horizontal and vertical directions. In the horizontal 

direction, the evaporation rate is faster near the circumferential edge, leading to faster drying on the edge. 

Further, the capillary flows would bring the particles from the center to the edge, resulting in “coffee ring” 

deposition, which means uneven coating surface [301-303]. In the vertical direction, particles sometimes may 

aggregates near the top surface, forming a “skin layer” that causes the drying process to slow down [284, 

304-307]. Furthermore, cracks may form in the latex containing particles with high polymer’s glass-transition 

temperature (Tg), due to the development of capillary pressures inside the latex as the water further evaporates 

[308-311]. To deal with these drying defects, it is important to understand and characterize the drying process 

for different latex. A complete review of horizontal and vertical drying processes, drying inhomogeneities 

and crack formation in the latex (as well as colloidal droplets) can be found in Routh et al. [284].  

 

6.4.2 Experimental Methods to Characterize Drying Latex 

Routh et al. [284] and Huang et al. [286] have summarized different experimental methods to characterize 

drying process of latex. Table 6.4 shows the list of different experimental methods for drying latex 

characterization. The simplest way to observe the drying latex is to look at it by eye or camera (videography) 

[284]. Global appearance of the latex, such as color, drying fronts and cracks can be easily observed and 

described qualitatively. To see the tiny features and further the particle distribution, microscopes with the 

micron or even nanometer level resolution would be highly preferred. Note that the higher resolution of the 

microscope, the smaller field of view and penetration depth, yielding the observation region limited to a local 

spot at the top surface of the latex film. Since latex contains a lot of water (if the solvent is water), 

experimental techniques using water as contrast, i.e. NMR and Raman Spectroscopy, would be highly 

preferred to monitor dynamic change of water contents inside the latex at different regions. In this case, the 

gravimetry approach, which utilizes a high-precision digital scale to measure the water loss, could also 

provide information of global water content. To understand the stress changes during the drying process, a 
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list of methods including the beam bending, membrane bending and traction force microscopy could be 

utilized. Further, various special techniques are employed to study the scattering properties and surficial 

composition of the latex to gain insights from an alternative view. Recently, some novel techniques have 

been proposed to detect the particles’ kinetics in the latex, most notably diffusing-wave spectroscopy (DWS) 

[312], laser speckle imaging (LSI) [313] and optical coherence tomography (OCT) [286]. Specifically, LSI 

can map the drying inhomogeneity in the horizontal imaging plane and observe the delamination of coating 

from the substrate, but lacks the depth resolvability to distinguish the vertical drying phenomena. On the 

other hand, OCT, with the exceptional depth resolvability, can monitor the vertical drying phenomena, 

including the thickness changes and dynamic packing process of particles in vertical direction that potentially 

results in the vertical drying homogeneity.  

Table 6. 4 Experimental Methods to Characterize Drying Latex 

Cate-

gory 

Experimental 

Methods 

Contrast/Key 

Features/Procedure 

Pros Cons Ref. 

G
lo

b
a

l 

A
p

p
ea

ra
n

ce
 Eye Color, Drying fronts, 

Cracks (Features occurred 

over cm scale) 

Straight-

forward 

 

Lacks 

quantification 

 

Videography Macroscopic appearance. 

Long term recording 

Mostly top-

down views 

Divry et al. 

[303] 

M
ic

ro
sc

o
p

y
 

Optical 

Microscopy 

Microscopic features, 

tracer particle tracking 

(Diameter in µm) 

Simple Weon and Je 

[314] 

Confocal 

Microscopy 

Depth resolved 

microscopic features 

µm resolution Depth depend 

on light 

penetration 

Birk-Braun et 

al. [310] 

Cryogenic 

scanning 

electron 

microscopy 

(Cryo-SEM) 

Particle arrangement 

(packing) in vertical 

direction 

nm resolution Sample 

damage 

Luo et al. 

[315-317] 

Environmental 

SEM (ESEM) 

Wet sample. Crack 

propagation 

Top surface 

only or with 

limited height 

of a few 

microns. 

Limited FOV. 

Keddie et al. 

[318], 

Dragnevski et 

al. [319], 

Donald et al. 

[320] 

Atomic force 

microscopy 

(AFM) 

Individual particles, 

cracks, surface topology 

(in tapping mode) 

  Wang et al. 

[321] 

Goehring et 

al. [322], 

Mallegol et 

al. [323] 

Ellipsometry RI, extinction coefficients   Keddie et al. 

[318] 
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Table 6.4, Continued. 

Cate-

gory 

Experimental 

Methods 

Contrast/Key 

Features/Procedure 

Pros Cons Ref. 

W
a

te
r
 C

h
a

ra
ct

er
iz

a
ti

o
n

 
Gravimetry 

(Balance or 

Scale) 

Global water loss Can derive 

global water 

content and 

drying rate 

Limited to 

global 

measurement, 

cannot provide 

spatial 

mapping 

Huang et al. 

[286], Divry 

et al. [303] 

Magnetic 

resonance 

imaging (MRI) 

or  nuclear 

magnetic 

resonance 

(NMR) 

Water contents, 

evaporation pathway  

Track water 

concentration 

Resolution: a 

few hundread 

µm 

Salamanca et 

al. [324], 

Mantle and 

Sederman 

[325] 

Garfield NMR Water contents, 

evaporation pathway, film 

thickness 

Track water 

concentration

, Resolution 5 

µm 

Shape of 

permanent 

magnet is 

required to 

produce well-

defined 

magnetic field 

strength 

gradient in 

vertical 

direction 

Mallegol et 

al. [326] 

Laser scanning 

coherent anti-

Stokes Raman 

spectroscopy 

(CARS) 

Crack formation, 

compaction fronts 

Microscopic 

features, 

resolution can 

reach 2-3 µm 

Limited 

penetration 

depth 

Dufresne et 

al. [327], 

Dufresne et 

al. [328] 

(confocal) 

Raman 

spectroscopy 

Horizontal drying front, 

vertical drying profiles, 

local concentration of 

surfactant 

Ludwig et al. 

[329], 

Ludwig et al. 

[330] 

S
tr

e
ss

 C
h

a
ra

ct
er

iz
a

ti
o

n
 

Beam Bending Deflection of beams can 

be related to compressive 

stress 

Simple Single-value Tirumkudulu 

and Russel 

[309], Yow et 

al. [331] 

Membrane 

Bending 
Membrane as substrate 

with dot array to predict 

deformation 

Spatially 

resolved 

stress field 

Limitation on 

substrate 

property 

von der Ehe 

and 

Johannsmann

[332], Koenig 

et al. [333] 
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Table 6.4, Continued. 

Cate-

gory 

Experimental 

Methods 

Contrast/Key 

Features/Procedure 

Pros Cons Ref. 

S
tr

es
s 

C
h

a
ra

ct
er

iz
a

ti

o
n

 

Traction Force 

Microscopy 

Stress around the crack   Xu et al. 

[334], Jerison 

et al. [335] 

Newton’s Ring Stress through the 

compaction front of a 

drying film 

  Rossnagel et 

al. [336] 

H
ei

g
h

t 
M

o
n

it
o

ri
n

g
 

(Contact) 

Profilometry 

Needle protruding into the 

film 

Absolute 

thickness data 

Potential Film 

damage or 

height change  

Gundabala 

and Routh 

[337] 

Laser 

profilometry 

Light reflection Long-term, 

Simple 

Height change 

instead of 

absolute film 

thickness 

Martinez and 

Lewis [338] 

(Vertical) 

Laser scanning 

Laser scan vertically until 

topest surface of the film 

is detected 

  Holmes et al. 

[339] 

S
ca

tt
er

in
g

 

Small angle X-

ray scattering 

(SAXS) 

Structure factor as a 

function of scattering 

vector 

  Li et al. [340] 

Neuron 

Scattering 

Crystallinity, Formation 

of lumps of hydrophililic 

material 

 Limited use. 

On dried film 

Rieger et al. 

[341] 

C
o

m
p

o
si

ti
o

n
 

Rutherford 

back scattering 

Energy of 4He+ ion  Limited to 

surficial layers 

(<1 µm) 

Mallegol et 

al.[ 342] 

Atternuated 

total reflection 

Fourier 

transform 

infrared 

spectroscopy 

(ATR-FTIR 

Measure amount of 

exuded surfactants near 

the film surface. 

 Gundabala et 

al.[343], 

Kunkel and 

Urban [344] 

X-ray 

photoelectron 

spectroscopy 

(XPS) 

Exudation of surfactants  Zhao et al. 

[345] 

K
in

et
ic

s 

Diffusing 

wave 

spectroscopy 

(DWS) 

Dyanmics of complex 

fluids, film formation  
  Zhakarov and 

Scheffold[34

6], Brun et 

al.[312] 
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Cate-

gory 

Experimental 

Methods 

Contrast/Key 

Features/Procedure 

Pros Cons Ref. 

K
in

et
ic

s 
Laser Speckle 

Imaging 

Delamination of coating 

from the substrate 

Map 

horizontal 

drying 

inhomogeneit

y 

Limited depth 

resolvability 

Van der 

Kooij et 

al.[313], 

Balamurugan 

and 

Rajarajan[34

7] 

Optical 

Coherence 

Tomography 

Vertical drying, particle 

packing 

Can also 

detect 

microscopic 

features and 

perform film 

thickness 

measurement 

Limited FOV. 

Detect local 

features 

Huang et 

al.[286] 

 

6.4.3 OCT-Gravimetry-Video Method for Characterization of the drying process of latex 

Combining different experimental methods, we can characterize the drying process of latex and show the 

dynamic changes of both macroscopic and microscopic features. A non-destructive platform integrating 

OCT, gravimetric measurement and video camera, which we called the “OCT-Gravimetry-Video” method, 

has been developed to longitudinally and systematically characterize the drying progression of polystyrene 

lattices with high Tg [286].  

 Figure 6.11 showed the schematic diagram of integrated OCT-Gravimetry-Video system. The OCT 

system was modified from the custom OCT system described in Chapter 2. Instead of 5× objective with f = 

40 mm, a f = 50 mm achromatic lens was employed to further increase the depth of focus (DOF) to ~500µm.  

Above the objective, a wedge (PS814-C, Thorlabs) was added to slightly distort the incident beam to avoid 

the strong, direct surface reflection from the latex. Note that, since the initial drying of the latex is in liquid 

state, tilting the Petri dish would not help to tilt the latex surface to reduce the reflection. The camera was 

running at 20.7 kHz, yielding the final sensitivity to be ~101 dB. The axial and lateral resolution were 

measured to be 4.3µm (RI = 1.57) and 14 µm, respectively. OCT system can be used to monitor the thickness 

changes of the latex up to millimeter scale. Also, OCT showed the microscopic changes of the latex film, 

e.g. debonding of coating, formation of apparent shear band structure. In addition, packing of particles was 

detected via speckle analysis of OCT images. 
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 Other than OCT system, the gravimetry method with a digital balance could measure the global drying 

curve and drying rate of the latex. The video camera can record macroscopic appearances of the latex like 

color, cracks and drying fronts.  

6.4.4 Latex Preparation and Protocol of Data Acquisition 

Polystyrene (PS) latices were synthesized by semi-batch emulsion polymerization. The polymer composition 

of PS particles is 99 wt% PS with 1 wt% polymethacrylic acid. Details of the preparation step could be 

referred to Hao Huang’s thesis[348]. Two types of polystyrene latexes, “L latex” and “S latex”, were tested 

in our experiments to monitor their drying progression. The “L latex” contained polystyrene particles with 

larger particles’ sizes of ∼125 nm ± 23 nm.  The polystyrene particles in “S latex” has a smaller particle size 

of ∼53 nm ± 7 nm. Initial solid content (weight percentage of polystyrene particles) of L latex and S latex 

were measured to be 40.11 wt% and 33.43 wt%, respectively. Since the polystyrene particles had a similar 

density (1.04 g/cm3) as the water (1.00 g/cm3), the value of the volume fraction of particles was similar to 

the solid content. The glass transition temperature (Tg) of both L and S latex polymers were measured to be 

107°C and 106°C, respectively. Since both Tg values were way higher than the room temperature, these 

polystyrene particles were considered as “hard particles”, which would not deform during the drying process. 

Figure 6. 11: Schematic diagram for integrated OCT-Gravimetry-Video system for latex imaging. 

The OCT system was a modified version of  the custom 1300 nm SD-OCT system in Chapter 2. 
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 In the experiment, ~5.7 g latex was weighed and deposited uniformly in a large Petri dish with a size of  

∼8.5 cm in diameter.  Initial thickness of both L latex and S latex was controlled at ∼1 mm. Acquisitions of 

gravimetric data and video camera were initiated prior to latex deposition. After the latex was spread 

uniformly in the Petri dish, M-mode, time-lapse OCT acquisition would be initiated. Each OCT dataset had 

a size of 512 pixels × 200 pixels × 100 repeats. The actual size of the cross-section OCT frame was ∼2.2 mm 

× ∼1.0 mm. The scanning time for the M-mode OCT data was ∼1.1 s. The time step for the time-lapse OCT 

acquisition was set to 2 min, which was fast enough to cover the dynamic changes occurred in the latex. Note 

that the initiation of the OCT acquisition was synchronized with gravimetric data acquisition and time-lapse 

video recording. Time-lapse acquisitions from OCT, gravimetry and video camera continued for ~500 min 

for both L and S latices. For slow drying condition with a cap on the Petri dish, the long-term drying process 

of the L latex could last for >2 days (2880 min). In this case, we just used the integrated system to monitor 

the drying process up to 2 days. 

 

6.4.5 Post Processing Procedure for Time-lapse OCT data of Drying Latices 

OCT Structural Images and Time-lapse Intensity Profile 

Once the time-lapse acquisitions were done, stacks of OCT data were processed frame by frame following 

the standard protocol for spectral domain OCT (See Chapter 2). A 2D OCT structural image of the latex was 

generated by averaging all M-mode frames in each OCT dataset. Then, latex images were flattened according 

to the Petri dish surface to correct the image tilting due to the use of the wedge. Regions above the top surface 

of the latex and below the top surface of the Petri dish were manually removed. Then, time-lapse OCT 

intensity profile was generated by averaging each 2D OCT structural image along the horizontal direction 

and arranging them together in the time sequence. Obtained time-lapse OCT intensity profile could be used 

to show the 1D vertical drying process of the latex. 

 

Speckle Contrast Analysis for M-mode OCT data 

The speckle contrast (Ks)  analysis could be conducted on each 2D M-mode OCT dataset to detect particles’ 

kinetics in the latex [175]. Figure 6.12 illustrated the procedure of OCT speckle contrast analysis, taking an 

OCT data from L latex as an example. Following the previous step in Chapter 6.4.5.1, we obtained 2D OCT 
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structural image of the L latex (Figure 6.12 B). Then, we performed a moving average filter on the 2D OCT 

structural image. For 2D OCT speckle analysis (Figure 6.12 D), the moving window size was set to be 11 × 

11 pixels. For time-lapse OCT speckle analysis (Figure 6.12 C), the moving window was set to be the entire 

row of pixels from the 2D OCT structural image (200 × 1 pixels), which was equal to taking the average of 

all the pixel values in a row of 2D OCT image. Then, the average intensity 〈𝐼〉 and the average intensity 

square 〈𝐼2〉  for each pixel in the filtered OCT image were calculated as: 

〈𝐼〉 = ∑
𝐼𝑘

𝑁

𝑁

𝑘=1
 (6.1) 

and 

〈𝐼2〉 = ∑
𝐼𝑘

2

𝑁

𝑁

𝑘=1
 (6.2) 

Where N equal to the total pixel number of the moving window. Then, the standard deviation s of OCT 

intensities for each pixel (in each moving window) was calculated as: 

𝜎𝑠 = {〈𝐼2〉 − 〈𝐼〉2}1 2⁄
 (6.3) 

 The speckle contrast (𝐾𝑠) for each pixel could be derived as: 

𝐾𝑠 =
𝜎𝑠

〈𝐼〉
 (6.4) 

 Representative results of speckle contrast analysis on OCT data of L latex were shown in Figure 6.12 C 

and D.  

 

Characterizing Particles’ Packing Process with OCT Structural and Speckle Images  

Since the results of OCT speckle contrast analysis could be used to map particles’ mobility in different 

regions of latex cross-section, we could use this method to characterize the particles’ vertical packing process 

in the latex. 
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 In either 2D or time-lapse OCT speckle images (Figure 6.12 C and D), a high speckle contrast 𝐾𝑠 

indicated low mobility of particles. In this case, the motions of particles were restricted, indicating they were 

trapped and packed. On the other hand, a low 𝐾𝑠  value meant high mobility of particles, indicating that 

particles maintained a suspension state and moved freely in the water. Based on the differences of speckle 

contrast, we could further derive the domain boundary between the high 𝐾𝑠 region (“packed layer”) and the 

low 𝐾𝑠 region (“suspension layer”), which was shown as the middle, white dotted line in Figure 6.12 C. The 

domain boundary curve in the time-lapse OCT speckle image could be determined following the method as 

described:  

Figure 6. 12 Speckle contrast (Ks) analysis of the packing process for droplets and latex systems. 

A single M-mode OCT dataset from L latex was used to illustrate the processing procedure. M-mode 

OCT B-scan images (A) were first averaged to get the 2D OCT structural image (B). Then, speckle 

contrasts with the moving window size of a row (200 pixel in the example) or 11 × 11 pixels  were 

derived for each M-mode OCT dataset to generate the OCT speckle profile (Red line in C) or 2D OCT 

speckle Image (D). Time-lapse OCT speckle profile (C) was plotted by arrranging the OCT speckle 

profiles from multiple time points in an ascending time sequence. 
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1) Calculate the average 𝐾𝑠 values for both packed and suspension layers.  

2) Set the threshold 𝐾𝑠 value as the mean of both 𝐾𝑠 values from the packed and suspension layers.  

3) The pixels with the equal value as the threshold 𝐾𝑠  were defined as the packing/suspension domain 

boundary curve, which should be a continuous curve.  

 Once the domain boundary was determined, the thickness change of the packed layer could be measured 

from the time-lapse OCT speckle image (Figure 6.12 C) to track its change.  

 Note that OCT speckle contrast analysis could be used to characterize both horizontal and vertical packing 

process in the drying colloidal droplet (See Chapter 6.3.2). 

 The other way to define domain boundary relied on the differences of scattered light intensities in time-

lapse OCT intensity profile. We observed that the packed layer had lower scattering intensities than the 

suspension layer during the initial drying stage. Setting the threshold value as the mean of intensities of 

packed and suspension layers in the time-lapse OCT intensity profile, the packed/suspension domain 

boundary curve could be determined and used to track thickness changes of packed layer.  

 

6.4.6 Time-lapse OCT Imaging of Drying L latex 

Figure 6.13 showed the results of time-lapse OCT characterization of they drying progression of large latex 

(L latex). In Figure 6.13 B, a timeline was plotted, showing the drying states defined by gravimetry and 

video methods above the timeline and listing OCT observations of drying phenomena below the timeline. 

Between ~0 to ~168 min, thickness of the L latex decreased linearly from ~1100 µm to ~720 µm in time-

lapse OCT intensity profile (Figure 6.13 A). Inside the L latex, two-layer structure with distinguishable 

scattering intensities was observed (Figure 6.13 C), which was identified as packed and suspension layer 

during the particles’ packing process (See Chapter 6.4.8). After 190 min, the latex bottom was observed to 

start detaching from the Petri dish and moved upward (Figure 6.13 F, Detachment). At ~212 min, we 

observed the apparent “shear bands” structure in 2D OCT structural image, as indicated by the bright crosses 

inside the film (Figure 6.13 F, See Chapter 6.4.9). The apparent shear band structure lasted for ~68 min and 

disappeared at ~280min (Figure 6.13 G). Between ~190 min to ~314 min, we could observe that the bottom 

of L latex bottom kept moving up and down (Figure 6.13 A). During this time, the interfacial tension and 

capillary pressure in the L latex due to loss of water and air infiltration built up, yielding the tendency of the 
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latex to shrink. As a result, detachment of the latex occurred. Later on, cracks were formed (See Chapter 

6.4.9). And the particles underwent rearrangement to further release the internal stress, which was partially 

indicated by gradual change of the scattering intensities over time. From ~314 min to the final imaging time 

of ~500 min, no significant changes of scattering intensities or thickness were observed in the L latex (Figure 

6.13 A). The scattering intensities inside the L latex were mostly uniformly distributed (Figure 6.13 H). 

Thus, we defined the time period from ~190 min to ~314 min as “stress relaxation” state and the time period 

after ~314 min as “final drying” state in Figure 6.13 B. 

 

6.4.7 Time-lapse OCT Imaging of Drying S Latex 

Figure 6.14 showed the results of time-lapse OCT characterizations of the drying progression of S latex. 

Similar observations of drying phenomena as L latex could be found in time-lapse OCT intensity profile of 

S latex (Figure 6.14A), but with a different time window. Two-layer packed/suspension structure was 

observed in S latex (Figure 6.14 C), with the packing process finished at ~162 min (Figure 6.14D). The 

Figure 6. 13 OCT characterization of the drying progression of L latex. (A) Time-lapse OCT 

intensity profile. (B) Timeline of drying progression of L latex. Drying states (1-5) were defined by the 

gravimetry and video methods. OCT observations (6-11) of drying phenomena were listed below the 

timeline. (C - F) 2D OCT structural images at 30, 168, 190, 212, 280 and 500 min, showing OCT 

observations of different drying behaviors described in (B). White dashed lines: top and bottom of the 

latex in the time-lapse OCT intensity profile. Color lines in (A), color texts in (B) and color rectangular 

boxes in (C – H) were matched. Note that observation #8 indicated the initiation of the detachment of L 

latex, which could be observed in (F).  
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apparent shear-band structure appeared at a later time of ~292 min (Figure 6.14F).  Compared to the L latex, 

the shear-band structure in the S latex lasted for a shorter duration of ~34 min and disappeared at 326 min 

(Figure 6.14 E). At ~220 min, the detachment of S latex away from the substrate was initiated and clearly 

observed at ~292 min (Figure 6.14F). The “stress relaxation” state lasted for ~106 min, from ~220 min to 

~326 min. After ~326 min, the S latex entered the “final drying” state, with its scattering properties and film 

thickness remaining unchanged.  

 

6.4.8 OCT Characterization of Particles’ Packing Process of Latex 

In this section, we described the details about characterization of the particles’ packing process occurred in 

the latex using OCT system. In both L and S latices, particles’ packing processes were observed during the 

early drying stages before ~180 min (See Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14).  

Figure 6. 14 OCT characterization of the drying progression of S latex. (A) Time-lapse OCT intensity 

profile. (B) Timeline of drying progression of S latex. Drying states (1-5) were defined by the gravimetry 

and video methods. OCT observations (6-11) of drying phenomena were listed below the timeline. (C - 

F) 2D OCT structural images at 30, 162, 220, 292, 326 and 500 min, showing OCT observations of  

different drying behaviors described in (B). White dashed lines: top and bottom of the latex in the time-

lapse OCT intensity profile.Color lines in (A), color texts in (B) and color rectanglular boxes in (C – H) 

were matched. Note that observation #8 indicated the initiation of the detachment of S latex, which could 

be observed in (F).  
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 Figure 6.15 illustrates the packing process of particles in the vertical direction in the latex, which is 

known as the “snow plow” effect[304, 306]. In the initial drying stage (Figure 6.15A), particles in latex are 

well dispersed in the solution and move freely in space. The water contents are relative uniform throughout  

the latex. As water continues to evaporate away from the top surface, the latex is separated into two domains 

in the vertical direction (Figure 6.15 B). In the upper domain, particles are packed in contact with each other. 

Interstices between the particles are small and particle motions are restricted with low mobility. In the lower 

domain, particles remain separately suspended and freely move in water. The distance between particles’ 

surfaces remained large. According to the particle arrangement, the upper domain is named “packed layer” 

and the lower domain is named “suspension layer”. At the end of the packing process, all particles are packed 

with low mobility (Figure 6.15 C).  

 As is mentioned in Chapter 6.4.5, the dynamic process of particles’ packing could be characterized in 

time-lapse OCT structural and speckle images. Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.17 showed the visualization of 

particles’ packing process in L latex. Within the first 180 min, the packed/suspension domain boundary curve 

was observed, which was plotted as a dotted curve in time-lapse OCT intensity profile (Figure 6.16 A). The 

domain boundary curve separated the packed layer with lower scattered light intensity and the suspension 

layer with higher scattered light intensity. The intensity variation suggested that these two layers might have 

different particle concentration and distributions in water. To demonstrate the domain separation, we 

performed speckle contrast analysis on 2D OCT structural images and time-lapse OCT intensity profile to 

identify particles’ mobility. Results were shown in Figure 6.16 B-E. In the time-lapse OCT speckle image 

of L latex (Figure 6.16 B), the particles’ mobility in these two domains was clearly distinguished. In the upper 

domain, the high speckle contrast Ks indicated that particle mobility was low in this domain, which confirmed 

that these particles were packed. In the lower domain, the low Ks value, inversely, indicated high particle 

Figure 6. 15 An illustration of the packing process of particles in the latex.  
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mobility. High particle mobility meant that these particles were freely moving in the lower domain, inferring  

that the lower domain was the suspension layer. Such domain separation with different particles’ mobility 

could be also clearly observed in 2D OCT speckle images (Figure 6.16 C-E), with the continuously 

increasing packed layer as the time evolved. The packed/suspension domain boundary could be easily 

identified in the time-lapse speckle contrast image, shown as dotted curves in Figure 6.16 B. The packing 

process ended at ∼168 min, according to the speckle analysis.  In Figure 6.16 F, time-lapse thickness curves 

of the packed layer in L latex were shown as black solid and grey dashed lines. The packed layer thickness 

was derived from time-lapse OCT structural and speckle images, measured as the distance between the top 

surface and the domain boundary curve. A linear increasing trend was observed from the packed layer 

Figure 6. 16 Visualization of entire particles’ packing process in L latex with OCT. (A) Time-lapse 

OCT intensity profile showed the domain boundary between upper packed layer and lower suspension 

layer with light intensity difference. (B) Time-lapse OCT speckle contrast analysis further differentiated 

particles’ mobility in these two domains. (C – E) 2D OCT speckle contrast image at ~30 min, ~100 min 

and ~168 min showing the progression of particles’ packing process in L latex. (F)Packed layer thickness 

change as a function of time, derived from time-lapse OCT intensity or speckle contrast images. Scale 

bar: 200 µm 
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thickness curves of L latex throughout the packing process. A good overlapping was observed between these 

two derived thickness curves. 

 It should be noted that, due to the preparation time for latex weighing and spreading onto Petri dish, 

adjustment of OCT system, and synchronization among OCT, gravimetric and video acquisition, time-lapse 

OCT imaging was initiated after ~20 min from the first casting of latex. Thus, the domain boundary and the 

top surface was extrapolated to the ~0 min in time-lapse OCT intensity profile and speckle contrast image 

(Figure 6.16 A and B, dashed lines), assuming a linear decreasing trend for both of them. Thickness curve 

from ~0 min to ~20 min was also calculated based on the extrapolated lines. The extrapolation results from 

the thickness curves of L latex showed that the packing process started from the beginning (~0 min), right 

after the latex was cast on the Petri dish. To further confirm it, we conducted an additional OCT experiment 

of the packing process of L latex during the initial 30 min, by quickly pouring the latex in Petri dish and 

placing it under the OCT objective. The results were shown in Figure 6.17. The domain boundaries were 

Figure 6. 17 Visualization of initial packing process in L latex by OCT. (A) Time-lapse OCT. 

(B) Speckle contrast analysis. 
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characterized in both time-lapse OCT intensity profile and speckle contrast images. From both intensity 

profile and speckle contrast analysis, we could conclude that the initiation of particles’ packing process 

occurred within the first minute after the casting of the latex.   

 For S latex, the OCT characterization results of the packing process (Figure 6.18) showed several 

variations from the observations in L latex. First, the packed layer in S latex was not evident during the initial 

∼48 min, where the packed layer might be too thin to be resolved by OCT. After ~48 min, the packed layer 

thickness began to increase. Second, the increasing rate of packed layer thickness was faster for S latex than 

L latex during the later stage of packing process, yielding a slightly earlier finish of the packing process at 

∼162 min. Third, although the two packing thickness curves derived from OCT intensity profile and speckle 

Figure 6. 18 Visualization of entire particles’ packing process in S latex with OCT. (A) Time-lapse 

OCT intensity profile showed the domain boundary between upper packed layer and lower suspension 

layer with light intensity difference. (B) Time-lapse OCT speckle contrast analysis further differentiated 

particles’ mobility in these two domains. (C – E) 2D OCT speckle contrast image at ~52 min, ~100 min 

and ~162 min showing the progression of particles’ packing process in S latex. (F)Packed layer thickness 

change as a function of time. Scale bar: 200 µm 
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contrast images had the similar growing trend after ~48 min, they did not completely overlap with each other 

for S latex (Figure 6.18 F). For time-lapse OCT intensity profile of S latex, the intensity variation between 

packed and suspension layers was so small that the domain boundary could not be clearly identified (Figure 

6.18 A). On the other hand, OCT speckle contrast analysis could provide higher contrast between packed and 

suspension layers due to the high sensitivity of the particles’ motions, making the identification of the domain 

boundary more accurate (Figure 6.18 B). 

 Comparing both time-lapse OCT intensity profiles and speckle contrast images, we clearly observed that 

L latex has a clearer domain boundary than S latex, which also meant that the domain transition along the 

vertical direction was faster for L latex than that for S latex. The difference of the boundary sharpness could 

be partially explained by a simplified model proposed by Routh and Zimmerman [304]. By deriving the 

diffusion equation for particles, they predicted that the particles’ packing process could be determined by a 

dimensionless group called the Peclet number (𝑃𝑒), which was the rate of water evaporation divided by the 

rate of particles’ diffusion [284, 304]. In the dilute limit, where Stokes-Einstein equation determines the 

diffusion coefficient of particles, 𝑃𝑒 is given as [284, 307]: 

𝑃𝑒 =
6𝜋𝜇𝑅0𝐻�̇�

𝑘𝐵𝑇
 (6.5) 

 where 𝜇 is the water viscosity, 𝑅0 is the particle radius, 𝐻 is the latex thickness, �̇� is the water level receding 

velocity (the ratio of drying rate over water density), 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant and 𝑇 is the temperature. 

According to their model, for large 𝑃𝑒 value, the vertical gradient of volume fraction was proportional to 

𝑃𝑒0,5, although an experimental result showed that it was proportional to 𝑃𝑒0,8  [349]. For L and S latices, 

𝑃𝑒 values were calculated to be 8.3 and 3.5, respectively. Thus, the larger 𝑃𝑒 value for L latex indicated that 

the veritical gradient of volume fraction was higher, yielding a faster transition between the two domains. 

  We also conducted an experiment on L latex with a slow drying rate. By placing the cap on top of the 

Petri dish during the drying process, the drying rate of L latex could be reduced to 1/20 of the drying rate in 

ambient condition. In this case, the 𝑃𝑒 value was calculated to be 0.4. OCT characterization results were 

shown in Figure 6.19. With a low 𝑃𝑒 value smaller than 1, the packed layer of the L latex in slow drying 

condition was not visible initially until ∼2108 min. It was yet to be confirmed that whether the packed layer 
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was too thin to be observed or the packing process was delayed. Then, the packing process started and 

finished within ∼154 min, from ~2108 min to ~2262 min. Further experiment with a better control of the 

drying rate could be conducted to explore the relationship between 𝑃𝑒 values and the starting time of the 

packing process. 

 

6.4.9 Cracking, Detachment and Apparent Shear-band Structures in Time-lapse 3D OCT Images  

To further explore the drying phenomena of cracking, detachment and apparent shear band structures in 

polystyrene latex, we performed the time-lapse 3D OCT imaging of both L latex and S latex. Each 3D OCT 

Figure 6. 19 Visualization of entire particles’ packing process in L latex with OCT, with a slow 

drying rate. The cap of the Petri dish was covered to achieve slow drying. Thus, the packing process was 

significantly delayed as compared to ambient drying condition in Figure 6.17. (A) Time-lapse OCT 

intensity profile showed the domain boundary between upper packed layer and lower suspension layer 

with light intensity difference. (B) Time-lapse OCT speckle contrast analysis further differentiated 

particles’ mobility in these two domains. (C – E) 2D OCT speckle contrast image at ~2108 min, ~2186 

min and ~2262 min showing the progression of particles’ packing process in L latex with slow drying 

rate. (F) Packed layer thickness change as a function of time. Scale bar: 200 µm 
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dataset consisted of 800 A-scan per B-scan and 800 B-scans, covering a large FOV of 5.9 × 5.0 mm2. Time-

lapse video captures were conducted at the same time. The time step for time-lapse imaging was set to 2 min. 

 Figure 6.20 showed the characterization results of the L latex with time-lapse 3D OCT imaging. Figure 

6.20 A1-A6 showed the corresponding video images at ~219 min, ~221 min, ~227 min, ~233 min, ~243 min, 

~269 min. The red rectangle box in Figure 6.20 A1 indicated the local region covered by 3D OCT imaging. 

Time-lapse OCT en face images of the L latex at two different imaging depths were shown in B1-B6 and C1-

C6. In Figure 6.20 B1, the L latex was separated by cracks in four regions, labeled as 1-4 in the image. As 

the time evolved, the crack between region #2 and region #3 became larger, inferring the shrinkage of the 

latex due to internal compressive stress. In Figure 6.20 B1-B6, the progression of apparent shear band 

structure was observed in region #1 of the latex, indicated by the bright lines in the image. They first appeared 

at ~219 min and immediately became clearly observed 2min later, indicating the fast progression.  Starting 

from ~233 min, we could observe that part of the region #1 latex became whitened, indicating the particles 

underwent rearrangement. In the whitened, the apparent shear band structures disappeared due to the altered 

arrangement. The rearrangement process propagates to other areas (Figure 6.20 2B) and at ~269 min, all the 

region #1 of the L latex became whitened with a uniform look, indicating the end of the shear-band 

phenomena. The total duration of apparent shear band structure was ~50 min for this L latex sample, which 

was smaller than ~68 min reported in another sample. This might be attributed to variations of environmental 

conditions and imaging spots. In Figure 6.20 C1-C6, the apparent shear band structures in piece #2 and #3 

of the L latex were shown. We clearly observed that the apparent shear band phenomena were initiated at 

different time points for these three adjacent regions of L latex. Apparent shear band structure was first 

initiated in region #3, then in region #1 and next in region #2. The sequence corresponded well with the 

propagation of the drying fronts, which was observed in the video images of Figure 6.20 A1-A6. Figure 

6.20 D1-D6, E1-E6 and F1-F6 showed the time-lapse OCT cross-sectional images of progression of 

apparent shear band structures in drying L latex, along the corresponding dashed dark orange (D1 - D6), light 

orange (E1 - E6) and yellow (F1 - F6) lines in Figure 6.20 B1. Corrspondingly, the imaging plane for B1 – 

B6 and C1 – C6 were indicated by the light pink and dark pink dashed lines in Figure 6.20 D1 and E3. In 

Figure 6.20 D1, the region #1 of L latex was already detached from the substrate, indicating the detachment 

and cracking occurred earlier than the initiation of the apparent shear band structure. After the ~227 min 
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(Figure 6.20 D3 and F3), we could observe that the bottom of region #1 latex started to fall down, by  

comparing the gap size in D3/F3 with D5/F5. At ~269 min, the bottom of the region #1 L latex could not be 

distinguished due to significant increasing scattering in the upper layer of the L latex. Along the yellow 

dashed line, we could observe the cross-sections of region #1, #3 and #4 at the same time. In Figure 6.20 F1, 

Figure 6. 20 Visualization of cracks, detachments and apparent shear band structures in L latex 

with time-lapse 3D OCT. (A1-A6) Video images of the drying L latex. The red rectangle box indicated 

scanning area covered by OCT. (B1-B6) Progression of cracks and apparent shear bands of region 1 in 

time-lapse en face OCT images at corresponding time points of A1- A6(~219min, ~221min, ~227min, 

~233min, ~243min and ~269min). (C1-C6) Progression of apparent shear bands of region 2 and 3 in en 

face OCT images. (D1-D6, E1-E6, F1-F6) Time-lapse OCT cross-section images of the apparent shear 

bands structures along dashed dark orange line, light orange line and yellow line in B1, respectively. B1-

C6, had the same scale bar as C6. D1-F6 had the same scale bar as F6.  
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we could see that the tiny cracks between region #1 and #3 and between region #3 and #4. Large dislocation 

between region #1 and region #3 was found, with region #1 latex detached and moved up while the region 

#3 remained attached to the substrate. The dislocation could be as large as ~500 µm, measured from the 

dislocation point (yellow arrow in Figure 6.20 F1). As time evolved, the dislocation reduced to ~370 µm at 

~243 min (Figure 6.20 F5). The development of the latex detachment was in agreement with our observation 

in the time-lapse OCT intensity profile of L latex in Chapter 6.4.6.  

 In Figure 6.20 E2 – E4, the apparent shear band structure in region #2 of the L latex appeared to be bright 

straight lines tilting in an angle of ~30 - 40. And, they were arranged in parallel, growing from the latex 

bottom towards the cracking boundary. As time evolved, they became brighter and thicker (Figure 6.20 E4). 

In Figure 6.20 F2, we could see V shaped apparent shear band structures, which grew from the bottom and 

bifurcated towards the top. However, the bifurcated lines did not reach the top surface, growing to ~1/2 to 

~2/3 of the latex height. The V shape structures were separated roughly in equal distances, with the bifurcated 

lines crossing in the middle of the latex. The observed structures in cross-sectional OCT images resembled 

the shear band structure investigated by Yang et al.[350] and Kiatkirakajorn et al[351], who used the drying 

colloids containing polystyrene and silica particles as the tested sample. In our suspection, successful 

visualization of these shear band structures under OCT was due to dislocation of packed latex particles, where 

the internal compressive stress built up along both horizontal and vertical directions. These dislocations 

allowed the air to infiltrate, resulting in a high refractive index mismatch between the air and polystyrene 

latex in the shear-band structure. Thus, these regions were shown as bright lines in OCT images. As time 

evolved, we could see that the particles started to undergo rearrangment from the bottom of L latex, shown 

as the high-scattering regions near the latex bottom in Figure 6.20 D4, E3 and F4. The progression of the 

rearrangement moved upward, gradually covering the shear-band structures (Figure 6.20 E4 – E6). A 

tentative explanation was that, the dislocation would be the first step to release the internal stress inside the 

latex. In the next step, particle underwent rearrangement to further relax the stress, especially internal 

capillary stress occurred in the dislocation region. Thus, these shear-band structure would be disrupted and 

ultimately disappear in the latex. In the en face OCT image of Figure 6.20 B3 and C3, the apparent shear 

bands were observed in a network pattern in region #1 and #2 of the L latex. However, the network pattern 

was slightly different for these two regions. In region #1, the bright lines of the apparent shear band structrues 
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resembled arcs from the multiple concentric circles. The distances between the concentric circles at different 

arc sections were roughly the same. The arc pattern of the apparent shear band might be an indication of the 

direction of the horizontal compressive stresses, where should be in the normal directions to the shear band 

structures. The red dashed arrows in Figure 6.20 B3 labeled the directions of the horizontal compressive 

stress based on the apparent shear band structures, inferring that they were originated from the crack location. 

The large stress might lead to formation of cracks and the smaller stress may lead to apparent shear band 

structure. In Figure 6.20 C3, the region #2 was surrounded by three cracking boundaries. Thus, the shear 

band structures appeared as multiple crossings, with the crossing lines roughly parallel to the cracking 

boundaries. In Figure 6.20 D3 and F3, we could also observe the horizontal shear band lines located in the 

cross-sections of L latex, with only a small angle between the cross-section plane and cracking boundaries, 

inferring the orientation of these lines.   

 Cracking, detachment and formation of apparent shear band structures were also examined in the S latex 

by time-lapse 3D OCT imaging. Results were shown in Figure 6.21. Time-lapse, en face OCT images 

showed a large crack near the bottom of the image as well as the network like shear band structures. Most of 

the lines were parallel to the cracking boundary, inferring the direction of horizontal compressive stress. 

Similar V shape shear band structures were also observed in the cross-sectional OCT images. Several 

differences were observed between the apparent shear bands in L and S latices. First, initiation of formation 

of apparent shear band was later in S latex, starting from ~304 min. However, the delay of the initiation might 

be attributed to different factors, including the longer time for consolidation stage, propagation of the drying 

front and its propagation speed, as well as the variation of OCT imaging spots between L and S latices. 

Second, the duration of apparent shear band was shorter for S latex, which lasted for ~30 min. However, we 

should note that, the time window between the initiation of the apparent shear bands and the initiation of 

particle rearrangement was similar for both L latex and S latex. Both latices had a short time window with 

clear visualization of apparent shear band structure for ~10 min. It meant that, the progression of particle 

rearrangement was faster in S latex than the L latex.  Third, the density of apparent shear band structures 

were higher in the S latex, by compared Figure 6.21 A2 (S latex) to Figure 6.20 B3 (L latex). Similar with 

crack formation, such density difference could be attributed to different compressive stresses that were 
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inversely proportional to the particle size [286, 308]. Since S latex tended to build up higher internal stresses, 

more cracks as well as more shear bands were needed to release the stress energy step by step.  

Given the abovementioned OCT observations of apparent shear band structures, it was yet to be 

confirmed whether these structures were shear band structures or tiny cracks with sub-micron gaps. The 

current OCT system didn’t have enough resolution to resolve the individual particles and observe their 

arrangement. One possible solution to further confirm the apparent shear band structure is to combine the 

real-time OCT monitoring with cryo-SEM. The real-time preview of the OCT could predict the occurrence 

of the apparent shear-band structure in the latex. Then, the latex with the observed shear band structures was 

Figure 6. 21 Visualization of cracks, detachments and apparent shear band structures in S latex 

with time-lapse 3D OCT. (A1-A5) Progression of apparent shear bands in time-lapse en face OCT 

images at ~304 min, ~308 min, ~314 min, ~320 min and ~334 min. (B1-C5) Time-lapse OCT cross-

section images of the apparent shear bands structures along dashed light orange line and yellow line in 

A5, respectively. A1-A5, had the same scale bar as A4. B1-C5 had the same scale bar as C4. All scale 

bars were 1 mm. 
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immediately freezed and sectioned across the cross-sectional plane to observe particle arrangement of the 

apparent shear-band structure to determine whether it was a dislocation or a crack. 

 

6.4.10 Correlation of OCT Images with Gravimetry and Video Measurement 

In the integrated OCT-Gravimetry-Video studies of latices, we tried to correlate the different drying states 

and observations between OCT, gravimetric and video measurements.  

 Figure 6.22 showed the correlation of OCT and gravimetric measurements of the drying L latex. In the  

initial drying stage, the latex thickness decreased linearly tilled ~190 min (#3 in the time-lapse OCT intensity 

profile). The linear decreasing trend matched the observation of constant drying rate and linearly decreased 

water content in Figure 6.22 B and C. Then, the drying rate started to decrease. No direct correlation was 

found between the stress relaxation state and the decreasing drying rate.   

Figure 6. 22 Correlation of OCT and gravimetric measurements of drying progression of L latex. 

(A) Time-lapse OCT intensity profile. (B, C) Drying rate and water content curves from gravimetry 

measurement. Line 1-6 in different colors indicated critical time points of different OCT observations 

in Figure 6.13.  
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 Figure 6.23 showed the correlation of OCT and video measurements of drying S latex. Figure 6.23 A-F 

showed the video recording of S latex, showing surfical color change and progression of drying fronts (drying 

boundaries). Figure 6.23 G-L showed the corresponding OCT images acquired at a local spot indicated by 

the dark cross in Figure 6.23 A. Two coincident events were correlated between the OCT and video 

measurement. First, as the cracking front reached the local OCT scanning spot at ~220 min in video images, 

time-lapse OCT observed the initiation of the detachment of the S latex away from the Petri dish. Second, as 

the dewetting drying front reached the OCT scanning spot at ~292 min in the video image, formation of 

apparent shear band structure was found in time-lapse OCT images. In this way, the observation results from 

the two modalities could be correlated, linking macroscopic drying features of appearance, cracking and 

drying fronts propagations observed by videography with the microscopic features of detachment and 

apparent shear band structures observed by OCT to gain an overall understanding of the drying progression 

of latex.  

 

6.4.11 Summary 

An integrated system combining OCT with gravimetric measurement and video captures were developed to 

provide both global and local characterization of polystyrene latices. Time-lapse OCT showed the local 

dynamic changes from cross-sectional view of the drying latex, i.e. the thickness changes, detachment of 

Figure 6. 23 Correlation of OCT and video measurements of drying progression of S latex. (A-F) 

Time-lapse video recording of S latex, showing surficial color change and progression of drying fronts. 

(G-L) Corresponding OCT structural images showing the cross-section of the S latex at the local 

position, indicated by the black cross in (A).   
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latex bottom and apparent shear-banding phenomena. Moreover, speckle contrast analysis was applied on 

time-lapse OCT images to characterize packing process of particles over time, based on the distinct particles’ 

mobility in packed and suspension layers. OCT observations could be combined with global observation of 

gravimetric and video measurements to provide novel insight to the study of different drying latex models. 

This multimodal system could be further generalized for quality control of latex sytems in the industry.  

 

6.5 Discussions 

6.5.1 Water Droplet Imaging 

During the OCT imaging of the evaporation water droplet containing particles, the flows are visualized by 

tracking the motion of the tracer particles, which has a distinct scattering property from the water. Thus, the 

first prerequisite for visualizing the flows in the water droplet would be: look for a tracer particle with 

significant mismatched refractive index (RI). Thus, polystyrene particle with a RI = 1.57 could serve as the 

tracer particle in the water droplet. Other particles with high scattering, such as gold particles and TiO2 

particles, could also be used as the indicator of flows in the droplet.  

 Second, the tracer particles can not be too small. The tracer particle should be at the same order as the 

OCT system resolution in order to be resolved in the image. For example, tracer particles with a size of 1 µm 

were not visible in the water droplets under the 1300 nm OCT system with an axial resolution of ~5 µm. 

 To visualize the drying progression of the entire water droplet, on one hand, the OCT system resolution 

should be high enough (at the same order as the size of tracer particles) in both axial and lateral directions. 

On the other hand, a lower NA objective should be used in order to cover the whole droplet within its FOV. 

Generally, the water droplet with a volume of ~0.2 µL on a glass plate could spread out with a diameter larger 

than 1mm. Thus, OCT system with a shorter central wavelength would be recommended for water droplet 

imaging. In this case, visible light OCT [81], with a central wavelength of ~570 nm, can potential provide 

superior resolutions to track tracer particle motions and visualize the flows in the water droplet.  

 

6.5.2 Colloidal Droplet Imaging 

The consideration for OCT imaging of colloidal droplet is similar to water droplet. If we use the tracer to 

track the flows, the prerequisite for RI mismatch is still the same. For example, the polystyrene particle cannot 
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serve as the tracer particles in polystyrene dispersed colloidal droplet. Different from water droplet imaging, 

light penetration needs to be taken into consideration since the incident light is highly scattered in the 

colloidal droplet. OCT system with a longer wavelength would be recommended for larger colloidal droplet 

with a size of ~5 µL (close to the volume of the latex droplet used in our study), if flows are not under 

investigation. If we want to visualize the flows in the large colloidal droplets, larger tracer particles are 

required, i.e. microspheres [283].  

 

6.5.3 Latex Film Imaging 

For OCT imaging of latex film, the key focus would be 1D vertical drying process, assuming the evaporation 

rate is uniform in most region of the latex film. Thus, the lateral resolution was not critical as compared to 

axial resolution. Furthermore, acquired 2D or 3D OCT data are often averaged across the FOV to generate 

the intensity profile along the depth direction to monitor the 1D vertical drying process.  

 Compared to video recording, the FOV for OCT is relative small (See Figure 6.20 A). However, if we 

want to observe horitonal drying inhomogeneity under OCT, i.e. cracking fronts, propagation of apparent 

shear band structure, or quality control of the latex film, a wider FOV would be highly preferred. In our 

study, a 3D OCT imaging of the latex film with a FOV of 5.8 mm × 5.0 mm has been demonstrated. To 

further expand the FOV, one approach is to use a low NA objective or a camera lens to expand the FOV. In 

this way, a FOV of a few cm2 could be potentially achieved. A second approach is to utilize parallel beams 

to image the latex at different spots. We have previously demonstrated a SDM-OCT system to perform wide 

field imaging with simultaneous 8 channel illumination, covering an area of 18.0 mm × 14.3 mm (See Chapter 

3).  

 We should note that, OCT measured the optical path length instead of absolute distance. To derive the 

latex thickness, the measured optical path length value would be divided by the predetermined refractive 

index values. Thus, the quantification error may occur when the RI is changing dynamically or RI varies at 

different local positions and different depths.  

 To monitor the particles’ mobility, the time duration for the speckle contrast analysis is of critical 

importance.  Currently we employed the M-mode 2D OCT acquisition pattern to detect the particles’ 

mobility, with a time window of ~1.1 s for each M-mode data. The OCT system was running at 20.7 kHz. 
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Further improvement of OCT scan rate to MHz level [352] may enable the capability of 3D M-mode OCT 

imaging, which can be used for the speckle analysis to monitor 3D drying inhomogeneity in drying colloidal 

droplets or 3D flows in water droplets (using larger size tracer particles).  

 At last, to facilitate the broad dissemination of OCT technology for non-destructive evaluation and testing 

(NDE/NDT), a compact OCT system would be highly preferred. A recent study reported that the whole OCT 

system could be packed in a briefcase [353, 354]. This compact system could be potentially used for the on-

site investigation of the coating or painting quality.  

 

6.5.4 Application on Other Drying Models 

In the previous sections, we summarize the OCT applications in characterizing the drying progression of 

droplets and latex films. Besides this, we can also utilize OCT to characterize the drying process of other 

drying models. For droplet models, 3D OCT can potentially characterize levitated droplets to monitor the 

flows or particle motions inside the droplet. Also, we have conducted a preliminary study to image a 1D 

confined droplet to see the formation of apparent shear bands inside the droplet (Results not shown). Also, 

our collaborator, Hao Huang and his colleagues, has utilized our OCT system to characterize the drying 

process of commercial latex to see the skin formation and explore the effect of surfactants on skin formation. 

Details can be found in Hao Huang’s thesis [348]. With the micron-scale depth resolvability, OCT could be 

potentially utilized to see the stratification process in the latex containing multiple types of particles [287].  

 

6.6 Summary 

In this chapter, we have demonstrated the feasibility of OCT to characterize the drying progression of the 

water droplets, latex droplet and latex films, using time-lapse acquisition mode. With fast M-mode scanning, 

we can track the motion of tracers in the evaporating water droplets to indicate different types of flows, 

involving the radial capillary flows, convective flows due to Marangoni force. Also, speckle contrast analysis 

was employed on the M-mode OCT data to distinguish particles’ mobility. Time-lapse, long-term OCT 

imaging ensure the monitoring of the entire drying process of the droplets and the latex films, including the 

phase changes in the LCLC droplets, packing process in latex droplets and latex films, crack formation, 

detachment and apparent shear band structures in the latex films. In these studies, we have demonstrated the 
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advantages of OCT to provide the cross-sectional views with exceptional depth-resolvability. In the future, 

OCT can be utilized to facilitate the fundamental studies of the soft matter to characterize different drying 

models. Also, it can be established as a tool for in-line quality control of coatings and paintings.  
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Chapter 7: OCT Applications in Longitudinal Imaging of Tumor 

Spheroids 

 

7.1 Introduction of Three-dimensional Tumor Spheroids 

Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the world [355]. Developing anti-cancer drugs is of crucial 

importance for patients. However, more than 90% of new anti-cancer drugs fail in the development phase 

because of lack of efficacy or unexpected toxicity in clinical trials [356]. Part of the reasons can be attributed 

to the use of simple two-dimensional (2D) cell culture models for compound screening, which provide results 

with limited predictive values of compound efficacy and toxicity for the following phases of drug discovery 

[356-358]. Three-dimensional (3D) tumor spheroids have gained increased recognition as important models 

in cancer research and anti-cancer drug discovery [359, 360]. These spheroids can simulate important in vivo 

tumor features, such as oxygen and nutrient gradient, hypoxic core and drug resistance. Thus, they become 

more reliable models for drug discovery, with greater capacity to predict clinical efficacies for anti-cancer 

therapy, compared to 2D cultures.  

 

7.2 Imaging Modalities to Characterize 3D Tumor Spheroids 

 Currently available imaging modalities e.g. bright field [361], fluorescence and confocal imaging [362], 

and light-sheet fluorescent microscopy [12], can obtain high-quality images of 2D cultures easily. With 

proper designs and implementations, these microscopes can be well adapted for high-throughput screening 

(HTS) of drugs tested in 2D cultures. A 96-well plate of 2D cell cultures can be screened in less than 5 

minutes , with the commercial high-throughput screening devices in bright field scanning mode. With fast 

data processing equipped with graphic processing units (GPUs), and advanced machine learning (ML), data 

mining and artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms, rich details of features can be extracted from the 2D cell 

cultures images, which yields a better predictions of drug outcomes. The fully integrated system combining 

different imaging modalities and automatic image processing for screening is called a “high-content 

screening” system. However, when these systems are employed in 3D tumor spheroid imaging, they have 

their inherent drawbacks: they are unable to resolve 3D structures deep inside (>50 μm) tumor spheroids. 

Many factors contribute to these limitations, including penetration of the probing light in the spheroid; 
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diffusion of the fluorescent dyes into the spheroid; emitting fluorescent signals from excited fluorescent dyes 

inside or on the opposite surface of the spheroid due to strong absorption and scattering; and depth-

resolvability of these imaging modalities [363].  

 To resolve the geometric shape of a 3D tumor spheroid, a 3D imaging modality is still imperative. First, 

not all the tumor spheroids are geometrically symmetric, i.e. the shape of the spheroid is not guaranteed as a 

sphere or ellipsoid. For example, if the shape of the tumor spheroid is purely spherical or ellipsoid, or close 

to it, we can still use 2D imaging modality to characterize its diameter or sphericity in 2D images, then 

calculate their volumes. However, if the height is different, or the shape of the spheroid becomes disrupted 

due to natural cell death or drug treatment, these approaches would become invalid. In this case, a 3D imaging 

modality would be well suited and robust for characterization  of 3D structures of tumor spheroids and get a 

more valuable characterization results.  

 

7.3 OCT as the 3D Imaging Tool for Tumor Spheroid Characterization 

OCT has recently been explored as an alternative candidate for characterization of tumor spheroids. Given 

its advantages of label-free, non-destructive, fast, 3D imaging capability with high resolution and deep 

penetration, OCT was well suited for this purpose.  

 Table 7.1 summarizes the recent studies on using OCT for tumor spheroid characterization. As a 3D 

imaging modality, OCT has been employed to observe the 3D structure of the tumor spheroids [364, 365]. 

Specifically, OCT can detect 3D heterogeneous structures of tumor spheroids. In Sharma’s study, the 

spheroid appeared to be oblate at Day 7 [364].. Evans et al. observed a hollow core structure inside the ovarian 

tumor spheroid, as the spheroid grew larger than ~300 µm, which was after Day 13 in their experiment [366]. 

Huang et al. observed that the HCT 116 spheroid became flattened and disrupted after Day 11. The obtained 

3D OCT data of tumor spheroid can be further analyzed to quantify the sizes, volumes and sphericity [364, 

365], which can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of 3D culture methods [367, 368]. Given the non-

destructive imaging, OCT has been used for longitudinal or time-lapse monitoring of tumor spheroid to 

characterize grow kinetics [364, 365] or tumor morphological changes after photo-dynamic therapy (PDT) 

[369-373]. 
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Table 7. 1 Studies on OCT Imaging of Tumor Spheroids 

Reference Cell line Grow Method Characterizations 

Sharma et al. [364] Colo-205 (Colon) Hanging Drop Grow Kinetics (Dia :~1mm) 

Volume; 

Necrotic core (high scattering, Dia: 

200µm) 

Evans et al. [366], 

Celli et al. [369], 

Evans et al. [370] 

Jung et al. [371], 

Klein et al. [372], 

Jung et al. [373] 

OVCAR-5 (ovarian) Liquid Overlay 

(in Petri dish, on 

Matrigel, or 24 

wells flat 

bottom) 

Hollow core simulating metastasis 

(>Day 13, Dia:~300 µm) 

Merging tumor spheroid 

PDT response (BPD-PDT, EtNBS-

PDT): rupture, with apoptotic cell 

leaking out. 

Live/Dead after PDT based on 

surface/volume ratio and apoptotic 

density. 

Yu et al. [374], Yu 

et al. [375], Nolte et 

al. [376] 

UMR-106 

(bone) 

Bioreactor Dynamic light scattering for necrotic 

core detection 

Huang et al. [365], 

Huang et al. [363] 

(Our group) 

HCT-116 (colon), 

U87-MG (brain) 

Liquid Overlay 

with ULA round 

bottom plate 

Grow kinetics 

Volume (based on voxel counting) 

Necrotic core (based on attenuation) 

 

Shi et al. [367] HCT-116 (colon), 

Hela (cervix), A-431 

(skin), U87-MG 

(brain) 

Cell-sheets in 

dispase-dope 

media, shaker 

3D morphology 

Kingsley et al. 

[368] 

MDA-MB-

231(breast) 

Laser direct 

write (LDW) 

bioprinting 

Volume and sphericity of microcapsule 

containing cell aggregates 

 Other than 3D structure of tumor spheroids, OCT can also provide pathological features of tumor 

spheroids. Specifically, OCT can be used to identify the dead cell regions inside the tumor spheroids, which  

could be potentially served as the alternative of live/dead viability test. Currently, three methods have been 

proposed to characterize the dead cells regions inside the tumor spheroids. Evans et al. observed that, in 

ovarian tumor spheroid, several high-scattering bodies were found inside the hollow core, which they 

confirmed to be apoptotic cell aggregates that were broken off from the inner wall of the core in response to 

a lack of survival signals [366, 371]. They also observed that, after PDT response, the surface structure of 

the tumor spheroids was disrupted, with the leakage of apoptotic bodies into the outside environment [370]. 

Based on these observations, they derived two parameters, the surface/volume ratio and apoptotic density, to 

evaluate the treatment effect of PDT in ovarian tumor spheroid models [373]. In another method, Nolte et al. 

combined the dynamic light scattering with holographi optical coherenece imaging, a varient of full-field 

OCT, to detect the motions in different regions of the tumor spheroid [377]. Distinct fluctuating speckle 
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patterns and fluctuation power spectra were found between the outer profilerating shell and inner quiescent 

necrotic core in their results. Our group has proposed utilizing the optical intrinsic attenuation contrast to 

identify the necrotic core regions [363, 365]. Based on distinct optical attenuation values between the outer 

profilerating layer and inner dead cell regions, we could quantitatively evaluate the distribution of dead cell 

regions and monitor their growth over time.  

 

7.4 OCT Characterization of Tumor Spheroid 

In the following section, we reported the establishment of the high-throughput OCT imaging platform to 

systematically characterize 3D tumor spheroids in multi-well plates. Specifically, details of how the OCT 

imaging platform was employed to obtain high-resolution 3D images of tumor spheroids would be described. 

Next, the step-by-step quantitative analyses of the growth kinetics of 3D tumor spheroids, including accurate 

measurements of spheroid diameter and volumes, would  be shown. Furthermore, the method of the non-

destructive detection of dead cell regions using OCT based on the intrinsic optical attenuation contrast would 

be presented.  

 

7.5 Sample Preparation, OCT Configuration and Imaging Protocol  

7.5.1 Preparation of 2D Tumor Cell Culture 

Two tumor cell lines, glioblastoma (U-87 MG) and colorectal carcinoma (HCT116), were purchased from 

the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Rockville, MD). Both cell lines were cultured following 

recommended protocols by suppliers. U-87 MG cells were maintained in EMEM (Lonza, Walkersville, MD) 

supplemented with 10% FBS (ThermoFisher Scientific, Atlanta, GA), 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Pen-

Strep, Lonza), and additionally, 1 non-essential amino acid (NEAA, ThermoFisher Scientific) and 1% 

sodium pyruvate (ThermoFisher Scientific). HCT116 cells were maintained in McCoy’s 5A medium 

(ThermoFisher Scientific) supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% Pen-Strep, 1 NEAA and 1% sodium pyruvate. 

 The protocol of preparation of 2D tumor cell cultures were described as followed [363]: 

1) Obtain cell lines from a qualified supplier. Verify that cells from the cell lines of interest can form spheroid 

in the culture media or with the help of a substrate (basement membrane matrix like Matrigel). Look into the 

literature [360] or perform one-round of a pre-experiment for a check. 
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2) Thaw the frozen cells following the specific procedure provided by the cell-line supplier. A general 

procedure can be found from the suppliers’  recommended protocols.  

3) Culture the cells for 1-2 passages in 25 cm2 culture flasks. The cells are then ready to use for 3D cell 

culture. 

4) Monitor the health status of the cells every day and maintain them in an incubator under standard condition 

(37 °C, 5% CO2, 95% humidity). Refresh the media as needed.  

 

7.5.2 Preparation of 3D Tumor Spheroid 

Our protocol for preparation of 3D Tumor Spheroid in multi-well plates were adapted from the standard 

liquid-overlay method for 3D tumor spheroid preparation [360]. The detail steps were described as followed 

[363]: 

1) Remove the culture media from the culture flask and wash it with sterilized phosphate-buffered saline 

(PBS, heated to 37 °C). 

2) Resuspend the cells by adding 1 mL trypsin-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA, 0.5%) into the flask 

for 3 min. Then, add culture media to dilute the trypsin. 

3) Transfer the cell suspension into a 15 mL centrifuge tube and centrifuge for 5 minutes at room temperature, 

with the speed of 500 × g . 

4) Remove the supernatant and resuspend cells with 4 mL, pre-warmed, culture medium. Pipette one drop of 

sample on the hemocytometer for cell counting to determine cell concentration. Dilute the cells to appropriate 

concentration for seeding (3000 cells/mL). Make sure that the initial cell concentration of the spheroid was 

optimized for each cell-line and each type of multi-well plate (96-well, 384-well or 1536-well). 

5) Seed cells into the ultra-low attachment (ULA) round-bottomed multi-well plate. For 96-well plate, add 

200 µL of cells suspension in each well with the concentration of 3000 cells/mL. 

6) At room temperature, centrifuge the whole plate for 7 minutes right after seeding, using a plate adapter, at 

a speed of 350 x g or the lowest speed available. The centrifugation step could help gather cells to the center 

of the well to facilitate forming a single, uniform spheroid. The centrifugation step is performed only once at 

the beginning to form the tumor spheroids. It will not be repeated when the tumor spheroids start growing. 
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7) Maintain the multi-well plate at 37 °C and 5% CO2 in a culture incubator and refresh the culture media 

every 3 days.  

 

7.5.3 OCT System Configuration 

The configuration of custom OCT system has been described in Chapter 2. The characterization results of 

key performance metrics of this system has been presented in the same chapter.  

 In order to utilize the SD-OCT system for high-throughput tumor spheroid imaging, a 2D or 3D motorized 

translation stage is added into the OCT system to hold and move the multi-well plate so that tumor spheroids 

in these wells will be imaged sequentially. Since the plate has a size of 128 mm × 84 mm and the well spacing  

would be  (9.00 ± 0.05) mmfor a  96-well plate and (4.50 ±  0.05)  mm for a 384-well plate, the stage is 

required to have long travel ranges in both X and Y directions to cover the whole plate. Requirements of 

minimum travel range in X and Y directions for the 3D stage are listed in Table 7.2. 

Table 7. 2 Minimum Travel Range in X and Y Directions Required for the Translational Stage  

 96-well (Corning 7007) 384-well (Corning 3830) 

X travel range 9 mm × 11 + 6.86 mm (Dia.) = 105.86 mm 4.5 mm × 23 + 3.63 (Dia.) = 107.13 mm 

Y travel range 9 mm × 7 + 6.86 mm (Dia.) = 69.86 mm 4.5 mm × 15 + 3.63 (Dia.) = 71.13 mm 

 In our SD-OCT system, a 3D motorized translation stage (JTH360XY, Beijing Mao Feng Optoelectronics 

Technology Co., Ltd.) with a travel range of  150 × 250× 20 mm is chosen. 

 In order to fix the position of the multi-well plate on the motorized stage, a plate adapter (plate holder) is 

required. Generally, for commercial microscopes for biological studies, the multi-well plate adapter is 

common. Or, we can choose to customize the plate holder to fit the motorized stage with 3D printing 

technology.  

 Figure 7.1 shows a design of the custom plate holder. The design of the plate holder can be fulfilled in 

Solidworks or edited in STL editor. On the edge of the plate holder, a staircase structure is designed to fit the 

multi-well plates with slightly varied sizes fromdifferent manufacturers. At the bottom of the plate, multiple 

holes are drilled. The hole locations are matched to the holes on the top surface of the motorized stage so that 

we can use screws to fix the plate holder. The plate holder has a size of 138 mm × 94 mm × 11 mm. The 

height of the plate holder matters, for the following two reasons: 1) It is used to raise the vertical location of 
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the multi-well plate so that light can focus on the top surface of the tumor spheroid. 2) The plate bottom  

should be far away from the top surface of the stage to avoid the strong surface reflection from the stage and 

the screws.  Note that we cannot print the threads in the holes due to insufficient accuracy of 3D printing and 

insufficient strength of plastic materials.   

 During the high-throughput imaging, image qualities from multiple wells may not be consistent due to 

de-focusing effect and sample offsets. One main cause is that the plate position is not fully optimized, with 

small tilting and rotation angles. In order to correct the plate position, an additional rotation stage and a 2D 

tilting stage are mounted on top of the motorized stage to provide rotational adjustments with three more 

degrees of freedom.  

 Figure 7.2 shows the stage setup for the fine adjustment of the position of the plate holder. In Figure 

7.2A,  a 2D tilting stage, a rotation stage and the plate holder are mounted on top of each other on the 3D 

motorized stage. Figure 7.2C shows how the rotation of the plate will affect the sequential acquisition of the 

OCT images. If the rotaion exists, locations of the boundary wells (D11 in Figure 7.2C) in OCT images will 

shift horizontally as compared to center one (D6 in Figure 7.2C), causing offseted spheroid images. Figure 

Figure 7. 1 Design of a plate holder for multi-well plate. 
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7.2D shows the effect of plate tilting on OCT images. If the plate is tilted, locations of boundary wells will 

shift vertically (B6 in Figure 7.2D), causing both offsetting and de-focusing effects in OCT images.  

 Adjustment of the tilting and rotation of the plate holder can be performed iteratively. Figure 7.2B 

indicates the locations of wells (D6; B6 and G6; D2 and D11) used for fine adjustments. The procedures are 

described as followed: 

1) OCT image of D6 well is used as the reference image and its location is optimized at the center of both 

XZ and YZ OCT image previews. 

Figure 7. 2 Fine adjustment of the stage system. (A) Illustration of the stage setup with additional 

rotation and 2D tilting stages. (B) Locations of the wells (Marked in yellow) for fine adjustments. (C) 

The effect of rotation on OCT images. The plate with wells in yellow is rotated. The location of  boundary 

well (D11) shifts horizontally as compared to center well (D6), causing image offsets. (D) The effect of 

tilting on well location. The location of boundary well (B6) shifts vertically as compared to center well 

(D6), causing both image offset and de-focusing effect. 
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2) Move the stage to the boundary wells in the same row (D2, D11) or column (B6, G6) by integer times of 

the well spacing. Check the XZ and YZ OCT image preview. If the image of the boundary well is shiftd 

horizontally, adjust the rotation stage. If the image of the boundary well is shifted vertically, adjust the 2D 

tilting stage. Once it is well adjusted, move the stage back to D6 well.  

3) Repeat step 1 and 2 and perform the adjustment of tilting and rotation stages iteratively until the well 

locations are exactly the same for all wells in both XZ and YZ OCT image previews.  

 After the fine adjustment,  the plate position should be well-aligned for the high-throughput imaging.  

  

7.5.4 OCT Imaging Protocol for Tumor Spheroid 

Figure 7.3 shows the timeline for tumor spheroid preparation and imaging. OCT images of tumor spheroids 

are acquired at 4, 7, 11, 14, 18 and 21 days after spheroid initiation for both cell lines. The protocol for high-

throughput OCT imaging of tumor spheroids are described as followed [363]: 

1) On the day of the OCT imaging of tumor spheroids, take the multi-well plate from the incubator. Transfer 

the multi-well plate under the OCT imaging system. Place it on top of the plate adapter (See Figure 7.4).  

2) OCT imaging of tumor spheroids may be performed with the polystyrene plate lid on for longitudinal 

imaging or lid off for endpoint study or short term imaging. However, the water condensations on the lid due 

to evaporation of culture media may affect light transmission and distort the light path, yielding less optimal 

OCT images from the spheroids. To reduce the water condensation for longitudinal imaging, we can first 

remove part of the culture media, i.e. 50% of the culture media, from the well to reduce water evaporation. 

Figure 7. 3 Timeline for spheroid preparation and imaging. 
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Wipe the lid with tissue paper in the biosafety cabinet to avoid contamination, prior to OCT imaging. After  

OCT imaging, each well could be replenished with the culture media to original level.  

3) Adjust the height of the plate by moving along the z-direction of the translation stage. Maintain the focal 

plane position at ~100–200 μm below the top surface of each spheroid, to minimize the effect of the non-

uniform depth-wise focal profile. 

4) Set a proper OCT scanning range (e.g., 1 mm x 1 mm) in the custom software to cover the whole tumor 

spheroid according to its development stages. Actual scanning range varied from 0.46×0.42 mm2 to 2.0×1.7 

mm2.  

Figure 7. 5 Flow chart of the software implementation of the High-throughput OCT (HT-OCT) 

system 

Figure 7. 4 96-well plate placed inder the OCT imaging system 
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5) Use the custom software to acquire 3D OCT images of tumor spheroids one by one for all the wells of the 

plate containing spheroids. During the acquisition, ensure that the OCT spheroid data are collected without 

any motion. The spheroid is usually located at the center of the U-bottom well. However, the spheroid may 

be shifted in the culture media when the stage is accelerating or decelerating due to the inertia of the spheroid 

in the culture media.  

 A flow chart of software implementation of the high-throughput OCT (HT-OCT) system is shown in 

Figure 7.5, including the data acquisition, data processing, data writing and stage movement steps. After one 

spheroid data is collected, processed and written, the plate will automatically move to next well, wait for ~2 

s to allow the spheroid to rest, and collect the next spheroid data. 

 

7.5.5 Post-processing Procedure for OCT Images of Tumor Spheroids 

Figure 7.6 shows a overall flow chart for the post-processing procedure for OCT images of tumor spheroids. 

The obtained 3D OCT dataset of tumor spheroids were processed with custom C++ processing code to 

generate OCT structural images, following the steps in Figure 7.6A. Details of these steps are described in 

Chapter 2, Chapter 5 of Drexler and Fujimoto [36] and Jian et al. [378]. Note that, we use n = 1.37 as the 

refractive index of the tumor spheroid to derive the axial pixel size [365].   

 Next, the collage of spheroid images can be generated using 2D OCT images in three cross-sectional XY, 

XZ, and YZ planes across the centroid of the spheroid. Image registration, using the MATLAB function 

dftregistration[190], is performed for all the spheroids during the collage generation step to ensure that the 

centroids of all the spheroid are located approximately at the same location.  

 Then, 3D rendering of the spheroid could be generated using the software Amira or Imaris. Figure 7.7 

showed  the orthogonal views, 3D rendering and surface rendering of a tumor spheroid using Imaris software. 

 

7.5.6 Morphological Quantification of 3D Tumor Spheroid 

Figure 7.6 B showed the flow chart of the morphological quantification of 3D tumor spheroid. To calculate 

the tumor volume based on measured diameter of the tumor spheroid, three cross-sectional images in the XY, 

XZ, and YZ imaging planes across the centroid of the spheroid were selected. Diameter of the spheroid was 
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measured in XY plane and its height was measured in XZ plane. Diameter-based tumor volume was 

calculated as: 

            𝑉 =
1

6
𝜋𝑑3

                                                                    (7.1) 

where d was the average diameter of the spheroid measured in the X and Y directions.  

 Next, we employed a voxel-based method to quantify the volume of each tumor spheroid, described as 

followed: 

1) Apply a 3D averaging filter on the OCT structural data of spheroid to remove speckles.   

2) Segment tumor spheroids using the Canny edge detection[379] filter, frame by frame, with a proper 

threshold separating the tumor spheroid region from the well bottom.  

3) Group connective voxels for 3D data using built-in Matlab function: bwconncomp.  

Figure 7. 6 Data Processing for OCT images of tumor spheroids. (A) Flowchart of general post-

processing steps for OCT data.  (B) Flowchart of morphological quantification of the tumor spheroid. (C) 

Flowchart of dead cell region detection of the tumor spheroid. Scale bar: 100 µm for all the subfigures. 
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4) Calculate the mean distance between each connective voxel in the group and the manually chosen spheroid  

centroid for each group. Identify the spheroid region as the group with the minimum mean distance and label 

this group of voxels as true or 1. As a result, a volumetric mask of spheroid region is generated, which can 

be further used in dead-cell region detection.  

Figure 7. 7 (A) Orthogonal View (B) 3D rendering (C) 3D surface 

rendering of tumor spheroids generated by Imaris.  

A 

B 

C 
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5) Count the number of voxels within the spheroid region and then multiply by the actual volume of an 

individual voxel (volume/voxel), yielding the total volume of the spheroid. The counting step could be done 

by summing up all the labeled voxels in the volumetric mask.  

 

7.5.7 Dead-cell Region Detection of 3D Tumor Spheroids 

Dead cell region in 3D tumor spheroids can be identified with intrinsic optical attenuation measurement. 

Since OCT signals originate from back-scattering at different depths, OCT intensity detected as a function 

of depth in a homogeneous medium can be described by the Beer-Lambert Law [380]: 

𝐼(𝑧) = 𝐼0𝑒−2𝜇𝑧 

(7.2) 

where z represents the depth and  is optical attenuation coefficient, I0 is a constant representing the source 

intensity.  

 As OCT structural images are usually normalized and converted to logarithmic scale to increase the image 

contrast, the (relative) optical attenuation coefficient can be obtained by finding the derivative of the 

logarithmic-scale OCT intensity: 

�̂� = −
1

2

𝑑 log 𝐼(𝑧)

𝑑𝑧
 

(7.3) 

where �̂� represents the estimated value of optical attenuation.  

 Figure 7.6 C showed the flow chart of the post-process procedure of dead-cell region detection in tumor 

spheroids to generate the optical attenuation map. The detail steps are described as followed: 

1) Perform segmentation to remove unwanted regions outside the spheroid, using the volumetric mask 

generated above.  

2) Perform 3D average filter to suppress the speckle noise that is inherent in OCT images.  

3) Obtain voxel-wise optical attenuation coefficients by linear fitting the logarithmic-scale OCT intensity 

profile over a certain depth range (moving window), extract its slope, and multiply the slope by -1/2. In our 
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study, we use a 10-voxel moving window, which corresponds to ~40 μm in depth, with the voxel located in 

the middle of the window, to derive the attenuation coefficient for each voxel.  

4) Apply step 3 to each axial scan in a frame and each frame in a 3D dataset containing the segmented 

spheroid region until optical attenuation coefficients for all voxels of the segmented spheroid region are 

calculated.  

5) Perform the binary thresholding to highlight the high-attenuation region as the final optical attenuation 

map.  

6) Highlight the binarized optical attenuation map on the original image to label the dead-cell region using a 

blending mode.  

7) Generate the 3D-rendering image of the blended attenuation map to visualize the 3D distribution of the 

dead-cell region.   

 

7.5.8 Histology and Immunohistochemistry Examinations 

Histology and immunohistochemistry (IHC) stained images of tumor spheroids are obtained to correlate with 

the corresponding OCT results. The detail steps are described as followed: 

1) At each time points (See Figure 7.3 for the timeline), select 1‒2 tumor spheroids from the multi-well plate 

for histology and IHC staining.  Use a pipette with the 1 mL pipette tips to transfer the spheroid from the 

well to a 1.5 mL centrifuge tube. Prior to the transfer of spheroids, cut the 1 mL pipette tip to ensure that the 

opening of the tip is large enough to avoid damaging the spheroid. 

2)  Fill the centrifuge tube with 10% formaldehyde or 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for sample fixation, 

following the standard procedure.   

3) Perform the histology and IHC processes for each spheroid, using standard paraffin embedding techniques. 

4) Stain 5 μm thick sections of tumor spheroids for hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and terminal 

deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) apoptosis detection. A counterstaining of 

hematoxylin is applied to TUNEL.  

5) A digital slide scanner was used to scan the stained sample and obtain high-resolution histological and 

IHC images. 
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7.5.9 Statistical Analysis 

Student’s paired t-tests are performed to evaluate the significance of differences between diameter and height 

measurements, and between diameter-based and voxel-based volumes at each time point. A p value of <0.05 

indicates statistically significant differences between the paired measurements. 

 

7.6 High-throughput OCT Imaging of Tumor Spheroids 

7.6.1 Collages of OCT Spheroid Images 

 In this section, we showed the demonstration of using high-throughput OCT (HT-OCT) to perform 

sequential scans of the multi-well plate containing tumor spheroids. HCT 116 tumor spheroids in 96-well 

plate were scanned by the HT-OCT system at Day 7. Each OCT data consisted of 400 × 400 × 1024 voxels, 

which corresponded to an actual volume of 1.67 × 1.40 × 2.3 mm3. These HT-OCT data were processed 

following the procedure. Figure 7.8 – 7.11 showed the collages of HT-OCT images of HCT 116 spheroids 

generated from the processed OCT structural images. Figure 7.8 showed the collage of en face OCT images 

of tumor spheroids, which was comparable with images obtained from other 2D high-throughput imaging 

Figure 7. 8 Collage of en-face (XY) OCT images of HCT 116 spheroids. Scale bar: 500µm 
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system[381]. From the image, we could estimate that these tumor spheroids had a size of ~400 - 500 µm,  

close to the size of the scale bar. Given 3D imaging capability of the OCT, we could also generate the collage 

of 2D cross-sectional spheroid images from 96 wells from the XZ (Figure 7.9) and YZ (Figure 7.10) 

orthogonal planes to monitor spheroid heights and visualize spheroid inhomogeneity in the vertical direction. 

A collage of 3D-rendered spheroid images (Figure 7.11) was also feasible from any predefined angle to 

visualize the overall 3D shape and evaluate the sphericity of the spheroid.  

 We should note that, various factors might affect the final image quality of tumor spheroids from different 

wells. First, the fluctuation of OCT intensity among tumor spheroids may be attributed to either water 

condensation on the lid that absorbing incident light, or fluctuation of polarization states between the 

reference and sample arm. Second, the direct reflection from the well bottom may lead to saturated signals 

detected by the camera, yield a vertical saturated line from top to bottom in the cross-sectional images and a 

bright dot in the en face OCT images. Third, since the well bottom had a thickness of a few hundread 

micrometers, the top of the well bottom would be attached to the spheroid while the bottom of the well bottom 

might be folded back and overlapped with the tumor spheroid image, due to the complex conjugate 

ambiguity. Employing full-range technique (See Chapter 4) could alleviate the situation. Fourth, since the 

Figure 7. 9 Collage of cross-sectional (XZ) OCT images of HCT 116 spheroids. Scale bar: 500µm 
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tumor spheroid image was registered based on the spheroid location, the horizontal line artifacts in the image  

might be the residue DC term if the tumor spheroid was located too close to zero delay in the image. Fifth, 

the strong reflection from the media surface may contribute to the other horizontal line artifacts, either in a 

form of self-interference or aliasing effect in the cross-sectional OCT images.   

 

7.6.2 Time Characterization for HT-OCT Screening of a Plate of Tumor Spheroids 

In order to characterize the total time for HT-OCT to screen a plate, we performed multiple OCT screening 

on the same 96-well plate, with different camera line rate. For 2D scan mode, each OCT data consisted of 

400 pixels ×1024 pixels × 2 frames. For 3D scan mode, each 3D data consisted of 400×400×1024 voxels. 

Four different camera line rates, including 10.8 kHz (Sensor Unlimited, SU1024LDH2, OPR20), 20.6 kHz 

(OPR18), 45.6 kHz (OPR 16) and 88.8 kHz (OPR 12), were tested. Table 7.3 showed the results of time 

characterization of HT-OCT screening time in different camera operation modes. The time duration for each 

step of OCT screening was listed in details. In 2D scan mode, the total screening time for a 96-well plate was 

Figure 7. 10 Collage of cross-sectional (YZ) OCT images of HCT 116 spheroids. Scale bar: 500µm 
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~6 min, which was comparable with commercial bright field high-throughput imaging system (Celigo,  

Nexcelom; < 5 min for a 96-well plate). For 3D scan mode, the pure OCT acquisition time for a 96-well plate 

could be as low as ~3.2 min, with the line-scan camera running at 92 kHz mode (actual line rate 88.8kHz). 

In this mode, the total screening time for a 96-well plate, including all steps, would be ~23 min. The additional 

~20 min was utilized to the process, save the OCT data from all the wells and control the stage movements, 

which was ~12 s for each data. Within the ~12 s, it took ~4 s to process the data with abovementioned size 

and took another ~4s to write the data to the solid state drive in raw data mode (320 MB) and TIFF data mode 

(75MB). For the rest, ~2 s was allocated to the stage movement and the last ~2 s was the gap time to allow 

spheroid to stop the movement due to inertia and fall to the well bottom.  

Table 7. 3 Time Characterization for HT-OCT system 

 

Scan 

Mode 

Camera 

Line 

Rate  

Acquisition 

Time 

Processing 

Time 

Writing 

Time 

Stage 

Movement4 

Average 

time/well 

Total 

Acquisition 

Time (96-

well) 

Total 

time 

(96-

well) 

2D1 20.6 kHz ~0.05 s ~0.02 s ~0.02 s ~4 s ~4 s - ~6 min 

3D2 

88.8 kHz ~2 s 

~4 s ~4 s3 ~4 s 

~14 s ~3.2 min ~23 min 

45.6 kHz ~4 s ~16 s ~6.4 min ~26 min 

20.6 kHz ~9 s ~22 s ~14.4 min ~35 min 

10.8 kHz ~18 s ~31 s ~28.8 min ~50 min 
12 frames with a size of 400×1024 pixels; 23D data with a size of 400 × 400 × 1024 pixels; 3Both raw data and process Tiff data are 

saved. Average writing time of the 3D raw data is 3.2 s (320 MB). Average writing time of the Tiff data is 0.8 s (75 MB); 4Including 
~2 s of stage movement and 2 s gap time to allow spheroids to stop movement. 

Figure 7. 11 Collage of 3D rendered OCT images of HCT 116 spheroids. Scale bar: 500µm 
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 Sometimes, we would like to slow down the camera line rate to improve the image quality, since the 

sensitivity would increase by ~3 dB if the camera line rate slowed down by half. As the camera line rate was 

reduced, the OCT acquisition time for individual tumor spheroid  (the 3rd column of Table 7.2) or the whole 

plate (the 8th column of Table 7.2) would be increased, yielding a longer total OCT screening time, shown in 

the last column of Table 7.2. For the future practice of OCT screening, we can find a balance between the 

desired image quality and the imaging time depending on the purpose. 

 

7.7 Longitudinal OCT Imaging of Tumor Spheroids 

Given the non-destructiveness of OCT imaging, we could utilize OCT to monitor tumor spheroids over time. 

Figure 7.12 showed the development of a U-87 MG tumor spheroid over 21 days. En face (first row of Figure 

7.10), cross-sectional (second row of Figure 7.19), and 3D rendered images (third row of Figure 7.10) were 

presented to show the growth of tumor spheroid. In the OCT images, U-87 MG cells were observed to gather 

and form a spheroid by Day 4. The diameter of the spheroid was estimated to be ~250 m. Then, the spheroid 

continued to grow and reached ~550 m in diameter on Day 14. The spheroid growth slowed down 

Figure 7. 12 Sequential en face, cross-section and 3D rendered OCT images of a U-87 MG tumor 

spheroid. Scale bar: 100 μm 
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afterwards. Throughout the 21-day development, the U-87 MG spheroid maintained a tightly-packed and 

spherical shape. 

 Figure 7.13 showed the development of the HCT 116 tumor spheroid over the same duration. Similarly, 

the spheroid in en face, cross-section and 3D rendered OCT views were displayed in different rows. For 

HCT116 cells, the spheroid grew faster, with a size of ~350 m on Day 4, and reached ~500 m on Day 7. 

After day 7, a heterogeneous growth pattern was observed for the HCT 116 tumor spheroid, In en face images, 

the cell cluster maintained a smooth and near-spherical shape by Day 18. However, an irregular “two-peak” 

shape of the HCT 116 cluster was seen from the cross-sectional view on Day 11. In addition, tumor height 

was observed to reach its maximum on day 11 and reduced afterward. 3D rendered images of the HCT 116 

spheroid further confirmed that its shape became disrupted and flattened after Day 11. Thus, HCT 116 

spheroid may undergo distinctive evolution of the geometric shape at late growth stage, as compared with U-

87 MG tumor spheroids.  

 

Figure 7. 13 Sequential en face, cross-section and 3D rendered OCT images of a HCT116 tumor 

spheroid. Scale bar: 100 μm 
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7.8 Morphological Quantification of Tumor Spheroids 

Based on the 3D OCT data, we can further quantify diameter, height and volume of U-87 MG and HCT 116 

tumor spheroids to chacterize their grow kinetics. Figure 7.14 showed the results of quantitative analyses of 

the growth dynamics of 3D tumor spheroids in terms of its size and volume, based on the longitudinal OCT 

measurements. Table 7.4 showed the number of tumor spheroids for each cell line that were quantitatively 

analyzed at each time point. Two tumor spheroids of U87MG (Figure 7.14 A-C) and HCT 116 (Figure 7.14 

D-F) at Day 18 were shown as examples to illustrate how average diameter and height were measured from 

en face and cross-sectional OCT images The growth kinetics of U-87MG tumor spheroid was shown in 

Figure 7.14G, where U-87 MG tumor spheroids exhibited a linearly increasing trend for both the average 

diameter from Day 4 (Dia. 220 ± 20 m) to Day 14 (Dia. 530 ± 30 m) and the height from Day 4 (Ht. 230 

± 10 m) to Day 14 (Ht. 550 ± 40 m). This growth trend for spheroid diameter was consistent with previous 

studies [360, 382]. No statistically significant difference (p>0.05) between growth kinetics of diameter and 

height of U87-MG was observed before Day 14. Also, we compared the spheroid volume derived from both 

voxel-based and diameter-based measurements. The U-87 MG volumes derived from the diameter-based 

measurements were similar but slightly smaller than the voxel-based volume (Figure 7.14 H).  

Table 7. 4 Numbers of U-87 MG and HCT 116 Tumor Spheroids for Morpholoigcal Quantification 

 For HCT 116 spheroids, the average diameter exhibited a fast increase from Day 4 (Dia. 350 ± 30 m) to 

Day 11 (Dia. 670 ± 90 m), but then only increased slowly from Day 11 to Day 21 (Figure 7.14 I). However, 

the spheroid height reached the maximum value on Day 11 (Ht. 560 ± 70 m) and then rapidly dropped until 

Day 21 (Ht. 270 ± 100 m). A large discrepancy between height and diameter were observed at all other 

measured time points (p<0.001 on Days 11, 14; p<0.01 on Day 18, and p<0.05 on Day 21; Figure 7.14 I). 

For the volume measurement, the average voxel-based volume of HCT 116 tumor spheroids increased from 

Day 4 to Day 11, but gradually decreased at later time points. In contrast, the growth kinetics for diameter-

based volumes of HCT 116 tumor spheroids displayed a steadily increasing trend throughout the entire 

period. As a result, the diameter-based volumes of HCT 116 tumor spheroids were significantly over-

estimated compared to the voxel-based volume after Day 11 (Figure 7.14 J). This discrepancy could reach 

Day 4 7 11 14 18 21 

U-87 MG 12 11 9 6 5 4 

HCT 116 24 21 18 15 6 3 
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as high as ~276% on Day 21. The discrepancy of the size and volume measurements could be attributed to 

the heterogeneous shapes of the HCT 116 spheroid at late stages.  

 The morphological quantification results of tumor spheroids strongly suggested that, complimentary 

depth information provided by the OCT could lead to a more robust and accurate characterization of growth 

kinetics of the 3D tumor spheroids, especially for the volume measurement.  

 

7.9 Identification of Dead Cell Regions Based on Optical Intrinsic Attenuation Contrast 

7.9.1 Generation of Optical Attenuation Map 

Besides monitoring the growth kinetics of the tumor spheroids, we also demonstrated label-free necrotic 

region detections of tumor spheroids based on intrinsic optical attenuation contrast. Figure 7.15 showed an 

example of dead-cell region detection for Day 4, 14 and 18 HCT 116 tumor spheroids based on the optical 

attenuation. First, we extracted intensity profiles along each axial scan line based on OCT structural images 

(Figure 7.15A, E, I), which were shown in Figure 7.15B, F, J. Two distinct slopes were observed in the 

intensity profile on day 14 and day 18, fitted in gray and red dashed lines, while no significant intensity drop 

was observed in Day 4 spheroid. The gray dashed line marked the slow decay region at the top portion of the 

Figure 7. 14 Quantitative analyses of the growth kinetics of 3D tumor spheroids in terms of size 

(diameter and height) and volume. Two tumor spheroids from U87MG (A-C) and HCT 116 (D-F) cell 

lines at day 18 were shown as examples to illustrate how average diameter and height were measured 

from en face and cross-sectional OCT images.  Quantification of diameter and height, diameter-based 

and voxel-based volumes for these two cell lines were shown in (G-J) Scale bar: 100 μm.  
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spheroid and the red line marked the fast decay region. Based on our observation, we analyzed the optical  

attenuation coefficients for each voxel within the tumor spheroid. Histograms of optical attenuation 

coefficients from spheroids of different time points  were shown in Figure 7.15C, G, K.  We observed two 

distinct peak locations for live and dead-cell tissue on day 14, as indicated by P1 (P1 = 0.36 mm-1) and P2 (P2 

= 0.60 mm-1) in Figure 7.15 G. After fitting with two Gaussian curves, we found out the peak locations and 

set the threshold of high attenuation region as the mean of the two peak values (i.e. 0.48 mm-1). We should 

note that, the threshold value was an empirical value, which might vary depending on the imaging condition 

and tumor spheroid conditions.  In this way, 3D binary maps highlighting high attenuation regions above the 

Figure 7. 15. Determination of dead-cell regions of HCT 116 tumor spheroids on Days 4, 14, and 

18 based on optical attenuation contrast. The backscattered signals in cross-sectional OCT images (A, 

E, I) were used to derive intensity profiles along each axial scan line (B, F, J). High attenuation regions 

(indicated in red lines in F, J) could be clearly observed in the intensity profiles of the tumor spheroids 

on Days 14 and 18 (F, J), but not on the tumor spheroid on Day 4 (B). Further analyses of optical 

attenuation coefficient histograms (C, G, K) were performed to determine the threshold to separate low 

and high attenuation regions (i.e. 0.48 mm-1), which is calculated as the median of the two peak values 

(P1=0.36 mm-1, P2=0.60 mm-1). High-attenuation regions above the threshold highlighted in red (H, L) 

were detected as the necrotic cores in the tumor spheroids. The region of necrotic tissue clearly increased 

as the spheroid developed. Scale bars: 100m. 
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threshold in red was generated. The blended optical attenuation maps for Day 14 and 18 tumor spheroids 

were presented in Figure 7.15 H and L.  

 

7.9.2 Progression of Dead-cell Regions in Tumor Spheroid 

Since the attenuation detection approach was completely non-destructive, we further monitored the  

progression of dead-cell regions from the same tumor spheroid throughout the growing period. Figure 7.16 

showed a representative result of longitudinal tracking of 3D distribution of the dead-cell regions in the 

HCT116 tumor spheroid during14-day development, shown in 3D rendered optical attenuation maps. The 

dead-cell regions were highlighted in red with high optical attenuation coefficients. In the 3D rendered optical 

attenuation maps, the red regions were expanding, indicating the longitudinal growth of the dead cell regionse 

as the spheroid developed.  

 

Figure 7. 16 Progression of dead-cell regions in the tumor spheroid over 14 days, shown in 3D 

rendered optical attenuation maps. Dead-cell regions were highlighted in red.  
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7.9.3 Correlation of Optical Attenuation Map with Histological and IHC results  

The proposed non-destructive dead-cell region detection technique was verified by comparing by comparing 

OCT optical attenuation map of HCT 116 tumor spheroid with corresponding spheroid images obtained by  

histology and IHC. Figure 7.17 showed the correlation between optical attenuation maps of two HCT 116 

tumor spheroids at Days 4 and 14 and the corresponding histology and IHC spheroid slices, which were 

stained with H&E and TUNEL, respectively. On Day 4, no necrotic region was observed in optical 

attenuation map, H&E and TUNEL stained slices (Figure 7.17 A-C). On Day 14, optical attenuation map  

(Figure 7.17D) showed a good correlation with H&E and TUNEL slices (Figure 7.17 E, F), as indicated by 

analyzing the features within the dashed-line surrounded regions in H&E and TUNEL slices. The dashed 

lines were derived from the contour of highlighted dead-cell regions in optical attenuation map. In H&E 

slices, the necrotic regions as indicated by less dense and aggregated structure located within the dashed line 

region (Figure 7.17E). In TUNEL slices, a good match was observed between high-attenuation region and 

TUNEL labeled apoptotic cellular region (Figure 7.17 F). Especially, in the region near the dashed lines 

(zoomed image in Figure 7.17 F), high density of apoptotic cells were found, while this region were 

accurately labeled as dead-cell region in the optical attenuation map. In this way, we demonstrated the 

feasibility of OCT to detect the dead-cell distributions and monitor their progression, which potentially 

provide more valuable information of spheroids’ growth pattern. 

 

7.10 HT-OCT imaging on Tumor Spheroid Invasion Assay 

7.10.1 Introduction of Tumor Spheroid Invasion Assay 

Cancer metastasis accounts for ~90% of the death among all the cancer patients, rather than primary tumors 

[383-388]. In cancer metastasis, cancer cells will undergo a multi-step process, known as the invasion-

metastasis cascade [387, 389, 390], to reach distant tissues and form new tumor colonies. During invasion-

metastasis cascade, one early critical step to enable cancer cell dissemination is cell invasion, in which cancer 

cells invade through extracellular matrices (ECMs), the barriers, and intravasate into the vasculature network 

so that they can travel a long distance to other parts of the body. Therefore, it remains a key topic in cancer 

research to understand the principles and mechanism of cell behaviors during invasion.  
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 In another aspect, scientists are striving to develop drugs targeting on a single molecule to inhibit growth 

and proliferation of primary tumors. However, it remains a rare success in finding the effective anti-tumor 

candidate during drug discovery, which is less than 10% [356].  One key reason is that cancer cells undergo 

multiple rounds of mutations during tumor progression. Some of the cancer cells will circumvent these 

Figure 7. 17 Comparison of necrotic regions identified based on optical attenuation contrast with 

histology and immunohistochemistry (IHC) results. High attenuation region-labeled OCT images of 

two HCT 116 tumor spheroids on Day 4 (A) and Day 14 (D) were compared with corresponding H&E 

(B, E) and TUNEL stained (C, F) slices, respectively. The highlighted region in blended optical 

attenuation map (D) matched well with the combination of the necrotic (E) and apoptotic regions (F) 

identified by H&E and TUNEL stainings, respectively. Zoom-in views of gray square-highlighted areas 

were shown at the left-top panel of H&E and TUNEL images. The contour of high attenuation region in 

OCT image was indicated in black dash lines in H&E and TUNEL images. Scale bar: 100 m.  
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inhibitory compounds, yielding these single-targeted compounds ineffective [391]. Thus, there is a paradigm 

shift in drug discovery to find potential leads that inhibiting tumor cell migration and invasion rather than 

killing the cancer cells [391, 392].  

 During the initial compound finding process, two-dimensional (2D) tumor cell culture models are 

routinely used to simulate cell migrations and invasions and served as the drug test targets, given their low 

cost and fast readout. The standard 2D culture model is the Boyden chamber assay [393-395]. First introduced 

in 1961, the Boyden chamber assay utilized a Transwell with a cell permeable membrane to test whether 

individual cells can migrate through the membrane. Coating with a layer of extracellular matrix (ECM) on 

top of the membrane in Transwell, this model can be used to study the invasion of individual cells. However, 

this model does not truly mimic the cell invasion process in a three-dimensional ECM [396], in which the 

tumor cells will invade in all directions from the bulk [397]. Also, relevant cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions 

are lacking in 2D Transwell models [397, 398], in which the ECM actually regulate several cellular activities, 

i.e. cell differentiation, proliferation, adhesion and migration [398, 399]. Therefore, this model is not suitable 

to analyze the group activity of cell clusters during invasion process.  

 Given this, 3D spheroid invasion model have been established, by embedding tumor spheroids in the 

ECM [392, 400]. In spheroid invasion model, individual or clustered cells can invade out of the spheroid in 

all directions into the surrounding matrix. This spheroid invasion model been used to test the invasiveness 

and invasive pattern of different tumor cell lines [392, 396, 397]. Important cell line specific features such as 

individual vs collective cell movements can be visualized [396, 401]. A previous study is reported to utilize 

the 3D invasion assay to test the effects of additives, e.g. EGF, to induce cell invasion of tumor spheroids for 

CALs and CALr cell lines, a human squamous head and neck cancer [392]. A recent study utilized the 3D 

invasion assay as a test model to facilitate the study of the subclonal diversity and interactions between 

distinct tumor subpopulations [402]. Drug effect on the cell invasion model is also tested [403, 404]. 

 

7.10.2 Current Quantitative Analyses of Tumor Spheroid Invasion Assay 

Current quantitative analyses of 3D invasion assay rely on the images taken with 2D imaging modalities, i.e. 

bright field or fluorescent microscopes. Invasion process would be monitored at sequential time points, i.e. 

every 24 hours. To quantify invasiveness, invasion fronts and core regions would be segmented separately 
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[392, 397]. Then, invasion areas could be counted at different time points. Also, individual cells could be 

tracked at different time point to monitor their movements to evaluate whether they are moving individually 

or collectively [401]. However, all these analyses and results rely on the assumption that the tumor spheroid 

and the surrounding tumor microenvironments are homogeneous, i.e. the tumor spheroid is close to a perfect 

sphere and tumor microenvironments (TMEs) are identical in all directions. However, if the shape of the 

tumor spheroid is heterogeneous, the invasion distance and density from the core might be different in 

different directions. If the spheroid is embedded in a complex ECM scaffold [405] or if the ECM is not 

homogeneous in all directions, tumor cells might interact with TME differently at different sites. Solely 

taking 2D images may introduce bias on the analysis results. Thus, 3D imaging modalities with the ability to 

capture the whole tumor spheroids with invadopodia in the 3D ECM are imperative.  

 

7.10.3 HT-OCT Imaging on Tumor Spheroid Invasion Assay 

In the following section, I would show the demonstration of using HT-OCT system to characterize tumor 

spheroid invasion assays. Morphological informations of selected tumor spheroids, including total area and 

volume, invasion area and volume, have been quantified. Based on 3D morphological characterization 

provided by OCT, we can evaluate the compound effects on inhibition of  cell invasion on these spheroid 

invasion assays.   

 

7.10.4 Preparation of In vitro tumor spheroid invasion assay for drug screening 

The protocol to prepare tumor spheroid invasion assay for drug screening is adapted from the standard liquid 

overlay method[392]. U87-MG cells are used to form the spheroids in our study. Tumor spheroids are formed 

following the protocol described in Chapter 7.5.2. The only difference is that, volume of cell-containing 

culture media added to each well was 140 µL, instead of 200 µL. After 3 days of growth, 10 µL of 1:10 

dilution of compounds in media is added to each well. After that, the 96-well plate is placed on top of ice and 

150 µL of 50% Matrigel were added to each well. The whole plate is incubated for 24hr to allow cell invasion 

to proceed and compounds to take effect. After that, the whole plate is first imaged with a high-throughput 

imaging system (GE, Perkin Elmer or Celigo). Then the plate is transferred to our lab for OCT imaging, 

which would be 1-2 days after bright field imaging. 
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 Figure 7.18 shows the protocol of compound treatments on each tumor spheroid invasion assay. A total 

number of five plates of spheroid invasion assays are tested. The first invasion assay #1 is fixed and optical-

cleared at Day 4, following the protocol described in Boutin et al. [406]. For the invasion assay #2 and #2, 

two duplicate plates are prepared and screened. Thus, for each compound and each concentration, a total of 

six tumor spheroids is screened. 

 

7.10.5 Results of OCT Imaging of Tumor Spheroid Invasion Assays 

Figure 7.19 showed results of OCT imaging of U87-MG tumor spheroids modeling cell invasions. In this 

study, the tumor spheroid invasion assay was fixed and cleared prior to OCT and bright field imaging. 

Spheroids treated with DMSO (control), Batimastat, Y27632 and Bosutinib were shown in Figure 7.19 A-D 

respectively. For compound treated groups, the spheroids from row B of the plate (B8, B6, B2) were chosen, 

with the final compound concentration of 16.7 µM. In each subfigure, cross-sectional OCT (OCT XZ), en 

Figure 7. 18 List of Compounds that added to each well. The wells labeled with DMSO were control 

groups. The final concentration of the compound decreased from 33µM to 0.26 µM from first row to 8 th 

row. 
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face OCT (OCT XY), 3D rendered OCT (OCT 3D) were presented to show the spheroid in different views. 

The bright field (BF) image was also presented for a comparison. In the control group, extensive cellular 

invasion (fluffy surrounding) was clearly visible in OCT images, with its diameter measured to be ~525 μm. 

In three compound-treated groups, the surface of the spheroid treated with Bosutinib (Figure 7.19D) was 

uniform and smooth, indicating cell invasion was completely inhibited. The diameter of the Bosutinib-treated 

spheroid was measured to be ~370 μm. For Batimastat and Y27632 treated spheroids, the invasion features 

remained on their surface (Figure 7.17 B, C), indicating the compound effect was not significant. In all four 

Figure 7. 19 Characterization of compound effects on tumor spheroid invasion assay by HT-OCT. 

Tumor spheroids were fixed and optical-cleared prior to imaging. Subpanels 1-4 corresponded to cross-

sectional OCT (OCT XZ), en face OCT (OCT XY), 3D rendered OCT (OCT 3D) and bright field (BF) 

images.  Scale bar: 300 μm 
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groups, our observations in OCT images matched well with the observations  in bright field images (Figure 

7.19 A4 – D4).  

 Figure 7.20 showed the characterization results of in vitro tumor spheroid invasion assays for compound 

effects assessments. The bright field images of spheroids, obtained by bright-field, high-throughput screening 

(HTS) device (InCell 2200, 4×, GE HealthCare) were shown in the first row of Figure 7.20. The 

corresponding en face OCT images were shown in the second rows. The intensity of invasive cells outside 

was comparable to the intensity of the core in the en face OCT images of in vitro spheroids. In comparison, 

the intensity of invasive cells in fixed and cleared plates were much lower than the core region and slightly 

higher than the background. The intensity difference might be attributed to the optical clearing, while invasive 

cells outside the core were easier to be cleared than the densely packed core regions with much stronger 

barriers to resist the diffusion of the clearing agent. Similar to the fixed spheroids, we could easily observe 

cell invasion outside the spheroid core in the control group (Figure 7.20, first column). In the compound  

treated groups with the compound concentration of 16.7 µM, the response to the compound treatment were 

different, which were shown in both bright field and OCT images. Spheroids under the treatment of 

Bosutinib, Sunitinib and Metarrestin showed clear boundaries of the core regions in both bright field and en 

face OCT images, without any observation of invasive cells outside the core, inferring the compounds 

successfully inhibit cell invasion. For LY-364947 treated spheroids, invasive cells were clearly observed in 

Figure 7. 20 Characterization of compound effects on in vitro tumor spheroid invasion assay. First row 

showed the bright field images of tumor spheroids treated with DMSO (control), Bosutinib, Axitinib, 

Sunitinib, Metarrestin and LY-364947. Second row showed the corresponding en face OCT images. 

Compound concentration: 16.7 µM. Scale bar: 250µm.  
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both bright field and OCT images, inferring no inhibitory effect of cell invasion. For Axitinib treated group, 

invasive cells could be observed in the bright field image. However, we didn’t see much cells outside the 

spheroid core in OCT image, which disagreed with the bright field results. We also checked the tumor 

spheroid under the bright field microscope after OCT imaging and found no signs of cell invasion. Since the 

OCT images were obtained one day after the bright field imaging, and in the meantime, the plate was shipped 

from one site to another, the discrepancy of the results might be attributed to either the slow effect of the 

compound or potential damage during the shipment. Further experiment could be conducted on the same day 

to confirm the compound effect of Axitinib on cell invasion.  

  Next, we evaluated the significance of inhibitory effects of cell invasion on tumor spheroids as a function 

of compound concentrations. Figure 7.21 showed the characterization results by bright field and OCT 

imaging. From left to right in the image, the tumor spheroids were treated with increased concentration of 

compounds from 0.26 µM to 33.3 µM. For Bosutinib group, the compound effect became signficant at a dose 

higher than 2.08 µM, with minimum amount of invasive cells observed outside the tumor spheroids in bright 

field and OCT images. For Metarrestin treated spheroids, the compound started to inhibit cell invasion 

significantly at the compound concentration of 16.7 µM. LY-364947 treated spheroids didn’t show any 

inhibitory effects of cell invasion on the tested spheroid at the highest dose of 33.3 µM. As a result, we 

demonstrated the use of HT-OCT to perform qualitative assessment of compound effects on tumor spheroid 

invasion assays. 

 

7.10.6 Quantitative Assessment of Compound Effects on Tumor Spheroid Invasion Assays by HT-

OCT 

To further evaluate the compound effects quantitatively, we further performed quantitative analyses on 

spheroids’ morphology under different compound treatments. Morphological parameters such as total area, 

total volume were quantified from the OCT data.  

  Figure 7.22 showed the quantification results of spheroid areas for different compounds, as a function of 

concentration. In en face OCT images, the representative spheroid was automatically segmented by the built-

in function in ImageJ (Figure 7.22 A). Then, spheroid area was measured to be the area of the contoured 

region. Figure 7.22 B showed the barplots of spheroid areas measured from the en face OCT images. Orange, 
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blue, yellow, green, purple and magenta colors corresponded to control, Bosutinib, Axitinib, Sunitinib, 

Metarrestin and LY-364947 compound groups, respectively. And the bars in each group were arranged in an  

ascending order based on compound concentration. In the OCT total area analysis, the Bosutinib group and 

Metarrestin group showed a clear decreasing trend of spheroid areas as the compound concentration 

increased, inferring the compound took effect to inhibit cell invasion. We also conducted the statistical 

analyses to assess the significance of the compound effects for each compound and each dose, using the 

results of paired t-test between compound treated group and the control group. The statistical significances  

were labeled as number of stars on top of each bar (*: p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***: p<0.001). The areas of 

Bosutinib treated spheroid were significantly different from the control group at a concentration higher than 

2.08 µM, which was consistent with our qualitative observation in Figure 7.21. The spheroid areas for 

Figure 7. 21 Compound effects of inhibition of cell invasion on tumor spheroids at different 

concentrations, characterized by bright field and 3D OCT imaging. Compound concentration increased from 

0.26 µM to 33.3 µM. Bosutinib, Metarrestin and LY-364947 treated spheroids were shown. Bosutinib started 

to take effect at a concentration of 2.08 µM; Metarrestin started to take effect at a concentration of 16.7 µM, 

while LY-364947 didn’t show any inhibitory effects on tumor spheroid invasion models. Scale bar: 200 µm. 
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Metarrestin treated spheroids were significantly different as the dose went beyond 4.17 µM, which was 

smaller than the 16.7 µM observed in Figure 7.21.  However, we observed that, invasion region was reduced 

in the Metarrestin treated spheroids from 4.17 µM to 16.7 µM in Figure 7.21. With the doses in between, the 

Metarrestin had minor effect to inhibit the cell invasion on tumor spheroid. For Sunitinib treated spheroids, 

we observed that only spheroids treated with 16.7 µM Sunitinib showed a significant difference of spheroid 

area to the control group. For a comparison, we also showed the quantification result of spheroid areas from 

the bright field images in Figure 7.22 C. Quantification results of Bosutinib and Metarrestin groups from  

OCT and bright field images were quite consistent, with the same decreasing trends and significance. 

However, for Sunitinib group, the bright field images showed a significant decreasing trend of spheroid area, 

inferring the compound was effective to stop cell invasion. For Axitinib treated spheroids, spheroid areas 

didn’t show any trend. Lastly, for LY-364947 treated spheroids, the spheroid areas were comparable with the 

control group and sometimes larger than the control group, inducing the false positive statistical significance. 

The quantification results of this group were consistent with our observation of no significant compound 

effect.  

Figure 7. 22 Total area analysis of tumor spheroid invasion assay. The spheroid area was measured for 

each spheroid in en face OCT images (A) and bright field images. Spheroid areas for different compounds 

as a function of concentration quantified from en face OCT images (B) or bright field images (C) were shown. 
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 Figure 7.23 showed the preliminary result of the volume quantification for one plate of tumor spheroids, 

measured from the OCT data. Overall, the trend shown in volume analysis was similar with the spheroid area 

analysis.  

 We should note that, in the barplots of spheroid area and volume, we observed that some bars were higher 

than the neighbouring bars (i.e. Bosutinib group with a concentration of 8.33 µM, Sunitinib group with a 

concentration of 8.33 µM and 33.3 µM). Since the size of the sample in each sub-group was small (3 – 6), 

there might be chances that the results were affected by the shipment or the poor imaging quality. Future 

experiments would involve conducting more dupliate screens by HT-OCT with optimized image quality to 

claim the significance of the compound effects.  

 

7.10.7 Preliminary Analysis of 3D Cell Invasion on Tumor Spheroids 

To better evaluate the compound effect, we characterized the cell invasion area and volume for the 

compound-treated tumor spheroids. Figure 7.24 showed the preliminary analysis of invasion area for 

selected compound-treated tumor spheroids in the assay. Left panels of Figure 7.24 A-F showed the en face 

OCT images of selected tumor spheroids with different compound treatments (Control spheroid was treated 

Figure 7. 23 Total volume analysis of tumor spheroid invasion assay with different compound 

treatment. 
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with DMSO). The compound concentration was 16.7 µM for all compound-treated spheroids. Although the 

intensity of invasive cells were comparable with the intensity of the core, which made it difficult to separate 

them apart, the invasive cells were loosely distributed outside the core as compared to the densely packed 

cells in the core. In such case, we could apply a 2D average filter with a small moving window size to  

smoothen the spheroid image. Density packed regions would have a higher averaged intensity, while the 

intensity of the invasion region would be lower down due to the averaging of intensities of invasive cells and 

the empty background. Then, we could use two thresholds to segment the invasion region, with a higher 

threshold to mark out the core region and lower threshold to remove background. After segmentation, we 

further optimized the results, by filling the holes in the core due to the OCT speckle, as well as rejecting the 

false positive of the thin ring outside the core due to the average filter. The segmentation results for each 

compound-treated spheroid were shown in the right panels of Figure 7.24 A-F.  For the control spheroids 

and LY-364947 treated spheroids, invasion areas were clearly observed and labeled in green color, while, for 

Figure 7. 24 Invasion area analysis on tumor spheroid invasion assay. Left panels of (A-F) showed the 

en face OCT images of selected tumor spheroids with different compound treatments (Control spheroid was 

treated with DMSO). The compound concentration was 16.7 µM for all compound-treated spheroids. Right 

panels showed the segmentation results of spheroid, with the red colored region indicating the core and the 

green colored regions indicating the invasion area. The corresponding quantification results were shown in 

(G), with the areas of the core and invasion areas plotted separately in the bar plot.  
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the other four groups, only core regions were labeled in red. Based on the segmentaion results, areas of 

invasion and core regions could be further quantified, which were shown in Figure 7.24 G.  

 Similarly, we could employ the segmentation method on the 3D OCT data to highlight the invasion 

volume, which was shown in Figure 7.25. This method could be further applied to other 3D OCT data of 

tumor spheroids to characterize the invasion areas and volumes for accurate evaluation of compound effects. 

 

7.11 Discussions 

7.11.1 Significance of OCT in Tumor Spheroid Characterization 

Tumor activity is highly relevant to its morphological structure. Similar to monitoring characteristic growth 

curve for 2D cell cultures, tracking the growth curve for 3D tumor spheroids is also a conventional approach 

to characterize the long-term spheroid growth behavior for different cell lines. Notably, we can characterize 

the drug response by analyzing tumor degradation or tumor regrowth directly reflected in the growth curve. 

Therefore, quantitative assessment of 3D tumor spheroids, including the size and volume, to derive the 

growth curve, is of great importance for the characterization of tumor spheroids and the evaluation of 

compound effect. Currently, imaging platform based on bright field, phase contrast or fluorescent imaging 

have been established for routine imaging and analysis of morphology or functions of the 3D tumor spheroids 

[360, 381, 407, 408]. However, they are unable to resolve the entire, large tumor structure due to limited 

Figure 7. 25 3D rendered OCT image of a tumor spheroid invasion model (A) and corresponding 

segmented spheroid with green-colored invasion region an red-colored core (B).  
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depth penetration as well as low-resolution depth-resolvability. In the representative results, we have 

demonstrated the feasibility of OCT to visualize the entire 3D structure of the tumor spheroid developing 

over time. 3D OCT imaging could provide the view of the spheroid in any orientation and any cross-section 

with high-resolvability, which was not available in conventional imaging modalities that lack the resolution 

along the depth. Voxel-based volume quantification based on 3D OCT data yielded an accurate quantification 

of spheroid volumes without assuming their original shapes. Furthermore, our prelimary results showed that 

we could potentially quantify the total area, total volume, invasion area and invasion volume of the spheroids 

to evaluate the inhibitory effects of cell invasion in tumor spheroid invasion assays with compound 

treatments. Therefore, we have demonstrated that OCT is a robust imaging modality for 3D morphology 

characterization of tumor spheroids, which ensures accurate measurements of characteristic growth patterns 

for different cell lines and serves as an alternative for drug response evaluation.  

 

7.11.2 Alternative of Viability Tests Using OCT 

Viability tests using fluorescent staining remain a popular approach for functional analyses of tumor 

spheroids, especially for drug screening [408]. However, the limitation of both light penetration and dye 

diffusion hindered its potential to probe into the inner core of the spheroid. Although optical clearing could 

be combined with confocal fluorescence imaging or light-sheet imaging to detect the fluorescent signals from 

the whole spheroid [406], it remained a challenge to employ optical clearing on the live tumor spheroid, 

making it less suitable for viability test. In our representative results, we demonstrated an alternative method 

that can characterize cell viability within the entire spheroid. Our results have shown that OCT could 

distinguish the dead-cell region from the viable region in the spheroid based on intrinsic optical attenuation 

contrast. In addition, with 3D imaging capability and non-destructive nature of the OCT system, quantitative 

evaluation of the dead-cell distributions and in situ monitoring of the progression of dead-cell regions within 

the spheroid are feasible, which potentially provide more valuable information of the spheroid growth pattern. 

However, we should note that, in our representative results, we are not able to differentiate different types of 

cell death modes, such as apoptosis and necrosis, in the binary OCT attenuation map. Future work could 

involve comparing the performance of three different dead-cell detection methods (See Chapter 7.3) for 

tumor spheroids with different sizes and from different cell lines. 
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7.11.3 Potential of 3D High-throughput OCT System 

Since a drug compound library can be extensive (>10,000), a high-throughput and robust system to 

characterize tumor spheroids in multi-well plates during drug screening is imperative. The current high-

throughput imaging system can achieve a screening of the whole 96-well plate in <5 min in 2D scan mode 

[381]. OCT can be adapted for high-throughput screening purpose, with the aid of a motorized stage. One 

can also obtain a commercially available OCT system with a similar performance to our custom OCT system, 

and incorporate a motorized stage into the system. However, efforts must be taken to modify the commercial 

OCT system to integrate the motorized stage. Also, custom software implementation to realize the 

synchronization between the OCT acquisition trigger and stage movement trigger is required.  For our 

prototype HT-OCT system, the pure OCT acquisition time can be as short as ~3.2 min for all 96 wells. 

However, the intermediate steps for the current HT-OCT system, including data processing, reading and 

writing data on hard drives, and stage movements cost additional ~18 min. The total imaging time can be 

further reduced in several aspects: use state-of-the-art OCT systems equipped with a high-speed tunable laser 

source [3, 409]; optimized the workflow by arranging intermediate steps (data acquisition, data processing, 

writing, stage movement) working in parallel; employ a parallel OCT imaging with a space-division 

multiplexing setup [410]. With system optimization, the high-throughput OCT system can be a powerful 

screening tool in cancer drug discovery.  

 

7.11.4 800nm OCT System and its Potential Challenges 

In the OCT images of tumor spheroid invasion models, one issue is that the outer invasion layer was not 

clearly presented. Specifically, the individual invasive cells or invadopodia, could not be resolved due to lack 

of both axial and lateral resolutions. An OCT system with 800 nm or shorter central wavelength could 

potentially provide better characterization of these features with improved resolutions. However, as the 

central wavelength moves to 800 nm range, several factors need to be taken into consideration. First, the 

depth of focus would be reduced proportionally. As the numerical aperture of the objective was further 

increased to maintain the lateral resolution, the DOF would be further reduced. Thus, 800nm system was best 

used to characterize small tumor spheroids with a size of 150-300 µm. Also, normalization of light intensity 
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along the depth direction might be required due to small DOF. Second, as the NA of the objective further 

increases, the working distance of the objective becomes important. An inverted setup may allow the OCT 

to detect the spheroid from the well bottom, with a smaller working distance. However, since our multi-well 

plate was U-shape, correction of light distortion would be required. Third, the light penetration depth would 

also reduced, which might not be sufficient to penetration through the spheroid. Thus, before OCT imaging, 

it should be clarified whether we need a higher resolution or deeper penetration.  

 

7.11.5 Potential OCT Application on Other 3D Culture Models 

With the established HT-OCT system, we can potentially characterize other 3D culture models, involving 

organoids, 3D microvascular models and skin equivalents. Recent studies have reported using OCT to 

characterize viability state of liver spheroid [411] under drug treatment, to monitor morphological changes, 

cellular motility and the effect of toxicants in mammary epithelial cell (MEC) organoids [412-414], to 

monitor cellular viability in neurospheroid using dynamic light scattering [415], and monitor the dynamic 

growth of retinal organoids [416-418].Other than that, OCT has been employed to characterize the angiogenic 

sprouting in 3D microvascular models [419-421]. OCT can also serve as as the non-destructive evaluation 

tool for skin equivalents [414, 422-424]. 

 

7.12 Summary 

In this chapter, we demonstrated the feasibility of OCT to characterize 3D tumor spheroids in a 96 well-plate. 

By measuring size, volume and growth kinetics of each spheroid in a 3D manner, we have demonstrated the 

advantage of this 3D imaging modality on characterization of spheroids with heterogeneous structures. In 

this work, we showed the feasibility of a high-throughput OCT (HT-OCT) system to perform automatic, 

sequential, 3D imaging and data analysis of tumor spheroids from the whole plate. With an optimized system 

performance, the total scanning time for a 96-well plate can be as low as ~23 min, including a total OCT 

acquisition time of only ~3.2 min. Using this HT-OCT system, we successfully screened plates of 3D tumor 

spheroid invasion assays. Compound treatments on inhibition of cell invasion were assessed on these 

spheroid invasion assays, based on the 3D morphological characterization provided by OCT. The high-

throughput OCT system can potentially serve as a powerful investigation tool for robust 3D morphological 
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characterization of different 3D in vitro models including co-culture tumor spheroids, paper-based 3D 

cultures, organoids, 3D microvascular models and skin equivalents.  
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Chapter 8: Visualization of Developing Mouse Embryonic Hearts with 

OCT 

 

8.1 Introduction 

The cardiovascular system is the earliest forming organ system during embryonic development in vertebrates 

[50, 425]. Although recent studies show that early embryonic heart doesn’t provide functions of bulk 

transport of nutrients, air, wastes and heat that occurs in fetal and adult veterbrates, the beating heart in the 

early developmental stage are linked to the formation of new peripheral blood vessels (angiogenesis) [425, 

426]. During its development, structures of embryonic hearts change dramatically on an hourly basis for 

small embryos, daily basis for mouse embryos and human fetuses [427]. Abnormal development of heart 

might results in congenital heart defects (CHD), one of the congenital defects with highest incidence [427]. 

It is estimated that ~2.4 millions people have CHDs in the United States in 2010 and 1/8 of the cases are 

critical [428]. More than 24% of the infant deaths due to congenital defects are linked to heart malfunction 

[427]. To date, the cause of congenital heart defects in most cases remains unknown [429], although genetic 

[430-432] or non-genetic [433, 434] risk factors are associated with different types of CHDs. 

 Animal models have often been used to study embryonic heart development and find out the potential 

causes of CHD, which may help to develop the appropriate therapies for prevention and treatments of CHD 

[50, 435].  Especially, the rapid development of transgenic technologies has enabled the potential of 

phenotyping cardiac birth defects with animal models [436, 437]. For mouse, thousands of mouse models 

have been created by gene knock-out and knock-in to study the relationship between the genes and a variety 

of diseases [437]. Since the pipeline of gene modification and gene sequencing have been established, it is 

also imperative to establish a pipeline to screen (image) the gene modified mice to study the genetic causes 

of CHDs in high-throughput mode [437].  

 

8.2 Animal Models 

Various animal models have been employed to evaluate the embryonic heart development, involving the 

African clawed frog (Xenopus laevis), zebrafish (Danio rerio), the avian model (chicken Gallus gallus; quail, 
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Coturnix coturnix) and mouse (Mus musculus). Table 8.1 summarizes the advantages of these research 

animal models, modified from Men et al. and Tobita et al. [50, 435].  

 Among these models, mouse models have the closest anatomical similarity with humans [50, 435, 436]. 

Embryonic mouse heart has four-chambered structure, and it undergoes atrial and ventricle septation and 

progression of cardiac valves. And it has a relative smaller size for observation under microscope. It has a 

shorter gestational period, which is good for long-term studies. Since transgenic technologies are most 

advanced in mouse models [435], genetically modified mice are more readily served as the animal model to 

study the genetic cause of CHDs. 

 

8.3 Development of Mouse Embryonic Hearts 

Table 8.2 shows a list of developmental events of mouse embryonic hearts, modified from Kowalski et al. 

and Savolainen et al. [427, 436]. 

 Abnormal heart morphology in mice could be developed at any stage of the embryonic heart development.  

Appendix 8.1 lists the common abnormalies occurred in transgenic mice, cited from Savolainen et al. [436].  

 

8.4 Imaging Modalities for Murine Embryonic Heart Development 

Various approaches have been utilized to characterize embryonic heart images, involving ex vivo and in vivo 

approaches. Table 8.3 summarized a list of approaches to characterize embryos and embryonic hearts[435, 

437-439]. Since mouse embryos have a size of only a few millimeters, imaging modalities for whole-body 

Table 8. 1 Advantages of Different Animal Models in Researches 

Models Pros 

Frog 
• Easy Handling 

• Partially Transparent 

Zebrafish 
• Transparent in the embryonic and larval stage 

• Survive without functional cardiovascular system 

Fly 

• Easily access to heart tube (0.2mm below surface) 

• Partial transparent 

• Lowest cost 

Avian 
• Septated, four-chambered heart 

• Easy access by removing the eggshell at specific developmental stages 

Mouse 

• High resemblance in genomes 

• Four-chambered structure 

• Similar developmental events 

• Similar developmental pathways that regulate the patterning and morphogenesis 

• Mature transgenic techniques 
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animal studies, i.e. positron emission tomography with a resolution of  >1mm, may not be suitable to resolve 

the anatomic structure of the embryos.   

 Necropsy is the standard procedure to understand the cause of death or effects of diseases for small 

animals. Histology (images provided by standard bright field microscope) remains the gold standard to 

provide anatomic images of the whole embryos and its organs with high resolution and contrast. Scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) can provide images with a higher resolution approaching 1-20 nm. Episcopic 

fluorescent image capture (EFIC) can provide images of embryonic structures with fluorescence labeling. 

Combining these approaches with serial tissue sectioning or cryo-sectioning, stacked images from different 

sections of the embryo could be obtained to reconstruct the 3D structure of the embryos. However, these 

imaging modalities require similar preparation procedures as histology, which is time-consuming [438]. 

Also, since the procedure is performed ex vivo, we cannot obtain any dynamic information from the specimen 

and need to gather multiples samples at different stages to understand the developmental changes occurred 

in the embryos.   

 For in vivo imaging, video microscopy can provide images that are limited to tissue surface. Clinical 

ultrasound can provide 2D images of the fetal mice to explore the features of embryonic growth in utero.  

Table 8. 2 Developmental Events of Mouse Embryonic Hearts in days post fertilization (dpf) 

Developmental Events of Mouse Embryonic Hearts in days post fertilization (dpf) 

Days(dpf) Events 

8 Linear heart tube 

8 Onset of heart beat 

8.5 Onset of blood flow 

8.5-10.5 Cardiac looping 

8.5-10.5 Formation of pharyngeal arch arteries  

9 Regular heart beat established 

9-14 Ventricular septation 

9.5 -11 Ventricular trabeculation 

10 Formation of atrioventricular cushions (AVC) 

10-13.5 Septation of outflow tract (OFT) 

10-14.5 Atrial septation 

10.5 Identification of four chambered heart structure 

11 Primary pulmonary vein 

11 Formation of epicardium 

11.5-14 Thickening of ventricular walls 

12.5-15.5 Formation of valve leaflets 

13.5 Formation of aortic arch system 

13.5 Formation of pericardium 

15.5-18.5 Modification of valve leaflets 

15.5-18.5 Modification of coronary arteries 
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With the Doppler imaging, cardiac functions such as heart rates and flow velocities can be quantified [437]. 

Using the dynamic information, we can infer the existence of CHDs. However, the 300 µm axial resolution 

and 500 µm lateral resolution make it challenging to resolve any finer morphological structures inside the 

fetal mouse hearts to confirm the diagnosis. Ultrahigh frequency ultrasound are now commonly used in 

research labs for small animal studies [437]. With higher-grade resolutions (30 µm axial and 90 µm lateral 

[440]), in utero imaging of mouse embryonic hearts at different developmental stages are available in 2D 

ultrasonic images [440, 441]. In vivo diagnosis from E12.5 are also available, including abnormal 

Table 8. 3  Various Approaches to Characterize Embryos and Embryonic Hearts 

Approaches Resolution Imaging depth Contrast Agent 3D/Stack Imaging 

time 

Necropsy N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Histopathology Same as Standard 

Microscopy 

N.A. Dyes (i.e. H&E) 

Combined with 

series tissue section 

or cryo-section. 

Long 

Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM) 

1 – 20 nm N.A. Gold 

Episcopic 

Fluorescent Image 

Capture (EFIC) 

Same as Standard 

Microscopy 

N.A. Dyes 

Video Microscopy Same as Standard 

Microscopy 

N.A. No No. 

Confocal ~1 µm <200 µm Dyes or N.A. Yes, can combine 

with sectioning. 

Minutes 

Multiphoton ~1 µm <2 mm Dyes Yes. Seconds to 

hours. 

Clinical Ultrasound 300 µm axial 

500 µm lateral   

Whole specimen 

Most of time, 

No. 

Microbubbles 

Yes, in low 

resolution mode.  
Ultrahigh 

Frequency 

Ultrasound 

30  µm axial 

68  µm lateral 

35 mm 

Photoacoustic 

Tomography (PAT) 

27  µm axial 

115 µm lateral 

~20 mm No.  ~8 min 

Micro-CT 1 - 25  µm; 

Typically 

conducted at 15 

µm and 45  µm 

80 mm Iodine-based 

contrast agent 

Yes. ~1 hr (for 

several specimens) 

Micro-MRI ~20-100 µm 100 mm Most of time, 

No.Gadolinium-

loaded gelatin 

for vasculature 

Yes. ~10 min to 

several hrs.  

Optical Projection 

Tomography (OPT) 

1-15  µm <3 mm Optical Clearing 

Required 

~30 min 

Optical Coherence 

Tomography (OCT) 

1-15  µm 1-2mm Most of time, 

No. Optical 

clearing or 

nanoparticles. 

Seconds 
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developments of outflow tract (OFT), heart septa, cardiac valves and aorta [437]. Currently, real-time 3D 

ultrasound imaging are available in low tranducer-frequency and low resolution mode [442, 443]. Although 

3D in vivo imaging of rat hearts with high frequency ultrasound has been reported [444],  it remains a fast 

growing field for 3D high-frequency ultrasound imaging. Photoacoustic tomography (PAT), an imaging 

technology combining absorption of nanosecond laser pulses and detection of generated ultrasound waves, 

is able to visualize the 3D structure of E15.5 mouse embryos in vivo and in utero [160, 445]. The resolution 

of the PAT system is close to ultrahigh frequency ultrasound. And the total imaging time for a 3D data is ~8 

min.  

 To better diagnosis the CHD with high accuracy, imaging modalities that provide cellular-level resolution 

are needed. Confocal microscopy and multi-photon microscopy have been routinely used in labs to image 

cellular structures with the resolution of ~1µm. CHDs can be clearly observed in confocal images of dissected 

and sectioned mouse embryonic hearts [437]. Live imaging of cardiac contractile activity and heart tube  

development in early stage of embryonic heart development (from E7.5) have been demonstrated under 

confocal microscopy and multi-photon microscopy, with special handling of mouse embryos in culture media 

to maintain their life [446, 447]. However, the trade-off between the imaging volume and the acquisition time 

makes it difficult for in vitro, high-resolution imaging of mouse embryos in the later developmental stages. 

Micro-CT and micro-MRI are adapted from computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI), which are designed for small animal imaging in research labs. Both of these modalities can 

simultaneously provide 3D morphological images of several mouse embryos or newborn mouse pups with a 

resolution of 30-70 µm in ~1hr [435, 437].  To achieve better resolution, the acquisition time can increase 

exponentially with higher density sampling, making it impossible for live imaging [435]. Also, the use of 

iodide solution to increase the contrast of micro-CT images is only available for fixed samples [437, 448]. 

Optical projection tomography (OPT) and optical coherence tomography (OCT) are optical analog of CT and 

ultrasound. The resolution of both modalities ranges from 1 µm to 15 µm, filling the gap between 

confocal/multiphoton microscopy and micro-CT/micro-MRI. Similar with CT, OPT utilize back-projection 

to reconstruct the 3D rendered image of embryonic samples, which requires extensive computation [449]. 

OPT has been successfully employed to provide live imaging of small and transparent specimen like zebrafish 

[450]. Live OPT 4D imaging of growth of hindlimb bud was demonstrated in E10.5 cultured mouse  
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embryo at a time interval of 15-20 min [451]. With the point scanning procedure and simpler image 

reconstruction, OCT can obtain 3D imaging of specimen in seconds, enabling 4D imaging of cardiovascular 

dynamics in early stage mouse embryos [352, 452]. However, the use of optical light for both modalities 

hinder their imaging depth to 1-2 mm due to limited light penetration [449, 451]. 

 

8.5 Optical Coherence Tomography in Embryonic Cardiac Development Imaging 

OCT has been demonstrated to visualize embryonic hear development in different animal models, including 

African clog frog, zebrafish, avian, fly and mouse[50]. Table 8.4 summarized the embryonic structures, 

developmental events, cardiac defects and dynamic processes in frog, zebrafish, avian and fly models that 

are visualized by OCT[50]. Detail discussions can be referred to Men et al.[50].  

 A few groups have been working on using OCT to see mouse embryonic heart development. Table 8.5 

summarizes the research work involving using OCT to characterize the mouse embryonic heart development, 

excluding the OCT imaging of other organs of the mouse embryos. OCT have been utilized to visualize the 

Table 8. 4 Morphological and Functional Observation of Animal Models with OCT 

Animal 

Model 

Structures/Events Dynamic Process 

African 

clawed frog  
• Three-chambered structure 

• Myocardial walls, lumens, 

trabeculae carneae 

• Atrium septation[453] 

• Heart beat 

• Heart wall motion 

• Blood flow[454] 

Zebrafish • Two-chambered structure 

• Cardiac defects[455] 

• Filling and contraction of atrium and 

ventricle  

• Pulsatile flow[456] 

Avian • Cardiac defects under alcohol 

exposure: VSD, DORV, etc. [457, 458] 

• Microvascular organization under 

alcohol exposure[459] 

• Heart beat[460, 461] 

• Stroke volume, cardiac output, ejection 

fraction, wall thickness[462-465] 

• Conduction velocity[464, 466] 

• Radial strain and strain rate of heart 

wall[465] 

 

Fly • Heart wall thickness[467] 

• Cardiac developmental 

diastasis[468] 

• Enlarged and irregular heart 

tube[469] 

• Heart beat: Heart rate, end systolic and 

diastolic diameters, fraction shorterning[470, 

471] 

• Retrograde and anterograde heart 

beats[472] 

• Velocity[473] 

• Cardiac activity period (CAP)[468] 
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cardiac structures, including the heart tube at E8.5 [474], formation of four chambered structure from E9.5 

to E13.5 [79, 475, 476], ventricular trabeculae, cushions and great vessels [475, 476]. With fast scan rate, 4D 

OCT (3D + time) has been employed to monitor dynamic cardiac activities [79, 478, 479]. With OCT 

angiography, cardiac blood flows can be visualized and monitored [79, 452, 480, 481, 483, 485]. Cardiac 

defects in mutant mice are also characterized by OCT [477, 479]. However, most of the these studies are 

focusing on imaging early-stage mouse embryonic hearts (E7.5-E10.5),  since the embryonic heart during 

this stage is relative small and close to embryo surface. As the embryonic heart grows larger and its 

pericardial walls start to form and enclose itself, it becomes more difficult for the near-infrared red light to 

penetrate to the heart region, yielding it hard to visualize the intact, whole embryonic heart inside the mouse  

embryos after E10 [449].  

 

 

8.6 Optical Clearing to Facilitate Microscopic Imaging  of Mouse Embryos 

All high-resolution optical imaging modalities, i.e. confocal microscopy, multi-photon microscopy, OPT and  

OCT, utilize visible light or near-infrared red light to achieve high-lateral-resolution imaging. However, due 

to inherent heterogeneity of biological tissues, light transmission inside the tissue is strongly limited to 1-2 

Table 8. 5  OCT Imaging of Mouse Embryonic Heart Developments 

Category Main Observation 

Cardiac Structure • Heart tube:E8.5 [474] 

• Primitive atrium and ventricle: E9.5 [352, 475] 

• Atrium, ventricles and atrioventricular cushions: E10.5 [476] 

• Four chambered structure:E13.5 [462], E14.5 and E17.5 [476] 

• Ventricular septation: E13.5 [477] 

• Ventricular trabeculae:E13.5 [462] 

• Endocardial cushion: E13.5 [462] 

• Aorta and pulmonary trunks: E14.5 and E17.5 [476] 

Developmental 

Event 
• Heart Looping:E8.5 [478] 

Dynamic Process • One cardiac cycle: E8.5, E9.5, E10.5 [352, 476, 478, 479] 

• Blood cell circulation, phase delay between beating atrium and ventricle, 

progression of pule wave in outflow tract wall [352] 

• Angiograms and cardiac blood flows:E8.5-E10.5 [352, 452, 476, 480-483] 

• Pulsatile flow: E8.5 [481] 

• Retrograde flow: E9.0 [452] 

• Yolk sac vasculature: E8.5 [484], E9.5 [485] 

Cardiac Defects • Heart looping defects [478] 

• Undeveloped left atriums and ventricles, missing interventricular septum 

(IVS):E12.5, E13.5 [477] 
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millimeters [486]. As is mentioned, the mouse embryonic heart would grow larger and embed deeper 

underneath the surface, preventing the these optical imaging modalities from resolving the whole heart 

structure. Tissue optical clearing technologies, a fast growing field, have been developed to effectively 

improve imaging depth in highly scattering biological tissues to enable high-resolution imaging of whole 

organs or whole bodies of small animals [486, 487].  

 In principle, the key steps of optical clearing are fixation, permeabilization, decolorizing and refractive 

index (RI) matching [487]. First, fixation can preserve the tissue for a long time. Part of the blood inside the 

tissue would be removed by repeated washing by PBS. Next step, permeabilization, helps to modify the 

environment of tissue to either hydropholic or hydrophilic environment. Generally, the tissue is immersed in 

the solvents with gradual increased concentration of chemicals to replace the water inside the tissue with cell-

permeable molecules, driven by osmotic pressure. Lipid, another source of high scattering inside the tissue 

as well as the main components of membranes to inhibit the diffusion of molecules, would be removed in 

this step, which is called delipidation. After the water is replaced and lipid is removed to improve the 

molecular permeability, the tissue is decolorized by removing the pigments inside the tissue. These pigments, 

involving heme, riboflavin, melanin and lipofuscin, would absorption lights and reduce light penetration 

[488]. The last step is to immerse the tissue in a new media with relative higher RI to match the refractive 

index of the tissue to reduce light scattering, enabling deep light penetration inside the tissue.  

 Various tissue optical clearing techniques have been applied together with different optical imaging 

modalities to image whole organs or whole bodies of small animals. Successful practices involve combining 

optical clearing with light sheet microscopy (LSFM or SPIM) [489, 490], confocal microscopy [491, 492], 

MPM [491-493], epifluorescence imaging [494] and OPT [449, 495]. Optical clearing has been demonstrated 

to work with OCT to enhance the penetration in skin [496, 497] and sclera [498]. In early trial, glycerol has 

been employed to enhance the OCT imaging depth in mouse embryos [499]. However, only signal 

enhancement between 200 – 500 µm was reported, which was not sufficient for whole organ imaging. In 

another study, the whole HH-28 chick embryonic heart, optical-cleared with methyl benzoate, was visualized 

by OCT [500].  Recently, a novel approach combining perfusion with contrast agent and complete optical 

clearing has been demonstrated to visualize the microvasculature of embryonic quail organs, including heart 

and brain [459].  Table 8.6 shows a list of advanced optical clearing techniques, summarized by Tainaka et 
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al. and Liu et al. [486, 487]. The key components used in the optical clearing protocols are listed. Based on 

the sample size and time, we can determine which protocol best suits our needs. Since Table 8.6 is intended  

to use in combination with OCT, compatibility of fluorescent and immunostaining dyes after fixation is not 

listed.  

Table 8. 6 Tissue Optical Clearing Techniques 

Protocol Key 

components 

Time Sample 

size 

Final 

RI 

References 

BABB 

FluoClearBABB 

EtOH 

tert-butanol 

Days Medium 1.56 Dodt et al.[489], 

Schwarz et al.[501] 

3DISCO 

iDISCO 

iDISCO+ 

THF, DBE Hours-

Days 

Medium 1.56 Becker et al[502], 

Erturk et al[503], 

Renier et al.[504], 

Renier et al.[505] 

uDISCO tert-butanol, 

BABB, DPE, 

α-tocopherol 

Hours-

Days 

Large 1.56 Pan et al.[506] 

TDE TDE Days-

weeks 

Small 1.42 Aoyagi et al.[507], 

Costantini et al.[508] 

ClearT 

ClearT2 

Formamide Hours - 

Days 

Small 1.44 Kuwajima et al.[494] 

Scale 

ScaleS 

Urea Weeks-

month; 

Days 

Medium; 

Small 

1.38 

1.44 

Hama et al[491], Hama 

et al.[509] 

CUBIC 

CUBIC-cancer 

CB-Perfusion 

Urea Days 

Days-

weeks 

Medium 

Large 

1.45 

 

Susaki et al.[510], 

Kubota et al[511], 

Tainaka et al[512], 

Susaki et al.[513] 

ClearSee Urea Days-

weeks 

Medium 1.41 Kurihara et al.[514] 

FRUIT Urea 

Fructose 

Days Small 1.48 Hou et al.[515] 

SeeDB 

SeeDB2 

Fructose; 

Saponin, 

Histodenz 

Days Small 1.50 

1.52 

Ke et al.[492], Ke et 

al.[516] 

CLARITY 

EDC-CLARITY 

Bone-CLARITY 

PEA-CLARITY 

Passive CLARITY (PACT) 

ePACT 

mPACT 

simplified CLARITY (SCM) 

FASTClear 

PARS 

ACT-PRESTO 

SWITCH 

Stochastic Electrotransport 

Hydrogel 

embedding; 

ETC-based or 

passive 

clearing; 

SDS 

Days-

weeks 

Medium 

Large 

1.42-

1.48 

Chung et al.[493], 

Sylwestrak et al.[517], 

Greenbaum et al.[518], 

Palmer et al.[519],  

Yang et al.[520],  

Treweek et al[521], 

Woo et al[522], 

Sung et al[523], 

Liu et al.[524], 

Yang et al.[520], 

Lee et al.[525], 

Murray et al.[526], 

Kim et al.[527] 

* Sample Size: Small: small sample, neonatal samples and embryos, i.e. spinal cord, tumor spheroid, 

mouse embryo; Medium: Intact and adult samples, i.e. whole adult brain, heart, lung, kidney; Large: whole 

body of animal sample, i.e. mouse.  
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8.7 OCT plus optical clearing for mouse embryonic heart imaging 

Previous OCT studies on mouse embryonic heart development focused on early stage mouse embryonic 

hearts from E7.5 – E10.5. Although some studies showed the OCT imaging of the mouse embryonic hearts 

in E13.5[462], E14.5 and E17.5 [476], only part of the embryonic heart is visible due to limited light 

penetration, providing limited information of mouse embryonic cardiac developmental events occurred in 

later stages.  

 In this chapter, we will use OCT, the non-destructive, high resolution 3D imaging tool, to characterize 

mouse embryonic hearts in different stages ex vivo to show the full development of embryonic hearts. With 

the aid of tissue optical clearing technology, we are able to resolve the whole mouse embryonic hearts from 

E10.5 to E16.5 with significant enhanced light penetration. Morphological changes and developmental 

events, including formation of four-chamber structure, septation of atria and ventricles, atrio-ventricular 

septation and progression of cardiac valves, remodeling of common outflow track and formation of mature  

cardiovascular system, were observed in these images. Combining with other literature, we can generate the 

OCT atlas of developing mouse heart that are comparable with the histology findings[436]. Furthermore, we 

imaged a E16.5 mouse embryonic heart with congenital heart defects with OCT. Given its 3D capability and 

non-destructive imaging advantage,  OCT can be a feasible candidate for phenotyping CHDs in mutant mice. 

 

8.8 Sample Preparation for the OCT Imaging of Mouse Embryos 

In this study, embryonic days 9.5, 10.5, 11.5, 12.5, 13.5, 16.5 mouse embryos were investigated under OCT. 

These embryos were obtained from our collaborators, which were fixed in methanol or PFA beforehand and 

stored in 1.5 mL centrifuge tubes. For 13.5 and 16.5 mouse embryonic hearts, due to its size and location of 

the hearts, we dissect the heart out to obtain the OCT images.  

 

8.9 Optical clearing protocol for mouse embryo imaging 

Based on the information of optical clearing protocols listed in Table 8.6, we finally choosed the protocol 

3DISCO based on its simplicity and its speed. First, we sorted out the tissue optical clearing protocols which 

can finish in one day with an overnight immersion step. Only three protocols satisfied our requirement: 

3DISCO series, SeeDB series and ClearT series. However, the extremely high viscosity of the saturated 
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fructose solution, especially 100% concentration version, made it complicated to prepare and handle the 

solution [487]. Furthermore, Maillard reaction occurred during the long-time immersion in fructose solution 

[487], yielding the browning of the tissue sample and compromised clearing effects for OCT imaging. The 

performances of 3DISCO series and ClearT series optical clearing techniques on tissues were not actually 

compared in the lab. However, based on the fact that medium-size tissue samples could also be optical-

cleared by 3DISCO series and overall clearing performance of 3DISCO series was rated higher than ClearT 

and SeeDB series [487], 3DISCO protocol was finally chosen over ClearT. 

 Prior to the 3DISCO clearing process, the mouse embryos were fixed in formaldehyde or PFA for >1 

days. Then, 3DISCO protocol was conducted [503].  Based on the size of mouse embryos, we use the short-

duration version of the 3DISCO protocol. Table 8.7 summarizes the detailed steps of 3DISCO protocol to 

clear mouse embryos. The duration of each clearing step was listed in the table. 

Table 8. 7 3DISCO Protocol for Optical Clearing of Mouse Embryos (Hearts) 

PFA 50% THF 70%THF 80%THF 100%THF 100%THF 100%THF/DCM DBE 

>24 hr 1 hr 1 hr 1 hr 1 hr overnight 1 hr 0.5-3 hr 

 

8.10 Configuration of OCT system for Mouse Embryo Imaging 

We use the same 1310 nm SD-OCT system for mouse embryo imaging (See Chapter 2). A f = 75 mm lens 

was used as the 1st relay lens in the sample arm, yielding slightly improved lateral resolution. Measured axial 

resolution was 8.26 µm in air, and 5.29 µm in dibenzyl ether (DBE). Using a 5× objective for imaging, the 

best lateral resolution of this system was measured to be 6.20 µm. The sensitivity of OCT system was 

measured to be 102 dB with 47 kHz A-scan rate. 

 During OCT imaging, Each OCT data consisted of 800 (A-scan) × 800 (B-scan) × 1024 pixels, covering 

a volume of 3.0 × 3.0 × 2.2 mm3. Camera rate was set to 47 kHz, 28 kHz and 20 kHz, according to the image 

quality during the acquisition process. Due to fast refractive index matching process of the optical clearing, 

OCT imaging was best conducted in the first 30 min of immersion in the final medium of DBE. Total 

acquisition time for a single OCT dataset was 30 seconds to 1 minute, including the saving time. A glass 

plate was used at the bottom to hold the mouse embryonic heart. The embryonic heart was then immersed 

with DBE in a drop.  A tilted cover glass was placed on top to maintain the immersion state and reduce the 
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surface reflection. For large samples (E13.5 and E16.5),  the size of the embryonic heart was larger than ~3 

mm in diameter, which was too big for SD-OCT with a total imaging depth of ~2.2 mm to image the entire 

structure. In such case, we would first image upper half of the embryonic heart with a single OCT acquisition. 

Then moved both the reference and sample arms to show the other half of the heart and take a second OCT 

dataset. These two OCT datasets would be stitched together to present the entire heart structure. For E16.5 

dissected heart, the size of the heart was ~ 5 × 5 × 3 mm3, which was larger than the FOV of the OCT system. 

Thus, 8 datasets in a 2 × 2 × 2 manner would be acquired sequentially to cover different parts of the embryonic 

heart for final stitching.  

 

8.11 OCT Atlas of Developing Mouse Embryonic Hearts 

Figure 8.1 showed the OCT atlas of developing mouse embryonic hearts. Different stages of embryonic 

hearts were captured, starting from early stage of E9.5 to late stage of E16.5. Since mouse embryos or 

dissected mouse embryonic hearts in E13.5 and E16.5 were optical cleared by 3DISCO, near-infrared light 

can penetrate sufficiently inside the mouse embryo. In all six stages, we could clearly resolve the entire 3D 

structures of the mouse embryonic hearts in OCT images. As a comparison, E11.5 and E13.5 mouse 

embryonic hearts, although visible, couldn’t be fully resolved by OCT without optical clearing technology 

[449]. 

 In Figure 8.1, sagittal, coronal and transverse views of developing mouse embryonic hearts were shown, 

arranged in different rows. Atria and ventricles in different stages and different orientations were labeled in 

yellow letters. In E9.5 image, primitive atrium and ventricle were distinguished in sagittal view. Coronal and 

transverse views showed the ongoing process of cardiac looping of the mouse embryonic heart in this stage. 

By comparing orientation of the mouse embryonic hearts in the coronal and transverse views of E9.5, E10.5 

and E11.5 images, we could conclude that the cardiac looping was done at E10.5 stage since the orientation 

of the mouse embryonic heart maintained the same from E10.5 to E11.5. From E10.5 to E12.5, atrium and 

ventricles were connected but not fully separated. The primitive four-chambered structure appeared at E10.5 

as the atrial chamber further ballooned and formed a relative symmetric structure in the transverse view of 

E10.5 image (Figure 8.1N). Continued development of the four-chamber structure was clearly visible in 
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transverse views of E10.5 – E12.5 images (Figure 8.1 N-P). In E16.5 image, fully septated four-chamber 

structure was observed in transverse view (Figure 8.1 R).  

 Starting from E10.5, trabeculae were clearly visible in the ventricles, shown as rippled structure inside 

the ventricular wall (Figure 8.1 N). The increasing trend of thickness of ventricular myocardial walls were 

distinguable from E11.5 to E13.5 stages in both coronal and transverse views.  

 Using maximum intensity projection (MIP), 3D rendering of mouse embryo hearts could be 

reconstructed. Figure 8.2 presented a 3D MIP rendering of E10.5 mouse embryo hearts. The primitive four 

chambered structure was clearly visible in this stage, as well as the outflow tract in front.  

 

8.12 Critical Events of Mouse Embryo Heart Development  

Based on OCT atlas of mouse embryonic heart development, various critical morphological changes and 

developmental events could be identified. In the last section, we showed that cardiac looping, the most critical 

development events in early stage, was done by ~E10.5. In the following section, we would summarize the 

observation of critical morphological features and developmental events in mouse embryonic hearts between 

E9.5 to E16.5.  

Figure 8. 1 : OCT atlas of developing mouse embryonic hearts. Rows of the Figure 8.1 A-R showed 

the OCT images of mouse embryonic hearts in sagittal (first row), coronal (second row) and transverse 

(third row) views. Columns of the Figure 8.1 A-R indicated the mouse embryonic heart images at 

different developmental stages, including E9.5, E10.5, E11.5, E12.5, E13.5 and E16.5, respectively. A: 

Atria, V: Ventricles. Scale Bar: 200 µm. 
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8.12.1 Atrioventricular Septation 

Figure 8.3 showed the progression of atrioventricular septation visualized by OCT. Atrioventricular cushion 

(AVC) was apparent in transverse and sagittal views of E10.5, E11.5 and E12.5 mouse embryonic hearts, 

indicated by yellow arrows. Due to the similar scattering property and insufficient resolution, we couldn’t 

Figure 8. 2 3D MIP rendering of the E10.5 mouse embryonic heart.  

Figure 8. 3 Atrioventricular septation in transverse and sagittal views of (A,E) E10.5, (B, F) E11.5, 

(C, G) E12.5 and (D, H) E13.5 OCT images of mouse embryonic hearts. Arrows: atrioventricular 

cushion; TVL: tricuspid valve leaflet; MVL: mitral valve leaflet; A: Atrium; V: Ventricle. Scale bar: 

200µm. 
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further distinguish the inferior, superior, right lateral and left lateral atrioventricular cushions in OCT images. 

Starting from E12.5, AVC underwent significant structural remodeling. Results of remodeling were 

presented in transverse view of E13.5 image (Figure 8.3 D), showing formation of mitral valve leaflets 

(MVL, between left atrium and left ventricles) and tricuspid valve leaflet (TVL, between right atrium and 

right ventricles). Formation of these two valve leaflets marked a complete septation between atria and 

ventricles.  

  

8.12.2 Atrial and Ventricular Septations 

Figure 8.4 showed the results of visualization of progressions of atrial and ventricular septations during 

E10.5 - E13.5 stages in OCT images. Starting from E10.5, a thin layer of cells called interventricular septum   

(IVS) started to form from the bottom of the ventricular chamber (Orange arrows in both transverse and 

coronal views in Figure 8.4). As the mouse embryonic heart further developed, IVS extended and thickened 

(Figure 8.4G). In E12.5 image, IVS moved closer to AVC. In E13.5 image, complete closure of IVS in 

ventricular chamber was observed, indicating complete ventricular septation. In Figure 8.4 A-C, septum 

Figure 8. 4 Atrial septation (Yellow arrows) and ventricular septation (Orange arrows) in transverse 

and coronal views of (A, E) E10.5, (B, F) E11.5, (C, G) E12.5 and (D, H) E13.5 OCT  images of mouse 

embryonic hearts. Orange arrows: interventricular septum (IVS); Yellow arrows: Septum primum (SP). 

Scale bar: 200µm 
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primum (SP) was observed to grow from top and move downward, indicated by yellow arrows, marking the 

progression of atrial septation.  

 

8.12.3 Pharyngeal Arch Arteries 

One key feature of vascular development in embryonic mice is pharyngeal arch arteries (PAAs), which 

undergo a series of transformations between E8.5 – E13 [528]. With micron-scale resolution, we could 

distinguish pairs of pharyngeal arch arteries of early-stage mouse embryos in OCT images. Figure 8.5 

showed the results of OCT images of PAAs in E9.5 and E10.5 mouse embryos in oblique views. In E9.5, the 

second and the third pairs of PAAs were recognized and labeled (Figure 8.5 A), which were thickest during 

this stage. The size of the second pair of PAA was ~40 µm by measuring the width of the labeled vessel 

cavity (black tube) in Figure 8.5A  In E10.5, the 3rd, 4th pairs of PAAs were clearly observed arising from 

aortic sac (AS) region (Figure 8.5 B, labeled). The 3rd pair of PAAs had a vessel size of ~60 µm and the 4rd 

pair had a size of ~90 µm, characterized by measuring the size of black holes in the image. The 6th pair of 

Figure 8. 5 OCT images of pharyngeal arch arteries (PAAs) in E9.5 and E10.5 mouse embryos. (A) 

OCT image of E9.5 mouse embryo, showing 2nd and 3rd pairs of pharyngeal arch arteries. (B) OCT 

images of E10.5 mouse embryo, showing 3rd, 4th and 6th pairs of pharyngeal arch arteries. Scale bar: 

200µm. 
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PAAs were formed under the 3rd and 4th pairs, which were distinguished in OCT images (Figure 8.5B, 

labeled) with a size of 50 - 60 µm. The sizes of these vessels were comparable to the literature finding [528]. 

 

8.12.4 Outflow Tract Transformation 

The other feature of developing mouse embryonic heart in later stages is the remodeling of common outflow 

track (OFT), which included aortic sac, truncus and conus and contributed to the formation of outlets, valves 

and aortic and pulmonary trunks by E13.5 [436]. Figure 8.6 showed OCT images of the development of 

common OFT from E10.5 to E13.5. In E10.5, common outflow track was revealed as a tube structure in 

Figure 8. 6 Progression of common outflow tract (OFT) in OCT images. (A) Outflow tract in E10.5 

mouse embryo hearts, which includes aortic sac, truncus and conus. (B) The filling of outflow-tract 

cushion tissue in E11.5 mouse embryo hearts (C) Septation of aortic and pulmonary channel in outflow 

tract in E12.5 mouse embryo hearts. (D, E) showed the remodeling of outflow tract in E13.5 mouse 

embryo hearts. It is merged into heart walls and connected to ascending aorta and pulmonary trunk. 

OTC: outflow tract cushion tissue. PR: pulmonary root, IVS: interventricular septum. RV: right 

ventricle, PT: pulmonary artery. AAo: ascending aorta. Scale bar: 200 µm 
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Figure 8.6 A. Note that common OFT was also clearly visible in the sagittal view of E10.5 mouse embryonic 

heart in Figure 8.2 B, right above the atrium and ventricle. In the distal end of OFT (top region), protruding 

front of septation complex started to move downward to divide the OFT in two separate channels. In E11.5, 

the lumen of common outflow tract was filled with outflow tract cushion tissue (OTC), growing from the 

outflow tract wall (Figure 8.6 B). In E12.5, pulmonary and aortic channels, which were shown as two black 

holes at the distal end of OFT, could be observed in Figure 8.6 C and indicated by yellow arrows. They 

would later form pulmonary and aortic roots (PR, AoR) and connect to ascending aorta (AAo) and pulmonary 

artery (PT). Figure 8.6 D-E showed OCT images of the significant remodeled OFT In E13.5. The truncus 

and cones merged into vertricular walls. The distal end of OFT was completely divided into ascending aorta 

(AAo) and pulmonary trunk (PT) orienting in different directions, marking the complete septation of common 

OFT.  

 

8.13 Phenotyping Congenital Heart Defects in Mutant Mouse Embryos with OCT 

We demonstrated that OCT and optical clearing technology could work together to characterize congenital 

heart defects (CHDs) in mutant mouse embryo models. Figure 8.7 showed an example of phenotyping CHDs 

in E16.5 mutant mouse embryos with OCT. In Figure 8.7 A, E16.5 wild type (WT) mouse embryonic heart 

Figure 8. 7 OCT images of ventricular septal defect (VSD) in E16.5 mutant mouse embryonic heart. 

(A) E16.5 wild type (WT) mouse embryonic heart showing normal interventricular septum (IVS). (B) 

E16.5 mutant mouse embryonic heart showing the defected IVS that failed to septate the ventricles.  
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showed a well-developed interventricular septum (IVS) that completely septated the ventricles. As a 

comparison, Figure 8.7 B showed the E16.5 mutant mouse embryonic heart with ventricular septal defect 

(VSD), one of the most common CHDs found in mutant mouse embryos (See Appendix 8.1). A defect in the 

IVS was found (indicated by yellow arrow), yielding the failure of ventricular septation. 

 

8.14 Discussions 

8.14.1 Comparison between OCT plus optical clearing technique with micro-CT 

In this chapter, we have presented the protocol using OCT in combination with optical clearing technique to 

generate atlases of developing mouse embryonic hearts. 3D, high-resolution OCT images of mouse 

embryonic hearts from E9.5 to E16.5 were presented, demonstrating its potential in phenotyping CHDs in 

mutant mouse models. In the following section, we would compare this protocol with other working protocols 

with different imaging modalities.  

 Micro-CT is one popular option to characterize small animals as well as embryos. With the revised 

protocol of iodine staining, micro-CT can provide 3D high-resolution and high contrast data in soft tissue, 

enabling the characterization of cardiovascular structure in mouse embryos [448]. Up to now, several groups 

Table 8. 8 Comparison of OCT and Micro-CT Protocols to Characterize Mouse Embrynoic Hearts 

 OCT protocol Micro-CT protocol 

Handling E13.5 & E16.5. Dissected 

Heart 

No 

Staining No 0.1N Lugol solution 

Before E15.5: Overnight; E18.5: 3-5 days. Postnatal: 7-

10 days 

Or 

0.025N Lugol solution for 48hr. 

Optical 

clearing 

3DISCO: ~18 hr (E10.5 or 

later stages) 

(Optional) CLARITY for hydrogel stabilization: 3 days 

(E15.5 or later stages). Note: This step can shorten the 

iodine staining from 2 weeks to 3-5 days for E18.5 mouse 

embryo 

Resolution ~5 µm × ~6 µm Resolution is determined by voxel size:  

E9.5: 3 µm; E12.5: 5 µm; E15.5 or later: 11 µm 

Imaging time seconds for 3 × 3 × 2.2 mm3, 

sufficient to cover E12.5 

heart in a dataset 

50 min for E9.5 

75 min for E12.5 and E15.5 

150 min for E18.5 

in vivo 

capability 

Yes (Prior to E10.5 stage) Yes (only for bones).  

Soft tissues:Not applicable. 

Sample 

Shrinkage 

Yes Yes 

System Cost 

(Commercial) 

~$50,000 - 70,000 ~$200,000-450,000  
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have shown the capability of micro-CT with iodine staining to characterize different stages of mouse embryos 

from E9.5 to postnatal day 3 (P3), showing a complete development of mouse embryonic hearts [448, 529, 

530].  

 Table 8.8 shows a comparison between our OCT protocol with the micro-CT protocols to characterize 

mouse embryonic heart. The major advantage of OCT protocol is the short image acquisition time. A 3D 

dataset of 3 × 3 × 2.2 mm3 could be captured in ~30 seconds with a voxel size of ~4 × 4 × 5 µm3, as compared 

to 50 min for E9.5 mouse embryo with micro-CT. For larger samples, OCT requires stitching of the datasets 

while micro-CT requires larger number of scans. In both cases, the total imaging time grows proportionally.  

However, as compared to long preparation time for both protocols, the significance of OCT imaging 

advantage is reduced. For early-stage mouse embryos (before E10.5), OCT can characterize them without 

optical clearing, yielding the advantage of OCT in in vivo, real-time characterization of mouse embryonic 

heart. Also, dynamic process of embryonic heart could also be monitored[452], which is not applicable for 

micro-CT. Between E10.5 – E15.5, OCT protocol requires the optical clearing of the sample for ~18 hr, while 

micro-CT protocol requires the incubation of sample in iodine solution (Lugol solution) for overnight to 48 

hr. The time for the preparation step is comparable for both protocols. After E15.5, the additional step of 

hydrogel embedding and longer incubation of iodine solution significantly lengthen the overall time for 

micro-CT characterization of mouse embryos.  

 Regarding the resolution, image quality for both modalities can be comparable. Since micro-CT has 

longer imaging time and the image reconstruction is based on rotated scans from different angles with the 

sample rotating during the scan, micro-CT suffers more from the motion artifacts during the reconstruction, 

as compared to the point-scanning scheme of OCT. The hydrogel-embedding technique by CLARITY can 

stabilize the sample with minimal tissue distortion during the rotation, at a cost of 3 day incubation [529].  

 Both OCT and micro-CT systems are commercially available in the market. However, the cost of a 

commercial micro-CT system can be several times higher than a standard OCT system [531]. For a budget 

limit option to characterize mouse embryos, OCT would be a better choice.  
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8.14.2 Comparison between OCT and OPT Protocols 

Singh et al. has conducted a study to compare the performance of OCT and OPT  imaging of mouse embryos 

from E9.5 to E13.5 [449]. He concluded that OCT is better suited for live imaging of early stage mouse 

embryos while OPT has better contrast and image quality. He also pointed out that the optical clearing would 

induce the shrinkage of embryonic organs and labeled as the drawback of OPT technology. However, if 

optical clearing is performed prior to both OCT and OPT imaging, the situation becomes the same. In such 

case, the comparison between OCT and OPT is similar to the question: whether we should use microscope  

 in transmission or reflection mode.   

 Table 8.9 summarizes a comparison between OCT and OPT. The information of OPT is gathered from 

Singh et al. [449] and Watson et al. [532]. It would be fairer to compare the OPT with the visible light OCT 

[23] since the central wavelength of the light source is comparable. If both system uses the same wavelength 

and the same low-magnification objective lens, the lateral resolution, penetration depth and the depth of focus 

(DOF) would be exactly the same since they follow the same optical principles. With the back-projection, 

the lateral resolution of the OPT system might be affected. Currently, the OCT has faster image acquisition 

time. A volume data can be captured by OCT in seconds, while OPT obtains a volume data in minutes. With 

the extended exposure time, the SNR of OPT is better than OCT. However, the SNR difference can be purely 

attributed to the exposure time difference. If we take the average of 100 frames to get a frame of OCT image, 

Table 8. 9  A comparison between OCT and OPT 

 Optical Coherence Tomography 

(OCT) 

Optical Projection Tomography (OPT) 

λ 800 nm, 1060 nm, 1300 nm, 560 nm Visible light (i.e. 482nm) 

NA Low magnification Low magnification 

Contrast Scattering Transmission 

Autofluorescence 

SNR from 

sample 

[449] 

26 dB (E13.5)  51 dB (E13.5) 

Resolution Comparable 

Penetration 

Depth 

Comparable 

DOF Comparable 

Imaging 

time 

50–250 fps (standard SD-OCT) 

200-1000 fps (SS-OCT) 

0.5 – 2 fps 

 

Motion 

Artifact 

Mild Severe 

Commerical 

Availability 

Yes. No. 
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the SNR would increase by 20 dB, making the SNR of OCT comparable with SNR of OPT. In another aspect, 

OCT suffers less from motion artifacts with short scanning time while OPT suffers more from motion  

artifacts. Furthermore, the motorized rotation stage would induce a higher chance of sample motion. At last, 

OCT is a mature technology and is commercially available. If both OCT and OPT are custom built, the price 

comparison will fall on the choice of the light source and the camera.  

 

8.14.3 Potential of Dual-modality with OCT and Light-sheet Microscopy 

Wu et al. has conducted a study comparing the performance of OCT and light-sheet microscopy on the mouse 

embryo imaging [533]. OCT showed the overall structure of the mouse embryo while light sheet microscopy 

highlighted specfic regions or organs labeled by fluorescent dyes. Their results pointed out a promising aspect 

of combining these two modalities to provie more comprehensive characterization of mouse embryos. In the 

case of optical cleared mouse embryos, the dual-modality is still promising. However, the choices of the 

fluorescent dyes would be significantly limited since lots of fluorescent signals would be quenched or 

bleached after fixation, dehydration and decoloring steps. See the review paper of Liu et al.  [486] and 

Tainaka et al. [487] for a list of fluorescent dyes that are compatible with different optical clearing protocols. 

 Note that OPT and light sheet microscopy have been integrated together to examine the E12.5 mouse 

embryonic head, demonstrating the combined advantages of fluorescent and nonfluorescent contrast in 

embryonic studies [534].  

 

8.15 Summary 

In this chapter, we have demonstrated OCT atlas of mouse embryonic hearts from E9.5 to E16.5, showing 

the progression of embryonic heart development. Development of four-chambered cardiac structure was 

identified in the OCT atlas. Critical morphological changes during later stages of heart development, such as 

atrial and ventricular septations, atrio-ventricular septation was revealed. Vascular development such as 

forming of pharyngeal arch arteries and remodeling of common outflow tract was clearly observed. 

Moreover, we have demonstrated that OCT is capable to detect congenital heart defects (CHDs) in mutant 

mouse embryos. We have shown that optical-clearing method has significantly enhanced the penetration 

depth of OCT, making imaging of whole embryo heart possible beyond E10.5 stages. Given its advantages 
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of fast imaging speed, resolution and low system cost, OCT combining with optical clearing techniques 

would be a promising protocol for embryonic researches as well as phenotyping CHDs in mutant mouse 

models. 
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Appendix 8.1 List of Common Abnormalies Occurred in Transgenic Embryonic Mouse Hearts  

Table 8. 10 List of Common Abnormalies Occurred in Transgenic Embryonic Mouse Hearts [436] 

Main Categories Subcategories 

Abnormal Heart Septum 

Morphology 
• Abnormal ventricular septum morphology: Ventricular Septal Defects 

(VSD) 

• Abnormal atrial septum morphology: Atrial Septal Defects (ASD) 

Abnormal Outflow Tract 

Development 
• Abnormal OFT septation: Persistent Truncus Arteriosus (PTA) 

• Malalignment of the great vessels: Double Outlet Right Ventricle 

(DORV) 

Abnormal Cardiac Valve 

Morphology 
• Abnormal atrioventricular valve morphology: Atresia of Mitral or 

Tricuspid Valve 

• Abnormal semilunar valve morphology 

• Heart valve hyperplasia 

Abnormal Myocardial 

Trabeculae Morphology 
• Poorly developed ventricular trabeculae 

• Absent myocardial traveculae 

Abnormal Aortic 

Arch/Aorta Morphology 
• Abnormal patterning of the aortic arch 

• Interrupted aortic arch 

• Right aortic arch 

• Retroesophageal right subclavian artery 

• Overriding aorta 

• Double aortic arch 

• Coarctation of aorta 

• Cervical aortic arch 

Abnormal Looping • Abnormal direction of looping 

• Failure of looping 

Thin Myocardial Wall  

Abnormal Endocardial 

Cushion 
• Absent endocardial cushion 

• Decreased endocardial cushion size: Complete atrioventricular canal 

defect (CAVC) 

• Failure of endocardial cushion closure 

• Increased endocardial cushion size 

Abnormal Heart Tube 

Morphology 

 

Abnormal 

Atrioventricular Canal 

 

Dextrocardia  

Abnormal Pulmonary 

Trunk Morphology 

 

Mesocardia  

Abnormal Sinus Venosus  

The corresponding embryonic heart regions in the main categories are labeled in italic. The most common 

abnormalies in the subcategories are labeled in italic.  
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Chapter 9: Summary and Outlook 

 

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an established optical imaging modality which can obtain label-free, 

non-destructive 3D images of samples with micron-scale resolution and millimeter penetration. Serving as 

“optical biopsy”, OCT can be utilized to characterize the internal structures of both biological and non-

biological samples in situ, up to 1-2 mm below the sample surface. In addition, high-speed OCT can be used 

to perform time-lapse (or longitudinal) imaging of samples to monitor their dynamic changes over time.  

 In the first part of my dissertation, I focused on discussing the technical development of high-speed OCT 

technologies. In the first chapter (Chapter 1), I briefly introduced the OCT technology, with the focus on the 

principles, key performance metrics and literature reviews of OCT technology in various biomedical 

applications. Next, I presented a detailed tutorial on how to build a custom spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT) 

in Chapter 2, including the descriptions of system configuration, a detailed procedure of system alignment 

and a detailed protocol of performance characterization of the system. In the next chapter, I moved to the 

space-division-multiplexing OCT (SDM-OCT) technology, a parallel imaging OCT technology with a more 

complex and intricate system setup. In the chapter, I covered the principles of SDM-OCT, step-by-step 

procedures to build a first generation fiber-based SDM-OCT and a first generation chip-based SDM-OCT, 

and characterization of their performance. I have demonstrated the feasibility of both fiber-based and chip-

based SDM-OCT to perform in vivo, high-speed imaging of human fingers. In Chapter 4, I presented my 

work on improving the performance of SDM-OCT with the implementation of the galvo-based phase-

modulation full-range technique, which can facilitate the SDM-OCT acquisition of multi-channel images 

with reduced hardware requirements. Various approaches to realize complex reconstruction of interference 

signals was first reviewed, following with detailed descriptions of theoretical foundations, experimental 

designs and post-processing procedures of the galvo-based phase-modulation full-range technique. The 

feasibilty of the full-range SDM-OCT (FR-SDM-OCT) has been demonstrated by characterizing its 

performance in mirror and tape images and acquiring the images from human fingers in vivo. We should note 

that, full-range technique can also expand the potential of SDM-OCT technology to render more channels 
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simultaneously within a doubled imaging range, as compared to the total imaging range of the standard SDM-

OCT system with the same experimental setup and imaging protocol.  

 In the second part of my dissertation, I presented the unique observations using high-speed OCT systems 

to characterize dynamic processes in biological and non-biological samples. Figure 9.1 showed a timeline 

indicating the duration (or time window) for different dynamic processes in biological and non-biological 

samples. By choosing the interval for different time-lapse acquisition protocols, we can utilize OCT to 

monitor both fast dynamics and slow dynamics in samples. In Chapter 5, I presented a functional OCT, OCT 

angiography (OCTA), to visualize the vascular network in the human skin. Specifically, I demonstrated the 

feasibility of SDM-OCT to visualize the capillary network in the human finger nail, showing the advantages 

of SDM-OCT technology with a parallel imaging scheme to further improve the imaging speed and the field 

of view (FOV) with reduce motion artifacts. In Chapter 6, I covered my research work of characterization of 

drying process of droplets and latex systems. With a short time window from a few milliseconds to ~1 second, 

high-speed OCT systems can capture the fast fluid flows in the drying droplets and the fast packing process 

in drying latex system. With a multi-modal imaging platform including OCT, gravimetry and video 

measurements, we successfully characterized progressions of global and local drying phenomena in 

polystyrene latex system (~500 min). In Chapter 7, I presented my work on establishing an OCT-based, 3D 

high-throughput imaging (HTI) platform to perform screening of tumor spheroid assays in 96-well plate. I 

showed my work on developing a program for quantification of tumor spheroid morphology (i.e. diameter, 

height, volume) to track growth kinetics. I also developed a strategy to label the 3D distribution of dead-cell 

regions within the tumor spheroid for viability characterization, based on intrinsic optical attenuation 

Figure 9. 1 A timeline showing the duration (time window) for different dynamic processes in biological 

and non-biological samples. 
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contrast. With the established platform, I performed the OCT screening of tumor spheroid invasion assays to 

characterize 3D cell invasion and evaluate inhibition effects of drugs. In Chapter 8, I described my research 

work on utilizing OCT to image mouse embryonic hearts at different developmental stages, with the 

implementation of optical clearing methods to enhance the light penetration in mouse embryos. A 

representation result of using OCT to phenotype congenital heart defects (CHDs) in mutant mouse embryo 

models was shown. 

 At the end of Chapter 5-8, I have shown the potential OCT applications in different research fields and 

discussed how advances in OCT technology can benefit various OCT applications. Overall, two trends of 

future OCT research work can be envisioned. First, OCT with a MHz A-scan rate (or higher) will potentially 

enable the video-rate volumetric imaging, bringing in new applications with 4D imaging capability [352]. 

Second, with a broad dissemination of OCT technology, OCT can go beyond biomedical application and 

have more significant impacts in non-destructive evaluation and testing (NDE/T) of samples in both 

fundamental science and industrial applications [62]. 
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